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Black-blood imaging of saccular aneurysms

Dynamic enhanced MRI for parotid neoplasms

AI segmentation of acute ischemic lesions
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INDICATIONS FOR USE:

The WEB Aneurysm Embolization System is indicated for use at the middle cerebral artery (MCA) bifurcation, internal carotid artery (ICA) terminus, anterior communicating 
artery (AComm) complex, or basilar artery apex for the endovascular treatment of adult patients with saccular, wide neck bifurcation intracranial aneurysms with dome 
diameter from 3 mm to 10 mm and either neck size 4 mm or greater or the dome-to-neck ratio is greater than 1 and less than 2.

The WEB Aneurysm Embolization System is contraindicated for patients with known bacterial infection that may interfere with or negatively affect the implantation  
procedure and patients with known hypersensitivity to nickel. For complete indications, contraindications, potential complications, warnings, precautions, and instructions, 
see instructions for use (IFU provided with the device).

The VIA® Catheter is intended for the introduction of non-liquid interventional devices (such as stents/_ ow diverters) and infusion of diagnostic (such as contrast media) or 
non-liquid therapeutic agents into the neuro, peripheral, and coronary vasculature. The VIA Catheter is contraindicated for use with liquid embolic materials, such as n-butyl 
2-cyanoacrylate or ethylene vinyl alcohol & DMSO (dimethyl sulfoxide). The VIA Catheter is contraindicated for use in the pediatric population (<22 yrs of age).

Caution: Federal law restricts these devices to sale by or on the order of a physician.
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MicroVention Worldwide
Innovation Center PH +1.714.247.8000
35 Enterprise
Aliso Viejo, CA 92656 USA
MicroVention UK Limited PH +44 (0) 191 258 6777
MicroVention Europe, S.A.R.L. PH +33 (1) 39 21 77 46
MicroVention Deutschland GmbH PH +49  211 210 798-0
microvention.com

Contact a MicroVention sales associate to learn more 
about integrating the WEB® device into your practice.

MICROVENTION® is a registered trademark of MicroVention, Inc. WEB® and VIA®  are registered trademarks of Sequent Medical, Inc. in the United States ©2019 MicroVention, Inc. MM854 US 02/19

MicroVention® delivers the first intrasaccular solution
for wide neck bifurcation aneurysms.

The world leader  
and first 

PMA-approved 
device in an 

important new 
category of   
intrasaccular  

flow disruptors.

SLS Device

SL Device

The WEB® System is a safe 
and effective single-device 
solution for treating wide 
neck bifurcation aneurysms.



NAVIGATE, 
BIFURCATE, 
CONSOLIDATE

#THINKCERENOVUS
Important information: Prior to use, refer to the instructions for use supplied with this 
device for indications, contraindications, side effects, warnings, and precautions.
Caution: US Law restricts this device to sale by or on the order of a physician

©CERENOVUS 2019. All rights reserved.  



Bending expectations of 
conformability and stability.
Enhanced conformability
The hybrid cell structure is designed to enhance stent opening 
and conformability in bifurcations and tight curves.

Ease of use
All sizes of the Neuroform Atlas Stent are deliverable through 
Excelsior® SL-10® and Excelsior XT-17™ Microcatheters.

Higher deployment accuracy
The Neuroform Atlas Stent is designed to have very low 
foreshortening, which enables very high deployment accuracy.

The Neuroform Atlas Stent System is authorized under a Humanitarian 
Device Exemption (HDE). IRB approval is required prior to use.
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 CMEgateway.org
  It’s Easy and Free!
 Log on to CME Gateway to:
• View or print reports of your CME credits from 
 multiple societies from a single access point.
• Print an aggregated report or certifi cate from 
 each participating organization.
• Link to SAMs and other tools to help with 
 maintenance of certifi cation.

 American Board of Radiology 
(ABR) participation!

 By activating ABR in your organizational profi le, 
your MOC–fulfi lling CME and SAM credits can be 
transferred to your own personalized database 
on the ABR Web site. 

 Sign Up Today!
 go to CMEgateway.org

Manage
         your CME Credits Online

Simplify
        the MOC Process

Available to Members of
Participating Societies

American  Board of Radiology (ABR)
American College of Radiology (ACR)
American Roentgen Ray Society (ARRS)
American Society of Neuroradiology (ASNR)
Commnission on Accreditation of Medical 
Physics Educational Programs, Inc. (CAMPEP)
Radiological Society of North America (RSNA)
Society of Interventional Radiology (SIR)
SNM
The Society for Pediatric Radiology (SPR)



The digital edition of AJNR presents the print version in its entirety,  
along with extra features including: 

• Publication Preview

• Case Collection

• Podcasts

• The AJNR News Digest

• The AJNR Blog

It also reaches subscribers much faster than print. An electronic table of contents  
will be sent directly to your mailbox to notify you as soon as it publishes.

Readers can search, reference, and bookmark current and archived  
content 24 hours a day on www.ajnr.org.

ASNR members who wish to opt out of print can do so  
by using the AJNR Go Green link on the AJNR Website  
(http://www.ajnr.org/content/subscriber-help-and-services).  
Just type your name in the email form to stop print  
and spare our ecosystem. 

AJNR urges American Society of  
Neuroradiology members to reduce their  
environmental footprint by voluntarily  
suspending their print subscription.
The savings in paper, printing, transportation, and postage  
directly fund new electronic enhancements and expanded content. 
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Neuroform Atlas® Stent System 
See package insert for complete indications, contraindications, warnings and 
instructions for use.
Humanitarian Device.   Authorized by Federal law for use with neurovascular embolic coils in patients 
who are ≥ 18 years of age for the treatment of wide neck, intracranial, saccular aneurysms arising from a 
parent vessel with a diameter of ≥ 2 mm and ≤ 4.5 mm that are not amenable to treatment with surgical 
clipping. Wide neck aneurysms are defined as having a neck ≥ 4 mm or a dome-to-neck ratio < 2. The 
effectiveness of this device for this use has not been demonstrated.

INDICATIONS FOR USE
The Neuroform Atlas® Stent System is indicated for use with neurovascular embolic coils in patients 
who are ≥ 18 years of age for the treatment of wide neck, intracranial, saccular aneurysms arising from a 
parent vessel with a diameter of ≥ 2 mm and ≤ 4.5 mm that are not amenable to treatment with surgical 
clipping. Wide neck aneurysms are defined as having a neck ≥ 4 mm or a dome-to-neck ratio of < 2.

CONTRAINDICATIONS
Patients in whom antiplatelet and/or anticoagulation therapy is contraindicated.

POTENTIAL ADVERSE EVENTS
The potential adverse events listed below, as well as others, may be associated with the use of the 
Neuroform Atlas® Stent System or with the procedure:
Allergic reaction to nitinol metal and medications, Aneurysm perforation or rupture, Coil herniation 
through stent into parent vessel, Death, Embolus, Headache, Hemorrhage, In-stent stenosis, Infection, 
Ischemia, Neurological deficit/intracranial sequelae, Pseudoaneurysm, Stent fracture, Stent migration/
embolization, Stent misplacement, Stent thrombosis, Stroke, Transient ischemic attack, Vasospasm, 
Vessel occlusion or closure, Vessel perforation/rupture, Vessel dissection, Vessel trauma or damage, 
Vessel thrombosis, Visual impairment, and other procedural complications including but not limited to 
anesthetic and contrast media risks, hypotension, hypertension, access site complications.

WARNINGS 
• Contents supplied STERILE using an ethylene oxide (EO) process. Do not use if sterile barrier is 

damaged. If damage is found, call your Stryker Neurovascular representative.
• For single use only. Do not reuse, reprocess or resterilize. Reuse, reprocessing or resterilization may 

compromise the structural integrity of the device and/or lead to device failure which, in turn, may 
result in patient injury, illness or death. Reuse, reprocessing or resterilization may also create a risk 
of contamination of the device and/or cause patient infection or cross-infection, including, but not 
limited to, the transmission of infectious disease(s) from one patient to another. Contamination of the 
device may lead to injury, illness or death of the patient.

• After use, dispose of product and packaging in accordance with hospital, administrative and/or 
local government policy.

• This device should only be used by physicians who have received appropriate training in 
interventional neuroradiology or interventional radiology and preclinical training on the use of this 
device as established by Stryker Neurovascular.

• Select a stent size (length) to maintain a minimum of 4 mm on each side of the aneurysm neck along 
the parent vessel. An incorrectly sized stent may result in damage to the vessel or stent migration. 
Therefore, the stent is not designed to treat an aneurysm with a neck greater than 22 mm in length.

• If excessive resistance is encountered during the use of the Neuroform Atlas® Stent System or any of 
its components at any time during the procedure, discontinue use of the stent system. Continuing to 
move the stent system against resistance may result in damage to the vessel or a system component.

• Persons allergic to nickel titanium (Nitinol) may suffer an allergic response to this stent implant.
• Purge the system carefully to avoid the accidental introduction of air into the stent system.
• Confirm there are no air bubbles trapped anywhere in the stent system.

CAUTIONS / PRECAUTIONS
• Federal Law (USA) restricts this device to sale by or on the order of a physician.
• Use the Neuroform Atlas Stent System prior to the “Use By” date printed on the package
• Carefully inspect the sterile package and Neuroform Atlas Stent System prior to use to verify that 

neither has been damaged during shipment. Do not use kinked or damaged components; contact your 
Stryker Neurovascular representative.

• The stent delivery microcatheter and the Neuroform Atlas Stent delivery wire should not be used 
to recapture the stent.

• Exercise caution when crossing the deployed stent with adjunctive devices.
• After deployment, the stent may foreshorten from up to 6.3%.
• The max OD of the coiling microcatheter should not exceed the max OD of the stent delivery 

microcatheter.
• Standard interventional devices with distal tips > 1.8 F may not be able to pass through the 

interstices of the stent.
• Safety of the Neuroform Atlas Stent System in patients below the age of 18 has not been 

established.
• In cases where multiple aneurysms are to be treated, start at the most distal aneurysm first. 

MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING (MRI)
Safety Information Magnetic Resonance Conditional
Non-clinical testing and analysis have demonstrated that the Neuroform Atlas Stent is MR Conditional 
alone, or when overlapped with a second stent, and adjacent to a Stryker Neurovascular coil mass. 
A patient with the Neuroform Atlas Stent can be safely scanned immediately after placement of this 
implant, under the following conditions:
• Static magnetic field of 1.5 and 3.0 Tesla
• Maximum spatial gradient field up to 2500 Gauss/cm (25 Tesla/m)
• Maximum MR system reported whole body averaged specific absorption rate of 2 W/kg (Normal 

Operating Mode) and head averaged specific absorption rate of 3.2 W/kg.
Under the scan conditions defined above, the Neuroform Atlas Stent is expected to produce a maximum 
temperature rise of 4°C after 15 minutes of continuous scanning. The Neuroform Atlas Stent should not 
migrate in this MRI environment.
In non-clinical testing, the image artifact caused by the device extends approximately 2 mm from the 
Neuroform Atlas Stent when imaged with a spin echo pulse sequence and 3 Tesla MRI System. The 
artifact may obscure the device lumen. It may be necessary to optimize MR imaging parameters for the 
presence of this implant.

Excelsior® XT-17™ Microcatheter
See package insert for complete indications, contraindications, warnings and 
instructions for use.

INTENDED USE / INDICATIONS FOR USE
Stryker Neurovascular’s Excelsior XT-17 Microcatheters are intended to assist in the delivery of diagnostic 
agents, such as contrast media, and therapeutic agents, such as occlusion coils, into the peripheral, 
coronary and neuro vasculature.

CONTRAINDICATIONS
None known.

POTENTIAL ADVERSE EVENTS 
Potential adverse events associated with the use of microcatheters or with the endovascular procedures 
include, but are not limited to: access site complications, allergic reaction, aneurysm perforation, 
aneurysm rupture, death, embolism (air, foreign body, plaque, thrombus), hematoma, hemorrhage, 
infection, ischemia, neurological deficits, pseudoaneurysm, stroke, transient ischemic attack, vasospasm, 
vessel dissection, vessel occlusion, vessel perforation, vessel rupture, vessel thrombosis

WARNINGS
• The accessories are not intended for use inside the human body.
• Limited testing has been performed with solutions such as contrast media, saline and suspended 

embolic particles. The use of these microcatheters for delivery of solutions other than the types that 
have been tested for compatibility is not recommended. Do not use with glue or glue mixtures.

• Carefully inspect all devices prior to use. Verify shape, size and condition are suitable for the 
specific procedure.

• Exchange microcatheters frequently during lengthy procedures that require extensive guidewire 
manipulation or multiple guidewire exchanges.

• Never advance or withdraw an intravascular device against resistance until the cause of the 
resistance is determined by fluoroscopy. Movement of the microcatheter or guidewire against 
resistance could dislodge a clot, perforate a vessel wall, or damage microcatheter and guidewire. In 
severe cases, tip separation of the microcatheter or guidewire may occur.

• Contents supplied STERILE using an ethylene oxide (EO) process. Do not use if sterile barrier is 
damaged. If damage is found, call your Stryker Neurovascular representative.

• For single use only. Do not reuse, reprocess or resterilize. Reuse, reprocessing or resterilization may 
compromise the structural integrity of the device and/or lead to device failure which, in turn, may 
result in patient injury, illness or death. Reuse, reprocessing or resterilization may also create a risk 
of contamination of the device and/or cause patient infection or cross-infection, including, but not 
limited to, the transmission of infectious disease(s) from one patient to another. Contamination of the 
device may lead to injury, illness or death of the patient.

• After use, dispose of product and packaging in accordance with hospital, administrative and/or 
local government policy.

• These devices are intended for use only by physicians trained in performing endovascular procedures.
• Inspect product before use for any bends, kinks or damage. Do not use a microcatheter that has been 

damaged. Damaged microcatheters may rupture causing vessel trauma or tip detachment during 
steering maneuvers.

• The shaping mandrel is not intended for use inside the human body.
• Discontinue use of microcatheter for infusion if increased resistance is noted. Resistance indicates 

possible blockage. Remove and replace blocked microcatheter immediately. DO NOT attempt to 
clear blockage by over-pressurization. Doing so may cause the microcatheter to rupture, resulting in 
vascular damage or patient injury.

• Do not exceed 2,070 kPa (300 psi) infusion pressure. Excessive pressure could dislodge a clot, causing 
thromboemboli, or could result in a ruptured microcatheter or severed tip, causing vessel injury.

CAUTIONS / PRECAUTIONS
• To reduce the probability of coating damage in tortuous vasculature, use a guide catheter with a 

minimum internal diameter as specified in Table 1 above, and is recommended for use with Stryker 
Neurovascular hydrophilically coated microcatheters.

• To control the proper introduction, movement, positioning and removal of the microcatheter within 
the vascular system, users should employ standard clinical angiographic and fluoroscopic practices 
and techniques throughout the interventional procedure.

• Exercise care in handling of the microcatheter during a procedure to reduce the possibility of 
accidental breakage, bending or kinking.

• Use the product prior to the “Use By” date printed on the label.
• Limited testing indicates that Excelsior XT-17 Microcatheter is compatible with Dimethyl Sulfoxide 

(DMSO). The compatibility of Excelsior XT-17 Microcatheter with individual agents suspended in 
DMSO has not been established.

• Federal Law (USA) restricts this device to sale by or on the order of a physician.
• Wet dispenser coil or packaging tray and hydrophilically coated outer shaft of microcatheters prior to 

removal from packaging tray. Once the microcatheter has been wetted, do not allow to dry.
• The packaging mandrel is not intended for reuse. The packaging mandrel is not intended for use 

inside the human body.
• Check that all fittings are secure so that air is not introduced into guide catheter or microcatheter 

during continuous flush.
• In order to achieve optimal performance of Stryker Neurovascular Microcatheters and to maintain 

the lubricity of the Hydrolene® Coating surface, it is critical that a continuous flow of appropriate 
flush solution be maintained between the Stryker Neurovascular Microcatheter and guide catheter, 
and the microcatheter and any intraluminal device. In addition, flushing aids in preventing contrast 
crystal formation and/or clotting on both the intraluminal device and inside the guide catheter and/
or the microcatheter lumen.

• Do not position microcatheter closer than 2.54 cm (1 in) from the steam source. Damage to the 
microcatheter may result.

• Excessive tightening of a hemostatic valve onto the microcatheter shaft may result in damage to the 
microcatheter. Removing the peel away introducer without a guidewire inserted in the microcatheter 
lumen might result in damage to the microcatheter shaft.

• To facilitate microcatheter handling, the proximal portion of the microcatheter does not have the 
hydrophilic surface. Greater resistance may be encountered when this section of the microcatheter 
is advanced into the RHV.

Excelsior® SL-10® Microcatheter
See package insert for complete indications, contraindications, warnings and 
instructions for use.

INTENDED USE / INDICATIONS FOR USE
Stryker Neurovascular Excelsior SL-10 Microcatheter is intended to assist in the delivery of diagnostic 
agents, such as contrast media, and therapeutic agents, such as occlusion coils, into the peripheral, 
coronary, and neurovasculature.

CONTRAINDICATIONS
None known.

POTENTIAL ADVERSE EVENTS
Potential adverse events associated with the use of microcatheters or with the endovascular procedures 
include, but are not limited to: access site complications, allergic reaction, aneurysm perforation, 
aneurysm rupture, death, embolism (air, foreign body, plaque, thrombus), hematoma, hemorrhage, 
infection, ischemia, neurological deficits, pseudoaneurysm, stroke, transient ischemic attack, vessel 
dissection, vessel occlusion, vessel perforation, vessel rupture, vessel thrombosis.

WARNINGS
• Contents supplied STERILE using an ethylene oxide (EO) process. Do not use if sterile barrier is 

damaged. If damage is found, call your Stryker Neurovascular representative.
• For single patient use only. Do not reuse, reprocess or resterilize. Reuse, reprocessing or 

resterilization may compromise the structural integrity of the device and/or lead to device failure 
which, in turn, may result in patient injury, illness or death. Reuse, reprocessing or resterilization may 
also create a risk of contamination of the device and/or cause patient infection or cross-infection, 
including, but not limited to, the transmission of infectious disease(s) from one patient to another. 
Contamination of the device may lead to injury, illness or death of the patient.

• After use, dispose of product and packaging in accordance with hospital, administrative and/or 
local government policy.

• These devices are intended for use only by physicians trained in performing 
endovascular procedures.

• Limited testing has been performed with solutions such as contrast media, saline and suspended 
embolic particles. The use of these catheters for delivery of solutions other than the types that have 
been tested for compatibility is not recommended. Do not use with glue or glue mixtures.

• The accessories are not intended for use inside the human body.
• Carefully inspect all devices prior to use. Verify shape, size and condition are suitable for the 

specific procedure.
• Exchange microcatheters frequently during lengthy procedures that require extensive guidewire 

manipulation or multiple guidewire exchanges.
• Never advance or withdraw an intravascular device against resistance until the cause of the 

resistance is determined by fluoroscopy. Movement of the microcatheter or guidewire against 
resistance could dislodge a clot, perforate a vessel wall, or damage microcatheter and guidewire. In 
severe cases, tip separation of the microcatheter or guidewire may occur.

• Inspect product before use for any bends, kinks or damage. Do not use a microcatheter that has been 
damaged. Damaged microcatheters may rupture causing vessel trauma or tip detachment during 
steering maneuvers.

• Shaping mandrel is not intended for use inside the human body.
• Discontinue use of microcatheter for infusion if increased resistance is noted. Resistance indicates 

possible blockage. Remove and replace blocked microcatheter immediately. DO NOT attempt to 
clear blockage by over-pressurization. Doing so may cause the microcatheter to rupture, resulting in 
vascular damage or patient injury.

• Do not exceed 2,070 kPa (300 psi) infusion pressure. Excessive pressure could dislodge a clot, causing 
thromboemboli, or could result in a ruptured microcatheter or severed tip, causing vessel injury.

CAUTIONS / PRECAUTIONS
• Federal Law (USA) restricts this device to sale by or on the order of a physician.
• To facilitate microcatheter handling, the proximal portion of the microcatheter does not have the 

hydrophilic surface. Greater resistance may be encountered when this section of the microcatheter 
is advanced into the RHV.

• Exercise care in handling of the microcatheter during a procedure to reduce the possibility of 
accidental breakage, bending or kinking.

• To reduce the probability of coating damage in tortuous vasculature, use a guide catheter with a 
minimum internal diameter that is ≥ 1.00 mm (0.038 in) and is recommended for use with Stryker 
Neurovascular hydrophilically coated microcatheters.

• To control the proper introduction, movement, positioning and removal of the microcatheter within 
the vascular system, users should employ standard clinical angiographic and fluoroscopic practices 
and techniques throughout the interventional procedure.

• Flush dispenser coil of hydrophilically coated microcatheters prior to removal from dispenser coil. 
Once the microcatheter has been wetted, do not allow to dry. Do not reinsert the microcatheter 
into dispenser coil.

• Do not position microcatheter closer than 2.54 cm (1 in) from the steam source. Damage to the 
microcatheter may result.

• Check that all fittings are secure so that air is not introduced into guide catheter or microcatheter 
during continuous flush.

• In order to achieve optimal performance of Stryker Neurovascular Microcatheters and to maintain 
the lubricity of the Hydrolene® Coating surface, it is critical that a continuous flow of appropriate 
flush solution be maintained between the Stryker Neurovascular Microcatheter and guide catheter, 
and the microcatheter and any intraluminal device. In addition, flushing aids in preventing contrast 
crystal formation and/or clotting on both the intraluminal device and inside the guide catheter and/
or the microcatheter lumen.

• Excessive tightening of a hemostatic valve onto the microcatheter shaft may result in damage to 
the microcatheter.
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Wingspan® Stent System with Gateway® PTA Balloon 
Catheter 
RX ONLY

See package insert for complete indications, contraindications, 
warnings and instructions for use.
Humanitarian Device: The Wingspan Stent System with Gateway PTA Balloon 
Catheter is Authorized by Federal law for use in improving cerebral artery lumen 
diameter in patients 22 to 80 years old with recurrent (2 or more) strokes refractory 
to a comprehensive regimen of medical therapy and due to atherosclerotic disease 
of intracranial vessels with 70-99% stenosis that are accessible to the system. The 
most recent stroke must have occurred more than 7 days prior to treatment with the 
Wingspan Stent System. Patients are eligible for treatment with the Wingspan Stent 
System if their Modified Rankin Score (mRS) is 3 or less at the time of treatment.
The effectiveness of this device for this use has not been demonstrated.

INTENDED USE / INDICATIONS FOR USE
The Wingspan Stent System with Gateway PTA Balloon Catheter is Authorized by 
Federal law for use in improving cerebral artery lumen diameter in patients 22 to 80 
years old with recurrent (2 or more) strokes refractory to a comprehensive regimen of 
medical therapy and due to atherosclerotic disease of intracranial vessels with 70-99% 
stenosis that are accessible to the system. The most recent stroke must have occurred 
more than 7 days prior to treatment with the Wingspan Stent System. Patients are 
eligible for treatment with the Wingspan Stent System if their Modified Rankin Score 
(mRS) is 3 or less at the time of treatment.

CONTRAINDICATIONS
• Patients in whom antiplatelet and/or anticoagulation therapy is contraindicated.
• Lesions that are highly calcified or otherwise could prevent access or appropriate 

expansion of the Stent.
• For the treatment of stroke with an onset of symptoms within 7 days or less 

of treatment.
• For the treatment of transient ischemic attacks.

OBSERVED ADVERSE EVENTS
A clinical study was conducted on 45 patients with intracranial atherosclerotic disease 
at 12 international sites. Data are presented on 44 patients through 30 days and on 
42 patients who have reached the 6-month follow-up visit. The following adverse 
events observed in the clinical study: Infection, TIA, Stroke, Hematoma, Vasospasm, 
Hemorrhagic Event, Hypertension, Peripheral vascular diseases, Neurological 
symptoms, Pain, AMI, Angina, Arrhythmia, Creatinine increase, Hematuria, 
Hypoglycemia/hyperglycemia, Asymptomatic Thromboembolic Event, Bradycardia (35 
min), Broken middle-foot left/V-fracture, Chronical antrum gastritis, Death, Elevated 
bilirubin, GOT, GPT, Fever, Hiatus hernia, Hypervolemia, New distal in stent stenosis, 

Pulmonary edema, Respiratory failure, Seizure, Syncope.

POTENTIAL ADVERSE EVENTS
Potential adverse events that were not observed in the clinical study, but that may be 
associated with the use of the Wingspan Stent System with Gateway PTA Balloon 
catheter or with the procedure include: aneurysm, cerebral ischemia, coagulopathy, 
drug reaction to contrast or antiplatelet medication, emboli (air, tissue, or thrombotic 
tissue), hypotension, intimal dissection, ischemia/infarct, restenosis, pseudoaneurysm, 
stent migration, stent misplacement, stent occlusion, stent embolization, stent 
thrombosis, thromboembolic event, vessel dissection, vessel occlusion, vessel 
perforation, vessel rupture, vessel spasm, vessel thrombosis, vessel trauma requiring 
surgical repair or intervention.

WARNINGS
Contents supplied STERILE using an ethylene oxide (EO) process. Do not use if sterile 
barrier is damaged. If damage is found, call your Stryker Neurovascular representative.
For single use only. Do not reuse, reprocess or resterilize. Reuse, reprocessing or 
resterilization may compromise the structural integrity of the device and/or lead to 
device failure which, in turn, may result in patient injury, illness or death. Reuse, 
reprocessing or resterilization may also create a risk of contamination of the device 
and/or cause patient infection or cross-infection, including, but not limited to, the 
transmission of infectious disease(s) from one patient to another. Contamination of the 
device may lead to injury, illness or death of the patient.
After use, dispose of product and packaging in accordance with hospital, administrative 
and/or local government policy.
The Wingspan Stent System is not designed or intended for contrast injections or 
injections other than heparinized saline.
If excessive resistance is encountered during the use of the Wingspan Stent System or 
with the Gateway PTA Balloon Catheter at any time during the procedure, discontinue 
use of the System. Movement of the System against resistance may result in damage 
to the vessel, or a System component.
In animal evaluations, the severity of vessel stenosis/neointimal thickness appears 
to be correlated with the degree of trauma inflicted on the arterial walls by Stent 
placement or Stent radial expansion.
Experience with stent implants indicates that there is a risk of restenosis. Subsequent 
restenosis may require repeat dilation of the vessel segment containing the stent. 
The risks and long-term outcome following repeat dilation of endothelialized stents 
is unknown at present.
If the stent is implanted adjacent to or contacting other implanted metal, such as 
another stent or embolic coil, the metals should be of similar composition to avoid 
galvanic corrosion potential.
• The safety and probable benefit of the Wingspan System with Gateway PTA 

Balloon Catheter have not been established for treatment of patients with any 
of the following:

 – New or unstable symptoms within 24 hours of treatment;
 – Evidence on brain imaging study of subacute or acute ischemia in the vascular 

territory of the target lesion;
 – A recent stroke of a size that would place the patient at risk for intracranial 

hemorrhage;
 – Thrombolytic therapy within 24 hours prior to treatment with the device;
 – The cause of the target stenosis is not atherosclerosis;
 – The normal diameter of the target vessel that is not between 2.00 and 

4.50 mm;
 – A target lesion length greater than 14 mm;
 – Severe calcification at the target lesion;
 – A minimum lumen diameter of the target vessel of less than 2 mm after 

pre-dilation;
 – Greater than 50% stenosis proximal or distal to the target intracranial 

lesion; OR
 – A previous intracerebral or intracranial hemorrhage or a recent hemorrhagic 

infarction 

CAUTIONS / PRECAUTIONS
General Precautions
• The Wingspan Stent System and the Gateway PTA Balloon Catheter are provided 

STERILE for single use only. Do not resterilize. Store in a cool, dry place.
• Use the Wingspan Stent System and Gateway PTA Balloon Catheter prior to the 

“Use By” date printed on the package.
• Select a Stent size (length and diameter) that extends a minimum of 3 mm on 

both sides of the lesion. 
Preparation Precautions
• Carefully inspect the sterile package and Wingspan Stent System prior to use 

to verify that neither has been damaged during shipment. Do not use kinked or 
damaged components.

• Typical antiplatelet and anticoagulation regimen used for interventional intracranial 
procedures is an important adjunct to Stent treatment. Patients must be advised 
to take their prescribed medications after the Stent is implanted and should be 
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REVIEW ARTICLE

Texture Analysis in Cerebral Gliomas: A Review of
the Literature

X N. Soni, X S. Priya, and X G. Bathla

ABSTRACT
SUMMARY: Texture analysis is a continuously evolving, noninvasive radiomics technique to quantify macroscopic tissue heterogeneity
indirectly linked to microscopic tissue heterogeneity beyond human visual perception. In recent years, systemic oncologic applications of
texture analysis have been increasingly explored. Here we discuss the basic concepts and methodologies of texture analysis, along with a
review of various MR imaging texture analysis applications in glioma imaging. We also discuss MR imaging texture analysis limitations and
the technical challenges that impede its widespread clinical implementation. With continued advancement in computational processing,
MR imaging texture analysis could potentially develop into a valuable clinical tool in routine oncologic imaging.

ABBREVIATIONS: AUC � area under the curve; CE � contrast-enhanced; GLCM � gray-level co-occurrence matrix; GLRLM � gray-level run-length matrix; HGG �
high-grade glioma; IDH � isocitrate dehydrogenase; IDM � inverse difference moment; LGG � low-grade glioma; MRTA � MR imaging texture analysis; PCNSL�
primary central nervous system lymphoma; PCA � principal component analysis; SVM � support vector machine; TA � texture analysis

Gliomas are central nervous system tumors of glial origin, with

glioblastoma being the most common and aggressive sub-

type, having a median survival of 14.5 months and 10% survival at

5 years.1 Despite advanced imaging, accurate noninvasive predic-

tion of glioma grade, survival, molecular status, and treatment

response remains challenging. Brain biopsy remains the reference

standard for histologic and genetic classification, but it is invasive

and costly.2 Additionally, the inherently high molecular hetero-

geneity in gliomas may decrease the accuracy and prognostic

value of stereotactic biopsy diagnosis. Moreover, despite stereo-

tactic biopsy, the pathologic diagnosis may remain inconclusive

in about 7%–15% of patients.3,4 This scenario necessitates preop-

erative identification of imaging surrogates to accurately assess

global tumor heterogeneity and predict glioma grade, genetic mi-

lieu, and survival.5

Even though multiparametric MR imaging features show sig-

nificant agreement in terms of morphologic features, some of

which are strongly associated with poor survival, the accuracy of

these imaging variables to predict genetic heterogeneity and prog-

nosis is rather limited.6,7 Similarly, advanced MR imaging tech-

niques such as diffusion, perfusion, and MR spectroscopy have

also been beneficial, but with modest success.8 Texture analysis

(TA) is a noninvasive method to quantify macroscopic tissue het-

erogeneity indirectly linked to microscopic tissue heterogeneity.

Recently, MR imaging texture analysis (MRTA)-based studies

have shown promise in predicting glioma grade, survival, molec-

ular status, and response assessment. However, despite the con-

tinued work, consensus on the clinical role of MRTA remains

elusive. Here we review the basic concepts behind MRTA, its ap-

plications in glioma imaging, its limitations, current challenges,

and potential future directions.

MRTA: Concepts and Methodology
Texture, according to Merriam-Webster.com, is defined as

“something composed of closely interwoven elements,” just as the

structure formed by threads of a fabric identifies its character.9

Similarly, an image texture is a representation of pixel intensities,

their distribution, and their interrelationships, which may or may

not be discernible to the human eye. TA noninvasively measures

tumor heterogeneity (through parameters like kurtosis, entropy,

and pixel distribution that potentially correlate with cellular den-

sity, angiogenesis, and necrosis) and may better predict tumor

biology.10,11

The workflow of MRTA is represented in the Figure.

Acquisition parameters such as magnet strength, spatial reso-

lution, signal-to-noise ratio, and different pulse sequences may
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influence MRTA features.12 Most interesting, however, variations

in these parameters can provide supplementary texture information,

an added advantage of MR imaging over other imaging modalities.13

Postacquisition, an image undergoes preprocessing, which generally

involves segmentation, image interpolation, intensity normalization,

gray-level reduction, magnetic field inhomogeneity correction, and

filtration. Performance of all these steps except segmentation is not a

requirement for TA but helps enhance texture features and main-

tains uniformity and standardization.

Preprocessing steps can be performed on both open-source

and commercially available software. The first step, segmentation,

involves drawing an ROI manually or automatically either on a

single 2D slice (or multiple slices) or a 3D-VOI.14 Next, to im-

prove matrix resolution, interpolation is applied for which images

are remapped to isotropic spacing to standardize the TA in all 3

directions. Furthermore, interpolation transforms the image into

a higher matrix size and improves texture classification.15

Different MR imaging sequences have various ranges of inten-

sities for the same image. This feature is addressed through inten-

sity normalization, which extends the gray-level distribution of

each MR image to the whole value range (0 –255). It enhances the

contrast between the tumor and background tissues and is

achieved by either remapping the brightness to minimum or max-

imum value in the histogram, using mean � 3 SD, or by using the

histogram range between the first and the 99th percentile of the

gray-scale image.

The undesirable effect of magnetic susceptibility on image tex-

ture can also be modified by use of the filtration process.16 Filtra-

tion can also be applied to derive new maps that individually

extract and enhance subtle features otherwise lost while analyzing

the original conventional image—that is, it converts an image

into different anatomic scales varying from 2 mm (fine features),

3–5 mm (medium features), and 6 mm (coarse features). Further-

more, gray-level reduction is essential in the computation of gray-

level matrices because TA can be computed on 16, 32, 64, 128, or

256 levels and actual MR imaging ranges up to 1024 levels.16 Be-

cause increasing the number of gray levels makes them computa-

tionally extensive without an added advantage, gray-level matri-

ces are therefore computed at 5 or 6 bits per pixel.17

Feature extraction is the next step and includes agnostic and

semantic features. Semantic features include shape, necrosis, vas-

cularity, location, and speculation, and these can be quantified as

well. Hundreds of features can be computed from available

MRTA software.18 To overcome the issue of redundancy and

overfitting that may be seen with multiple extracted features, sev-

eral classifier models—Fischer coefficient, principal component

analysis (PCA), linear/nonlinear discriminant analysis, regression

models, support vector machine (SVM) with recursive feature

elimination, artificial neural network, and random forest classifi-

ers—are used as well as application of statistical methods to re-

duce the false discovery rate. These models extract the features

that have the best discriminative power.19 Alternately, unsuper-

vised deep learning models can also be used to agnostically gen-

erate discriminating texture features. This obviates generating

thousands of random texture features and subsequent optimal

feature selection as described above.

Types of TA
At present, statistical-, structural-, transform-, and spectral-based

TAs are the most common agnostic methods used. Statistical-

based TA depends on the pixel values, distribution, and spatial

interrelationship in the defined ROI.20

First-order statistical TA is a histogram representation of im-

age intensities in a predefined ROI and calculates mean, median,

percentile, SD, skewness entropy, uniformity, and kurtosis. Mean

is a measure of central tendency (average brightness), SD depicts

dispersion from the mean, skewness reflects asymmetry of the

histogram, kurtosis depicts the pointedness of the histogram (vi-

sual contrast), and entropy reflects the irregularity of the image-

intensity distribution. The more heterogeneous the tumor, the

higher the entropy is.20

Second-order or higher order statistical TA quantifies the im-

age pattern on the basis of the spatial relationship or co-occur-

rence of the pixel value. It consists of several methods, including

the 2 most common ones: gray-level co-occurrence matrix

(GLCM) and gray-level run-length matrix (GLRLM). The GLCM

measures the frequency of pixel pair distribution at a predefined

distance,21 usually measured in 4 directions (0°, 45°, 90°, and

135°) for 2D and in 13 directions for 3D.14 GLCM features include

homogeneity, inverse difference moment (IDM), dissimilarity,

correlation, energy, and entropy. GLRLM observes the run of a

specific pixel value over a chosen direction and consists of gray-

level nonuniformity, run-length nonuniformity, short-run em-

phasis, and long-run emphasis. Both GLCM and GLRLM are cal-

culated in different directions and averaged to make them

rotationally invariant. GLCM may be measured over different

pixel distances (for example, from 1 to 5), and similarly, GLRLM

is computed over different run lengths to compute different tex-

ture features from the same ROI. GLCM and GLRLM over short

distance and run provide fine texture, and over longer distance

and run provide coarse texture. Different texture features can also

be calculated in statistical methods by application of filters such as

bandpass or nonorthogonal wavelet transform, which allow ex-

traction of fine (�2 mm), medium (3–5 mm), and coarse texture

(�6 mm) using different filter values.22

Local binary patterns have high discriminative power and cal-

culate the pixel value by comparing it with neighboring pixels and

then assigning a binary value. Other higher order statistics include

busyness, coarseness, and contrast, which calculate the spatial re-

lationship among �3 gray-level pixel values.16

Structural (model-based) methods such as fractal analysis

provide information about the self-symmetry of the objects.

These are computationally extensive and less preferred. Spectral

methods include wavelet, Gabor, and Fourier transforms and are

based on transforming the spatial information of the image into

spatial frequencies.22

In general, the first- and second-order statistical methods are

used most commonly. First-order statistical methods provide

global information, and second-order statistical methods provide

FIGURE. The workflow of MRTA.
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additional information regarding the transition among pixel val-

ues. An important consideration is that 2 different tumors may

have similar distribution of intensities but may differ in their spa-

tial interrelationship; thus, histogram TA may be limited in such a

setting. Second-order statistical TA may be preferable, especially

for markedly heterogeneous tumors.23,24

MRTA Applications in Glioma Imaging
MRTA applications in gliomas are an active area of research, and

multiple reports have shown promising results (On-line Tables

1– 4). For the sake of simplicity, we have condensed various stud-

ies into 4 broad categories: MRTA for glioma grading, predicting

survival, glioma radiogenomics, and a miscellaneous category of

studies differentiating gliomas from other CNS tumors and as-

sessing treatment changes.

Glioma Grading
The World Health Organization classifies gliomas as low grade (I

and II) and high grade (III and IV).25 Pretherapy determination of

glioma grade can help optimize treatment strategy, predicting

therapeutic response, prognosis, and survival.10,26 On-line Table

1 summarizes prior studies evaluating MRTA for glioma grad-

ing.2,10,27-32 Some of these are briefly discussed below. In general,

most studies used either ADC maps, T1-contrast-enhanced (CE)

MR imaging, or a multiparametric technique along with a trans-

form statistical (filtration-histogram) technique or purely statis-

tical (first- or second-order) TA. Despite variabilities in TA soft-

ware, entropy values of the ADC maps consistently showed

promising results for differentiating low-grade gliomas (LGGs)

from high-grade gliomas (HGGs). Skogen et al29 performed his-

togram-based TA in 95 patients using CE-MR images and found

SD parameters at a fine texture highly significant (area under the

curve [AUC], 0.910) in distinguishing LGGs from HGGs. Tian et

al30 performed multiparametric TA in 153 patients (grades II–IV)

using an SVM classifier model. They reported 98% accuracy of

MRTA features for glioma grading. They also observed that while

multiparametric TA performed better in comparison with single-

sequence TA, T1-CE was the best single sequence. Xie et al31 ob-

served that entropy (AUC � 0.885) and IDM (AUC � 0.901) of

model-free and a dynamic contrast-enhanced MR imaging–

based model were able to differentiate grade III from grade IV and

grade II from grade III gliomas.

Glioma Survival Analysis
Prior studies have used features such as age, extent of resection,

degree of necrosis, Karnofsky scores, and enhancing tumor size as

prognostic predictors.33 On-line Table 2 summarizes MRTA

studies predicting survival in gliomas.34-44 As mentioned above,

these studies also had considerable heterogeneity in terms of

methodologies and classifier models. Most interesting, most stud-

ies found CE-MR imaging sequences to be the most useful for

predicting survival. Yang et al,36 for example, noted that even

though several texture parameters predicted 12-month survival,

CE-MR imaging sequences were the most accurate. They also

mentioned that single-image features or MR images may not suf-

fice because different combinations of image features and se-

quences are predictive for different tasks. Another multiparamet-

ric study by Kickingereder et al40 in 119 patients using supervised

PCA predicted progression-free and overall survival after extract-

ing 11 second-order texture features. The MRTA features outper-

formed clinical and radiologic risk models in predicting progno-

sis. Another multiparametric MRTA study by Upadhaya et al35 in

40 patients extracted the top 5 texture features from CE-MR im-

ages with an accuracy of 83% in predicting 15-month survival. Liu

et al44 (n � 119) also noted the best survival prediction on CE-MR

imaging sequences (AUC, 0.791; accuracy, 80.7%). They also dis-

covered that texture features derived from CE-MR imaging were

comparable with features derived from a combination of multiple

sequences.

Glioma Radiogenomics
The 2016 World Health Organization classification update of

gliomas incorporates genetic information for diagnosis. Radiog-

enomics refers to the relationship between imaging phenotypes

and genomics that might allow improved decision-making and

consequently improved patient outcomes.5 Established glioma

biomarkers include isocitrate dehydrogenase (IDH), 1p/19q-code-

letion, and methylguanine methyltransferase status. Immunohis-

tochemistry combined with genome sequencing is a standard

method for identifying glioma mutations.45,46 Many studies have

correlated multiparametric imaging features with glioma muta-

tions and, to date, have shown greater success for IDH status

compared with other mutations. Currently, standard glioblas-

toma therapy does not include mutation-specific treatment based

on molecular status.47

Multiple ongoing clinical trials are, however, evaluating

targeted treatments in gliomas.1 On-line Table 3 summarizes

the recently published MRTA studies on glioma radiogenom-

ics.48-55 Using SVM-recursive feature elimination, Zhang et al48

(n � 152) extracted the top 15 texture features from CE-MR im-

aging and T2WI with 82% accuracy for predicting IDH status.

Hsieh et al49 (n � 39) also reported similar results in predicting

IDH status by extracting 14 GLCM textural features on CE-MR

imaging. Han et al55 also showed that the joint variable derived

from T1WI, T2WI, and CE-MR imaging histograms and GLCM

features can be used for precise detection of IDH1-mutated glio-

mas. TA using B0 and fractional anisotropy maps has also shown

a high accuracy of 95% in predicting IDH status.50 Bahrami et al51

reported greater FLAIR tissue heterogeneity and lower edge con-

trast in IDH wild-type compared with IDH mutants. Jakola et al53

also reported greater accuracy for predicting IDH mutation using

3D-FLAIR. IDH-mutant 1p/19q-codeleted gliomas also have

shown similar results compared with an 1p/19q-intact group and

an unmethylated group. Shofty et al52 used retrospective data

from various MR imaging scanners with variable parameters. De-

spite the considerable data heterogeneity, they successfully pre-

dicted 1p/19q codeletion and discriminated LGGs on the basis of

1p/19q-codeletion status with an accuracy of 87% by extracting

the top 39 texture features, mostly from CE-MR imaging and

T2WI. Li et al56-58 accurately predicted alpha thalassemia mental-

retardation syndrome, epidermal growth factor receptor, and p53

status in patients with LGG on T2WI. In general, the second-

order TA on CE-MR imaging and FLAIR images mostly contrib-

uted to the high accuracy for predicting genomic status.
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Miscellaneous Applications
Glioblastoma imaging features may overlap primary central ner-

vous system lymphomas (PCNSLs) and metastases, rendering a

noninvasive distinction truly challenging.59 Recent MRTA stud-

ies, however, have shown promising results in differentiating

glioblastomas from PCNSLs and metastases (On-line Table

4).59-63,66 Kunimatsu et al60,61 differentiated glioblastomas from

PCNSLs with 75% accuracy by selecting the top 4 best-perform-

ing texture features from CE-MR images. Xiao et al62 found skew-

ness and kurtosis to be the best first-order features on CE-MR

imaging in a similar population. Suh et al59 reported 90% accu-

racy of radiomics-based machine learning algorithms compared

with visual analysis by 3 readers in differentiating PCNSLs from

glioblastomas. Similarly, Alcaide-Leon et al63 showed superiority

of the SVM classifier over human evaluation. Overall, better re-

sults were found using CE-MR imaging and machine-classifica-

tion models. Dynamic histogram analysis is a novel technique

using histogram-based texture parameter analysis on a time-se-

ries of dynamic susceptibility contrast MR imaging. Dynamic tex-

ture parameter analysis is a further extension of dynamic histo-

gram analysis that analyzes a larger set of time-dependent texture

maps from dynamic susceptibility contrast-enhanced series.64,65

By using dynamic texture parameter analysis, Verma et al66 ex-

tracted texture features from the earliest contrast phase of dy-

namic susceptibility contrast-enhanced perfusion maps and dif-

ferentiated glioblastomas from PCNSLs. Skogen et al67 used

MRTA on DTI-derived fractional anisotropy and ADC maps and

reported significantly higher heterogeneity in peritumoral edema

of glioblastomas compared with metastases.

Assessment of the therapeutic response based solely on Re-

sponse Assessment in Neuro-Oncology criteria, which are based

solely on the 2D size and enhancement, may be challenging.43

Recently, Ismail et al68 (n � 105) extracted the 2 most discrimi-

native 3D shape features of the enhancing tumor on CE-MR im-

aging, FLAIR, and T2WI and noted that 3D shape features could

distinguish pseudoprogression from true progression. TA may

provide useful prognostic information regarding progression and

survival in such a patient population. Grossmann et al41 found

that “information correlation,” a GLCM parameter, had a signif-

icantly higher score in patients on bevacizumab surviving beyond

3 months. Bahrami et al43 reported that lower edge contrast of the

FLAIR signal of gliomas correlated with poor survival after

bevacizumab.

Despite the heterogeneity of the data and software, most stud-

ies demonstrate the robustness of the MRTA and its clinical trans-

ferability for diagnostic use. Second-order statistical TA showed

promising results in most studies. Entropy also appears to be a key

feature. Quite possibly, multisequence-based MRTA may have

higher accuracy. However, it may be time-consuming, and not all

advanced sequences are widely available. Performing MRTA on

commonly available CE-MR imaging as well as T2-weighted/

FLAIR sequences may be optimal for standardization, given the

wide availability and promise shown in early studies. In studies

involving LGGs, it may be better to perform MRTA on T2-

weighted/FLAIR sequences because they better identify the tu-

mor. On the other hand, CE-MR imaging appears to be the single

best sequence in glioblastoma, as mentioned in a study by Liu

et al.44

Challenges and Future Directions
Despite the advantages, widespread clinical implementation of

MRTA is still limited, mostly due to nonuniformity and lack of

standardization and quantification processes. The real challenge

lies in the reproducibility and repeatability of these studies. Mul-

tiple studies used indigenous MRTA software, likely with varying

algorithms. Thus, studies differ not only in image acquisition but

also MRTA methodologies.

The other important aspect is use of a cancer imaging data

base, which may suffice for conventional multiparametric assess-

ment but nevertheless has considerable heterogeneity in se-

quences, protocols, and vendors. This is not confined just to the

cancer data base but is a practical consideration for any multi-

center study.

The impact of acquisition parameters on MRTA has been ad-

dressed in multiple studies. Ford et al,69 using a digital 3D phan-

tom, concluded that multiple texture features vary considerably

between T1-weighted images (spin-echo, gradient echo, gradient

recalled-echo, and inversion recovery) and T1 maps. They also

noted that TR/TE variations on T1WI and T2WI affect texture

features. Another phantom-based study by Buch et al12 assessed

the effect of magnet strength, flip angles, number of excitations,

and different scanner platforms and concluded that some texture

features are more robust (for example, except for histogram-re-

lated median, entropy, and GLCM contrast, all other histogram,

GLCM, GLRLM, gray-level gradient matrix, and Law features did

not show a significant difference from flip angles) and some are

more susceptible to acquisition parameters (all Law features were

significantly different for different magnetic strengths). Yang et

al70 found that different reconstruction algorithms, noise levels,

and parallel imaging acceleration factors can influence texture

parameters. Texture features are also affected by a number of coil

elements, coil arrangement, and k-space sampling.71 Rapid

k-space sampling techniques can reduce SNR, thus affecting TA,

especially histogram intensity-based features.12,71,72 The inclu-

sion of preprocessing steps may also affect texture features.

Mayerhoefer et al15 found zero-filling interpolation to be the

most optimal with an interpolation factor of 4 to improve texture

performance. Both Waugh et al72 and Mayerhoefer et al13 found

spatial resolution to be the most important factor affecting MRTA

and that variability in TR/TE, sampling bandwidth, and number

of excitations is not significant at higher resolution. However,

Molina et al73 found that several GLCM and GLRLM texture fea-

tures computed on 3D segmentation of brain gliomas were not

robust over different spatial resolution/matrix size and gray-level

ranges. They found only entropy to be the most robust feature.

For intensity normalization, Collewet et al74 found mean � 3 SDs

to be the most optimal strategy. Partial volume artifacts can be

corrected by iterative optimal thresholding algorithms.12

In terms of analysis, the choice between analyzing multiple-

versus-few sequences for MRTA also needs to be addressed. Spin-

echo sequences are often acquired routinely in suspected brain

tumor while advanced imaging may not be routinely performed,

especially on the index scan. TA-based conventional sequences
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seem more practical in terms of generalizability, with T1-CE–

based TA being the most optimal.

3D-TA appears more accurate than 2D, given the high spatial

resolution of the acquired data. Similarly, results based on a VOI

analysis appear more reliable than those based on a single slice

(also a prominent limitation of multiple prior studies).75 How-

ever, more studies are needed to further establish better accuracy

of 3D-MRTA and justify the additional time and effort.14

All these factors re-emphasize the need for standardization of

MR imaging protocols, including uniform postprocessing tech-

niques, to allow a more valid, multiple-institution comparison of

MRTA results.

Challenges in processing include the inhomogeneity of MRTA

software, which may be commercial, open-source, or developed

in-house. The superiority of one over the other remains specula-

tive at best.76 Future studies should assess the comparability and

accuracy of results across multiple types of software, especially in

terms of clinical outcomes, survival, and radiomic parameters, to

help with standardization. Finally, adequate training of radiolo-

gists is also required for consistent evaluation and implementa-

tion in routine workflow.

Another factor is the problem of the “huge data” that need

sorting to prevent redundancy. Several classifier models exist to

accurately predict the optimal texture feature. However, there is

no consensus as to whether one is superior to the others. Artificial

intelligence may be helpful in this case, both in feature selection

and building prediction models.

Additionally, even though MRTA has shown potential in neu-

roimaging, certain valid criticisms of this technique should also be

acknowledged. One major criticism of MRTA is that it is not

hypothesis-driven. In some ways, MRTA is essentially correlating

different mathematic computations with various imaging and

clinical parameters to see what is statistically significant. This is,

however, problematic for 2 main reasons: First, there is no intui-

tive reason why mathematic variables would make physiologic

sense. Whether these significant relationships are merely chance

findings secondary to overfitting (see next paragraph) or reflect

as-yet unexplored physiologic correlates currently remains un-

clear. Most interesting, some prior studies have shown correla-

tions between CT texture parameters and histologic markers such

as CD34 and Ki-67, findings that may support some tissue-level

basis for texture parameters.11 These, however, remain to be fully

determined and validated.

The other major limitation is the problem of overfitting,

which can occur when the number of independent parameters

being analyzed is larger than the number of data points/sample

size. Generally, it is recommended that the sample size be 5–10

times the number of analyzed variables, which is often not the

case, especially with studies using a smaller sample size. This issue

could be addressed through either larger datasets or analysis of

only a few preselected robust variables. Another way to avoid

overfitting is to split the data into 3 mutually exclusive sets, one

each for training, testing, and finally validation.

Finally, the role of MRTA should also be evaluated in the con-

text of deep learning and neural networks. Even though unsuper-

vised deep learning can self-identify features for itself and does

not need manual input (thereby reducing interobserver bias in

ROI selection) and feature selection,76 deep learning methods re-

quire higher processing powers and considerable high-quality

ground truth data. The insatiable appetite of deep learning for

large quantities of labeled training data (which are both expensive

and difficult to produce) is another limitation of the deep learning

approach.77 MRTA, on the other hand, is less data-hungry. Addi-

tionally, the internal algorithm feature vectors in unsupervised

deep learning may not always be apparent (black box), while TA

features can be explained more easily. However, ROI selection

bias among observers can influence MRTA results and should be

addressed prospectively.75 However, the 2 techniques may be

complementary in terms of optimal feature selection (in deep

learning) and ease of use for wider applicability (for MRTA),

thereby providing optimal output without substantial changes to

the clinical workflow.

CONCLUSIONS
MRTA has shown promising results in various glioma-related ap-

plications. The inclusion of tumor heterogeneity as a radiology-

reporting variable appears to break with the notion of radiology

being only diagnostic or qualitative and brings the shift toward

prognostic value as an imaging biomarker for precision/person-

alized medicine. However, before widespread clinical applicabil-

ity, prospective validation of accuracy, selection of robust se-

quences, interinstitutional congruity of results, and selection of

the best possible technique need to be addressed. Last, develop-

ment of automated segmentation tools with incorporation of ma-

chine learning is essential to expedite feature extraction and anal-

ysis, thus saving time and additional burden on the radiologist.
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SOCIAL MEDIA VIGNETTE

The Continued Rise in Professional Use of Social Media at
Scientific Meetings: An Analysis of Twitter Use during

the ASNR 2018 Annual Meeting
X G. D’Anna, X M.M. Chen, X J.L. McCarty, X A. Radmanesh, and X A.L. Kotsenas

ABSTRACT
SUMMARY: Professional use of social media continues to increase. We analyzed Twitter use of our own American Society of Neurora-
diology (ASNR) 2018 annual meeting, reviewing all Twitter posts (3020 tweets from 523 participants) containing the hashtag #ASNR18 from
May 21, 2018, to June 12, 2018, extracting the transcripts from Symplur. Then, each tweet was categorized by the role of user, type of tweet,
and topic. The dominant user category was neuroradiologist/radiologist (63%). The keynote address, “The Radiology Renaissance: Shaping
the Future of Healthcare,” presented by Andy DeLao @Cancergeek was the most frequently tweeted topic (10%). Comment on a session
was the major type of tweet. When we compared the data with a similar analysis in 2014, our data analysis showed a growth in the use of
Twitter in only 4 years.

ABBREVIATIONS: ASNR � American Society of Neuroradiology; RT � retweet

Use of social media in the general population continues to

grow, with a median of 53% of the global population using at

least 1 social media platform.1-3 Use of social media has also in-

creased during scientific and medical meetings.4-9 In 2015, an

analysis of social media used during the 52nd Annual Meeting of

the American Society of Neuroradiology (ASNR) was made,10

with the recording and categorization of all tweets. Four years

later, we aimed to repeat a similar analysis of the 56th Annual

Meeting of the American Society of Neuroradiology (June 2–7,

2018), which was held in Vancouver, British Columbia, Can-

ada, the using hashtag #ASNR18.

We collected all Twitter posts (Twitter.com, San Francisco,

California) containing #ASNR18 from May 21, 2018 (10 days be-

fore the start of the meeting), to June 12, 2018 (5 days after the end

of the meeting), extracting the transcripts from Symplur (https://

www.symplur.com/). Each tweet was categorized by role of user,

type of tweet, and topic. We collected 3020 tweets by 523 partici-

pants as well as separately collected retweets, 1870 (61.9%).

During the days of the meeting, an average of 453 tweets were

posted each day by a total of 523 participants (versus an average of

65 tweets by a total number of 50 participants in 2014). #ASNR18

generated 8.124 million impressions compared with 415,102 in

2014. An average of 6 tweets per participant were posted on Twit-

ter in the days observed (8 in 2014). The top 3 categories of Twit-

ter accounts using #ASNR18, neuroradiology societies, influenc-

ers (nonphysician or scientific professionals involved in health

care), and neuroradiologists, generated 521 tweets (17%); in

2014, neuroradiologists generated 54% of tweets (n � 223).

The major category of user (Table 1) was neuroradiologist/

radiologist (63% of participants). The second largest category was

professional societies (14%), which was a new category compared

with 2014. A few tweets were posted by members of the patient

community (n � 7).

English was largely the language of choice, with only 3 tweets

in other languages (2 in Portuguese and 1 in Spanish). Regarding

the type of tweet (Table 2), the most common was a comment on

a session (people commenting on a specific presentation “live”),

followed by a simple update of personal status, not directly related

to a specific session.

With regard to the most popular topics (Table 3), the keynote

address “The Radiology Renaissance: Shaping the Future of

Healthcare” presented by Andy DeLao (@Cancergeek) was the

topic most tweeted (10%). Factors that could have contributed to

this were the sheer number of followers of the presenter, as well as

the topics covered within the keynote, including artificial intelli-

gence, future of neuroradiology, and patient-centered care. Other

popular tweeted topics included the value of neuroradiologists’
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work and reporting (6%), health care economics and politics

(5%), and head and neck radiology (5%).

The tweet content most frequently reposted or “retweeted”

was regarding the incidence of depression and burnout in the

radiological population, which was retweeted 36 times.

Based on the total number of tweets, we found consistent

growth from year to year. J. McCarty in a post on ajnrblog.org in

201611 summarized these data, with dramatic growth between

2014 and 2015 (393 versus 2388), and smaller incremental growth

between 2015 and 2016 (2388 versus 2589). With no published

data about ASNR17, we instead compared the recent session with

ASNR16 (2589 versus 3020 tweets).

We found an exponential growth in increased numbers of ra-

diologists/neuroradiologists that participated in tweeting (96,

compared with 20 in 2014). Additionally, radiology professional

societies engaged in tweets, a new category of participants com-

pared with 2014 (11, compared with zero in 2014).

Most interesting is the evaluation of the topics (Table 3): We

labeled each tweet not only as type of tweet or role of the user but

also by topic of the tweet.

On the basis of the number of tweets, we found that Twitter

participants gave greater importance to health care economics,

the value of the report, and taking care of the patients, with all

these topics accounting for 7.65% of original tweets and 12.88%

of all tweets (including retweets [RTs]).

Twitter has also improved the visibility of specific projects. For

example, “Common Data Elements,” a joint ASNR/RSNA proj-

ect, gained visibility with 19 original tweets and 68 RTs (87 in

total, 2.88%) visible to a larger audience.

In 2015, the use of Twitter during the ASNR Annual Meeting

was described as “in infancy.”10 Four years later, the use of Twitter

at the Annual Meeting of the ASNR has increased substantially.

We now have a large audience, with a neuroradiologic commu-

nity familiar with Twitter use during meetings.4,12,13 This started

with a social media strategy by the event organizer who encour-

aged discussion, provided helpful information about times and

specific locations of lectures, “Twitter Takeovers” in which neu-

roradiologists tweeted from the ASNR account during sessions,

and much more. Having a social media

strategy plays an important role in im-

proving the visibility of neuroradiology

as a subspecialty in the radiology social

universe. Through the use of Twitter,

the ASNR can facilitate networking,

stimulate discussion on topics impor-

tant to the specialty, and provide educa-

tional material for radiologists and

residents.

Table 1: Role of user
Role ASNR14 ASNR18

Radiologists 20 96
Radiology departments 7 10
Radiology societies 11
Radiology journals 3 2
Social media professionals 4 4
Vendors 11 6
Other physicians 5 3
Other 1 13
Host city 1 2
Patients 7

Table 2: Type of tweet

Type of Tweet
Tot (%)/Orig
(%) #ASNR14

Tot (%)/Orig
(%) #ASNR18

Commentary on session 202 (49%)/124 (60.5%) 1830 (61%)/626 (54%)
Meeting announcements 6 (1.5%)/3 (1.5%) 69 (2%)/24 (2%)
Tweetup 61 (14.8%)/33 (16.1%) 40 (1%)/14 (1%)
Status update 39 (9.5%)/26 (12.7%) 619 (20%)/266 (23%)
Meeting logistics 1 (�1%)/1 (�1%) 31 (1%)/19 (2%)
Vendor promotions 9 (2.2%)/8 (3.9%) 15 (�1%)/9 (�1%)
Others 6 (1.5%)/5 (2.4%) 86 (3%)/60 (5%)

Note:—Tot indicates the total number of tweets, including RTs; Orig, only the original tweets.

Table 3: Topics
Category Original % Tot RT % Tot RT % RT Total % Tot

Other 345 30.00% 369 19.73% 51.68% 714 23.64%
Imaging 327 28.44% 614 32.81% 65.24% 941 31.15%
Keynote 117 10.17% 178 9.52% 60.34% 295 9.77%
Health care and politics 61 5.30% 91 4.87% 59.87% 152 5.03%
Value of radiology 45 3.91% 134 7.17% 74.86% 179 5.93%
Social media 39 3.39% 74 3.96% 65.49% 113 3.74%
Location 36 3.13% 25 1.34% 40.98% 61 2.02%
AI, ML, DL 32 2.78% 18 0.96% 36.00% 50 1.66%
Awards 28 2.43% 52 2.78% 65.00% 80 2.65%
PFCC 22 1.91% 36 1.93% 62.07% 58 1.92%
CDE 19 1.65% 68 3.64% 78.16% 87 2.88%
Mentorship 18 1.57% 19 1.02% 51.35% 37 1.23%
Education 17 1.48% 48 2.57% 73.85% 65 2.15%
Tweetup 13 1.13% 26 1.39% 66.67% 39 1.29%
FASNR 9 0.78% 6 0.32% 40.00% 15 0.50%
Symposium 8 0.70% 20 1.07% 71.43% 28 0.93%
Irad 6 0.52% 17 0.91% 73.91% 23 0.76%
COTW 4 0.35% 30 1.60% 88.24% 34 1.13%
Dose 3 0.26% 9 0.48% 75.00% 12 0.40%
Burnout 1 0.09% 36 1.93% 97.30% 37 1.23%
Total 1150 1870 3020

Note:—RT indicates retweets; AI, artificial intelligence; ML, machine learning; DL, deep learning; PFCC, patient and family centered care; FASNR, foundation of American Society
of Neuroradiology; Irad, interventional radiology; COTW, case of the week; Tot, type of tweet.
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A parallel virtual meeting audience, the “Twitterverse,” is

primed to discuss specific radiology-related topics; this audience

includes practicing radiologists/neuroradiologists, radiology ed-

ucators and especially radiology residents, fellows or medical stu-

dents, and young people interested in our discipline, who can find

inspiration for daily work or topics to study and research by fol-

lowing the meeting on Twitter.

Moreover, a unique advantage of this social network is to

reach a worldwide audience (as an example, one of the authors

followed the entire meeting from Italy); this advantage is an im-

portant aspect of social media use that ASNR has effectively pro-

moted so well in recent years. This has expanded the influence of

the society outside of North America, taking the leadership in

Twitter neuroradiology community. Now the society offers in-

creased social media content, and many neuroradiologists know

that neuroradiology-related news, annual meeting logistics, and

articles important in the specialty of neuroradiology will be high-

lighted on the ASNR social media channels. This strategy posi-

tions ASNR as global leader in neuroradiology.

Our analysis shows that Twitter use by neuroradiologists and the

neuroradiology community has increased substantially during the

past 4 years, allowing a larger engaged community to share meeting

content with users both at the meeting and following remotely.

Disclosures: Melissa M. Chen—UNRELATED: Travel/Accommodations/Meeting Ex-
penses Unrelated to Activities Listed: ASNR, Comments: travel expenses as the
ASNR RVS Update Committee Advisor to the American Medical Association/Spe-
cialty Society RVS Update Committee meeting (3 times a year).
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ORIGINAL RESEARCH
ADULT BRAIN

Ensemble of Convolutional Neural Networks Improves
Automated Segmentation of Acute Ischemic Lesions Using

Multiparametric Diffusion-Weighted MRI
X S. Winzeck, X S.J.T. Mocking, X R. Bezerra, X M.J.R.J. Bouts, X E.C. McIntosh, X I. Diwan, X P. Garg, X A. Chutinet, X W.T. Kimberly,

X W.A. Copen, X P.W. Schaefer, X H. Ay, X A.B. Singhal, X K. Kamnitsas, X B. Glocker, X A.G. Sorensen, and X O. Wu

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Accurate automated infarct segmentation is needed for acute ischemic stroke studies relying on infarct
volumes as an imaging phenotype or biomarker that require large numbers of subjects. This study investigated whether an ensemble of
convolutional neural networks trained on multiparametric DWI maps outperforms single networks trained on solo DWI parametric maps.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Convolutional neural networks were trained on combinations of DWI, ADC, and low b-value-weighted
images from 116 subjects. The performances of the networks (measured by the Dice score, sensitivity, and precision) were compared with
one another and with ensembles of 5 networks. To assess the generalizability of the approach, we applied the best-performing model to
an independent Evaluation Cohort of 151 subjects. Agreement between manual and automated segmentations for identifying patients with
large lesion volumes was calculated across multiple thresholds (21, 31, 51, and 70 cm3).

RESULTS: An ensemble of convolutional neural networks trained on DWI, ADC, and low b-value-weighted images produced the most
accurate acute infarct segmentation over individual networks (P � .001). Automated volumes correlated with manually measured volumes
(Spearman � � 0.91, P � .001) for the independent cohort. For the task of identifying patients with large lesion volumes, agreement
between manual outlines and automated outlines was high (Cohen �, 0.86 – 0.90; P � .001).

CONCLUSIONS: Acute infarcts are more accurately segmented using ensembles of convolutional neural networks trained with multipa-
rametric maps than by using a single model trained with a solo map. Automated lesion segmentation has high agreement with manual
techniques for identifying patients with large lesion volumes.

ABBREVIATIONS: ALV � automatically segmented lesion volume; CNN � convolutional neural network; E2 � ensemble of CNNs using DWI and ADC; E3 �
ensemble of CNNs using DWI, ADC, and LOWB; IQR � interquartile range; LKW � last known to be well; LOWB � low b-value diffusion-weighted image (b0); MLV �
manually segmented lesion volume

Accurate acute infarct segmentation on DWI is important for

many aspects of the management of patients with ischemic

stroke such as deciding whether to triage the patient to an inten-

sive care unit, monitoring brain swelling, aiding prognosis, assess-

ing the risk of complications, and predicting functional outcome.

Robust automated segmentation of acute infarcts also has great

potential for use in clinical trials in which precise volume mea-

surements are needed to assess differences between groups or to

monitor lesion growth. Various automated algorithms for seg-

menting tissue have been presented.1-3 However, many of these

methods focus only on using a solo diffusion parametric map,

such as isotropic high-b-value DWI1 or an ADC image.2 There

have been studies that combined DWI and ADC maps,4-6 but

these did not include the non-diffusion-weighted low-b-value

images (b � 0 s/mm2, LOWB), which can potentially be used to

measure early vasogenic edema. Another study has proposed us-
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ing multiple b-values, up to 2000 s/mm2 (which are typically not

acquired in the acute setting), but whether the data were acquired

in the acute or subacute stage was not reported, and the effects of

using combinations of parameters were not investigated.7

We hypothesize that a multimodal approach can improve the

performance of automated segmentation algorithms. Indeed,

most radiologists use other sequences in addition to DWI when

assessing the extent of acute infarction. We tested this hypothesis

by comparing the accuracy of fully automated acute infarct seg-

mentation algorithms that use solo diffusion parametric maps

with the performance of algorithms that combine multiple para-

metric maps. We also posit that ensemble models that aggregate

segmentation results from multiple algorithms will surpass single

algorithms. The superior accuracy of ensemble algorithms has

been shown for tumor applications,8 but not yet for acute infarct

segmentation. Finally, we assessed the generalizability of our ap-

proach by evaluating its performance on an independent cohort.

We also tested the clinical utility of automated approaches for

triaging patients with large infarct volumes who might not benefit

from endovascular treatment.9,10

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Subjects
All analyses were performed retrospectively under Partners Human

Research Committee review board approval. MR imaging from pa-

tients with acute ischemic stroke admitted at a single academic med-

ical center between 2005 and 2007, imaged within 12 hours of when

the patient was last known to be well (LKW), and who did not receive

either thrombolysis before MR imaging or experimental therapy

were used for training the convolutional neural networks (CNNs).11

An independent cohort12,13 consisting of nonoverlapping patients

admitted to the same center between 1996 and 2012 for whom im-

aging was performed within 24 hours of LKW and for whom fol-

low-up MR imaging datasets were available was used for the evalua-

tion group. Both cohorts were drawn from separate repositories for

which manual outlines were available that had been drawn several

years ago for a study of early-stage stroke patterns11 or for studies

predicting lesion expansion.12,13

MR Imaging
Diffusion-weighted MR imaging was acquired on 1.5T scanners (GE

Genesis SIGNA, SIGNA Excite, SIGNA HDx, SIGNA HDxt; GE

Healthcare, Milwaukee, Wisconsin) with the following parameters

for most subjects: b-value � 1000 s/mm2, TR � 5000 ms, TE � 88.9

ms, FOV � 220 mm, 23 5-mm thick-slices and 1-mm gap, and 6

diffusion directions (see the On-line Appendix and On-line Table 1

for details). Diffusion-weighted MR imaging were corrected for eddy

current distortions before calculation of isotropic trace DWI maps

(geometric mean of the high-b-value acquisitions) and ADC maps

(slope of the linear regression fit of the log of the DWI and LOWB

images using techniques described previously).14 Manual outlines

had been drawn for prior studies11-13 using the program Display

(McConnell Brain Imaging Centre, Montreal, Canada) by a neuro-

scientist with 15 years of experience (reader 1: O.W., Training Co-

hort) and a neuroradiology fellow with 4 years of experience (reader

2: R.B., Evaluation Cohort) interpreting stroke MR imaging. The

readers were blinded to the results of the automated segmentation

algorithm. No a priori thresholds were used for manual segmenta-

tion, but concomitant ADC and LOWB maps were referenced to

avoid inclusion of susceptibility artifacts and chronic lesions with

elevated ADC values. Tissue was considered an acute infarct if it ex-

hibited hyperintensity on DWI, with hypointensity on the ADC or

abnormal T2 prolongation on LOWB. To assess interrater agree-

ment, we randomly selected 10 subjects from the Evaluation Cohort

and outlines drawn by reader 1, and 2-way intraclass correlation was

calculated.

A neuroradiologist with 12 years of experience (W.A.C.) as-

signed each patient to 1 of the following categories based on lesion

location: brain stem, cerebellum, supratentorial/cortical, or su-

pratentorial/subcortical. The “supratentorial/cortical” designa-

tion was used if any portion of �1 infarct involved the cortex.

Patients with both supra- and infratentorial lesions or lesions in-

volving both the brain stem and cerebellum were assigned to a

fifth category, “multiple.”

Image Preprocessing
DWI, ADC, and LOWB images were resampled to an isotropic

voxel size of 1 mm3. The LOWB brain mask was computed

using the Brain Extraction Tool (FSL, Version 5.0.9; (http://fsl.

fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/BET).15,16 Mean and SD were calcu-

lated from intensities within the brain mask limited to the 1 to 99

percentile range to normalize values to a mean of 0 and SD of 1.0.

CNN Training
CNNs were trained to classify voxels as lesion or non-lesion on a

NVIDIA Tesla K40 GPU (NVIDIA, Santa Clara, California) using

the DeepMedic (Version 0.7.0; https://biomedia.doc.ic.ac.uk/

software/deepmedic/) framework with 2 pathways (see the origi-

nal publication17 and the On-line Appendix). On-line Fig 1 shows

the architecture. DeepMedic is a 3D-CNN that operates on mul-

tiresolution pathways to allow efficient and accurate supervised

segmentation. This framework was chosen over other approaches

because it performed best in the Ischemic Stroke Lesion Segmen-

tation Challenge (ISLES) 2015 study.18 Additional studies have

also shown that DeepMedic had better or comparable perfor-

mance compared with other neural network architectures (On-

line Appendix). Separate CNNs were trained on single or different

combinations of diffusion parametric maps (DWI, ADC,

and LOWB individually, and DWI�ADC, ADC�LOWB,

DWI�LOWB, DWI�ADC�LOWB). To generate ensemble seg-

mentations, we averaged voxelwise the class posteriors from the

softmax layers of 5 independent CNNs.

The results of all models were resampled back to the original

image resolution, thresholded at 50%, and masked with the re-

sampled brain masks created at the normalization step. Perfor-

mance within the training data was assessed via 5-fold cross-val-

idation. For subjects in each fold, lesion segmentations were

generated using a CNN that was trained on data from the other 4

folds. Training a single CNN with DWI�ADC�LOWB maps on

the full Training Cohort of 116 subjects required approximately

16 hours. Applying the trained CNN to an individual subject to

segment the lesion took on average 35 seconds. With sequential

evaluation of 5 CNNs, merging their output, and resampling, we

estimate that a full segmentation would require �5 minutes.
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Performance Evaluation
Binarized segmentation performances were assessed with the Dice

score (measure of overlap between automated and manual lesion

segmentations), precision, and sensitivity metrics. Dice score, preci-

sion, and sensitivity were computed as follows: Dice � 2TP / (2 �

TP�FP�FN); Precision � TP / (TP�FP); Sensitivity � TP /

(TP�FN) for which TP � true-positive, FP � false-positive, and

FN � false-negative. All metrics range from 0% to 100%, with higher

values indicating better performances.

To evaluate the generalizability of the approach, we retrained

the best performing network on the full Training Cohort and

applied it to the independent cohort. The Evaluation Cohort was

also segmented with an approach that has been used in clinical

trials.19 In brief, the technique combined thresholding of ADC

(�615 � 10�6 mm2/s), DWI, and exponential attenuation maps

with morphologic operations (opening with a 2-voxel structural

element). ADC images were first masked with a LOWB brain

mask before thresholding. We evaluated the algorithm on images

that had been resampled to 1-mm resolution for processing and

on images that were segmented at their original resolution. Seg-

mented outputs from all algorithms were evaluated at 1-mm res-

olution to reduce potential confounds from different MR imaging

acquisition resolutions. Effects of lesion volume and location on

performance were investigated using univariable and multivari-

able regression analysis as a function of the manually segmented

lesion volumes (MLVs). We also compared algorithm accuracy

between very small MLVs of �1 cm3 (group I-A) and larger

MLVs � 1 cm3 (group I-B).

To assess the accuracy of using automatically segmented lesion

volumes (ALVs) in place of MLVs for identifying patients who

have lesion volumes that are too large to likely benefit from endo-

vascular treatment, we explored the agreement between ALV and

MLV for MLV �21 cm3 (group II-A) versus �21 cm3 (group

II-B), MLV �31 cm3 (group III-A) versus �31 cm3 (group III-B),

MLV �51 cm3 (group IV-A) versus �51 cm3 (group IV-B), and

MLV �70 cm3 (group V-A) versus �70 cm3 (group V-B) to de-

termine potential misclassification rates of patients with large le-

sions using automated algorithms compared with manual vol-

umes. The thresholds (21, 31, 51, and 70 cm3) were selected on the

basis of values that had been used for enrollment in prospective

endovascular clinical trials of expanded-window interven-

tions.9,10 To be eligible for endovascular treatment using the DWI

or CTP Assessment with Clinical Mismatch in the Triage of

Wake-Up and Late Presenting Strokes Undergoing Neurointer-

vention With Trevo (DAWN) trial criteria,10 patients had to meet

the inclusion and exclusion criteria of 1 of the following 3 groups:

group A, 80 years of age or older, NIHSS score � 10, and infarct

volume of �21 cm3; group B, younger than 80 years of age, NIHSS

score � 10, and infarct volume of �31 cm3; group C, younger

than 80 years of age, NIHSS score � 20, and infarct volume of 31

to �51 cm3. For the MR imaging cohort, the infarct volume was

measured on DWI. Similarly, to be eligible for late window endo-

vascular treatment using the Endovascular Therapy Following

Imaging Evaluation for Ischemic Stroke 3 (DEFUSE) 3 MR imag-

ing criteria,9 patients had to exhibit an infarct volume on DWI of

�70 cm3. Although there may be other volume thresholds that

might be useful for patient selection,20 we focused on thresholds

that were used in positive prospective clinical trials.

Statistical Analysis. Differences between model performance

metrics were tested by 2-way ANOVA followed by post hoc paired

Wilcoxon signed rank tests. Correlations were assessed via the

Spearman correlation coefficient (�). Univariate analysis was per-

formed with the Wilcoxon 2-sample rank sum test for continuous

variables or the 2-sided Fisher exact test for categoric variables.

Cohen � assessed agreement between MLV, and ALV statistical

tests were conducted with JMP Pro 14.0 (SAS Institute, Cary,

North Carolina). P values � .05 were considered significant. Fig-

ures of MR imaging data were generated using FSLeyes (Version

0.27; https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/FSLeyes).

RESULTS
Subject demographics for training (n � 116) and Evaluation Cohort

(n � 151) are shown in Table 1. Although there were imbalances in

sex and time to MR imaging likely due to different inclusion and

exclusion criteria of the 2 cohorts (ie, patients for whom follow-up

MR imaging is ordered clinically who made up the Evaluation Co-

hort tend to have more severe conditions), there was no statistical

difference in the distribution of MLVs. The median volume of the 10

subjects randomly selected from the Evaluation Cohort for intraclass

correlation coefficient analysis was 9.7 cm3 (interquartile range

[IQR] � 2.7–32.6 cm3), ranging from 1.2 to 94.4 cm3. The intraclass

correlation coefficient for the 2 readers was excellent (intraclass cor-

relation coefficient � 1.00, P � .001).

Effect of Selection of Diffusion Parametric Maps on CNN
Performance
Significant differences (P � .001) were found among all perfor-

mance metrics (Dice, precision, sensitivity) across all models (Ta-

ble 2). Precision could not be calculated for cases in which models

could not detect a lesion.

Individual Diffusion Maps
The CNN trained on DWI yielded significantly higher Dice scores

compared with the CNN trained on ADC (P � .001) or LOWB (P �

.001) maps (On-line Fig 2 and Table 2). Findings for the CNN pre-

cision (DWI versus ADC, P � .001, versus LOWB, P � .001) and

sensitivity (DWI versus ADC, P � .001, versus LOWB, P � .001)

were analogous to those for the Dice score. Of the networks trained

with a single parametric map, the CNN models that used the DWI

parametric map performed best, followed by the model based on the

ADC map, with the LOWB-based model having the worst scores.

Table 1: Demographics for training and Evaluation Cohortsa

Characteristic
Training
(n = 116)

Evaluation
(n = 151)

P
Value

Age (yr) 67.9 � 17.2 65.2 � 15.5 0.11
Male sex 57 (49.1%) 104 (68.9%) .002
NIHSS score 7 (3–15.75)b 6 (3–13)c .53
Time to MRI (h) 5.0 (2.9–6.8) 6.2 (3.8–8.3) .002
Manual lesion volumes (cm3) 9.0 (1.5–28.4) 10.6 (2.0–32.4) .60

a Differences as a factor of the Training Cohort are shown. Data are shown as median
(IQR), mean � SD, or No. (%).
b n � 112.
c n � 115.
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Combinations of 2 Diffusion Maps
Including additional diffusion parametric maps as training data

improved segmentation results. When we trained CNNs on 2

parametric maps (On-line Fig 2B and Table 2), all 3 CNNs that

used combinations of 2 maps yielded higher Dice scores than all

single-map CNNs (DWI�ADC versus LOWB, versus ADC, ver-

sus DWI, P � .001; DWI�LOWB versus LOWB, versus ADC,

versus DWI, P � .001; ADC�LOWB versus LOWB, versus ADC,

versus DWI, P � .001). DWI�ADC had the highest Dice score

compared with the other combinations (ADC�LOWB, P � .001;

DWI�LOWB, P � .03). Similarly, all CNNs trained with combi-

nations of 2 parametric maps had higher precision than CNNs

trained with 1 map (DWI�ADC versus LOWB, versus ADC, ver-

sus DWI, P � .001; DWI�LOWB versus LOWB, versus ADC,

versus DWI, P � .001; ADC�LOWB versus LOWB, versus ADC,

versus DWI, P � .001). However, there was no significant differ-

ence in precision between the combinations (DWI�ADC versus

DWI�LOWB, P � .67; DWI�LOWB versus ADC�LOWB, P �

.28), except for DWI�ADC versus ADC�LOWB, P � .03.

DWI�ADC similarly outperformed the individual parametric

maps (LOWB, P � .001; ADC, P � .001)

except for DWI (P � .28) in terms of

sensitivity. ADC�LOWB outperformed

the individual LOWB (P � .001) and

ADC (P � .001) models, but not DWI

(P � .24). Similar results were found for

the DWI�LOWB model compared with

the individual parametric maps (LOWB,

P � .001; ADC, P � .001; DWI, P � .83).

DWI�ADC was comparable sensitivity

with that of DWI�LOWB (P � .11) and

had improved sensitivity with respect to

ADC�LOWB (P � .001). DWI�

LOWB and ADC�LOWB were equally

sensitive (P � .06).

Combination of 3 Diffusion Maps
The CNN model that combined all 3

parametric maps had a significantly

greater Dice score (versus the LOWB,

ADC, DWI, P � .001; DWI�LOWB,

P � .01; ADC�LOWB, P � .001) com-

pared with all other combinations with

the exception of DWI�ADC (P � .49).

Precision results showed improvement

against models using individual maps

(versus LOWB, ADC, DWI, P � .001)

but not against the other combinations

(DWI�ADC, P � .47; DWI�LOWB,

P � .69; ADC�LOWB, P � .19). Similar

results were found for sensitivity (versus

LOWB, ADC, P � .001; DWI, P � .008;

DWI�ADC, P � .10; DWI�LOWB,

P � .007; ADC�LOWB, P � .001).

Ensemble of CNNs
Five CNNs were trained, each using either
DWI�ADC or DWI�ADC�LOWB, the

2 best-performing models. The Dice performances of each of the

5 individual CNNs were slightly different using DWI�ADC (On-

line Table 2 and On-line Fig 3, ANOVA P � .02, with differences

between CNN 2 and CNN 3, P � .04; and CNN 4 and CNN 5, P �

.04) but were similar to one another using DWI�ADC�LOWB

(On-line Table 3 and On-line Fig 4, ANOVA P � .60). Aggregat-

ing results of the individual CNNs to create ensembles (E2:

DWI�ADC CNNs, E3: DWI�ADC�LOWB CNNs) signifi-

cantly improved the Dice performance over individual CNNs

(P � .001). Both ensembles yielded results similar to one another

in terms of Dice (P � .66) and precision (P � .62), but both

surpassed the other CNNs (Table 2, P � .001). E3 and E2 had

similar sensitivity to one another (P � .46) and to the

DWI�ADC�LOWB model (versus E2, P � .58; versus E3, P �

.12), but outperformed the others (P � .01, Table 2).

Validation on the Independent Cohort
E3 was used for the evaluation studies to assess the generalizability

of the approach because E3 tended to perform better than E2.

FIG 1. Median Dice (80.2% [IQR, 56.6%–88.9%]), precision (82.9% [IQR, 59.7%–92.2%]), and sensitivity
(86.2% [IQR, 71.1%–92.3%]) scores of the DWI�ADC�LOWB ensemble on the Evaluation Cohort. The
white bar within the violin plot shows the IQR, mean is a diamond, and median is an X.

Table 2: Comparison of performance metrics of segmentations for different CNN modelsa

Model Dice Precision Sensitivity
LOWB 6.5 (0.3–20.9) 5.7 (0.3–32.7) 8.5 (0.3–28.5)
ADCb 56.4 (27.1–75.4) 59.4 (22.3–78.4) 58.2 (32.7–78.9)
DWI 72.3 (46.2–82.5) 73.0 (38.3–88.1) 84.0 (62.4–90.8)
ADC�LOWB 76.5 (51.9–86.1) 78.1 (47.2–88.8) 79.2 (66.6–89.7)
DWI�LOWB 76.7 (58.4–85.4) 79.4 (52.0–89.8) 83.0 (64.8–90.6)
DWI�ADC 79.0 (57.1–86.4) 79.0 (62.1–90.5) 82.6 (68.4–91.4)
DWI�ADC�LOWB 78.9 (56.2–86.2) 77.4 (55.0–89.8) 83.4 (71.3–91.8)
E2 (DWI�ADC) 82.0 (62.9–88.1) 82.0 (65.1–92.6)b 84.1 (71.0–92.6)
E3 (DWI�ADC�LOWB) 82.2 (64.9–88.9) 83.2 (67.7–93.3) 83.9 (71.9–92.4)

a All metrics are denoted in percentages as median (IQR). Of the nonensemble models, significant differences in Dice,
precision, and sensitivity were found (P � .001). The ensemble models, E2 and E3, were superior to all other models (P �
.001).
b Excludes 1 subject with an automatically segmented lesion volume of zero because precision is undefined in this
circumstance.
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Figure 1 shows the results of applying the E3 to the Evaluation

Cohort. Dice (P � .59), precision (P � .35), and sensitivity (P �

.66) were not significantly different from the results for the Train-

ing Cohort. In contrast, the thresholding approach performed

significantly worse compared with E3 across all measures (P �

.001), achieving only a Dice score of 13.3 (2.3– 41.6), precision of

7.5 (1.2–34.2), and sensitivity of 60.7 (39.5–72.2) for data ana-

lyzed in the original resolution and for data analyzed at 1-mm

isotropic resolution (Dice: 11.6 [2.2–34.7], precision: 6.5 [1.1–

28.0], sensitivity: 59.4 [37.6 –72.2]). We therefore focused the re-

mainder of our analyses on E3 results. Examples of segmentation

on subjects from the Evaluation Cohort using E3 are provided in

Fig 2 (see On-line Fig 5 for probability maps). Regression analysis

showed that Dice scores (P � .001), precision (P � .001), and

sensitivity (P � .01) improved with larger lesion volumes. The

independent Evaluation Cohort consisted of strokes involving

primarily supratentorial/cortical (n � 104, 69%) locations and

supratentorial/subcortical (n � 30, 20%) regions. There were sig-

nificant differences in MLV, ALV, Dice, precision, and sensitivity

as a function of location (On-line Table 4). Univariable regression

showed that lesion location affected Dice scores (P � .002), pre-

cision (P � .01), and sensitivity (P � .001). However, multivari-

able analysis including lesion volume (P � .001), showed that

lesion location was no longer significantly associated with the

Dice score (P � .06) or precision (P � .17). Notably, sensitivity

was still associated with location (P � .001) but not volume (P �

.09) in multivariable analysis.

ALV correlated significantly with MLV (� � 0.91, P � .001)

and NIHSS score (� � 0.55, P � .001), comparable with MLV

correlation with NIHSS score (� � 0.46, P � .001). Subgroup

FIG 2. Sample segmentation results of the ensemble of DWI�ADC�LOWB (blue regions) on sample subjects along with manual outlines (red
outlines). A, A small lesion example from a 70-year-old man with an admission NIHSS score of 1, imaged approximately 9 hours from LKW: MLV �
0.96 cm3, ALV � 1.07 cm3, Dice � 89.4%. B, Medium lesion sample from a 38-year-old woman with an admission NIHSS score of 4, imaged
approximately 10 hours from LKW: MLV � 54.3 cm3, ALV � 57.9 cm3, Dice � 95.7%. C, A large lesion example from a 62-year-old man with an
undocumented admission NIHSS score, imaged approximately 10 hours from LKW: MLV � 229.0 cm3, ALV � 208.7 cm3, Dice � 94.0%.
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analysis based on MLV (Table 3) showed that the automated

method performed significantly worse on small volumes (�1

cm3) compared with large volumes for all metrics (group I-A

versus group I-B, P � .01). Misclassification rates across all

thresholds were low—21 cm3: 9/151 (6.0%), � � 0.87, P � .001;

31 cm3: 6/151 (4.0%), � � 0.90, P � .001; 51 cm3: 6/151 (4.0%),

� � 0.86, P � .001; and 70 cm3: 4/151 (2.6%), � � 0.89, P � .001.

There were 3 subjects for whom the differences in ALV and MLV

were �50 cm3; these cases had poor skull stripping as a result of

scanner inhomogeneities (On-line Fig 6). If we excluded these 3

subjects, the median (IQR) differences in the misclassified cases

for each threshold were the following—21 cm3: 18.7 cm3 (8.9 –

25.2 cm3); 31 cm3: 7.4 cm3 (1.7–16.8 cm3); 51 cm3: 8.8 cm3 (8.0 –

14.6 cm3); 70 cm3: 5.3 cm3 (3.7– 6.9 cm3).

DISCUSSION
We have shown that an ensemble of CNNs trained with multipa-

rametric diffusion maps improves automated segmentation of

acute infarcts over methods that use solo maps. Among the indi-

vidual parameter models, CNNs trained on DWI performed best.

However, a model trained on only DWI may incorrectly classify

regions with susceptibility artifacts that appear as DWI hyperin-

tensities or wrongly include subacute T2-shinethrough regions.21

Networks trained on only ADC images provided a fair perfor-

mance because reduced ADC values represent cytotoxic edema

that manifests in hyperacute stroke,22 but may undersegment lat-

er-stage strokes when ADC pseudonormalizes.21 CNNs exclu-

sively trained on LOWB performed poorly, likely because our

data consisted of mainly patients with early-phase stroke (me-

dian, 6 hours from LKW) before vasogenic edema is evident on

LOWB.23

Combining DWI and ADC improved segmentation, consis-

tent with “standard practice” by expert outliners who typically

refer to the ADC image to confirm that the DWI hyperintensity

coincides with reduced diffusivity to minimize inclusion of arti-

facts. Combining LOWB with either ADC or DWI increased the

Dice score, suggesting that LOWB provides complementary in-

formation. Although inclusion of LOWB with DWI�ADC did

not result in statistically significant improved performance, a ten-

dency toward more accurate segmentation was observed in the

ensemble models.

We have also shown that our model performs comparably with

humans as reflected by both high Dice scores and correlation be-

tween ALV and MLV. Indeed, the Dice scores of the E3 algorithm

results were comparable with the Dice scores between human readers

in our subcohort of 10 patients with outlines from both readers. The

time for automated segmentation currently is approximately 5 min-

utes, which may be similar to times required by an experienced hu-

man reader, but we expect that with optimization and faster GPUs,

the time for segmentation can be further reduced. Furthermore, the

primary benefits of our automated approach are that the results will

be reproducible, unbiased, and scalable (eg, clinical trials that com-

pare lesion volumes for thousands of subjects).

ALV and MLV were closely correlated, but segmentation of

small lesion volumes was overestimated. Accurate estimation of

small lesion volumes (�1 cm3) is more difficult because they are

harder to detect and small variation from the ground truth leads

to greater aberrations of performance metrics. Small-lesion seg-

mentation could possibly be improved by customizing specific

CNNs tailored to detecting lesions by volume size. Nevertheless,

we have shown that our automated approach performed compa-

rably with manual lesions delineated by our human experts with

regard to patient-selection tasks. The cases of disagreement typi-

cally occurred when there were image artifacts that led to poor

brain extraction, which, in turn, might have led to poor normal-

ization, resulting in oversegmentation. A second reason for this

failure might be that the networks have not previously seen con-

text outside the brain during training because it is excluded in

most cases in which the masks are correctly computed. We did not

manually fix the brain masks because we wanted to evaluate a

fully-automated approach. Refining the automated brain extrac-

tion step will likely further improve our algorithms.

There were several limitations to this study. One is the retro-

spective nature of our analysis, which resulted in variable MR

imaging acquisition protocols that changed across the years with

clinical practice. However, this is also a strength because our ap-

proach will likely be more generalizable to real-world clinical sit-

uations and not dependent on a specific MR imaging protocol,

which is often used in clinical trials. This may also explain why the

thresholding approach performed poorly on our data compared

with other studies for which MR imaging acquisition was harmo-

nized as part of a trial.19 Another potential limitation is that a

different reader created the manual outlines used for the Evalua-

Table 3: Dependency of automated segmentation performance on MLVa

Group Thresholds Dice Precisionb Sensitivity Correlation
I-A MLV � 1 cm3 (n � 22) 31.0 (0–50.0) 29.6 (3.4–54.9) 57.5 (0–90.0) � � 0.09, P � .68
I-B MLV � 1 cm3 (n � 129) 83.5c (71.2–89.3) 84.9c (70.3–92.9) 87.6d (75.8–92.9) � � 0.90, P � .001
II-A MLV � 21 cm3 (n � 100) 71.2 (45.8–84.8) 71.6 (38.7–84.9) 81.3 (59.8–92.5) � � 0.79, P � .001
II-B MLV � 21 cm3 (n � 51) 89.4c (85.4–92.5) 92.3c (85.6–96.1) 89.3e (83.0–92.2) � � 0.97, P � .001
III-A MLV � 31 cm3 (n � 113) 73.6 (48.0–85.8) 77.2 (46.3–85.7) 82.5 (62.8–92.1) � � 0.83, P � .001
III-B MLV � 31 cm3 (n � 38) 90.6c (87.3–93.2) 94.7c (88.4–96.8) 89.4e (82.8–93.6) � � 0.96, P � .001
IV-A MLV � 51 cm3 (n � 124) 75.0 (48.9–86.8) 78.1 (49.2–86.5) 83.3 (65.2–92.5) � � 0.87, P � .001
IV-B MLV � 51 cm3 (n � 27) 91.5c (89.1–93.6) 95.9c (92.2–97.5) 89.2 (83.5–92.2) � � 0.92, P � .001
V-A MLV � 70 cm3 (n � 131) 77.2 (51.5–87.0) 79.9 (54.2–87.0) 84.0 (67.8–92.6) � � 0.88, P � .001
V-B MLV � 70 cm3 (n � 20) 91.8c (89.4–93.9) 96.0 (93.0–96.9) 89.6 (85.0–92.0) � � 0.83, P � .001

a Performance metrics are in median (IQR) and percentages. Results of E3 applied to the Evaluation Cohort are shown as a function of different volume thresholds.
b Excludes 2 subjects in group A with automatically segmented lesion volumes of zero because precision is undefined in this circumstance.
c P � .001.
d P � .01.
e P � .05 group A versus group B, where Group A is the group meeting the threshold criteria and Group B is the group not meeting the threshold criteria.
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tion Cohort from the Training Cohort. However, the accurate

segmentation results in both cohorts suggest that the model is not

overfitted to 1 particular reader. Another benefit of an automated

approach is that it is reproducible and not dependent on the ex-

pertise of the reader.

To evaluate the impact of different diffusion maps on segmen-

tation performance, we kept the CNN architecture constant

throughout all experiments. In addition to changing the combi-

nations of inputs, we chose to build an ensemble from several

CNNs because ensemble learning is known to boost the perfor-

mances of single-classifier algorithms.8,24 DeepMedic samples

randomly from the Training Cohort (ie, both the selected subjects

and extracted samples differ in each training epoch). Although

DeepMedic is very robust in its performance, the variation in

sampling inherently results in slightly different models, even

when trained with the same architecture. Merging the segmenta-

tions of several models reduces false-positives and improves over-

all performance. Although strong single networks are desired and

necessary to create a high-performing ensemble, our CNNs may

come with bias specific to DeepMedic. Building an ensemble of

different CNN architectures might further enhance the perfor-

mance. Future investigation will need to analyze the benefits of

merging more diverse networks to cancel out each other’s inher-

ent biases.8 This diversity of models could be achieved by chang-

ing the hyperparameters of DeepMedic using completely different

architectures or training on a different dataset.

CONCLUSIONS
Ensembles of CNNs trained on multiparametric diffusion MR

imaging improved automated segmentation of acute infarcts in

comparison with individual CNNs trained on solo diffusion

maps, producing results that are comparable with manual lesions

drawn by experts.
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ORIGINAL RESEARCH
ADULT BRAIN

A Novel Collateral Imaging Method Derived from
Time-Resolved Dynamic Contrast-Enhanced MR Angiography

in Acute Ischemic Stroke: A Pilot Study
X H.G. Roh, X E.Y. Kim, X I.S. Kim, X H.J. Lee, X J.J. Park, X S.B. Lee, X J.W. Choi, X Y.S. Jeon, X M. Park, X S.U. Kim, and X H.J. Kim

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Assessment of the collateral status has been emphasized for appropriate treatment decisions in patients
with acute ischemic stroke. The purpose of this study was to introduce a multiphase MRA collateral imaging method (collateral map)
derived from time-resolved dynamic contrast-enhanced MRA and to verify the value of the multiphase MRA collateral map in acute
ischemic stroke by comparing it with the multiphase collateral imaging method (MRP collateral map) derived from dynamic susceptibility
contrast-enhanced MR perfusion.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: From a prospectively maintained registry of acute ischemic stroke, MR imaging data of patients with acute
ischemic stroke caused by steno-occlusive lesions of the unilateral ICA and/or the M1 segment of the MCA were analyzed. We generated
collateral maps using dynamic signals from dynamic contrast-enhanced MRA and DSC-MRP using a Matlab-based in-house program and graded
the collateral scores of the multiphase MRA collateral map and the MRP collateral map independently. Interobserver reliabilities and intermethod
agreement between both collateral maps for collateral grading were tested.

RESULTS: Seventy-one paired multiphase MRA and MRP collateral maps from 67 patients were analyzed. The interobserver reliabilities for
collateral grading using multiphase MRA or MRP collateral maps were excellent (weighted � � 0.964 and 0.956, respectively). The
agreement between both collateral maps was also excellent (weighted � � 0.884; 95% confidence interval, 0.819 – 0.949).

CONCLUSIONS: We demonstrated that the dynamic signals of dynamic contrast-enhanced MRA could be used to generate multiphase
collateral images and showed the possibility of the multiphase MRA collateral map as a useful collateral imaging method in acute ischemic
stroke.

ABBREVIATIONS: AIS � acute ischemic stroke; DCE-MRA � dynamic contrast-enhanced MRA; DSC-MRP � dynamic susceptibility contrast-enhanced MR perfu-
sion; mMRA � multiphase MRA; MRP � MR perfusion

The cerebral collaterals are alternative vascular channels for

maintaining blood perfusion to the ischemic brain distal to an

arterial occlusion. The collateral status varies among patients with

acute ischemic stroke (AIS) and determines the final infarct size

and clinical outcome.1 Prior studies of endovascular treatment

showed that better collaterals are associated with less infarct

growth and better functional outcome, whereas poor collaterals

are linked to hemorrhagic complications and poor recanalization

rates.2-4 In terms of endovascular treatment in patients beyond 5

hours from onset, it was suggested that a better collateral status

could extend the time window.5-9 Therefore, assessment of the

collateral status has been emphasized for appropriate treatment

decisions in patients with AIS.

The imaging methods for collateral assessment have pro-

gressed from single-phase to multiphase imaging.10-13 The arte-

rial scoring method based on single-phase CTA had a critical lim-

itation of underestimating the leptomeningeal collaterals with a

longer transit time due to early triggering of a static acquisition.10

A method based on multiphase CTA overcame this limitation but

still has problems, including radiation exposure, use of iodine

contrast media, and imperfect prediction of infarct volume. An-
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other multiphase collateral imaging method (collateral flow map)

derived from dynamic susceptibility contrast-enhanced MR per-

fusion (DSC-MRP) was introduced, and the study showed that

the collateral flow map had prognostic value in AIS with a major

artery occlusion.12 However, DSC-MRP does not provide angio-

graphic information, which is an indispensable imaging parame-

ter for endovascular treatment. Dynamic contrast-enhanced

MRA (DCE-MRA) is also an angiographic imaging method, and

like DSC-MRP, it detects intracranial dynamic signals according

to the flow of MR imaging contrast media. We developed a new

multiphase collateral imaging method, (the mMRA collateral

map), using the dynamic signals of DCE-MRA. This study was

conducted to verify the value of the mMRA collateral map as a

collateral imaging method by comparing it with the multiphase

collateral imaging method derived from DSC-MRP (MRP collat-

eral map).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients
We analyzed MR imaging data of patients with AIS from a pro-

spectively maintained registry. The MR imaging data of consecu-

tive patients from September 2015 to March 2017 at 2 university

medical centers were analyzed retrospectively. Inclusion criteria

for this study were as follows: 1) patients who presented with

symptoms consistent with AIS within 8 hours of symptom onset;

2) patients older than 18 years of age; 3) patients who underwent

brain MR imaging, including DWI, DSC-MRP, and DCE-MRA,

at admission; and 4) patients with occlusion or severe stenosis

(�70%) of the unilateral ICA and/or M1 segment of the MCA

(M1 MCA) and the associated symptoms. Exclusion criteria were

as follows: 1) patients with occlusion or severe stenosis of the

contralateral ICA and/or MCA; 2) pa-

tients with intracranial hemorrhage on
admission MR imaging; 3) patients with

previous major stroke with a residual

disability (modified Rankin Scale score,

�2); 4) patients with other brain lesions,

such as neoplasm, infection, or demyeli-

nation, and so forth; 5) patients unable

to undergo MR imaging; and 6) patients

with poor-quality MR imaging due to

various artifacts. Institutional review boards of Konkuk Uni-

versity Medical Center and Daejeon St. Mary’s Hospital ap-

proved this study. All participants provided informed consent.

Imaging Protocol and Postprocessing to Generate the
Collateral Map
All MR imaging examinations were performed on a 3T Magne-

tom Skyra MR system (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) with a 20-

channel head/neck coil. The routine MR imaging protocol for AIS

included DWI, SWI, DCE-MRA, DSC-MRP, and FLAIR. The ac-

quisition parameters are summarized in Table 1. DCE-MRA was

performed by the repetitive acquisition of coronal 3D imaging

slabs extending from the aortic arch to the cranial vertex, includ-

ing the whole brain, with a temporal resolution of 1.6 seconds per

dynamic acquisition. 3D rotational arteriography was recon-

structed with a dataset of an arterial time point of DCE-MRA to

interpret the arterial status. The total acquisition time for the MR

imaging was 6 minutes 36 seconds, and the total amount of con-

trast medium was 7.5 mL of gadobutrol (Gadovist; Bayer Schering

Pharma, Berlin, Germany) (Fig 1).

We developed a Matlab-based program (MathWorks, Natick,

Massachusetts) to produce an mMRA collateral map and an MRP

collateral map (Fig 2). The sequential postprocessing steps are as

follows: 1) opening and reading DICOM source images of DCE-

MRA and DSC-MRP; 2) cropping all DICOM images of DCE-

MRA to obtain only the brain region by removing the cervical and

aortic arch areas, which are not necessary for the mMRA collateral

map; 3) storing all acquired DCE-MRA or DSC-MRP image data

in a 4D matrix; 4) creating MIP images for each time point that

represent the bolus passage for each phase after subtraction of the

FIG 1. MR imaging protocol for AIS diagnosis.

Table 1: Acute stroke MRI acquisition parameters

Parameter

Acute Stroke MRI

SS EPI-DWI SWI DCE-MRA (TWIST) DSC-MRP T2-FLAIR
TR/TE (ms) 4800/71 28/20 2.62/0.95 1600/30 9000/95
TI (ms) 2500
Turbo factor 21
Flip angle 15° 21° 90° 150°
Bandwidth (Hz/pixel) 1672 120 780 1446 206
Slice thickness/gap (mm) 5/2 2/0 1.2/0 5/2 5/2
FOV (mm) 240 � 240 240 � 195 400 � 300 240 � 240 240 � 217
Matrix size (mm) 130 � 130 384 � 156 320 � 182 128 � 128 256 � 174
B-value (s/mm2) 0, 1000
Measurements 1 1 30 60 1
GRAPPA 2 2 3 � 2 2
Temporal resolution (sec) 1.6 1.6
Dynamic reconstruction mode Forward share
K-space sampling (center/periphery) (%) 15/20

Note:—SS indicates single-shot; TWIST, time-resolved imaging with stochastic trajectories; GRAPPA, generalized autocalibrating partially parallel acquisition.
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first phase noncontrast image from each subsequent time-series

image to eliminate the background signal; 5) obtaining arterial

and venous signal intensity–time curves for ROIs on the MCA in

nonischemic hemisphere and the superior sagittal sinus by plot-

ting signal changes in the ROIs; 6) separating the 4D image sets

from DCE-MRA and DSC-MRP into the following 4 phases ac-

cording to bolus passage status, which were plotted on the signal

intensity–time curve (arterial phase � from the beginning of ar-

rival of the contrast in the MCA to the arterial bolus peak; capil-

lary phase � from just past the arterial bolus peak to just before

the venous bolus peak in the superior sagittal sinus; early venous

phase � first half of the venous phase from the venous bolus peak

to the starting point of the venous plateau; late venous phase �

second half of the venous phase); and 7) reformatting the 4D

image sets from DCE-MRA and DSC-MRP into averaged 4-phase

axial image sets (collateral map) with the desired reconstruc-

tion parameters (slice range covering the whole brain, slice

thickness ranging from 7 to 15 mm, slice distance, and number

of slices) (Figs 3 and 4). For coronally acquired DCE-MRA

data, additional reconstruction processing was needed to ob-

tain the axial images parallel to the anterior/posterior commis-

sure line. The postprocessing times from loading of source

images of DCE-MRA and DSC-MRP to generating the mMRA

collateral map and MRP collateral map were approximately 5

and 2 minutes, respectively.

Collateral Grading and Statistical Analysis
We developed a preliminary collateral grading system with a

6-point scale for collateral maps to define the collateral-perfusion

status and severity of ischemia in the MCA territory by compari-

son with the unaffected cerebral hemisphere. The collateral grad-

ing system was defined as follows: 5 � excellent, 4 � good, 3 �

intermediate to good, 2 � intermediate to poor, 1 � poor, 0 �

very poor (Table 2). This grading system was made by modifica-

tions of 2 previously reported grading systems by Tan et al14 and

Menon et al.7 To make the collateral grading easy and straightfor-

ward, we adopted the criterion of one-half of the MCA territory at

each phase. Additionally, one-half of the MCA territory is widely

considered the threshold above which a poor outcome is highly

probable.15

In visually undetermined, borderline cases with a collateral-

perfusion delay of approximately one-half of the MCA territory,

FIG 2. Postprocessing sequences for the mMRA collateral map (left) and the MRP collateral map (right). After being loaded and stored in a 4D
matrix of DICOM source images of DCE-MRA and DSC-MRP for approximately 1 minute, subtracted MIP images with both the time and spatial
information are displayed. We apply ROIs on the MCA in nonischemic hemisphere and superior sagittal sinus. Arterial and venous signal
intensity–time curves are generated by plotting signal changes in the ROIs, and 4 phases (arterial phase � from the beginning of arrival of the
contrast in the MCA to the arterial bolus peak; capillary phase � from just past the arterial bolus peak to just before the venous bolus peak in
the superior sagittal sinus; early venous phase � first half of the venous phase from the venous bolus peak to the starting point of the venous
plateau; late venous phase � second half of the venous phase) of collateral maps are determined according to the signal intensity–time curves
automatically. In mMRA collateral maps, an axial reformatting process for the original coronal images is added before generating the collateral
map.
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the collateral score was decided by counting the number of re-

gions with a collateral-perfusion delay similar to that of

ASPECTS.16 The differentiation of 3 subcortical structures (eg,

caudate, lentiform nucleus, and internal capsule) might be arbi-

trary or limited with the resolution of the collateral map, and

subcortical structures are less influenced by collateral circulation;

therefore, we divided the MCA territory into 8 areas: M1, M2, M3,

M4, M5, M6, the insular ribbon, and the subcortical structures

(Fig 5). For example, a collateral-perfusion delay greater than

one-half of the MCA territory means that the collateral-perfusion

delay involves �4 of the 8 regions in the MCA territory. Two

experienced neuroradiologists (H.J.K. and H.G.R. with 15 years

and 17 years of experience, respectively) independently graded

the collateral scores of the mMRA and MRP collateral maps in a

blinded fashion on 2 separate occasions 1 week apart. Both neu-

roradiologists were also blinded to all clinical and other imaging

data. To assess the intermethod agreement between the mMRA

collateral map and the MRP collateral map, we determined the

final scores by consensus. The functional outcome of patients was

assessed at day 90 with mRS. A favorable outcome was defined as

an mRS of �2, or an mRS equal to the prestroke mRS if the

prestroke mRS was �2, at day 90.

Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS Statistics, Ver-

sion 21 (IBM, Armonk, New York). The interobserver reliabilities

for collateral grading of both collateral maps and the intermethod

agreement between the mMRA and the MRP collateral maps were

measured by the Cohen weighted �. Coefficients were interpreted

as follows: � � 0.21– 0.40, fair agreement; � � 0.41– 0.60, mod-

erate agreement; � � 0.61– 0.80, substantial agreement; � � 0.81–

1.0, almost perfect agreement.

RESULTS
Sixty-seven patients, including 34 women and 33 men, with a

mean age of 69.7 � 11.5 years (range, 38 –93 years), met the in-

clusion criteria. All patients presented with AIS. Thirteen patients

(19.4%) presented with occlusion of the extracranial ICA, 7 pa-

tients (10.4%) presented with severe stenosis of the extracranial

ICA, 4 patients (6.0%) presented with occlusion of the intracra-

FIG 3. mMRA and MRP collateral maps at 2 hours 18 minutes and 2 hours 21 minutes after symptom onset in a 61-year-old woman with occlusion
of the right MCA. The 3-month mRS score of the patient was 2. A, DCE-MRA shows occlusion of the right M1 MCA. Gray-scale (B) and
color-coded (C) mMRA collateral maps. On the mMRA collateral maps, the collateral-perfusion delay involves more than one-half of the MCA
territory, including the subcortical structures in the capillary phase and no collateral-perfusion delay in the early venous phase. The collateral
score is 3 (intermediate to good). Gray-scale (D) and color-coded (E) MRP collateral maps. The MRP collateral map shows the same collateral
score as the mMRA collateral map.
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nial ICA, 2 patients (3.0%) presented with severe stenosis of the

intracranial ICA, 15 patients (22.4%) presented with occlusion of

the ICA and M1 MCA, 1 patient (1.5%) presented with severe

stenosis of the ICA and M1 MCA, 23 patients (34.3%) presented

with occlusion of the M1 MCA, and 2 patients (3.0%) presented

with severe stenosis of the M1 MCA. After good recovery (mRS 0

or 1) from the initial stroke during the study period, 4 of 67 pa-

tients had a recurrent stroke (n � 2) or TIA (n � 2) due to occlu-

sion of the left MCA (n � 1), severe in-stent restenoses at the left

distal ICA (n � 1) and right MCA (n � 1), and persistent severe

stenosis of the proximal left ICA (n � 1), respectively. Finally, 71

paired mMRA collateral maps and MRP collateral maps of 67

FIG 4. mMRA and MRP collateral maps at 5 hours 44 minutes and 5 hours 47 minutes after symptom onset in a 72-year-old man with occlusion
of the left ICA and MCA. This patient died 27 days after admission. A, DCE-MRA shows occlusion of the left proximal ICA and MCA. Gray-scale
(B) and color-coded (C) mMRA collateral maps. On the mMRA collateral maps, the collateral-perfusion delay involves more than one-half of the
MCA territory, including the subcortical structures in the capillary phase, and persists until the late venous phase. The collateral score is 0 (very
poor). Gray-scale (D) and color-coded (E) MRP collateral maps. The MRP collateral map shows the same collateral score as the mMRA collateral
map.

Table 2: Collateral grading system for analysis of the collateral map
Score Description of Collateral Status

5 (Excellent) No or smalla collateral-perfusion delay in the MCA territory in the capillary phase regardless of the collateral
status in the arterial phase

4 (Good) Collateral-perfusion delay equal to or less than one-half of MCA territory in the capillary phase and no or
small delay in the early venous phase

3 (Intermediate to good) 1) Collateral-perfusion delay equal to or less than one-half of the MCA territory in the capillary phase and
equal or less than one-half in the early venous phase

2) Collateral-perfusion delay more than one-half of the MCA territory in the capillary phase and no or small
delay in the early venous phase

2 (Intermediate to poor) Collateral-perfusion delay more than one-half of the MCA territory in the capillary phase and equal to or
less than one-half in the early venous phase

1 (Poor) Collateral-perfusion delay more than one-half of the MCA territory in the early venous phase and equal to
or less than one-half in the late venous phase

0 (Very poor) Collateral-perfusion delay/defect more than one-half of the MCA territory in the late venous phase
regardless of perfusion status at previous phases

a “Small” indicates an area �1 of 8 MCA regions (Fig 5).
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patients were generated successfully and compared. The interob-

server reliability for collateral grading of the mMRA collateral

map (weighted � � 0.964; 95% confidence interval, 0.929 – 0.999)

and of the MRP collateral map (weighted � � 0.956; 95% confi-

dence interval, 0.919 – 0.993) was almost perfect. The agreement

between both collateral maps was also excellent (weighted � �

0.884; 95% confidence interval, 0.819 – 0.949) (Figs 3 and 4).

Among 63 patients, excepting 4 patients with recurrent stroke or

TIA, excellent collateral grade was found in 8 patients (12.7%);

good collateral grade, in 8 (12.7%); intermediate to good collat-

eral grade, in 16 (25.4%); intermediate to poor collateral grade, in

17 (27.0%); poor collateral grade, in 9 (14.3%); and very poor

collateral grade, in 5 (7.9%). The functional outcome of the pa-

tients was demonstrated in Fig 6.

DISCUSSION
We demonstrated that the dynamic signals of DCE-MRA could be

used to generate multiphase collateral images, called the mMRA

collateral map, and showed good agree-

ment between the mMRA collateral map

and the MRP collateral map for the

grading of collateral status. Kim et al re-

ported that multiphase collateral images

derived from DSC-MRP, a similar con-

cept to our MRP collateral map, could

provide information about collateral

circulation and had prognostic value in

134 patients with AIS.12 Their collateral

flow map consisted of early, mid-, and

late phases divided according to refer-

ence time point and representing the

midpoint of the midphase on the signal

intensity–time curve, and the 3 phases

were correlated with arterial, capillary,

and venous phases on DSA, respectively.

They showed good correlation between

MRP- and DSA-based collateral grades.

DCE-MRA is an angiographic imaging

method, but the dynamic signals are es-

sentially similar to those of DSC-MRP, which are produced by

MR imaging contrast media during passage from the cerebral ar-

teries to the dural sinuses. Therefore, we evaluated the value of the

mMRA collateral map as a collateral imaging method by compar-

ing it with the MRP collateral map.

Several studies have shown that a large ischemic core and poor

collaterals among imaging parameters were strong predictors of

an unfavorable response to endovascular treatment and poor

functional outcome, and excluding patients with a large ischemic

core and poor collateral circulation may avoid futile and danger-

ous recanalization therapy.2,5,6,8,9,17,18 Conversely, good collat-

eral circulation can limit ischemic core expansion and prolong the

time that penumbral tissue-at-risk remains salvageable until rep-

erfusion therapy, and some studies have suggested that the time

window for endovascular treatment can be successfully extended

in patients with good collaterals.2,5,6,8,9,17,18 Therefore, a quick

and accurate estimation of the collateral status is essential for

endovascular treatment in patients with AIS. Multiphase CTA

was recently used in the Endovascular Treatment for Small Core

and Anterior Circulation Proximal Occlusion with Emphasis on

Minimizing CT to Recanalization Times (ESCAPE) trial and was

shown to help determine the clinical outcome.3,11 The multiphase

CTA technique is quick and easy to use without complex postpro-

cessing and acquires temporal information at 3 time points.11

However, the MR imaging– based collateral map has several fun-

damental advantages over multiphase CTA, in addition to the

avoidance of radiation and iodine contrast media19: 1) The phases

of the MR imaging– based collateral map are not fixed and can be

individualized after obtaining time-intensity curves and delay

correction. Therefore, the MR imaging– based collateral map may

overcome intrinsic patient factors and problems due to scan tim-

ing and may reflect each phase more precisely. 2) MRP and MRA

permit repeat scanning if the first scan is deemed inappropriate.

3) The MR imaging– based collateral map can provide more de-

tailed information about the tissue-level, brain parenchymal col-

lateral perfusion in addition to cortical artery information.

FIG 5. Eight topographic regions of the MCA territory for MR collateral imaging (collateral map).
I � insular ribbon; S � subcortical structures (basal ganglia and internal capsule); M1, M2, and M3
are the anterior, lateral, and posterior MCA territories, respectively, at the basal ganglia level; M4,
M5, and M6 are the anterior, lateral, and posterior MCA territories, respectively, at the supragan-
glionic level.

FIG 6. A 100% stacked column chart of the functional outcomes and
collateral grades of patients.
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Previous studies have shown that half-dose single-phase con-

trast-enhanced MRA and perfusion did not negatively affect ei-

ther the image quality or the quantitative analysis of perfusion

data.20,21 Another study showed that time-resolved DCE-MRA

with a low dose (2–3 mL) of gadobutrol could provide good image

quality with a signal-to-noise ratio comparable with that of con-

ventional single-phase 3D high-resolution contrast-enhanced

MRA with a standard dose.22 Therefore, we could adopt a low-

dose protocol for DCE-MRA, and the remaining contrast media

could be used for DSC-MRP. We succeeded in generating mMRA

and MRP collateral maps in all patients. Additional angiographic

imaging is not necessary in the stroke MR imaging protocol when

the mMRA collateral map is applied as collateral imaging, unlike

the MRP collateral map, which shortens the imaging time while

also requiring a minimal dose of contrast media.

We used a self-developed collateral grading system because

there was no established grading method for 4-phase collateral

imaging. Our grading system was largely based on that of multi-

phase CTA according to the perfusion lag and its extent. The

differences were that we used the criterion of one-half of the MCA

territory at each grading score, and we included parenchymal col-

lateral perfusion as well as cortical arteries in comparison with the

healthy contralateral MCA territory. Because an infarct volume of

more than one-half of the MCA territory has been widely con-

sidered the threshold for poor outcome of acute MCA stroke,

we thought that the one-half-area criterion could be optimal

for visual assessment while avoiding ambiguous terms, such as

“some,” “a few,” or “periphery,” used in the existing grading

systems.11,12,23 In borderline cases with collateral-perfusion

delay in approximately one-half of the MCA territory, the 8-re-

gion MCA diagram was used to resolve the ambiguity in col-

lateral grading. We divided the venous phase into early venous

phase and late venous phase because we observed that patients

with a larger area of collateral-perfusion delay/defect in the late

venous phase tended to have a large ischemic core and a worse

prognosis than patients with a smaller area. We considered that

validation of the clinical meaning of early and late venous

phases was necessary in the application of the collateral map to

patients with AIS.

Our study has several limitations. First, the clinical efficacy of

the mMRA collateral map as a collateral imaging method was not

evaluated. We showed a chart with a tendency for an increasing

proportion of patients with favorable outcome as increasing

collateral grade, but the numbers in these data are too small to

evaluate statistically. Although the DSC-MRP– based collateral

imaging has been evaluated clinically, the evaluation was a retro-

spective observational study at a single medical center.12 Further

clinical studies are necessary to validate the clinical usefulness of

the mMRA collateral map and the grading method. We are pur-

suing a prospective clinical study for this validation. Second, 5

additional minutes were needed for postprocessing to generate an

mMRA collateral map. Therefore, the total imaging time was 11

minutes 36 seconds for the MR imaging acquisition and postpro-

cessing in this study. Although this was an acceptable time for

acute stroke imaging, further effort should be made to shorten the

imaging time.

CONCLUSIONS
We introduced a new collateral imaging method derived from

time-resolved DCE-MRA and showed that this method can pro-

vide collateral information, like the collateral imaging method

derived from DSC-MRP. Future validation of the clinical useful-

ness of the mMRA collateral map and large clinical studies are

needed.

Disclosures: Hyun Jeong Kim—RELATED: Grant: National Research Foundation of
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ORIGINAL RESEARCH
ADULT BRAIN

Diagnostic Accuracy of High-Resolution Black-Blood MRI in the
Evaluation of Intracranial Large-Vessel Arterial Occlusions

X A.S. Al-Smadi, X R.N. Abdalla, X A.H. Elmokadem, X A. Shaibani, X M.C. Hurley, X M.B. Potts, X B.S. Jahromi, X T.J. Carroll, and
X S.A. Ansari

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: 3D high-resolution black-blood MRI or MR vessel wall imaging allows evaluation of the intracranial arterial
wall and extraluminal pathology. We investigated the diagnostic accuracy and reliability of black-blood MRI for the intraluminal detection
of large-vessel arterial occlusions.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: We retrospectively identified patients with intracranial arterial occlusions, confirmed by CTA or DSA, who
also underwent 3D black-blood MRI with nonenhanced and contrast-enhanced T1 sampling perfection with application-optimized con-
trasts by using different flip angle evolution (T1 SPACE) sequences. Black-blood MRI findings were evaluated by 2 independent and blinded
neuroradiologists. Large-vessel intracranial arterial segments were graded on a 3-point scale (grades 0 –2) for intraluminal baseline T1
hyperintensity and contrast enhancement. Vessel segments were considered positive for arterial occlusion if focal weak (grade 1) or strong
(grade 2) T1-hyperintense signal and/or enhancement replaced the normal intraluminal black-blood signal.

RESULTS: Thirty-one patients with 38 intracranial arterial occlusions were studied. The median time interval between black-blood MRI
and CTA/DSA reference standard studies was 2 days (range, 0 –20 days). Interobserver agreement was good for T1 hyperintensity (� � 0.63)
and excellent for contrast enhancement (� � 0.89). High sensitivity (100%) and specificity (99.8%) for intracranial arterial occlusion
diagnosis was observed with either intraluminal T1 hyperintensity or contrast-enhancement imaging criteria on black-blood MRI. Strong
grade 2 intraluminal enhancement was maintained in �80% of occlusions irrespective of location or chronicity. Relatively increased strong
grade 2 intraluminal T1 hyperintensity was noted in chronic/incidental versus acute/subacute occlusions (45.5% versus 12.5%, P � .04).

CONCLUSIONS: Black-blood MRI with or without contrast has high diagnostic accuracy and reliability in evaluating intracranial large-
vessel arterial occlusions with near-equivalency to DSA and CTA.

ABBREVIATIONS: BBMRI � black-blood MRI; MR VWI � MR vessel wall imaging; SPACE � sampling perfection with application-optimized contrasts by using
different flip angle evolution

Acute ischemic stroke secondary to intracranial large-vessel

thromboembolic occlusion has substantial morbidity and

mortality. Emergent intervention in large-vessel occlusions with

intravenous thrombolysis and/or endovascular thrombectomy

has been shown to dramatically improve clinical outcomes.1

However, even delayed diagnosis of complete intracranial arterial

occlusions and differentiation from intracranial vessel wall pa-

thologies impact medical and surgical management. Currently,

neurovascular imaging is performed using various imaging

modalities, including CTA, MRA, and DSA, but the limited as-

sessment of the arterial wall cannot reliably differentiate in situ

pathologies such as intracranial atherosclerosis, dissection, vasc-

ulitis, or steno-occlusive vasculopathy. Due to the superior con-

trast and high spatial resolution of 3D black-blood MR imag-

ing (BBMRI) or MR vessel wall imaging (MR VWI), the

extraluminal vessel wall can be clearly distinguished from the
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intraluminal black-blood compartment, allowing improved

diagnosis and delineation of intravascular thromboembolic

occlusions and their related blood products.2

3D-TOF-MRA is considered the most common MRA tech-

nique for evaluating intracranial steno-occlusive disease in acute

ischemic stroke, often as an adjunct to MR diffusion-weighted

imaging.3,4 However, 3D-TOF-MRA has been shown to be insen-

sitive due to poor flow enhancement from in-plane dephasing or

slow-flow artifacts,5 leading to false-positive results either by up-

grading the stenosis severity or a false diagnosis of a vascular oc-

clusion.6 Although the T1 spin-echo sequence can accurately

identify subacute hemorrhage or thrombus as signal hyperinten-

sity on conventional MR imaging due to the presence of methe-

moglobin,7 it has major limitations in the detection of intra-arte-

rial thrombosis, including lower resolution, flow artifacts from

inadequate double inversion recovery flow-suppression tech-

niques, and chronologic variance of signal intensity, depending

on the stage of thrombus evolution (oxy-/deoxy-hemoglobin,

intra-/extracellular methemoglobin, and hemosiderin). Con-

versely, BBMRI using the T1 sampling perfection with applica-

tion-optimized contrasts by using different flip angle evolution

(SPACE; Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) sequences with intravoxel

phase dispersion provides excellent intravascular black-blood

flow suppression with intravoxel dephasing for assessment of

static thrombus independent of its age (through the presence of

intravascular T1-isointense/hyperintense signal or contrast en-

hancement). In addition, 3D isotropic BBMRI facilitates multi-

planar and curved reconstructions to better evaluate the tortuous

intracranial arteries.8 Our study aimed to assess the accuracy and

reliability of BBMRI in diagnosing intracranial large-vessel arte-

rial occlusions.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patient and Imaging Studies
Institutional review board approval at Northwestern University

was obtained for a retrospective medical record and PACS imag-

ing review of patients with suspected diagnosis of stroke and in-

tracranial thromboembolic occlusions. From October 2014 to

June 2018, we identified 199 BBMRI studies and included patients

with documented large-vessel arterial occlusions on CTA and/or

DSA, performed within 30 days of the BBMRI study. All large-

vessel arterial occlusions reported on CTA and/or DSA were re-

viewed and confirmed by a separate interventional neuroradiolo-

gist, and whenever discrepancy was found between CTA and DSA,

DSA was used as the reference standard. Patients were excluded if

they received any intervention (IV/IA tPA thrombolysis and/or

mechanical thrombectomy) between BBMRI and reference CTA/

DSA. Imaging exclusion criteria were notable for patient motion

artifacts rendering the study nondiagnostic, limited BBMRI scan

volumes excluding the ROI/vessel occlusion site, or imaging with-

out the availability of both pre- and post-contrast-enhanced T1

SPACE sequences.

We studied patient demographics, clinical presentations, ves-

sel occlusion sites, ischemic strokes, and age of ischemic strokes

using sequence-specific MR imaging findings (DWI, ADC,

FLAIR, and unenhanced T1- and T2-weighted images) to classify

strokes in the affected arterial territory as acute/subacute or

chronic.9 Arterial occlusions were classified as acute/subacute

(�3 weeks) if the patient presented with acute/subacute infarcts

in the downstream vascular territory. Chronic/incidental (�3

weeks) occlusions were defined if there were no infarcts or

chronic infarcts in the downstream vascular territory, the patient

presented with acute/subacute infarcts in a different vascular ter-

ritory, or if previous angiographic studies (�3 weeks before

BBMRI) reported an occlusion.

BBMRI Protocol
BBMRI sequences were acquired on a 3T MR imaging scanner

(Magnetom Skyra; Siemens) in a clinical setup with a 20-channel

head coil. In all cases, a standardized MR imaging stroke protocol

was performed, including axial T1 spin-echo, T2 fast spin-echo,

DWI, FLAIR, gradient recalled-echo or SWI sequences, TOF-

MRA, and DSC brain perfusion imaging. Additionally, 3D vari-

able flip angle TSE BBMRI (T1 SPACE) imaging was performed

with the following parameters: FOV � 165 mm, TR/TE � 800/22

ms, integrated parallel acquisition technique factor � 2, number

in z-direction � 104 slices, bandwidth � 372 Hz/pixel, turbo

factor � 30, scan time � � 8 minutes, imaging matrix � 320 �

352, voxel volume � 0.5 � 0.5 � 0.6 mm. A single-dose (1 mmol/

mL) of gadobutrol, a gadolinium-based T1-shortening contrast

agent (Gadavist; Bayer Schering Pharma, Berlin, Germany), was

injected, and the scan was repeated 9 minutes after contrast ad-

ministration. Radial k-space view ordering was used to optimize

T1-weighted contrast. Images were generated and transferred to a

PACS for direct visualization on the workstation.

BBMRI Analysis
BBMRI (T1 SPACE) images were separately evaluated by 2 inde-

pendent neuroradiologists on a de-identified PACS workstation.

Both observers were blinded to patient demographics, imaging

indications, other MR imaging sequences, and other angiographic

studies (MRA/CTA/DSA). Qualitative image analyses of the in-

traluminal arterial hyperintensity and contrast enhancement

were performed on the PACS workstation. Intraluminal T1 hy-

perintensity was graded on a 3-point scale: 0, none; 1, weak visu-

alization/hyperintense signal less than that of the intraorbital fat;

or 2, strong visualization/hyperintense signal equal to or more

than that of the intraorbital fat. Intraluminal enhancement was

graded on a 3-point scale: 0, none or signal equal to that of the

pre-contrast image; 1, weak enhancement with signal greater than

that of the pre-contrast image, but less than that of the pituitary

stalk; 2, strong enhancement with signal greater than that of the

pre-contrast image, equal to or greater than that of the pituitary

stalk.

Normal vessels were defined as exhibiting preserved intralu-

minal black-blood properties with no intraluminal signal inten-

sity or enhancement (Fig 1). Arterial occlusion was defined as a

focal area of intraluminal T1-hyperintense signal or enhancement

graded as 1 or 2, completely replacing the normal intraluminal

black-blood signal on nonenhanced and/or contrast-enhanced

T1 SPACE images, respectively (Figs 2 and 3). Both readers were

asked to assess a total of 19 intracranial arterial segments in the

anterior circulation, including the bilateral supraclinoid internal

carotid arteries (ICA); middle cerebral artery (MCA) M1–M2
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(superior/inferior) segments; anterior cerebral artery (ACA)

A1–A2 segments; and the posterior circulation, including the pos-

terior cerebral artery (PCA) P1 segments, or posterior communi-

cating arteries if more dominant; P2 segments; the vertebral artery

(VA) V4 segments; and the basilar artery (BA). Aplastic vessel

segments not visualized on CTA or DSA imaging were excluded

from BBMRI analysis.

Statistical Analysis
The diagnostic performance of BBMRI was expressed as sensitiv-

ity and specificity of intraluminal T1 hyperintensity or contrast

enhancement in diagnosing arterial occlusions versus controls,

which were defined as normal major intracranial segments by

reference standard angiographic studies (CTA and/or DSA). In-

terobserver agreement for BBMRI intraluminal arterial hyperin-

tensity and contrast enhancement was assessed using the Cohen �

coefficient. The Cohen � coefficient varies between 0 and 1, with 0

representing no agreement and 1 representing complete agree-

ment. � values of �0.8, �0.6 – 0.8, �0.4 – 0.6, and �0.4 indicated

excellent, good, fair, and poor agreement, respectively. Subgroup

analyses comparing anterior and posterior circulations and acute/

subacute versus chronic/incidental occlusions were performed

using Mann-Whitney and Fisher exact tests for continuous and

categorical variables, respectively. In case of disagreement, images

were reviewed by a third neuroradiologist for consensus grading

of intraluminal T1 hyperintensity and contrast enhancement, and

utilized for subgroup analyses. A 2-tailed P value � .05 was con-

sidered statistically significant. Statistical analysis was performed

using SPSS statistical software (Version 23.0; IBM, Armonk, New

York).

RESULTS
Thirty-one patients (14 male [45%], 17 female [55%]; mean age,

62 years; range, 34 –79 years) presented with ischemic stroke

symptoms and 38 intracranial large-vessel arterial occlusions that

were identified and included in the study. The median time be-

tween the reference scan (CTA/DSA) confirming large-vessel oc-

clusions and the BBMRI scan was 2 days (range, 0 –20 days). A

total of 571/589 major intracranial vessel segments in 31 patients

were included in the study (6 aplastic segments and 12 normal

segments not visualized in the limited BBMRI scan volumes were

excluded).

A single arterial occlusion was present in 25/31 patients, 2

occlusions in 5/31 patients, and 3 occlusions in a single patient,

providing 38 occlusions and 533 patent segments for independent

evaluation by the blinded observers. Arterial occlusions were dis-

tributed relatively equally between the anterior and posterior in-

tracranial circulations (58% versus 42%): ACA (n � 4) and MCA

(n � 18) versus the PCA (n � 4), VA (n � 10), and BA (n � 2).

Acute/subacute DWI infarcts were observed in 22 patients with 29

occlusions, but only downstream in the vascular distributions of

16/29 occlusions characterized as acute/subacute occlusions, and

the remaining 13 were considered chronic/incidental occlusions.

Chronic infarcts were noted on T1/T2/FLAIR-weighted images

downstream of 3 occlusions in 3 patients, and no infarcts were

seen in 6 patients with 6 occlusions, providing a total of 16 acute/

subacute occlusions and 22 chronic/incidental occlusions for

analysis.

Both observers successfully identified all intracranial large-

vessel arterial occlusions on BBMRI by either weak (grade 1) or

strong (grade 2) visualization of intraluminal T1 hyperintensity

and/or contrast enhancement with no false-negative results (On-

line Table). Only a single case of a false-positive basilar artery

occlusion was reported by both observers on pre- and post-con-

trast BBMRI and confirmed by CTA, yet deemed to be a severe,

long-segment atherosclerotic stenosis with slow stringlike flow

rather than an occlusion on DSA. By

combining grades 1 and 2 for intralu-

minal T1 hyperintensity and/or con-

trast enhancement, we observed excel-

lent sensitivity (100%) and specificity

(99.8%) with either pre- or post-

contrast-enhanced BBMRI, providing

near-equivalent diagnostic power and

accuracy in the diagnosis of intracranial

large-vessel arterial occlusions in com-

parison with the reference standards of

CTA and DSA.

Good interobserver agreement for

intraluminal T1 hyperintensity (un-

weighted � � 0.63) and excellent inter-

observer agreement for intraluminal

FIG 1. High-resolution axial pre- (A) and post contrast (B) BBMRI dem-
onstrates patent bilateral MCAs with normal intraluminal hypointen-
sity (black-blood) due to flow-suppression techniques. Normal thin
vessel wall or marginal periarterial enhancement (arrows) is observed
on post-contrast versus pre-contrast imaging, best delineated in the
inset (arrowheads).

FIG 2. A 39-year-old patient who presented with left-sided hemiplegia. MR DWI axial (A) shows
restricted diffusion (arrow) in the periventricular white matter, consistent with an acute infarct.
Axial pre-contrast (B) BBMRI demonstrates a focus of grade 2/strong intraluminal T1 hyperinten-
sity (thick arrow) in the distal M1 segment proximal to the MCA bifurcation, compared with the
normal retroglobal orbital fat (thin arrow), suspicious for an acute/subacute occlusion. DSA
anteroposterior image (C) confirms the M1 right MCA occlusion (black arrowhead), after supply
to a prominent anterior temporal branch.
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contrast enhancement (unweighted � � 0.89) were noted, con-

sistent with reliable BBMRI findings in the diagnosis of intralu-

minal arterial signal abnormality and enhancement. In fact, there

was near complete agreement between observers on the presence

of strong (grade 2) intraluminal enhancement in 33/38 (87%)

confirmed arterial occlusions with disagreement of grade 1 versus

grade 2 enhancement in only a single segment.

On subgroup analyses of anterior versus posterior circulation

occlusions (Table 1) and acute/subacute versus chronic/inciden-

tal occlusions (Table 2), there were no statistical differences in

baseline demographics or time between BBMRI and reference

scans. Posterior circulation occlusions had a higher percentage of

chronic/incidental occlusions than anterior circulation occlu-

sions (81.2% versus 40.9%, P � .02). Both anterior and posterior

circulation occlusions maintained a high degree of contrast en-

hancement (�80% of occlusions with strong grade 2 enhance-

ment), relatively lower degrees of T1 hyperintensity (22.7% and

43.7% with strong grade 2 hyperintensity, respectively), and no

statistical differences in BBMRI findings between the groups.

Chronic/incidental occlusions had a predilection for the pos-

terior circulation (59.1%), whereas most acute/subacute occlu-

sions (81.2%) were identified in the anterior circulation (P � .02).

Both acute/subacute and chronic/incidental occlusions contin-

ued to demonstrate a high degree of contrast enhancement

(�80% of occlusions with a strong grade 2 enhancement) and

no statistical differences. However, chronic/incidental occlu-

sions exhibited statistically higher grades of T1 hyperintensity

on pre-contrast BBMRI compared with acute/subacute occlu-

sions (45.5% versus 12.5% with strong grade 2 hyperintensity,

P � .04).

DISCUSSION
High-resolution BBMRI or VWI is increasingly used in clinical

practice for the evaluation of intracranial vessel wall pathol-

ogy.8,10 Multiple studies have described VWI findings in various

intracranial steno-occlusive diseases, including accuracy and reli-

ability measurements in direct comparison with conventional

vascular imaging techniques (CTA, MRA, and DSA).10-15 BBMRI

has been shown to characterize intracranial stenoses with high

sensitivity (89%–93%) and specificity (53%–98%) and excellent

interobserver agreement,10,14,15 but there have been few indepen-

dent studies of BBMRI findings to diagnose or differentiate large-

vessel arterial occlusions.

Hui et al12 reported 10 patients with DSA-confirmed acute/

subacute large-vessel occlusions who underwent BBMRI, but they

emphasized vessel wall enhancement patterns rather than intralu-

minal thrombus characteristics for insight into underlying pa-

thologies. Recently, Bai et al14 evaluated 60 patients with 80 sus-

pected MCA intracranial atherosclerotic disease lesions with

TOF-MRA, BBMRI, and CTA as the reference standard identify-

ing 15 arterial occlusions. In this small subset, they also noted a

FIG 3. A 63-year-old patient who presented with nausea, vomiting,
and double vision secondary to multiple posterior circulation strokes.
Axial pre-contrast BBMRI (A) shows a focus of grade 1/weak intralu-
minal T1 hyperintensity in the basilar artery (thick arrow), replacing
the normal intra-arterial black-blood signal of the M1 segment (ar-
rowhead), but less intense than in the orbital fat (thin arrow). Axial
post-contrast BBMRI (B) shows grade 2/strong intraluminal contrast
enhancement (thick arrow) of the basilar artery thrombus, compared
with the normal avidly enhancing signal of the infundibular stalk (thin
arrow). CTA (C and D) at the level of pons and the circle of Willis
confirms occlusion of the basilar artery (white arrowhead) with distal
basilar tip reconstitution (black arrowhead) from the anterior circu-
lation via the posterior communicating artery.

Table 1: Subgroup analysis of anterior versus posterior circulation
occlusions

Anterior
(n = 22)

Posterior
(n = 16)

P
Value

Mean age (range) (yr) 59.3 (34–77) 63.1 (39–79) .24
Male (%) 40.9 62.5 .32
Median time between BBMRI and

CTA/DSA days (range) (day)
3 (0–18) 1 (0–20) .62

Occlusion chronicity (%) .02
Acute/subacute 59.1 18.8
Chronic/incidental 40.9 81.2

Hyperintensity (%) .29
Grade 1 77.3 56.2
Grade 2 22.7 43.7

Enhancement (%) .99
Grade 1 18.2 12.5
Grade 2 81.8 87.5

Table 2: Subgroup analysis of acute/subacute versus chronic/
incidental occlusions

Acute/
Subacute

(n = 16)

Chronic/
Incidental

(n = 22)
P

Value
Mean age (range) (yr) 58.1 (34–77) 62.9 (37–79) .16
Male (%) 50% 50% .99
Median time between BBMRI

and CTA/DSA (range) (day)
3 (0–18) 1 (0–20) .8

Occlusion site (%) .02a

Anterior 81.2 40.9
Posterior 18.8 59.1

Hyperintensity (%) .04a

Grade 1 87.5 54.5
Grade 2 12.5 45.5

Enhancement (%) .99
Grade 1 12.5 18.2
Grade 2 87.5 81.8

a Significant.
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very high sensitivity (100%) and specificity (95%–97%) in detect-

ing occlusions with VWI, using either source or minimum-inten-

sity black-blood luminal angiography techniques, whereas TOF-

MRA overestimated the pathology with significantly lower

specificity (85%). In a larger series of 62 patients with acute stroke

with MR imaging negative for the susceptibility vessel sign and

BBMRI, Baik et al13 reported contrast-enhancement patterns of

intracranial stenoses and occlusions, identifying strong, round,

and concentric enhancement in 15/20 (75%) patients with sus-

pected acute arterial occlusions compared with 4.7% with severe

intracranial stenoses. These findings correlate well with the 87.5%

strong grade 2 enhancement of acute/subacute occlusions seen in

our study. In a separate study, Kim et al16 also studied 20 chronic

unilateral MCA occlusions with high-resolution BBMRI and de-

scribed 2 distinct “plugged” or “vanishing” patterns as either het-

erogeneous intraluminal signal in 13/20 patients or an absence of

vascular structures in 7/20 patients, with shrunken MCA or col-

lateral vessels, respectively. These latter findings suggest a steno-

occlusive vasculopathy/Moyamoya pathology rather than throm-

boembolic occlusions, but the authors did not comment on

intraluminal hyperintensity or contrast-enhancement patterns.

Prior literature has suggested that acute, symptomatic, intra-

cranial atherosclerotic disease plaques may be associated with

higher degrees of eccentric (extraluminal) contrast enhancement

compared with chronic or asymptomatic plaques.17 In contrast,

we noted persisting strong intraluminal enhancement of chronic/

incidental arterial occlusions, hypothesized to be secondary to

gadolinium leakage or superimposed inflammation of organized

fibrin and platelet-rich thrombus. Methemoglobin is produced in

the early stages (�7 days) of thrombus formation and requires

time for accumulation. This feature may account for the lower

grades of intraluminal T1 hyperintensity in acute/subacute

occlusions that presented with early subacute infarcts (�7 days).

Methemoglobin also has the strongest paramagnetic properties

for shortening T1 relaxation times and can persist for several

weeks to months,18 potentially explaining the statistically higher

grades of intraluminal T1 hyperintensity seen in chronic/inciden-

tal occlusions. In fact, 4 patients in our cohort underwent 3-, 6-,

9-, or 18-month follow-up BBMRI scans (data not shown), re-

spectively, with persisting T1 hyperintensity on precontrast

BBMRI in all 4 patients and strong grade 2 enhancement on post-

contrast BBMRI in 3/4 patients. Another mechanism for chronic

intraluminal T1 hyperintensity may be related to slow flow adja-

cent to the arterial occlusion site, resulting in impaired intravoxel

dispersion and loss of the normal black-blood signal, independent

of thrombus chronicity. Although we observed a higher percent-

age of posterior circulation occlusions diagnosed as chronic/inci-

dental occlusions, this may be explained by the redundant supply

of bilateral vertebral arteries with a predilection for silent occlu-

sions (no vertebral artery occlusions presented with acute infarcts

on DWI).

In our study, we independently evaluated the accuracy of

both pre- and post-contrast BBMRI in diagnosing acute/sub-

acute and chronic/incidental arterial occlusions in all major

cerebral arteries, regardless of the underlying etiology, and in a

large patient cohort. BBMRI identifies intracranial arterial oc-

clusions with excellent sensitivity and specificity (100% and

99.8%, respectively) compared with CTA and DSA. High ac-

curacy was sustained across anterior versus posterior circula-

tion locations and acute/subacute versus chronic/incidental

occlusions. Although there was higher interobserver agree-

ment with �80% strong grade 2 intraluminal enhancement on

post-contrast BBMRI, all occlusions were also successfully

identified as grade 1 or 2 intraluminal T1 hyperintensity, con-

sistent with equal and independent accuracy on pre-contrast

BBMRI. These findings suggest that even noncontrast BBMRI

may be superior to 3D-TOF-MRA sequences, which have a

lower reported sensitivity (88% �100%) and specificity (85%–

97%) for detecting intracranial occlusions in comparison with

the criterion standard CTA and DSA modalities.15,19

Our study had the limitations of a retrospective analysis

with its inherent challenges. There could have been inadver-

tent observer recall bias from prior clinical experience, though

we attempted to mitigate this by blinding the observers to pa-

tient names and clinical history, allowing significant time in-

tervals since MR imaging, and assessing their agreement. Our

classification of arterial occlusion chronicity has the potential

for error; therefore, we used an objective paradigm based on

their clinical history, MR imaging findings, and prior angio-

graphic studies. The sample size was small, yet to our knowl-

edge, this is the largest series specifically focusing on the utility

of BBMRI in the detection of intracranial large-vessel arterial

occlusions. Finally, CTA was used as the reference standard

when DSA was not available; however, studies have shown

100% sensitivity and specificity for CTA in detecting large-

vessel arterial occlusions.20

CONCLUSIONS
3D high-resolution BBMRI provides an adjunctive MR imaging–

based mechanism to confidently diagnose large-vessel arterial oc-

clusions in the setting of conventional low-resolution MR imag-

ing and nonspecific MRA findings. BBMRI with or without

contrast provides high accuracy in the diagnosis of acute/subacute

as well as chronic/incidental occlusions, with near-equivalent

sensitivity and specificity to CTA and DSA.
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ORIGINAL RESEARCH
ADULT BRAIN

Surveillance of Unruptured Intracranial Saccular Aneurysms
Using Noncontrast 3D-Black-Blood MRI: Comparison of 3D-TOF

and Contrast-Enhanced MRA with 3D-DSA
X C. Zhu, X X. Wang, X L. Eisenmenger, X B. Tian, X Q. Liu, X A.J. Degnan, X C. Hess, X D. Saloner, and X J. Lu

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Patients with unruptured intracranial aneurysms routinely undergo surveillance imaging to monitor
growth. Angiography is the criterion standard for aneurysm diagnosis, but it is invasive. This study aimed to evaluate the accuracy and
reproducibility of a 3D noncontrast black-blood MR imaging technique for unruptured intracranial aneurysm measurement in comparison
with 3D-TOF and contrast-enhanced MRA, using 3D rotational angiography as a reference standard.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Sixty-four patients (57.3 � 10.9 years of age, 41 women) with 68 saccular unruptured intracranial aneurysms
were recruited. Patients underwent 3T MR imaging with 3D-TOF-MRA, 3D black-blood MR imaging, and contrast-enhanced MRA, and they
underwent 3D rotational angiography within 2 weeks. The neck, width, and height of the unruptured intracranial aneurysms were measured
by 2 radiologists independently on 3D rotational angiography and 3 MR imaging sequences. The accuracy and reproducibility were
evaluated by Bland-Altman plots, the coefficient of variance, and the intraclass correlation coefficient.

RESULTS: 3D black-blood MR imaging demonstrates the best agreement with DSA, with the smallest limits of agreement and measure-
ment error (coefficients of variance range, 5.87%–7.04%). 3D-TOF-MRA had the largest limits of agreement and measurement error
(coefficients of variance range, 12.73%–15.78%). The average coefficient of variance was 6.26% for 3D black-blood MR imaging, 7.03% for
contrast-enhanced MRA, and 15.54% for TOF-MRA. No bias was found among 3 MR imaging sequences compared with 3D rotational
angiography. All 3 MR imaging sequences had excellent interreader agreement (intraclass correlation coefficient, �0.95). 3D black-blood
MR imaging performed the best for patients with intraluminal thrombus (n � 10).

CONCLUSIONS: 3D black-blood MR imaging achieves better accuracy for aneurysm size measurements compared with 3D-TOF, using 3D
rotational angiography as a criterion standard. This noncontrast technique is promising for surveillance of unruptured intracranial
aneurysms.

ABBREVIATIONS: BB � black-blood; CE � contrast-enhanced; CV � coefficient of variance; 3DRA � 3D rotational angiography; IA � intracranial aneurysm; ICC �
intraclass correlation coefficient; LOA � limit of agreement; SPACE � spatial and chemical-shift encoded excitation; UIA � unruptured intracranial aneurysm

Intracranial aneurysms (IAs) are common, with approximately

3% of adults having an unruptured IA (UIA).1 UIAs are associ-

ated with morbidity and mortality due to the risk of rupture and

the resultant subarachnoid hemorrhage.2 Of patients surviving

ruptured IAs, 30% will experience high morbidity due to associ-

ated intraparenchymal hemorrhage from late-onset complica-

tions such as vasospasm leading to cerebral infarction. Only

approximately one-third of patients with subarachnoid hem-

orrhage related to IA rupture will fully return to their prior

jobs,3,4 but diagnosis of IAs before rupture may improve pa-

tient outcomes.5

Clinical management of UIAs is based largely on aneurysm

size and other features such as location, shape, and sac-to-neck
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ratio, with saccular aneurysms being the most common type.6-9

Because intervention-associated risks may exceed the low rupture

rates for smaller UIAs,5 most of those small aneurysms are fol-

lowed with surveillance instead of immediate treatment. In addi-

tion, more incidental UIAs have been found on widely used non-

invasive imaging techniques. Usually, incidental UIAs that are

regular in shape and �7 mm are followed up to assess changes

with time that may modify clinical decision-making,10 but how to

best diagnose and monitor UIAs remains uncertain.

Although 3D rotational angiography (3DRA) is the criterion

standard for diagnosing IAs as well as evaluating IA morphology

measurements,11 both MR imaging and CTA have become in-

creasingly important in evaluating UIAs. This change is largely

because both MR imaging and CTA are less invasive than 3DRA,

reducing the risks of IA screening and monitoring of known

UIAs.12-14 However, unlike MR imaging, both 3DRA and CTA

expose patients to ionizing radiation and iodinated contrast me-

dia. MR imaging is an option that removes the uncertain risks of

repeat radiation and contrast media exposure.

Vascular MR imaging has substantially improved with the de-

velopment of techniques enabling the diagnosis, visualization,

and assessment of intracranial aneurysms with high accuracy.15

Numerous studies have assessed the value of both flow-based

(TOF) and contrast-enhanced (CE) MRA techniques.5 Fewer

studies have evaluated 3D noncontrast black-blood (BB) MR im-

aging in aneurysm characterization, though early data have

shown promise15 with the use of high-isotropic resolution (up to

0.5 mm) to visualize the aneurysm geometry and wall.16 3D-BB

MR imaging, however, has not been validated against 3DRA for

aneurysm size measurements or compared with other clinical

MRA techniques. This study aimed to compare black-blood MR

imaging with 3D-TOF/CE-MRA for aneurysm size measure-

ments using 3DRA as a reference standard. We hypothesized that

3D noncontrast BB MR imaging can be used to measure aneu-

rysm size accurately.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study Population
This study was approved by the institutional review board of

Changhai Hospital. Informed consent was obtained from all pa-

tients. A total of 69 consecutive patients with confirmed saccular

IAs were recruited between January 2016 and March 2018. All

patients underwent 3T MR imaging and 3DRA within 2 weeks.

Imaging Protocol

MR Imaging. MR imaging was performed on a 3T whole-body

MR imaging system (Magnetom Skyra; Siemens, Erlangen, Ger-

many) using a 20-channel head coil. 3D-TOF-MRA, 3D-BB MR

imaging, and CE-MRA were performed successively. The unen-

hanced 3D-TOF-MRA was performed with TR � 21 ms, TE � 3.4

ms, flip angle � 20°, FOV � 180 � 200 mm2, matrix � 330 � 384,

in-plane resolution � 0.5 � 0.5 mm2, slice thickness � 0.7 mm,

144 slices, and total acquisition time of 4 minutes 56 seconds. The

3D-BB MR imaging (spatial and chemical-shift encoded excita-

tion [SPACE]) was performed with TR � 900 ms, TE � 5.6 ms,

FOV � 160 � 160, matrix � 320 � 320, slice thickness � 0.5 mm,

echo-train length � 60, 280 slices, and total acquisition time of 8

minutes 16 seconds. CE-MRA was then performed at the first pass

of intravenous injection of Gd-DTPA at a dose of 0.1 mmol/kg,

using a FLASH 3D spoiled gradient-echo sequence with TR �

3.66 ms, TE � 1.44 ms, FOV � 182 � 224 mm2, flip angle � 20°,

matrix � 320 � 320, in plane resolution � 0.6 � 0.7 mm2, slice

thickness � 0.7 mm, 120 slices, and total acquisition time of 1

minute 24 seconds.

3DRA. 3DRA was performed on the Artis zee Biplane angio-

graphic system (VC14; Siemens). A 5-second DSA acquisition

protocol was performed with contrast injection at a rate of 3 mL/s

of Ultravist (iopromide; Bayer HealthCare, Berlin, Germany).

During the 5-second acquisition after a delay of 1 second, a 200°

rotation of the C-arm was performed to obtain 133 frames. The

parameters were as follows: FOV � 320 � 320 mm2, matrix �

1024 � 1024.

Image Analysis
Image analysis was performed independently by 2 radiologists

(X.W. and B.T. with 5 and 9 years of experience) who were

blinded to patients’ clinical data. All measurements were con-

ducted on the postprocessing workstation (syngo X Workspace;

Siemens). Measurement of 3DRA was performed on volume-ren-

dered reconstruction, and measurements of TOF-MRA and CE-

MRA were performed on MIP reconstructions. The MIP images

were imported to the workstation, and the image viewer automat-

ically set a default window/level for the best display. In addition, 2

observers were also allowed to adjust the window/level and pro-

jection angles to best display the aneurysm and the parent vessel.

Measurement of 3D-BB MR imaging was performed on MPR

images.

For each IA, we measured the following parameters: 1) height:

the maximum distance from the neck center to the dome of the

aneurysm; 2) width: the longest diameter of an aneurysm perpen-

dicular to the height; and 3) neck: the minimum width of the

aneurysm at its junction with the parent vessel (Fig 1). Measure-

ments were performed by the 2 readers (X.W. and B.T.) sepa-

rately, with an interval of 2 weeks between different modalities.

One reader performed the second measurement (X.W.) 2 weeks

later using the same method to evaluate the intrareader variabil-

ity. All these measurements were performed only for the luminal

geometry, for which DSA could be used as a reference standard. If

the aneurysms had intraluminal thrombus, the images were eval-

uated separately for the true aneurysm geometry.

Statistical Analysis
Normality assumptions were assessed using the Shapiro-Wilk

test. Continuous variables were expressed as either mean � SD or

median (interquartile range). Categoric variables were summa-

rized by count (percentage). Comparisons of aneurysm height,

width, and neck diameter among different imaging modalities

were analyzed using the Kruskal-Wallis test. Measurement differ-

ences between MR imaging modalities and DSA as well as intra-

and interreader variabilities were assessed using the Bland-Alt-

man analysis. Bias was assessed as the mean of the pair differences,

and the 95% limits of agreement (LOA) were defined as bias �

1.96 � SD. Measurement error was quantified by the coefficient

of variance (CV � SD / mean � 100%). Agreement between

AJNR Am J Neuroradiol 40:960 – 66 Jun 2019 www.ajnr.org 961



measurements was summarized by the intraclass correlation co-

efficient (ICC) with a 2-way mixed model. An ICC value �0.80

indicated excellent agreement. On the basis of the measurement

errors of each MR imaging sequence, the sample sizes needed to

detect 5%, 10%, and 20% changes in aneurysm size growth in

longitudinal studies were calculated by using 0.9 power and .05

significance as described in a previous publication.17 Statistical

analyses were performed using SPSS, Version 24.0 (IBM, Ar-

monk, New York) and MedCalc for Windows, Version 9.4.2.0

(MedCalc Software, Mariakerke, Belgium).

RESULTS
Of the 69 recruited patients, 5 were excluded for the following

reasons: 1) an interval of �2 weeks between MR imaging and DSA

(n � 2); 2) a ruptured aneurysm (n � 1); and 3) insufficient image

quality due to motion artifacts on 3D-BB MR imaging (n � 2).

The remaining 64 patients (57.3 � 10.9 years of age, 41 women)

with 68 saccular UIAs were included. UIAs were located in the

internal carotid artery (n � 32), middle cerebral artery (n � 12),

anterior communicating artery (n � 10), posterior communicat-

ing artery and posterior cerebral artery (n � 8), and vertebral-

basilar artery (n � 6). The average interval between MR imaging

and DSA was 2.2 � 1.6 days (range, 1–9 days). Mild flow artifacts

were observed in 3 UIAs with aneurysm diameters of �15 mm on

3D-BB MR imaging. These artifacts did not affect the measure-

ment accuracy.

Agreement between MR Imaging Sequences and DSA
As shown in Table 1, there was no significant difference in aneu-

rysm height, width, and neck diameter among TOF/CE-MRA,

3D-BB MR imaging, and DSA (P � .05). Agreement of the quan-

titative measurements between MR imaging modalities and DSA

is summarized in Table 2. Bland-Altman plots for each measure-

ment are shown in Fig 2 and the On-line Figure. Measurements

between MR imaging modalities and DSA showed excellent

agreement with ICCs of �0.96. Measurement on TOF-MRA

showed the largest variance (overall CV, 15.54%) and higher LOA

compared with measurements on CE-MRA (overall CV, 7.03%)

and 3D-BB MR imaging (overall CV, 6.26%). Based on the mea-

surement errors of each MR image, the calculated sample sizes in

future longitudinal studies to detect 5%, 10%, and 20% change in

aneurysm growth are shown in Table 3. Compared with 3D-TOF,

the use of CE-MRA or 3D-BB MR imaging reduces the sample size

FIG 1. A 61-year-old woman with a right posterior communicating
artery aneurysm on DSA (A), TOF-MRA (B), CE-MRA (C), and 3D-BB MR
imaging (D). Aneurysm height (red line), width (yellow line), and neck
(white line) measurements are demonstrated in A.

Table 1: Comparison of aneurysm height, width, and neck measurements among MR and DSA imaging modalitiesa

TOF-MRA CE-MRA 3D-BB MRI 3DRA P Value
Height (mm) 7.7 (5.5–11.1) 8.0 (6.0–12.8) 7.8 (5.4–12.6) 7.7 (5.5–12.6) .918
Width (mm) 7.5 (5.8–11.5) 8.4 (5.8–14.0) 7.8 (5.5–13.9) 8.1 (5.9–13.3) .957
Neck (mm) 6.8 (5.3–10.4) 6.7 (5.2–10.6) 7.0 (4.8–10.2) 6.9 (4.6–9.8) .774

a Data are median (interquartile range).

Table 2: Comparison of MRI techniques with DSA for aneurysm measurements
Mean (mm) SD CV (100%) Bias LOA ICC

Height
TOF-MRA 9.21 1.50 15.43 �0.55 (�3.49–2.39) 0.96 (0.93–0.98)
CE-MRA 9.90 0.62 6.32 0.14 (�1.08–1.36) 0.98 (0.97–0.99)
3D-BB MRI 9.73 0.59 6.04 �0.03 (�1.19–1.13) 0.99 (0.99–0.99)

Width
TOF-MRA 9.53 1.56 15.78 �0.33 (�2.73–3.39) 0.96 (0.94–0.97)
CE-MRA 10.12 0.61 6.18 0.26 (�0.94–1.46) 0.99 (0.98–0.99)
3D-BB MRI 9.96 0.58 5.87 0.10 (�1.04–1.24) 0.99 (0.99–0.99)

Neck
TOF-MRA 8.00 0.98 12.73 0.31 (�1.61–2.23) 0.96 (0.93–0.98)
CE-MRA 8.08 0.68 8.81 0.39 (�0.94–1.72) 0.97 (0.95–0.99)
3D-BB MRI 7.71 0.54 7.04 0.02 (�1.04–1.08) 0.98 (0.98–0.99)

Overall
TOF-MRA 8.91 1.41 15.54 �0.19 (�2.95–2.57) 0.96 (0.95–0.97)
CE-MRA 9.37 0.64 7.03 0.26 (�0.99–1.51) 0.98 (0.98–0.99)
3D-BB MRI 9.14 0.57 6.26 0.03 (�1.08–1.15) 0.99 (0.99–0.99)
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by 79% and 84%, respectively. Comparisons of MR imaging mo-

dalities with DSA for aneurysm measurements by locations are

summarized in On-line Table. The measurement errors did not

vary significantly across locations.

Sample patient images are shown in Figs 3 and 4. Figure 3

shows that TOF is limited as a means of displaying the aneurysm

geometry due to severe flow artifacts, while DSA, CE-MRA, and

SPACE characterize the geometry nicely. Figure 4 shows an aneu-

rysm with intraluminal thrombus. 3D-BB MR imaging can clearly

show the entire aneurysm structure including both the lumen and

the thrombus.

Intra- and Interreader Agreement
Intra- and interreader agreement is shown in Table 4. There were

no significant mean differences between readers (P � .05). The

overall intra- and interreader measurements showed excellent

agreement, with ICCs of �0.97.

Aneurysms with Intraluminal Thrombus
Ten aneurysms were found with intraluminal thrombus: 3 aneu-

rysms located in the middle cerebral artery, 2 located in the inter-

nal carotid artery, 2 located in the anterior communicating artery,

2 located in the posterior communicating artery, and 1 located in

the basilar artery. Aneurysm sizes ranged from 8.0 to 28.2 mm.

3D-BB MR imaging gave the best evaluation of aneurysm dimen-

sions, with clear delimitation of both the lumen and thrombus

(Fig 3). The median thickness of the intraluminal thrombus was

2.8 mm (IQR, 0.8 – 4.4 mm).

FIG 2. Bland-Altman plots of aneurysm measurements of TOF-MRA (A), CE-MRA (B), and 3D-BB MR imaging (C) versus 3DRA as the reference standard.
Solid horizontal lines define the reference standard, and upper and lower dashed lines define the LOA.

Table 3: Sample size calculation using different MRI sequences to
detect aneurysm growth

Aneurysm
Growth

TOF-MRA
(CV = 15.54%)

CE-MRA
(CV = 7.03%)

SPACE
(CV = 6.26%)

5% 406 84 66
10% 102 21 17
20% 26 6 5

FIG 3. A 53-year-old man with multiple basilar artery aneurysms on
DSA (A). The aneurysm shows isointensity on TOF-MRA (B) because of
the slow flow (arrow). The aneurysm sac and neck were integrally
visualized on CE-MRA (C) and 3D-BB MR imaging (D).

FIG 4. A 63-year-old woman with a right middle cerebral artery an-
eurysm on DSA (A). 3D-BB SPACE (D) can clearly visualize the sac and
intraluminal thrombus of the aneurysm, which is superior to DSA (A),
TOF-MRA (B), and CE-MRA (C).
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DISCUSSION
In this study, measurements obtained on 3D-BB MR imaging

were in close agreement with 3DRA measurements and had a

better accuracy than 3D-TOF with less than half the TOF mea-

surement error. The sample size needed to measure aneurysm size

change in longitudinal studies would be reduced by 84% using

3D-BB MR imaging compared with using 3D-TOF. Our results

support the use of noncontrast 3D-BB MR imaging for intracra-

nial aneurysm surveillance. Despite previous studies evaluating

the use of BB MR imaging sequences in the characterization of

IAs, this is the first study to validate 3D-BB MR imaging against

the criterion standard 3DRA for aneurysm morphology mea-

surements. In addition, this is the first study to compare

3D-BB MR imaging with 3D-TOF and CE-MRA for IA mea-

surement accuracy.

Although 3DRA remains the criterion standard in aneurysm

evaluation and treatment planning with high spatial resolution

and excellent hemodynamic temporal resolution,11 DSA is inva-

sive with procedural risks such as arterial

dissection, hematomas, stroke, and even

death that are more important than the

small theoretic risks of radiation and

contrast exposure.18 Alternatively, CTA

is a fast, noninvasive imaging test that is

often used in first-line aneurysm assess-

ment. CTA has widespread availability

and has been shown to be of benefit in

not only aneurysm detection19-23 but

also presurgical planning.24 Despite the

advantages of CTA, like DSA, CTA uses

radiation and iodinated contrast, reduc-

ing its adoption in UIA screening and

monitoring.12 MR imaging does not

have these issues.25 Other disadvantages

of CTA include the fact that despite the

development of improved techniques in

the region of the skull base,26,27 MR im-

aging lacks the attenuation and streak

artifacts occasionally encountered in

CTA.28 MR imaging can play a major

role in UIA detection, monitoring, and

treatment planning.29

3D-TOF and CE-MRA are commonly

used methods for UIA evaluation. 3D-

TOF-MRA is a popular method because it

does not require a contrast agent10,30,31;

however, it has flow artifacts and can con-

fuse T1-weighted hyperintense thrombus

within an aneurysm with flow-related

enhancement.32,33 Bright thrombus can

mimic flowing lumen, and isointense

thrombus is difficult to distinguish from

surrounding brain tissue.15 TOF-MRA

can also make detection of IAs difficult

in the setting of T1 hyperintense intra-

parenchymal or subarachnoid hemor-

rhage.34-36 Our study observed that

while still similar to 3DRA, 3D-TOF-

MRA had the least accuracy of the MR imaging– based meth-

ods tested, in accordance with previous literature.

CE-MRA is an accurate method for UIA evaluation because it

is not flow-dependent.37 CE-MRA was shown to be superior to

3D-TOF-MRA for assessment of sac shape, visualizing an aneu-

rysm neck, calculating of the sac/neck ratio, and identifying

branches originating from the sac and/or neck,5 especially for

large aneurysms (�13 mm), when flow artifacts were commonly

present. Despite these advantages of CE-MRA, its limitations in-

clude the use of gadolinium-based contrast media, dependence

on timing of contrast administration that may lead to venous

contamination, and radiofrequency power deposition at high

field strengths.38 Recent concerns regarding gadolinium depo-

sition in the brain parenchyma, while uncertain and contro-

versial, call into question its widespread use in repeat imaging

for surveillance.39

When we compared it with other imaging modalities, 3D-BB

Table 4: Intra- and interreader agreement for aneurysm measurements
CV

(100%) Bias LOA ICC
Intrareader agreement

Height
TOF-MRA 7.02 0.19 (�0.87–1.25) 0.99 (0.98–0.99)
CE-MRA 6.71 0.14 (�1.09–1.37) 0.99 (0.98–0.99)
3D-BB MRI 6.37 �0.08 (�1.18–1.02) 0.99 (0.98–0.99)
3DRA 6.87 0.14 (�1.04–1.32) 0.99 (0.98–0.99)

Width
TOF-MRA 6.94 0.06 (�0.99–1.12) 0.99 (0.98–0.99)
CE-MRA 6.45 0.10 (�1.13–1.33) 0.99 (0.98–0.99)
3D-BB MRI 6.31 0.18 (�0.92–1.28) 0.99 (0.98–0.99)
3DRA 6.25 0.11 (�1.00–1.23) 0.99 (0.98–0.99)

Neck
TOF-MRA 7.29 0.18 (�1.04–1.39) 0.98 (0.98–0.99)
CE-MRA 7.05 0.13 (�0.93–1.19) 0.99 (0.98–0.99)
3D-BB MRI 6.72 0.14 (�0.90–1.18) 0.99 (0.98–0.99)
3DRA 6.98 �0.08 (�1.17–1.02) 0.99 (0.98–0.99)

Overall
TOF-MRA 7.08 0.14 (�0.78–1.06) 0.99 (0.98–0.99)
CE-MRA 6.78 0.12 (�1.06–1.30) 0.99 (0.98–0.99)
3D-BB MRI 6.51 0.08 (�0.96–1.12) 0.99 (0.98–0.99)
3DRA 6.75 0.06 (�1.04–1.16) 0.99 (0.98–0.99)

Interreader agreement
Height

TOF-MRA 8.12 0.02 (�1.45–1.49) 0.98 (0.98–0.99)
CE-MRA 8.19 0.23 (�1.33–1.80) 0.98 (0.98–0.99)
3D-BB MRI 8.03 0.03 (�1.50–1.56) 0.98 (0.98–0.99)
3DRA 7.87 �0.07 (�1.58–1.44) 0.98 (0.98–0.99)

Width
TOF-MRA 8.03 �0.03 (�1.50–1.44) 0.98 (0.98–0.99)
CE-MRA 7.55 0.17 (�1.30–1.64) 0.99 (0.98–0.99)
3D-BB MRI 8.37 0.03 (�1.61–1.67) 0.98 (0.98–0.99)
3DRA 7.15 �0.13 (�1.54–1.28) 0.99 (0.98–0.99)

Neck
TOF-MRA 8.96 0.18 (�0.74–1.10) 0.97 (0.95–0.98)
CE-MRA 8.81 0.07 �0.81–1.07) 0.98 (0.97–0.99)
3D-BB MRI 8.95 0.14 (�0.72–1.00) 0.98 (0.97–0.99)
3DRA 8.82 0.10 (�0.82–0.98) 0.98 (0.97–0.99)

Overall
TOF-MRA 8.44 0.06 (�0.78–1.06) 0.98 (0.98–0.99)
CE-MRA 8.16 0.16 (�0.74–0.98) 0.98 (0.98–0.99)
3D-BB MRI 8.43 0.07 (�0.63–0.93) 0.98 (0.98–0.99)
3DRA 8.15 �0.03 (�0.72–1.00) 0.98 (0.98–0.99)
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MR imaging has clear advantages. First, it is an accurate method

for UIA measurements as evidenced in the superior agreement of

this study with DSA, which was comparable with CE-MRA. Al-

though our CE-MRA protocol had better resolution (around 0.7

mm isotropic) than most routine clinical protocols (0.9 –1.1

mm),5 3D-BB MR imaging had an even higher resolution (0.5

mm isotropic), which may explain its slightly improved accuracy.

3D-BB MR imaging has also been used for intracranial stenosis

quantification11 and extracranial carotid plaque imaging40 in

studies showing excellent agreement with DSA. Our study ex-

tends these observations in showing that 3D-BB MR imaging pro-

vides accurate assessment of aneurysms. The high accuracy of

3D-BB MR imaging is favorable for future longitudinal studies,

which can reduce sample size more significantly than with 3D-

TOF and reduce the cost of the clinical trial. Accurate quantifica-

tion of aneurysm growth is important because fast-growing an-

eurysms have a much higher risk of rupture.41,42

Second, as a noncontrast acquisition, 3D-BB MR imaging is

ideal for repeat, routine surveillance of UIAs compared with con-

trast techniques including CE-MRA and CTA. It can also be re-

peated if the first acquisition fails due to patient motion or other

issues. Third, 3D-BB SPACE is insensitive to flow artifacts, which

is superior to 3D-TOF (Figs 3 and 4). The 3D fast-spin-echo BB

sequence is inherently blood-suppressed.43 Although in large

aneurysms, flow artifacts can still occur, several additional tech-

niques, including improved motion-sensitized driven-equilib-

rium44 and delay alternating with nutation for tailored excitation

(DANTE)45 may be used to optimize blood suppression. Previous

work comparing 3D-TOF and BB techniques showed significant

advantages to BB imaging in cases of large aneurysms or slow

blood flow.36,46 In 1 study, the authors found 3 patients in whom

the aneurysm was not demonstrated on 3D-TOF due to the pres-

ence of local hematoma, but by performing a BB sequence, they

found that all of the IAs were subsequently identified without the

need for contrast.15

Last, 3D-BB MR imaging can also visualize intraluminal

thrombus and the vessel wall, which is a unique advantage in

comparison with angiographic methods. Because vessel wall

features and postcontrast enhancement have been studied as

potential markers of aneurysm rupture,25,47 this ability could

become increasingly important in aneurysm characterization

and monitoring.

Limitations
There are some limitations to this study. First, we evaluated only

saccular aneurysms with fusiform aneurysms excluded. Second,

our current 3D-BB MR imaging sequence has a scan time of ap-

proximately 9 minutes, greater than the time it takes for either

CE-MRA (2–3 minutes) or TOF (�5 minutes). It is possible that

a lower resolution (0.6 – 0.7 mm isotropic) can achieve sufficient

accuracy with a significantly reduced scan time. Advanced accel-

eration techniques, including compressed sensing, may poten-

tially reduce the scan time significantly with similar image qual-

ity.48 Future studies are needed to determine the minimum spatial

resolution necessary and apply new acceleration techniques clin-

ically. Third, the image-reconstruction methods were not the

same across imaging modalities. We used the reconstruction

methods that were conventionally used in clinical routine,15,49,50

and also note that the influence of reconstruction methods for

aneurysm measurements has been rarely studied. However, we

believe the differences caused by reconstruction methods were

much less than the differences caused by imaging techniques, as

shown in our data.

Despite these limitations, we believe that they are offset by the

improved IA measurements compared with the other MR imag-

ing techniques as well as the ability of 3D-BB MR imaging to

characterize the vessel wall without the use of gadolinium-based

contrast, supporting the use of noncontrast BB MR imaging to

replace CE-MRA in monitoring IAs.

CONCLUSIONS
3D-BB MR imaging achieves superior accuracy for intracranial

aneurysm size measurements over 3D-TOF using 3DRA as the

criterion standard, though all MR imaging measurements did not

significantly differ from those with 3DRA. This noncontrast tech-

nique is promising for clinical surveillance of patients with un-

ruptured intracranial aneurysms.
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ORIGINAL RESEARCH
ADULT BRAIN

Baseline and Evolutionary Radiologic Features in Sporadic,
Hemorrhagic Brain Cavernous Malformations

X K.D. Flemming, X S. Kumar, X G. Lanzino, and X W. Brinjikji

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Much has been written about the initial radiologic features of cavernous malformations, but less known
are the radiologic natural history and evolution of the lesions, particularly when they initially present with hemorrhage. We aimed to
describe the typical evolution of a sporadic, hemorrhagic brain cavernous malformation with time.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: From our institutional review board–approved cavernous malformation registry, we assessed initial clinical
and radiologic features and the subsequent MR imaging evolution of 51 patients with sporadic, hemorrhagic brain cavernous malformations
(with follow-up brain MRIs available for review).

RESULTS: The initial MR imaging demonstrated mostly Zabramski type I lesions (94.2%) with T1 hyperintensity (94.2%) and associated
edema (76.5%). Eight patients (15.6%) rebled in the first year with lesions characterized by new T1 hyperintensity (100%), edema (61.5%), and
growth (median, 4 mm). By 90 days, most lesions had changed from Zabramski type I to type II or III (65.2%). While 76.5% had edema
associated with the acute hemorrhage, none had persistent edema beyond 90 days unless rebleeding occurred. Across time, the frequency
of T1 hyperintensity decreased from 94.2% at baseline to 73.9%, 57.1%, and 50.0% at �90, 91–365, and �365 days. DWI intensity at baseline
and �90, 91–365, and �365 days was hypointense at 53.1%, 56.5%, 70.1%, and 81.2%, respectively.

CONCLUSIONS: Hemorrhagic cavernous malformation demonstrates a characteristic pattern of evolution on follow-up imaging. Know-
ing this evolution helps to analyze the timing of imaging in relation to the clinical presentation and may help distinguish true cavernous
malformation hemorrhagic evolution from mimics and guide appropriate timing of interval-imaging follow-up after symptomatic bleeds
in untreated patients.

ABBREVIATIONS: CM � cavernous malformation; DVA � developmental venous anomaly

Cavernous malformations (CMs) are angiographically occult

vascular malformations that appear in the brain, spinal cord,

and rarely nerve roots. Pathologically, they comprise endothelial-

lined caverns containing defective tight junctions that predispose

these lesions to hemorrhage.1

A typical CM has a reticulated appearance on T2 MR imag-

ing, often likened to mulberries or popcorn. This appearance

reflects the underlying pathology in which the caverns may be

filled with blood, thrombosis, and calcification.2-7 However,

after an acute hemorrhagic episode, the appearance of a CM is

less distinctive and can be difficult to diagnose initially.8 While

many clinical natural history studies exist,9-12 few reports

have detailed the radiographic evolution of hemorrhagic CM

lesions.

We aimed to describe the initial clinical and radiologic features

of patients with sporadic, hemorrhagic CMs of the brain. We

further aimed to describe the typical evolution of these lesions in

patients with multiple MRIs across time.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patient Population and Study Design
Our institution has maintained an institutional review board–

approved prospective cavernous malformation registry since

2014. Demographic and clinical data are collected at the initial

visit and then every 1 or 2 years. Data include clinical presentation

features and comorbidities. For this study, we included patients

with the following: 1) an initial clinical presentation with hemor-
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rhagic CM on MR imaging associated with symptoms as defined

per standard guidelines,13 2) a presumed sporadic form of CM,

and 3) follow-up MR imaging from at least 1 time point following

discovery of the lesion.

MR Imaging Studies
The initial diagnostic MR imaging of the brain in each patient was

reviewed in detail, and the location and size of the CM on T2

sequences were recorded. The number of CMs recorded was

based on hemosiderin-sensitive sequences (gradient recalled-

echo or SWI) when available. If a hemosiderin sequence was not

available, the total number of CMs was counted from a standard

T2 sequence. We only included patients with multiple CMs if the

CMs were clustered around a developmental venous anomaly

(DVA). Cavernous malformations were based on Zabramski

typing.14 We recorded the presence of high T1 signal, perile-

sional high T1 signal,15 edema, and gadolinium enhancement.

Increased T1 signal was considered mild, moderate, or severe if

�one-third, one-third to two-thirds, or all of the lesion dem-

onstrated increased T1 signal. Edema, measured on FLAIR se-

quences, was considered mild, moderate, or significant if

�one-third, one-third to two-thirds, or the entire lesion was

surrounded by edema on FLAIR sequences, respectively. Char-

acteristics (hypointense, mixed, hyperintense) on DWI and

ADC imaging were also collected. Follow-up MR images were

reviewed in a similar manner.

Outcomes
The primary outcome of this study was the temporal evolution of

hemorrhagic cavernous malformations. Outcomes of interest

were changes in the Zabramksi classification, the presence of per-

sistent edema, change in T1 hyperintensity, and the appearance

on DWI/ADC. Patients had subsequent MRIs per clinical practice

at varying time frames after the initial hemorrhage. We chose to

group the subsequent MRIs into those performed �90 days after

the hemorrhage, 91–365 days after the initial hemorrhage, and

�365 days after hemorrhage. If a patient’s follow-up MR imaging

demonstrated rebleeding, we noted it but did not include those

patients in the data regarding size change, persistent enhance-

ment, persistent T1 hyperintensity, and edema.

Statistical Analysis
We used descriptive statistics with means, medians, and frequen-

cies for the initial clinical and radiologic features. All statistical

analyses were performed using JMP 13.0 (SAS Institute, Cary,

North Carolina).

RESULTS
Patient Population
We identified 54 of 196 patients in our registry with sporadic

brain CMs who had presented with a symptomatic hemorrhage;

51 underwent at least 1 follow-up MR imaging of the brain. The

demographics, clinical presentation, and initial MR imaging data

for this cohort are presented in Table 1. The median age at pre-

sentation was 38.3 years (range, 17.7–70.5 years). Most patients

(72.0%) presented with a focal neurologic deficit.

Baseline MR Imaging
The initial, diagnostic MR imaging of the brain was performed 4

days after initial symptoms (range, 0 –30 days). The average size at

presentation was 12.7 mm (range, 4.7–34.7 mm). The initial,

diagnostic MR imaging demonstrated type I lesions with high

T1 signal intensity in nearly all patients (94.2%). Thirty-nine

(76.5%) had associated edema. Seventeen (33.3%) had high

perilesional T1 signal. The DWI and ADC intensity was low or

mixed signal in most patients at baseline.

Follow-Up MR Imaging
While all 51 patients had at least 2 consecutive MR imaging scans,

35 (68.7%) had �3 MR imaging scans for review. In the first year,

8 (15.7%) patients had a rebleed. Of these, all lesions showed new

areas of T1 hyperintensity and 8 (61.5%) demonstrated edema,

and there was an average 4-mm increase in size (range, 0 –15 mm)

with the new clinical hemorrhage. The median time from the

first-to-last MR imaging available for review was 341 days (range,

27–3022 days).

Twenty-eight patients had repeat MR imaging within the first

90 days following the initial brain hemorrhage (Table 2). Five had

a recurrent, symptomatic hemorrhage as the indication for the

follow-up MR imaging. Within the first 90 days, it was common

Table 1: Demographics of patients with sporadic, brain CMs
(n � 51)

Clinical Information
Sex 31 (60.8%) male
Age at diagnosis (yr) Median, 38.3 (range, 17.7–70.5)
Race 45 (90.0%) Caucasian
Clinical presentation (No.) (%) Focal neurologic deficit,

37 (72.6%)
Seizure, 4 (7.8%)
Headache, 8 (15.6%)
Spell, not seizure, 1 (2.0%)
Other, 1 (2.0%)

Initial MRI scan brain (No.)
Symptom onset to first

MRI (day)
Median, 4 (range, 0–30)

�1 CMa 3 (5.88%)
Size (mm) Median, 12.7 (range, 4.7–34.7)
Brain stem location 31 (60.8%)
Location Cortical, 12 (23.5%)

Supratentorial, subcortical,
6 (11.8%)

Posterior fossa, 32 (62.7%)
Intraventricular, 1 (2.0%)

Zabramski lesion type Type I, 48 (94.2%)
Type II, 3 (5.8%)

DVA 21/42b (50.0%)
T1 hyperintensity 48 (94.1%)
Enhancement with Gd 7/42b (16.7%)
Edema 39 (76.5%)
DWI intensity Low, 26/49b (53.1%)

Mixed, 21/49b (42.9%)
High, 2/49b (4.0%)

ADC map intensity Low, 19/42b (45.2%)
Mixed, 23/42b (54.8%)
High, 0

Perilesional high T1 signal 17/51 (33.3%)
a These patients had multiple CMs bordering a DVA; thus, they were considered
sporadic lesions.
b Nine patients did not have gadolinium sequences, 3 did not have DWI, and 9 did not
have ADC imaging.
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(73.9%) to have persistent T1 hyperintensity, but most lesions

had changed from Zabramski type I to type II or III (65.2%). The

average decrease in size was 1.4 mm (range, �1.65 to �1.7 mm).

While 76.5% had edema associated with the acute hemorrhage on

the initial MR imaging, only 2 patients (8.7%) had persistent

edema by 90 days if they had not rebled.

Between 91 and 365 days, 24 patients underwent MR imaging,

and 3 of these had a recurrent bleed. Twenty-three patients had

MRIs �365 days after the initial bleed. Six patients had a hemor-

rhage in this time frame. The median time to MR imaging of �365

days was 1136 days (range, 382–3022 days). With time, the fre-

quency of increased T1 hyper intensity decreased from 94.1% at

baseline to 73.9%, 57.1%, and 50.0% at �90, 91–365, and �365

days. With time, 100% of the hemorrhagic lesions that did not

rebleed evolved to type II or III lesions, and no patient had per-

sistent edema beyond 90 days.

DWI intensity at baseline and �90, 91–365, and �365 days

was low at 53.1%, 56.5%, 70.1%, and 81.2%, respectively. The

ADC map intensity was low in 45.2%, 73.7%, 75.0%, and 61.5% at

baseline and �90, 91–365, and �365 days. Gadolinium enhance-

ment, often mild, within the lesion was variable throughout the

course with 16.7%, 27.3%, 35.0%, and 56.2% at baseline and �90,

91–365, and �365 days, respectively.

Table 3 takes data from Table 2 and divides it into patients

with MRI imaging at �1 year and �1 year. If a patient had an MR

imaging in both the �90- and 91- to 365-day time frame, the first

MR imaging was used in the analysis. In

Figs 1 and 2, we show patient examples

of the typical evolution of a CM hemor-

rhage with time. Figure 3 shows the evo-

lutionary features in graphic form.

DISCUSSION
We found that the 1-year symptomatic

rebleed risk was similar to that previ-

ously reported in the literature9,10,12,16

and was associated with new areas of T1

hyperintensity, edema, and growth. We

found that a typical, sporadic, brain

hemorrhagic CM decreases in size and

evolves to a type II or III lesion if it

does not rebleed. Among lesions that did not rebleed, edema

resolved within 90 days in all cases. On DWI, about half of the

lesions had low signal intensity on the initial presentation, and

80% had low signal intensity at �365 days. ADC map intensity

was generally low in more than half of patients. While T1 signal

evolved from high-to-low intensity, almost half of patients

continued to demonstrate some degree of hyperintensity. Rec-

ognizing the distinguishing features of a hemorrhagic CM at

presentation and its evolution with time is useful in distin-

guishing these lesions from other non-CM pathologies with

similar initial clinical and radiologic characteristics such as

tumors and other vascular malformations. In addition, under-

standing the evolution of an untreated hemorrhagic CM is

important in assessing the need and ideal interval for future

scheduled radiologic follow-ups in the absence of new clinical

events. On the basis of our experience, we recommend a fol-

low-up MR imaging within 3 months after the original bleed.

After an initial baseline study, further imaging follow-up is

recommended if any new clinical event is suspicious for an

interval bleed, in patients with CM growth of �5 mm, and in

those patients with risk factors (eg, older age, history of sys-

temic cancer) of a CM mimic.

Prior studies have described CM evolution but typically in

patients with and without hemorrhage (mixture of types), and the

number of patients was small.8,14,16-20 Moreover, few series have

Table 2: Evolution of MRI changes on follow-up imaging at specific time intervalsa

≤90 Days 91–365 Days >365 Days
No. 28 24 23
Time to follow-up MRI (day) Median, 46

(range, 12–90)
Median, 159.5

(range, 92–365)
Median, 1136

(range, 382-3022)
Follow-up MRI demonstrated rebleed (No.) 5 3 6
T1 hyperintensity 17/23 (73.9%) 12/21 (57.1%) 8/16 (50%)
T1 hyperintensity (moderate to significant) 9/17 (52.9%) 6/12 (50%) 1/8 (12.5%)
Enhancement with gadolinium 6/22 (27.3%) 7/20 (35%) 9/16 (56.2%)
Degree of enhancement (moderate to significant) 2/6 (33.3%) 1/7 (14.3%) 2/9 (22.2%)
Edema 2/23 (8.7%) 0 0
Degree of edema (moderate to significant) 1/2 (50%) – –
DWI low intensity 13/23 (56.5%) 12/17 (70.1%) 13/16 (81.2%)
ADC low intensity 14/19 (73.7%) 12/16 (75.0%) 8/13 (61.5%)
Change to Zabramski type II or III lesion 15/23 (65.2%) 17/21 (80.9%) 16/16 (100%)
Average size change (compared with original MRI) (mm) Median, 1.4

(range, �6.5 to �1.7)
Median, 2.05

(range, �24.7 to �1.1)
Median, �3.3

(range, �9.7 to �8.9)

Note:— – indicates no data.
a Denominators noted are based on the availability of the particular MRI sequence.

Table 3: Evolution of MRI changes on follow-up brain imaging <1 year versus >1 yeara

≤365 Days >365 Days
No. 37 23
Median time to MRI (day) 101 (range, 5–263) 1136 (range, 382–3022)
No. with recurrent hemorrhage 8 6
T1 hyperintensity 19/32 (59.4%) 8/16 (50.0%)
T1 hyperintensity (moderate to significant) 10/19 (56.2%) 1/9 (11.1%)
Enhancement with gadolinium 8/31 (25.8%) 9/16 (56.2%)
Edema 2/32 (6.2%) 0
DWI low intensity 20/29 (68.9%) 13/16 (81.2%)
ADC low intensity 19/28 (67.9%) 8/13 (61.5%)
Change to Zabramski type II or III lesions 27/32 (84.4%) 16/16 (100%)
Average size change (mm) (range) Median, �1.4

(�24.7 to �1.1)
Median, �3.3

(�9.7 to �8.9)
a Denominators noted are based on the availability of the particular MRI sequence.
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reported modern MR imaging sequences. Willinsky et al8 fol-

lowed 30 patients with initial hemorrhage due to a CM. Seven of

these patients had follow-up MR imaging demonstrating a re-

bleed (n � 1), regression (decrease in size by 20%; n � 5), and

stability (n � 1). Similarly, they found edema and mass effect to be

strictly associated with Zabramski type I lesions or an acute-to-

subacute hemorrhage. Other studies, while limited in the number

of symptomatic hemorrhages, have suggested a decrease in size

and a predictable evolution from Zabramski type I to II and II to

III.16,19,20 Kazawa and Shibamoto18 assessed DWI characteristics

in patients with CMs (with or without bleeding) and showed that

most CMs demonstrate low-intensity signal. This study did not

look at the evolution of these characteristics.

Decreases in edema and enhancement of CMs with time make

FIG 1. Typical evolution of a hemorrhagic CM on MR imaging with time. Row 1, A hemorrhagic CM in the pons at the time of acute focal
symptoms. MR imaging demonstrates subacute hemorrhage with increased T1 and T2 signal, with surrounding edema on FLAIR. In this patient,
there was no enhancement of the lesion. DWI and ADC maps demonstrate low signal intensity. Rows 2 and 3, The evolution of the lesion 1 and
8 months later, respectively. The edema is reduced by 1 month and absent at 8 months. The lesion decreases in size, but there remains an
increased T1 signal. DWI remains low signal intensity throughout. The ADC map demonstrates low or mixed intensity by 8 months.

FIG 2. Radiologic evolution of hemorrhagic cavernous malformations. Row 1, An acute hemorrhage into a medullary cavernous malformation
with surrounding FLAIR hyperintensity. There is a small developmental venous anomaly on contrast imaging. A follow-up MR imaging (row 2) was
performed 3 months later. The cavernous malformation has evolved from a Zabramski type I to type III lesion. There is no persistent edema, and
the ADC and DWI demonstrate hypointensity.
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sense because the hemorrhagic cavity retracts and disruption in

the blood-brain barrier abates. Likewise, one might expect a typ-

ical evolution of hemorrhage to isointensity on T1 with time.

However, that is not the case in at least half of patients from our

study. This finding may be due to the persistent slow flow or

thrombosis within the caverns or ongoing asymptomatic, intral-

esional hemorrhage. Incomplete reabsorption of blood within the

boundaries (“intracapsular” blood) of the CM is a peculiar feature

of CMs, probably related to their pathogenesis and morphologic

structure. Dammann et al16 reported that about 19% of 199 pa-

tients followed had radiographic evidence of hemorrhage. The

article did not specify whether those with or without prior hem-

orrhage were among the 19%.

These lesions also have an interesting evolution on DWI and

ADC. In 50% of cases, lesions were hypointense on both ADC and

DWI. ADC maps represent the true diffusion signal, and one

would expect a lesion that is hypointense on ADC to be bright on

DWI. However, this feature was not found in many cases due to a

T2 blackout effect. T2 blackout effect is a phenomenon whereby

lesions with actual diffusion restriction on ADC appear dark on

DWI due to the presence of very low T2 signal, and it is the reverse

of T2 shine through. Most interesting, the T2 blackout effect in-

creased with time because �80% of lesions had low signal on

DWI at �365 days, likely related to deposition of hemosiderin in

the CM.

Limitations
Our current study is limited by tertiary care referral bias, incon-

sistent timing of follow-up MR imaging, and small numbers. Our

study was a convenience sample of already completed MR imag-

ing scans, often at facilities outside our institution. Thus, there

was no standard imaging protocol. In addition, while some pa-

tients went on to have surgery and pathologically proved etiology,

others had presumptive cavernous malformations. However, this

is the largest series to report specifically on the evolution of

Zabramski type I CM lesions and, to our knowledge, the first to

detail temporal changes in DWI and ADC MR imaging sequences

in a large series.

CONCLUSIONS
Hemorrhagic CM demonstrates a characteristic pattern of evolu-

tion on follow-up imaging studies. Knowing this evolution is

helpful to analyze the timing of imaging in relation to clinical

presentation, distinguish true CM hemorrhagic evolution from

that of CM mimics, and guide the appropriate timing of interval

imaging follow-up after a symptomatic bleed in untreated pa-

tients. On the basis of these findings, we recommend that the first

follow-up MR imaging be performed within 3 months after a

presenting hemorrhagic episode. If patients have further symp-

toms or demonstrate significant growth, further repeat MR imag-

ing studies may be indicated thereafter.

Disclosures: Giuseppe Lanzino—UNRELATED: Board Membership: Superior Medical
Editing.
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The Occipital Emissary Vein: A Possible Marker for
Pseudotumor Cerebri

X A. Hedjoudje, X A. Piveteau, X C. Gonzalez-Campo, X A. Moghekar, X P. Gailloud, and X D. San Millán

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Transverse sinus stenosis can lead to pseudotumor cerebri syndrome by elevating the cerebral venous
pressure. The occipital emissary vein is an inconstant emissary vein that connects the torcular herophili with the suboccipital veins of the
external vertebral plexus. This retrospective study compares the prevalence and size of the occipital emissary vein in patients with
pseudotumor cerebri syndrome with those in healthy control subjects to determine whether the occipital emissary vein could represent
a marker of pseudotumor cerebri syndrome.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: The cranial venous system of 46 adult patients with pseudotumor cerebri syndrome (group 1) was studied
on CT venography images and compared with a group of 92 consecutive adult patients without pseudotumor cerebri syndrome who
underwent venous assessment with gadolinium-enhanced 3D-T1 MPRAGE sequences (group 2). The presence of an occipital emissary vein
was assessed, and its proximal (intraosseous) and distal (extracranial) maximum diameters were measured and compared between the 2
groups. Seventeen patients who underwent transverse sinus stent placement had their occipital emissary vein diameters measured before
and after stent placement.

RESULTS: Thirty of 46 (65%) patients in group 1 versus 29/92 (31.5%) patients in group 2 had an occipital emissary vein (P � .001). The average
proximal and distal occipital emissary vein maximum diameters were significantly larger in group 1 (2.3 versus 1.6 mm, P �.005 and 3.3 versus
2.3 mm, P � .001). The average maximum diameters of the occipital emissary vein for patients who underwent transverse sinus stent placement
were larger before stent placement than after stent placement: 2.6 versus 1.8 mm proximally (P � .06) and 3.7 versus 2.6 mm distally (P � .005).

CONCLUSIONS: Occipital emissary veins are more frequent and larger in patients with pseudotumor cerebri syndrome than in healthy
subjects, a finding consistent with their role as collateral venous pathway in transverse sinus stenosis. A prominent occipital emissary vein
is an imaging sign that should raise the suspicion of pseudotumor cerebri syndrome.

ABBREVIATIONS: OEV � occipital emissary vein; MDCT � multidetector row CT; PTCS � pseudotumor cerebri syndrome; SCTV � subtracted CT venography

Emissary veins of the skull base and posterior fossa play an

important role in directing cerebral venous blood toward cer-

vical outflow pathways.1,2 Emissary veins include the anterior,

posterior, and lateral condylar emissary veins, the mastoid emis-

sary vein, and the occipital emissary vein (OEV).1 The OEV is

located at or close to the midline of the occipital squama and

connects the torcular herophili or distal superior sagittal sinus to

the suboccipital veins that drain into the vertebral artery venous

plexus, the deep cervical vein, or both (Fig 1).3 The OEV, when

present, may connect with the diploic veins of the occipital and

parietal bones. Due to its proximal location, the OEV is the

only emissary vein of the skull base/posterior fossa that can

provide a derivation pathway for the transverse sinus (Fig 2).

The reported prevalence of the OEV is highly variable, ranging

from 0.46% to 58.33%.3-12 The OEV, however, has received

little attention in the anatomic, surgical, and radiologic litera-

ture. Enlarged OEVs have been described in craniosynostosis,

increased intracranial pressure, and transverse sinus or sig-

moid sinus thrombosis.13-15

Pseudotumor cerebri syndrome (PTCS), also known as idio-

pathic or benign intracranial hypertension, is characterized by

increased intracranial pressure, which may lead to complete loss
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of vision and disabilities due to intractable headaches or pulsatile

tinnitus.16-20

Dural sinus venous outflow obstruction may be observed in

up to 93% of patients with PTCS and plays an important role in

the syndrome pathophysiology.21,22 Transverse sinus stenosis is

the most sensitive sign of PTCS on MR imaging.23 Stenosis may be

primary (intrinsic), principally due to thrombosis or arachnoid

granulation with or without brain herniation,24 or secondary (ex-

trinsic), mainly in relation to increased CSF pressure.25 PTCS may

also be observed in dural arteriovenous fistulas due to arterio-

venous shunting and venous restrictive disease.26 The cranial ve-

nous system should therefore be studied in detail in all patients

with PTCS to rule out an intrinsic/extrinsic stenosis or an arterio-

venous shunt and as a preplanning technique when considering

dural venous sinus stent placement. Du-

ral sinus stent placement is being used

increasingly to treat PTCS that is refrac-

tory to medical management as an alter-

native to ventricular shunting, and has

also been used in patients with PTCS

with severe pulsatile tinnitus or malig-

nant PTCS with rapidly evolving vision

loss.27,28

PTCS imaging findings include an

enlarged “empty sella,”29 optic nerve ab-

normalities (papilledema and tortuous

optic nerves), dilated subarachnoid

spaces around cranial nerves (optic

nerve sheaths, the Meckel cave, an ocu-

lomotor nerve within the lateral wall of

the longitudinal sternal stabilization sys-

tem, Dorello canal, and so forth),29-31

and venous outflow restriction. Promi-

nent OEVs may be commonly observed

during clinical routine in patients with

PTCS with transverse sinus stenosis and

not in healthy individuals. The OEVs in

patients with PTCS and transverse sinus

stenosis may be increased in size because

they serve as a venous collateral. The pur-

pose of our study was to evaluate the prev-

alence and size of the OEV in patients with

PTCS and in healthy controls and to deter-

mine whether the OEV could represent a

marker of venous PTCS.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
This was a retrospective case-control

study. Informed consent for imaging

and dural venous sinus stent placement

was obtained from all patients with

PTCS. In addition, all patients had given

consent to being included in an institu-

tional review board–approved data base

at Johns Hopkins Hospital, authorizing

analysis of data obtained during routine

diagnostic and interventional clinical

activity.

The cranial venous system of 46 adult patients with PTCS

(group 1) was studied on subtracted CT venography (SCTV) im-

ages obtained on a 320 – detector row multidetector row CT

(MDCT) scanner (Aquilion ONE CT scanner; Toshiba Medical

Systems, Tokyo, Japan). All patients satisfied the modified Dandy

criteria for PTCS, were not pregnant, and were not on medica-

tions or had medical conditions associated with intracranial hy-

pertension. None of these patients had undergone shunt or bari-

atric surgery. Technical parameters were as follow: 0.5-mm

detector width, 0.25-mm reconstruction interval, 512 � 512 ma-

trix, 160-mm FOV, 0.75-second scan rotation time, 80-kV tube

voltage, and 150- to 280-mA tube current. A native head CT vol-

ume scan was obtained and used as a mask for subtraction. There-

FIG 1. MR imaging of the craniocervical region in healthy subjects: gadolinium-enhanced 3D-T1
MPRAGE sagittal acquisitions, thick MIP reconstructions (FOV � 232 � 256 mm2, matrix � 232 �
256, slice thickness � 1 mm, slices per slab � 160 –208, TR/TE � 2200/2.09 – 4.68 ms, bandwidth �
140 –240 Hz/pixel.) Parallel acquisition was performed in the generalized autocalibrating partially
parallel acquisition mode, with reference line phase encoding. A, Classic OEV origin from the
torcular herophili (asterisk). The OEV courses intraosseously within the occipital squama (arrows)
and exists the skull proximal to the foramen magnum to join the suboccipital veins. B, An OEV
originating from the distal superior sagittal sinus. The black arrow indicates the superior sagittal
sinus; the black arrowhead, the straight sinus.

FIG 2. Venous phase of an SCTV obtained with a 320 – detector row MDCT in a patient with
pseudotumor cerebri syndrome. Posterior (A) and right lateral (B) projections. A dilated OEV
(double arrows) originates from the torcular herophili (asterisk), consisting of several intraosse-
ous and extracranial veins with various exit zones from the occipital squama. A hypoplastic
transverse sinus is documented on the right side (thick arrow), and a severe transverse sinus
intrinsic stenosis from an arachnoid granulation is seen on the left side (thin arrow). The double
arrowheads indicate the superior sagittal sinus.
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after, 50 mL of nonionic contrast material (iopamidol, Isovue

370; Bracco, Princeton, New Jersey) was injected intravenously at

a flow rate of 6 mL/s followed by a saline flush. The dynamic

volume CT angiography followed with 5 volume scans in the ar-

terial phase at 15–25 seconds and 7 volume scans in the venous

phase at 30 – 45 seconds postinjection. Poststenting follow-up im-

aging was acquired 6 months after the procedure.

A group of 92 adult patients who underwent MR imaging for

routine medical studies (1.5T, Aera; Siemens Erlangen, Germany)

with gadolinium-enhanced 3D-T1 MPRAGE sequences was used

as controls (group 2). Inclusion criteria were adults between 18

and 60 years of age and the availability of gadolinium-enhanced

3D-T1 MPRAGE images. Excluded were patients with clinical

and/or radiologic evidence of PTCS, intracranial venous throm-

bosis, dural sinus stenosis, intracranial arteriovenous shunts, pos-

terior fossa surgery, posterior fossa tumor and evidence of in-

creased intracranial pressure. MR imaging parameters were as

follows: 232 � 256 mm FOV, 232 � 256 matrix, 1-mm slice thick-

ness, 160 –208 slices per slab, TR/TE � 2200/2.09 – 4.68 ms, 140-

to 240-Hz/pixel bandwidth. A parallel acquisition was conducted

in the generalized autocalibrating partially parallel acquisition

mode with reference line phase encoding; 0.1 mmol/kg of gado-

linium (gadoterate meglumine, Dotarem; Guerbet, Aulnay-sous-

Bois, France; or gadobenate dimeglumine, MultiHance; Bracco

Diagnostics, Princeton, New Jersey) was injected in each patient.

When available, CT images (64 – detector row MDCT, Optima

MR450w with GEM Suite; GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, Wiscon-

sin) in patients from group 2 were studied (bone algorithm

reconstructions).

Image Analysis
Consensual analysis of the imaging data was performed by 2 se-

nior radiology residents (A.H., A.P.) and a senior, board-certified

neuroradiologist (D.S.M.). SCTV for group 1 and gadolinium

3D-T1 MPRAGE MR imaging of group 2 were evaluated for the

presence of an OEV. When an OEV was visible, maximum diam-

eters were measured at its proximal osseous segment in the occip-

ital squama and extracranially immediately in front of the OEV

foramen. For the control group, the presence of the osseous canal

corresponding to the OEV was also assessed on CT (64 – detector

row MDCT) when available.

For patients who underwent transverse sinus stent placement

and for whom a follow-up SCTV was available, the size of the OEV

was measured in the same location before and after the procedure.

Follow-up SCTV was performed within 2 days poststenting.

Statistical Analysis

The number of patients was restricted to

those available in our center (monocen-

tric study). To increase the statistical

power, we recruited 2 controls for each

patient. The 2:1 ratio would also com-

pensate for the smaller frequency of

visible veins in the control group to im-

prove the statistical power of the com-

parison of vein sizes between groups. No

pairing was performed because it would

have reduced the number of subjects and would prevent any com-

parison on pairing variables. With 46 patients and 92 controls, a

2-sided type I error rate set at 0.05, an expected proportion of

controls with a visible vein equal to 30%, and an expected pro-

portion of patients with a visible vein equal to 65%, the statistical

power would be to 45%.

Data are presented as median and range for continuous vari-

ables and as a percentage for frequency data. Statistical analysis of

frequency data was performed using a Fisher exact test. Continu-

ous variables were compared using a Student t test. A P value �

.05 was considered statistically significant. Statistical analysis was

performed using the Statistical Toolbox in Matlab (MathWorks,

Natick, Massachusetts).

RESULTS
Patient demographics are summarized in Table 1. Patients with

PTCS and control subjects were similar in overall profile. Patients

with PTCS had a slightly greater preponderance of women.

Forty-six patients were included in the PTCS group (87% were

women with an average age of 36 years), and MR imaging studies

from 92 consecutive patients meeting the selection criteria were

included in the control group (67% were women with an average

age of 41 years). No patient was further excluded from analysis

after inclusion.

An OEV was observed in 30 of the 46 patients in group 1

(65.2%) and 29 of the 92 patients in group 2 (31.5%) (P � .0003).

The prevalence of an OEV for men and women was similar in

groups 1 and 2.

The average diameter of the OEV in its osseous segment (prox-

imal) was 2.3 mm (range, 1–7 mm) in group 1 and 1.6 mm (range,

0.5–3 mm) in group 2 (P � .0049). Extracranially, at the exit of the

OEV foramen, the average OEV diameter was 3.3 mm in group 1

(range, 1.8 –10 mm) and 2.3 mm (range, 1–7 mm) in group 2 (P �

.0001). The average proximal and distal OEV maximum diame-

ters were therefore both significantly larger in group 1. OEV char-

acteristics are summarized in Table 2.

In group one, 29 of the 46 patients (63%) underwent trans-

verse sinus stent placement; 17 had a poststenting control CT

venography at the time of review (Fig 3). Poststent placement

reduction in the size of the OEV was observed in 9/17 cases (53%).

In 2 cases, the reduction was only visible in the extracranial por-

tion, and in 1 case, the OEV was no longer visible. The average

maximum diameters of the OEV before and after stent placement

were, respectively, 2.6 versus 1.8 mm proximally (intraosseous

segment, P � .06) and 3.7 versus 2.6 mm distally (extracranial

Table 1: Characteristics of patients with PTCS and the control group
PTCS (n = 46) Control (n = 92) P Value

Age (mean) (yr) 35.6 � 9.9 41.1 � 12.3 .01
Female/male 40:6 62:30 .01
CSF opening pressure (mean)

(range) (cm H2O)
34 � 9 (22–65)

(n � 44/46)
Patients treated with stenting 29/46
Prestenting pressure gradient (mean)

(range) (mm Hg)
9 (6–15)

(n � 29/46)
Poststenting pressure gradient (No.)

(range) (mm Hg)
1 (0–2)

(n � 29/46)
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portion, P � .0045). OEV characteristics results before and after

stent placement are summarized in Table 3.

The exit point of the OEV was, in both groups, always located

between the external occipital protuberance and the foramen

magnum. Multiple OEVs were found in 3.2% of cases in group 2,

two OEVs on 2 occasions and a triple OEV once. On 1 occasion,

the OEV took its origin from the distal superior sagittal sinus and

not the torcular herophili (Fig 1B).

At the time of data collection for group 1, a sufficient number

of SCTVs of healthy patients that could be used as a healthy con-

trol population for group 2 were not

available. Thus, group 2 was based on

MR imaging data using gadolinium-en-

hanced 3D-T1 MPRAGE. Gadolinium-

enhanced 3D-T1 MPRAGE provides

very good depiction of diploic veins and

was thought to reliably demonstrate the

prevalence of an OEV.32 In group two,

75% of patients had CT data available.

One hundred percent of OEVs observed

on MR imaging were visible on CT. In 4

patients (4.3%), an OEV canal was visi-

ble on CT but no visible OEV was found

on MR imaging, which could be due to

the OEV having become atretic with

time. MR imaging could therefore be

less sensitive than CT for detecting

OEVs in a small percentage of patients,

though in these cases, the OEV may not

be functional (atretic).

DISCUSSION
Venous outflow obstruction is increas-

ingly recognized as an etiology of PTCS,
and transverse sinus stenosis is consid-

ered a sensitive sign of the condition.23

The observation of very prominent

OEVs in patients with PTCS led us to

investigate the size and prevalence of

OEVs in these patients and in healthy

controls.

The OEV has received little attention

in the literature. The few anatomic stud-

ies available were conducted on dry

skulls. OEV foramina prevalence varied

significantly among studies, ranging

from as low as 0.46% up to 58% (On-

line Table). In our study, an OEV was

present in 65% of patients with PTCS

and 30% of control subjects. In terms of

OEV prevalence, 1 study presented re-

sults similar to those in our PTCS group

(group 1),11 and another showed results

similar to those in our control group

(group 2).12 Overall, a higher OEV prev-

alence was found in both groups com-

pared with the prevalence previously re-

ported in the anatomic literature. This

prevalence is surprising considering that even the smallest bone
foramina should be detectable on dry skulls. On the other hand,
occipital squama foramina may account not only for OEVs but
also exit zones of regional diploic veins, potentially leading to
OEV prevalence overestimation on dry skull specimens.

When we considered discrepancies in size measurements ob-

tained on CT and MR imaging,33 OEVs were significantly larger in

patients with PTCS (group 1), all of whom had transverse sinus

stenosis, than in control subjects without venous outflow obstruc-

tion (group 2). Surprisingly, however, the prevalence of OEV in

FIG 3. Venous phase of an SCTV with a 320 – detector row MDCT in a patient with pseudotumor
cerebri syndrome before (A and B) and after (C and D) left transverse sinus stent placement,
anterior Towne projections (A and C), and left posterior oblique projections (B and D). There is a
marked reduction of the OEV (small arrow) after stent placement in the left transverse sinus
(double arrows), which has recovered its normal caliber. Note the size reduction of the right
transverse sinus (arrowhead) proximal to an intrinsic stenosis after stent placement due to
preferential drainage of the superior sagittal sinus into the stented transverse sinus.

Table 2: Comparison of OEV characteristics of patients with PTCS and the control group
Group 1 (PTCS)

(n = 46)
Group 2

(Control) (n = 92) P Value
Prevalence of OEV (No.) 65.2% (30) 31.5% (29) �.0003

Male 4/6 (66.6%) 9/30 (30.0%)
Female 24/40 (60.0%) 20/62 (32.2%)

Osseous segment diameter (mean)
(range) (mm)

2.3 (1–7) 1.6 (0.5–3) �.0049

Extracranial segment diameter (mean)
(range) (mm)

3.3 (1.8–10) 2.3 (1–7) �.0001

Table 3: Comparison of OEV characteristics of patients with PTCS before and after
transverse sinus stenting

Before Stenting
(n = 17)

After Stenting
(n = 17) P Value

Osseous segment diameter (mean) (range) (mm) 2.6 (1.5–4) 1.8 (1–2.1) �.06
Extracranial segment diameter (mean) (range) (mm) 3.7 (2–7) 2.6 (1–3.25) �.0045
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patients with PTCS was significantly higher than in control sub-

jects (65.2% versus 31.5%). OEVs missed by the imaging protocol

in group 2 consisting of gadolinium 3D-T1 MPRAGE and dry CT

(in most cases) could explain this discrepancy, though both tech-

niques successfully detected OEVs as small as 0.5 mm. Alterna-

tively, venous hypertension (demonstrated by intravenous pres-

sure measurements in all patients with PTCS) may recanalize

atretic OEVs or render more conspicuous very small OEVs that

would otherwise be undetectable in normal conditions.

The OEV is the only potential venous collateral pathway of the

posterior fossa in cases of transverse sinus or proximal sigmoid

sinus stenosis aside from the parietal emissary veins of Santorini,

which were not studied here. Other posterior fossa emissary veins

such as the mastoid or posterior condylar emissary veins1 are

located downstream from the transverse sinus stenosis generally

encountered in PTCS. Although the size of OEVs significantly

increases in PTCS, it did not represent a functionally efficient

derivation pathway because all our patients were clinically symp-

tomatic. The ability of the OEV to represent a successful collateral

pathway is likely limited by its intraosseous portion, which prob-

ably restricts the degree of OEV dilation. Indeed, OEV diameters

were, in all cases, larger extracranially than in the osseous portion.

The role of the OEV as a collateral venous pathway is, however,

supported by its regression in 53% of the stented patients with

PTCS.

The OEV anatomy in group 2 was otherwise consistent with

classic descriptions. Its origin was from the distal superior sagittal

sinus on 1 occasion (1%), and multiple OEVs were observed in 3

healthy subjects (2 double OEVs, 1 triple OEV).

There are limitations to this study. First, the retrospective na-

ture of the analysis and lack of blinding could limit the general-

ization of our findings. Different imaging modalities were used to

compare a group of patients with PTCS (SCTV) with a control

group of healthy individuals (MR imaging). The study design

sizes of OEVs obtained through CT and MR imaging measure-

ments could, therefore, be partly explained by differences in size

rendering between the 2 techniques, especially given the small size

of the evaluated anatomic structures (several millimeters). The

sensitivity of MR imaging in detecting the OEV was also likely

lower than in CT (4.3% of OEV canals on CT did not contain an

OEV on MR imaging), possibly due to atretic OEVs. This likeli-

hood could explain the higher prevalence of OEVs in the PTCS

group than in the control group. Indeed, elevated venous pressure

in dural sinuses proximal to the transverse sinus stenosis could

lead to recanalization of an atretic OEV.

CONCLUSIONS
The OEV diameter in patients with PTCS is larger than in healthy

subjects, a finding consistent with its role as a collateral venous

pathway in transverse sinus stenosis. An OEV is more frequent in

patients with PTCS than in healthy subjects, even though the

prevalence of OEVs in the latter group was found to be higher

than previously reported in the literature. A prominent OEV on

CT should prompt the radiologist to look for other signs of PTCS

and suggest a CT- or MR imaging– based venous study. Promi-

nent occipital emissary veins may be a valuable secondary sign

prompting further investigation.
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ORIGINAL RESEARCH
ADULT BRAIN

Association between Tumor Acidity and Hypervascularity in
Human Gliomas Using pH-Weighted Amine Chemical Exchange

Saturation Transfer Echo-Planar Imaging and Dynamic
Susceptibility Contrast Perfusion MRI at 3T

X Y.-L. Wang, X J. Yao, X A. Chakhoyan, X C. Raymond, X N. Salamon, X L.M. Liau, X P.L. Nghiemphu, X A. Lai, X W.B. Pope,
X N. Nguyen, X M. Ji, X T.F. Cloughesy, and X B.M. Ellingson

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Acidification of the tumor microenvironment from abnormal metabolism along with angiogenesis to
meet metabolic demands are both hallmarks of malignant brain tumors; however, the interdependency of tumor acidity and vascularity
has not been explored. Therefore, our aim was to investigate the association between pH-sensitive amine chemical exchange saturation
transfer echoplanar imaging (CEST-EPI) and relative cerebral blood volume (CBV) measurements obtained from dynamic susceptibility
contrast (DSC) perfusion MRI in patients with gliomas.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: In this retrospective study, 90 patients with histologically confirmed gliomas were scanned between 2015
and 2018 (median age, 50.3 years; male/female ratio � 59:31). pH-weighting was obtained using chemical exchange saturation transfer
echo-planar imaging estimation of the magnetization transfer ratio asymmetry at 3 ppm, and CBV was estimated using DSC-MR imaging.
The voxelwise correlation and patient-wise median value correlation between the magnetization transfer ratio asymmetry at 3 ppm and
CBV within T2-hyperintense lesions and contrast-enhancing lesions were evaluated using the Pearson correlation analysis.

RESULTS: General colocalization of elevated perfusion and high acidity was observed in tumors, with local intratumor heterogeneity. For
patient-wise analysis, median CBV and magnetization transfer ratio asymmetry at 3 ppm within T2-hyperintense lesions were significantly
correlated (R � 0.3180, P � .002), but not in areas of contrast enhancement (P � .52). The positive correlation in T2-hyperintense lesions remained
within high-grade gliomas (R � 0.4128, P � .001) and in isocitrate dehydrogenase wild-type gliomas (R � 0.4300, P � .002), but not in World Health
Organization II or in isocitrate dehydrogenase mutant tumors. Both magnetization transfer ratio asymmetry at 3 ppm and the voxelwise
correlation between magnetization transfer ratio asymmetry and CBV were higher in high-grade gliomas compared with low-grade gliomas in
T2-hyperintense tumors (magnetization transfer ratio asymmetry, P � .02; Pearson correlation, P � .01). The same trend held when comparing
isocitrate dehydrogenase wild-type gliomas and isocitrate dehydrogenase mutant gliomas (magnetization transfer ratio asymmetry, P � .04;
Pearson correlation, P � .01).

CONCLUSIONS: A positive linear correlation between CBV and acidity in areas of T2-hyperintense, nonenhancing tumor, but not
enhancing tumor, was observed across patients. Local heterogeneity was observed within individual tumors.

ABBREVIATIONS: CEST-EPI � chemical exchange saturation transfer echo-planar imaging; IDH � isocitrate dehydrogenase; IDHMUT� IDH mutant; IDHWT � IDH
wild-type; LGG � low-grade glioma; HGG � high-grade glioma; MTRasym � magnetization transfer ratio asymmetry; SAGE � spin and gradient-echo; WHO � World
Health Organization; MGMT � O-6-methylguanine-DNA methyltransferase

Primary central nervous system tumors occur in approximately

21 per 100,000 population, with gliomas representing 27% of all

primary brain tumors and 81% of malignant brain tumors.1 Five-

year survival rates for patients diagnosed with gliomas range from
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5.5% for glioblastoma to �80% in World Health Organization

(WHO) grade II oligodendrogliomas,1 illustrating the wide

disparity in survival depending on the level of malignancy and

the need for noninvasive techniques for early delineation of

malignant transformation.

Metabolic reprogramming is a critical characteristic of cancer.

Tumor cells often inefficiently shunt glucose, glutamine, and

other substrates down the glycolytic pathway, regardless of the

presence of oxygen.2 This feature results in acidification of the

tumor microenvironment through lactic acid accumulation and

inefficient elimination of metabolic by-products3 at a rate pro-

portional to the degree of aggressiveness4,5 and invasion.6,7 In

addition to increased metabolic activity, tumor angiogenesis is criti-

cal for malignant transformation,8-10 either through neovasculariza-

tion or cooption of existing vasculature.11,12 As tumors grow larger

and growth rates are accelerated by this increased vascularity, regions

of the tumor can become hypoxic as metabolic demands outpace

nutrient delivery.13 This decreased oxygen tension increases the acid-

ity of interstitial space through carboxylic acid buildup and further

increases the rate of lactic acid accumulation from glycolysis. Thus,

we hypothesized that gliomas with a high degree of perfusion may

also have a high level of acidity.

In the current study, we used a fast pH-weighted molecular

MR imaging technique using amine chemical exchange satura-

tion transfer echo-planar imaging (CEST-EPI)14 and compared it

with DSC-perfusion MR imaging to examine the association be-

tween tumor acidity and vascularity in patients with histologically

confirmed gliomas with various levels of malignancy.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients
A total of 90 histologically confirmed gliomas (WHO II, n � 24;

WHO III, n � 26; WHO IV, n � 40) were included in this retro-

spective study at either initial diagnosis (n � 43), following an

operation (n � 15), or during active treatment with radiation

and/or chemotherapy (n � 32). All scans were obtained between

April 2015 and August 2018. All patients provided informed, writ-

ten consent to participate in advanced imaging and our research

data base according to the guidelines approved by the institu-

tional review board (University of California, Los Angeles), in

compliance with the Health Insurance Portability and Account-

ability Act. All diagnoses were determined histopathologically af-

ter surgical resection or biopsy, according to the 2016 WHO clas-

sification of CNS tumors,15 by neuropathologists who were

blinded to the MR imaging data. Isocitrate dehydrogenase 1 (IDH1

R132H) mutation status was available for all 90 patients (51 IDH

mutant [IDHMUT]) and 39 IDH wild-type [IDHWT]) tumors),

determined by genomic sequencing analysis using the polymerase

chain reaction IDH1 mutation-detection kit and immunohisto-

chemistry according to manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, tu-

mor DNA was isolated from the frozen or formalin-fixed tissue

using DNeasy Blood and Tissue Kit (Qiagen). A 236-bp fragment

that included codon 132 was amplified using the primers 5�-

GCGTCAAATGTGCCACTATC-3� and 5�-GCAAAATCACAT-

TATTGCCAAC-3� to generate a 236 bp fragment. PCR products

were sequenced by BigDye Terminator v1.1 (Applied Biosys-

tems), and sequences were determined via a 3730 sequencer (Ap-

plied Biosystems). The O-6-methylguanine-DNA methyltrans-

ferase (MGMT) promoter methylation status, determined from

formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded tissue samples, was available

in 44 of 90 cases. Additional patient information is in the Table.

Anatomic MR Imaging
In addition to CEST-EPI before contrast administration and

DSC-perfusion MR imaging, all patients underwent anatomic

imaging according to the international standardized brain

Patient demographics
All Patients WHO II WHO III WHO IV

No. of patients
Total 90 24 26 40
Presurgery 43 (47.8%) 15 (62.5%) 15 (57.7%) 13 (32.5%)
Postsurgery, pretreatment 15 (16.7%) 5 (20.8%) 3 (12.0%) 7 (17.5%)
On treatment (radiation, chemotherapy, and so forth) 32 (35.6%) 4 (16.7%) 8 (32.0%)

(2 on bevacizumab)
20 (50.0%)

(2 on bevacizumab)
Age (yr)

Mean 50.3 44 46.3 56.8
Range 15

(pediatric)–90
22–90 15

(pediatric)–70
19–81

Sex
Male 59 (65.6%) 10 (41.7%) 17 (65.4%) 32 (80.0%)
Female 31 (35.4%) 14 (58.3%) 9 (34.6%) 8 (20.0%)

IDH status
Wild-type 51 (56.7%) 2 (8.3%) 11 (42.3%) 38 (95.0%)
Mutant 39 (43.3%) 22 (91.7%) 15 (57.7%) 2 (5.0%)

MGMT-promoter methylation status
Unmethylated 27 (30.0%) 1 (4.2%) 6 (23.1%) 20 (50.0%)
Methylated 17 (18.9%) 4 (16.7%) 1 (3.8%) 12 (30.0%)
NA 46 (51.1%) 19 (79.2%) 19 (73.1%) 8 (20.0%)

Histology
Astrocytoma 25 (27.8%) 10 (41.7%) 15 (57.7%) NA
Oligoastrocytoma 11 (12.2%) 2 (8.3%) 9 (34.6%) NA
Oligodendroglioma 14 (15.6%) 12 (50.0%) 2 (7.7%) NA

Note:—NA indicates not applicable.
a Data are number and percentage unless otherwise indicated.
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tumor imaging protocol,16 including T2-weighted FLAIR im-

ages, T2-weighted turbo spin-echo images, and diffusion-

weighted images with 3-mm slice thickness and no interslice

gap, and parameter-matched, 1-mm isotropic 3D-T1-

weighted MPRAGE scans before and following injection of

0.01 mg/kg of Gd-DTPA, and DSC-MR imaging. All anatomic

images were registered to postcontrast T1-weighted images for

subsequent analyses.

pH-Weighted Amine CEST-EPI
Amine CEST-EPI was obtained with either a single-echo CEST-

EPI sequence14 or a multiecho CEST spin and gradient-echo

(SAGE) EPI sequence17 using the 2 gradient echoes. MR imaging

acquisition parameters included the following: FOV � 240 –

256 � 217–256 mm, matrix size � 128 � 116 –128, slice thick-

ness � 4 mm with no interslice gap, 25 consecutive slices, excita-

tion pulse flip angle � 90°, TE � 27 ms for single-echo CEST-EPI

and 14.0 and 34.1 ms for the 2 gradient-echoes using CEST-

SAGE-EPI, bandwidth � 1628 Hz, and generalized autocalibrat-

ing partially parallel acquisition factor � 2–3. Off-resonance sat-

uration was applied using a pulse train of 3 � 100 ms Gaussian

pulses with a peak amplitude of 6 microtesla. A total of 29 off-

resonance or z-spectral points were sampled at frequency offsets

of �3.5 to �2.5 ppm, �0.3 to �0.3 ppm, and �2.5 to �3.5 ppm,

all in increments of 0.1 ppm. A reference scan (S0) was obtained

with the same acquisition parameters, without the saturation

pulses. Total scan time for CEST-EPI was approximately 7

minutes 30 seconds, benchmarked on a 3T Magnetom Prisma

MR imaging scanner (Versions VE11A–C; Siemens, Erlangen,

Germany).

Clinical postprocessing of CEST-EPI consisted of affine mo-

tion correction (MCFLIRT; FSL, https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/

fslwiki/MCFLIRT) and B0 correction via a z-spectra-based

K-means clustering and Lorentzian fitting algorithm.18 An inte-

gral of the width of 0.4 ppm was then obtained around both the �3.0

and �3.0 ppm (�3.2 to �2.8 and �2.8 to �3.2 ppm, respectively)

spectral points of the inhomogeneity-corrected data. These data

points were combined with the S0 image to calculate the asymmetry

in the magnetization transfer ratio (MTRasym) at 3.0 ppm as defined

by equation MTRasym��	 �
S� � �	 � S��	

S0
, where � is the offset

frequency of interest (3.0 ppm). For data from the CEST-SAGE-EPI

acquisition, the average MTRasym at 3.0 ppm calculated from the first

(TE � 14.0 ms) and second (TE � 34.1 ms) gradient-echoes was

averaged to increase the SNR of the resulting MTRasym images. All

resulting maps were registered to high-resolution postcontrast T1-

weighted images for subsequent analyses.

DSC-Perfusion MR Imaging
For DSC-MR imaging, a total dose of 0.1 mmol/kg of Gd-DTPA

(Magnevist; Bayer HealthCare Pharmaceuticals, Wayne, New Jer-

sey) was administered, 0.025 mmol/kg for the preload dosage to

mitigate T1-based leakage contamination and the remaining

0.075 mmol/kg for dynamic bolus administration. A 2-minute

gap was placed between the preload dose and the start of baseline

DSC-MR imaging. DSC-MR imaging was acquired with a TE/

TR � 21–23/1250 –1293 ms, flip angle � 60°, matrix size � 128 �

128, slice thickness � 5 mm with no interslice gap, number of

baseline acquisitions before contrast agent injection � 10 –25,

and number of timepoints � 120. The total scan time for

DSC-MR imaging was approximately 1.5 minutes.

All DSC-MR imaging acquisitions completely covered the spa-

tial extent of contrast-enhancing and nonenhancing tumors. Cal-

culation of CBV was performed by first motion-correcting the

dynamic time-series using FSL (MCFLIRT). Next, CBV maps

were calculated using a bidirectional contrast agent leakage-cor-

rection algorithm to model contrast flux into and out of the vas-

culature. Last, normalized CBV was computed by dividing the

CBV map by the average CBV value within a 5-mm sphere in

contralateral, normal-appearing white matter. Last, final CBV

maps were aligned to the corresponding postcontrast T1-

weighted images for subsequent analyses.

Data Analysis and Statistics
In patients with high-grade gliomas, contrast-enhancing tumor

ROIs, defined on contrast-enhancing T1-weighted subtraction

maps, were segmented using a semiautomatic procedure as pre-

viously described,19 and the Analysis of Functional Neuro Images

(AFNI; http://afni.nimh.nih.gov/) software. Additional, semiau-

tomatically defined ROIs including T2-hyperintense lesions con-

sistent with peritumoral edema and/or nonenhancing tumor, in-

cluding contrast enhancement but not central necrosis, along

with areas of obvious central necrosis, were also delineated and

examined in all patients. Briefly, the semiautomatic segmentation

procedure consists of the following: 1) manually defining the gen-

eral region of lesion occurrence, 2) thresholding T2/FLAIR im-

ages or T1-weighted subtraction map images using an empiric

threshold to best define the extent of abnormality, and then 3)

manually editing the resulting masks to exclude any nontumor

tissue. Two raters performed the segmentation independently

and cross-checked each other’s segmentation. A neuroradiologist

with 13 years of clinical experience performed the final evaluation

and minor corrections of ROIs.

In all ROIs, the median estimates of CBV and MTRasym at 3

ppm were calculated and used for subsequent analyses. For vox-

elwise correlation, the MTRasym at 3 ppm and CBV values of all

voxels in different ROIs were analyzed using the Pearson correla-

tion. For ROI-wise analysis, the linear correlation between the

median MTRasym at 3 ppm and CBV values across all patients

within different ROIs was analyzed using the Pearson correlation

coefficient. We conducted the analysis in all patients and in

subgroups of patients, including different treatment cohorts

and across grades. Additionally, a nonparametric Kruskal-

Wallis test and a Dunn test for multiple comparisons were used

to compare pH- and perfusion-weighted MR imaging mea-

surements and correlation coefficients across tumor grades.

Normality was assessed using a Shapiro-Wilk test. A nonpara-

metric Mann-Whitney U test was used to compare measure-

ments within tumors on the basis of MGMT promoter meth-

ylation status and IDH mutation status. All statistical tests were

performed using GraphPad Prism software, v6.0H (GraphPad

Software, San Diego, California). Significance was set at P 


.05.
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RESULTS
Correlation between CBV and MTRasym at 3 ppm
A total of 50 of 90 patients had contrast-enhancing lesions in the

current study that could be evaluated. Although regions of ele-

vated vascularity appear generally colocalized to areas of in-

creased acidity, local intratumor heterogeneity is frequently ob-

served (Fig 1). The observation is consistent with the finding that

both CBV and MTRasym at 3 ppm are more elevated in contrast-

enhancing regions (MTRasym median � 2.276%, CBV median �

1.910) compared with T2-hyperintense regions (MTRasym me-

dian � 1.667%, CBV median � 1.095; Mann-Whitney U test, P 


.0001 for MTRasym, P 
 .0001 for CBV). When we examined the

correlation between median CBV and MTRasym at 3 ppm across

the entire patient cohort, no statistically significant linear associ-

ation was observed in areas of contrast enhancement (Pearson

correlation R � 0.0925, P � .5231). In areas of T2 hyperintensity,

however, a statistically significant positive association was ob-

served between median CBV and MTRasym at 3 ppm (Fig 2A; R �

0.3180, P � .0023), suggesting that patients with nonenhancing

tumor demonstrating a high blood volume (possibly due to re-

sponsive vessel dilation, vessel cooption, or angiogenesis) may

also have higher acidity. These same trends were observed when

considering all patients not on active therapy (ie, pre- or postsur-

gery and before radiation and/or chemotherapy), with no corre-

lation found between CBV and MTRasym at 3 ppm in contrast-

enhancing tumor (R � 0.2097, P � .3369), but a significant

correlation was seen within T2-hyperintense regions (On-line Fig

1A; R � 0.2875, P � .0287). For patients on active therapy, this

significant correlation no longer existed (On-line Fig 1B; R �

0.2638, P � .1446), indicating a change of perfusion/metabolism

pattern in these patients.

Consistent with the patient-wise observation that T2-hyperin-

tense lesions exhibit a more significant median CBV–median

MTRasym correlation than contrast-enhancing lesions, the voxel-

wise analysis in different ROIs across all patients showed that the

P value of the Pearson correlation was lower in T2-hyperintense

lesions (median � 5.55 � 10�122) compared with contrast-en-

hancing lesions (median � 3.68 � 10�26, P � .0003). However,

the correlation coefficient R was not significantly different in the 2

ROIs (Mann-Whitney, P � .3344), indicating the heterogeneity

within individual tumors.

CBV and MTRasym at 3 ppm across Tumor Grades
In the particular cohort of patients that we examined, which in-

cluded both treated and treatment-naïve tumors, no significant

association was observed between CBV and tumor grade within

contrast-enhancing tumor (On-line Fig 1C; Kruskal-Wallis, P �

.7408) or T2-hyperintense lesions (On-line Fig 1D; Kruskal-Wal-

lis, P � .0815). The MTRasym at 3 ppm within contrast-enhanc-

ing tumor did not vary significantly among tumor grades (On-

line Fig 2A; Kruskal-Wallis, P � .0895); however, it did show a

higher MTRasym at 3 ppm in high-grade gliomas (HGGs, WHO

III and IV) compared with low-grade gliomas (LGGs, WHO II)

(On-line Fig 2C; Mann-Whitney, P � .0365; HGG � 2.351%,

LGG � 1.665%). Likewise, the MTRasym at 3 ppm within areas

of T2 hyperintensity was not significantly different among tu-

FIG 1. Postcontrast T1-weighted images, T2-weighted FLAIR images, CBV, and pH-weighted MR images of a 68-year-old male patient (A)
with a recurrent IDHWT, MGMT-unmethylated anaplastic (WHO III) oligodendroglioma and a 68-year-old male patient (C) with a recurrent
IDHWT, MGMT-unmethylated glioblastoma. Note the high vascularity and acidity within the areas of contrast enhancement and high
acidity extending into the areas of T2 hyperintensity. B and D, The bivariate histogram of pH-weighted MTRasym and CBV of all voxels
within the T2-hyperintense lesion and contrast-enhancing lesion of the corresponding patient. The lesion ROIs are outlined in red
(contrast-enhancing lesion) and blue (T2-hyperintense lesion) in the MR images. In the patient in C, the white arrow indicates a
nonenhancing part of the lesion, which demonstrates low CBV with elevated acidity, while the black arrow indicates an enhancing lesion
with both high CBV and high MTRasym contrast.
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mor grades (On-line Fig 2B; Kruskal-Wallis, P � .0532), but it

did demonstrate increasing acidity within HGGs (Fig 2B;

Mann-Whitney, P � .0176; HGG � 1.706%, LGG � 1.316%).

We also analyzed the patient-wise correlation of CBV and

MTRasym in T2-hyperintense lesions in different WHO tumor

grades. The correlation was significant within HGGs (Fig 2E; R �

0.4128, P � .0006), but not within WHO grade II tumors (Fig 2C;

R � �0.3940, P � .0568). However, the correlation changed from

a negative correlation in grade II to a positive correlation in high

grades. The bivariate histograms of all voxels across all patients in

the corresponding cohort were plotted in Fig 2D, -F.

As for the difference in the Pearson correlation of voxelwise

CBV and MTRasym across tumor grade, we observed significantly

different R values across the grades in

T2-hyperintense lesions (On-line Fig

2E; Kruskal-Wallis, P � .0329) but not

in contrast-enhancing lesions (On-line

Fig 2D; Kruskal-Wallis, P � .3338). The

Pearson correlation coefficient R was

significantly higher in HGGs than in

LGGs in T2-hyperintense lesions (On-

line Fig 2F; Mann-Whitney, P � .0088;

HGG � 0.0842, LGG � �0.0288), but

not in contrast-enhancing lesions (On-

line Fig 2F; Mann-Whitney U test, P �

.4817).

CBV and MTRasym at 3 ppm in
MGMT-Methylated and IDH
Mutant Gliomas
In 44 patients with MGMT promoter

methylation status available, no differ-

ence in CBV was observed in contrast-

enhancing tumor (On-line Fig 3A;

Mann-Whitney, P � .8085) or T2-hy-

perintense disease (On-line Fig 3B;

Mann-Whitney, P � .5038). Similarly,

no difference in the MTRasym at 3 ppm

was observed in contrast-enhancing tu-

mor (On-line Fig 3A; Mann-Whitney,

P � .3234) or T2-hyperintense lesions

(On-line Fig 3B; Mann-Whitney, P �

.8301).

Measures of CBV within contrast-

enhancing tumor were higher in IDHWT

tumors compared with IDHMUT tumors

(On-line Fig 3C; Mann-Whitney, P �

.0134; IDHWT � 1.993, IDHMUT �

1.081), but there was not a difference in

CBV within T2-hyperintense tumor re-

gions (Fig 3A; Mann-Whitney, P �

.6892). Measurements of MTRasym at 3

ppm in contrast-enhancing tumor was

not significantly higher in IDHWT com-

pared with IDHMUT tumors (On-line

Fig 3C; Mann-Whitney, P � .5896).

However, the difference became signifi-

cant in T2-hyperintense lesions (Fig 3A; Mann-Whitney, P �

.0368; IDHWT � 1.722%, IDHMUT � 1.538%). The voxelwise

Pearson correlation coefficient R was significantly higher in

IDHWT gliomas compared with IDHMUT gliomas in T2-hyperin-

tense lesions (Fig 3B; Mann-Whitney, P � .0076; IDHWT �

0.0941, IDHMUT � �0.00187), but not in contrast-enhancing le-

sions (On-line Fig 3D; Mann-Whitney, P � .7599).

DISCUSSION
The high metabolic demand of growing tumor could result in

increased intracellular acidity. Altered vascularity and blood flow

within tumors can lead to local regions of hypoxia.20 This lack of

oxygen, in turn, can increase glycolysis and result in accumulation

FIG 2. A, Association between CBV and tumor acidity within T2-hyperintense lesion areas in all
patients, both treatment-naïve and those on active treatment. B, Cerebral blood volume and
MTRasym at 3 ppm, a measure of tumor acidity, within T2-hyperintense lesions compared between
low-grade and high-grade gliomas. The median value of CBV is 1.163 in LGGs and 0.9470 in HGGs.
The median value of MTRasym at 3 ppm is 1.316% in LGGs and 1.706% in HGGs (P � .0176). C and E,
The correlation between CBV and tumor acidity in LGGs and HGGs, respectively. D and F, The
bivariate histograms of pH-weighted MTRasym and CBV of all voxels within T2-hyperintense
lesions across patients in LGGs and HGGs, respectively. Note that in HGGs, in all voxel analyses (F),
there is a high correlation component (black arrow) and a low correlation component (white
arrow). The bivariate histograms were plotted with the logarithmic scale for better visualization.
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of carboxylic acid and lactic acid within the extracellular space.3,21

Acidification of the tumor microenvironment can result in vas-

cular endothelial growth factor22 and platelet-derived endothelial

cell growth factor23 expression, resulting in further angiogenesis

and altered blood flow. This positive feedback loop can lead to

additional decreased oxygen tension, increased glycolysis, in-

creased acidification, and eventual tumor invasion and alterations

of the tumor genome.

Consistent with this well-characterized process, we observed

overall higher acidity and vascularity, as quantified by amine

CEST-EPI and DSC-perfusion MR imaging, in contrast-enhanc-

ing tumors compared with T2-hyperintense lesions. However,

within individual tumors, heterogeneous distribution of high-

perfusion areas and high-acidity areas was frequently observed.

Regions of high perfusion do not necessarily colocalize with re-

gions of high acidity. For example, in Fig 1C, the arrow indicates a

nonenhancing tumor region that exhibits high acidity but normal

perfusion, which could indicate the existence of active tumor at

the stage in which vessel cooption or angiogenesis has not oc-

curred yet. The black arrow indicates a more traditional case in

which the contrast-enhancing tumor is both highly perfused and

highly acidic, suggesting that amine CEST-EPI as a pH-sensitive

imaging technique is able to provide complementary information

about tumor metabolism and microenvironment to current stan-

dard imaging protocols.

When examining the median values

only within tumor regions across the

entire patient cohort, we observed a sig-

nificant correlation between acidity and

vascularity within T2-hyperintense,

nonenhancing tumor. Because this may

have been due to the mixture of both

treatment-naïve and treated gliomas in-

cluded in our patient cohort and be-

cause we observed substantially higher

levels of acidity in areas of necrosis

known to have poor blood flow and hyp-

oxia,24-26 we isolated only patients who

were not on active therapy. Results from

this subset of patients (n � 58 of 90)

showed the same trends, with no appar-

ent relationship between blood volume

and acidity in areas of contrast enhance-

ment, but a significant, positive correla-

tion in areas of T2 hyperintensity. Most

interesting, when we examined the cor-

relation within different tumor grades

or different IDH-mutation statuses, the

results were different. For high-grade

gliomas (WHO III and IV) and IDH-

wild type gliomas, the correlation be-

tween perfusion and acidity was posi-

tive, consistent with the hypothesis of a

vicious cycle between tissue acidosis and

altered blood flow due to the increasing

metabolic demand of malignant tumor.

However, in grade II gliomas and in IDH

mutant gliomas, the correlation between perfusion and acidity

was lost, indicating a possible different metabolic signature.

High-resolution microscopy work from Helmlinger et al27 in

solid tumors has shown an apparent lack of correlation between

areas of interstitial pH and pO2, suggesting that areas of angio-

genesis may not necessarily be spatially colocalized to regions of

acidity. Thus, results from the current study showed that tumor

acidity, oxygen consumption, and neovascularity are complex

processes and potentially spatially heterogeneous, which is con-

sistent with this known genetic, histopathologic, proteomic, and

metabolic spatial heterogeneity.28,29 To better interpret the radio-

logic findings and to develop a full picture of the complex rela-

tionship between perfusion and acidity in gliomas, additional his-

topathologic studies will be needed, for example, the tissue

evaluation of proliferation, cell density, vessel density, and glyco-

lytic pathway biomarkers.

The current study also observed a lower level of acidity in

IDHMUT compared with IDHWT gliomas. This is consistent with

recent observations by Paech et al30 using relaxation-compen-

sated multipool CEST at 7T, and the work by Jiang et al31 using

amide proton transfer imaging, as well as IDHMUT gliomas being

known as less aggressive and having inhibition of the conversion

of isocitrate to alpha-ketoglutarate, resulting in a buildup of 2-hy-

droxygluterate, inhibiting oxidative phosphorylation and altering

the ability of IDHMUT tumor cells to effectively use glycolysis.32

FIG 3. A, Measurements of CBV and MTRasym at 3 ppm within T2-hyperintense lesions for IDH
mutant and IDH wild-type gliomas are compared. The median value of CBV is 1.163 in IDHMUT

and 0.9298 in IDHWT. The median value of MTRasym at 3 ppm is 1.538% in IDHMUT and 1.722% in
IDHWT (P � .0368). B, The Pearson correlation R values between CBV MTRasym at 3 ppm in
T2-hyperintense lesions for IDHMUT and IDHWT are compared. The median value of R is
�0.001871 in IDHMUT and 0.09405 in IDHWT (P � .0076). C and D, The patient-wise correlation
between CBV and MTRasym at 3 ppm in T2-hyperintense lesions for IDHWT and IDHMUT

tumors, respectively.
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The current study also observed higher CBV in contrast-enhanc-

ing tumors in IDHWT compared with IDHMUT tumors, which is

consistent with a previous report.33 Uniquely, we found that the

correlation between voxelwise CBV and MTRasym in T2-hyperin-

tense regions is significantly higher in IDHWT compared with

IDH
MUT

tumors. Because the distribution of IDH status is related

to grade, we were not able to rule out the difference being more

related to the genetic phenotype of glioma or the aggressiveness.

However, our result does reveal that there are different patterns of

perfusion/acidity distribution in gliomas, the heterogeneity of

which may be related to genetic alternations and patient progno-

sis. We believe that further investigation of the corresponding

histology features will clarify the potential role of combining per-

fusion and acidity imaging in the clinical setting of the manage-

ment of patients with brain tumors.

With its unique contrast, CEST MR imaging has been shown

to have great potential for various clinical applications.17,34,35

However, there is no standard sequence and postprocessing pro-

tocol for it yet, which may limit its use by clinicians. Apart from

pH, MTRasym at 3.0 ppm may also be affected by several other

factors, including amine proton concentration, tissue relaxivities,

and field inhomogeneity.14 In the current study, we have cor-

rected only for B0 inhomogeneity, but not the effect of T2 and

amine concentration, the increase in which would amplify the

MTRasym contrast enhancement under the condition of tissue

acidity. We will continue to work on improving the CEST tech-

nique. This includes correcting for the confounding factors, ex-

ploring CEST metrics other than the asymmetric analysis, and

accelerating the acquisition time.

One conceived limitation of our current study was the inho-

mogeneity in the patient population because we included both

treatment-naïve and treated tumors. It is possible that some of the

treated tumors may have undergone malignant transformation by

the time of the MR imaging examination, leading to miscategori-

zation because tumor grade was mostly based on pathologic find-

ings at initial diagnosis. However, we propose that the mixture of

both treated and untreated tumors allowed us to better generalize

across all patient populations in a way that is consistent with clin-

ical practice, suggesting that amine CEST-EPI may be useful as a

clinical tool under a variety of treatment conditions.

CONCLUSIONS
Patients with both untreated and treated gliomas have spatially

colocalized, regional, altered vascularity and acidity. Examination

of median measurements within tumor regions across a large

number of patients demonstrated a positive linear association be-

tween blood volume and tumor acidity in areas of T2-hyperin-

tense, nonenhancing tumor; however, areas of contrast enhance-

ment were more complex and did not show a strong relationship.

Future studies aimed at therapeutically altering either vascularity,

hypoxia, or acidity in patients with gliomas may reveal more in-

formation about the intricate interplay among these tumor

characteristics.
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Quantitative Susceptibility Mapping of Time-Dependent
Susceptibility Changes in Multiple Sclerosis Lesions

X S. Zhang, X T.D. Nguyen, X S.M. Hurtado Rúa, X U.W. Kaunzner, X S. Pandya, X I. Kovanlikaya, X P. Spincemaille, X Y. Wang, and
X S.A. Gauthier

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: MR imaging studies have demonstrated that magnetic susceptibility in multiple sclerosis lesions is
dependent on lesion age. The objective of this study was to use quantitative susceptibility mapping to determine whether lesions with a
hyperintense rim, indicative of iron-laden inflammatory cells (rim�), follow a unique time-dependent trajectory of susceptibility change
compared with those without (rim�).

MATERIALS AND METHODS: We studied patients with MS with at least 1 new gadolinium-enhancing lesion and at least 3 longitudinal
quantitative susceptibility mapping scans obtained between 1.1 and 6.1 years. Lesions were classified as rim� if a hyperintense rim appeared
on quantitative susceptibility mapping at any time. A multilevel growth curve model compared longitudinal susceptibility among rim� and
rim� lesions.

RESULTS: Thirty-two new gadolinium-enhancing lesions from 19 patients with MS were included, and 16 lesions (50%) were identified as
rim�. Quantitative susceptibility mapping rim� lesions were larger than rim� lesions with gadolinium enhancement (P � .001). Among all
lesions, susceptibility increased sharply after enhancement to a peak between 1 and 2 years followed by a decrease. The overall suscep-
tibility curve height for rim� lesions was 4.27 parts per billion lower than that for rim� lesions (P � .01). Rim� lesions demonstrated a
higher linear slope relative to rim� lesions (P � .023) but faster cubic decay relative to rim� lesions (P � .005). Rim� lesions started
decaying approximately 2 years earlier compared with rim� lesions.

CONCLUSIONS: There was a marked difference in the susceptibility temporal trajectory between rim� and rim� lesions during the first
6 years of lesion formation. Most rim� lesions retain iron for years after the initial lesion appearance.

ABBREVIATIONS: Gd � gadolinium; Gd� � Gd-enhancing; GRE � gradient recalled-echo; QSM � quantitative susceptibility mapping; ppb � parts per billion;
rim� � rim positive; rim� � rim negative

Quantitative susceptibility mapping (QSM)1 provides effi-

cient in vivo quantification of susceptibility changes related

to iron deposition and helps identify lesions with iron-laden in-

flammatory cells.2 It has been widely used in studying multiple

sclerosis and can demonstrate the retention of iron among a sub-

set of chronic lesions.3-5 Enhancing MS lesions identified on post-

gadolinium (Gd) T1WI in the routine MR imaging surveillance

are representative of the breakdown of the blood-brain barrier

and acute disease activity.6 As the BBB closes, lesions transition to

the chronic stage. However, a subset of lesions may retain a rim of

iron-enriched inflammatory cells with ongoing damage. Chronic

active MS lesions, characterized by a hyperintense rim on QSM,

have been shown to contain iron-enriched, activated microglia

and macrophages on histopathology5 and have been linked to

greater tissue damage on in vivo MR imaging.7,8 Identifying le-

sions likely to retain chronic inflammation would be useful for

potential therapeutic targeting. Accordingly, it would be valuable

to study MS lesion-evolution trajectories from the time of en-

hancement to the chronic lesion stage.

QSM is a phase-based magnetic field deconvolution technique

that overcomes blooming artifacts and provides accurate quanti-
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fication and localization of the magnetic sources.1,9,10 Previous

QSM studies demonstrated that MS lesion susceptibility increases

as the acute, enhancing MS lesion transitions to the nonenhanc-

ing stage, reaches a peak in the chronic active stage, and eventually

decays away in the final stage of a glia scar.11-14 Although these

studies identified a unique time-dependent trajectory in suscep-

tibility on QSM, they are limited given the cross-sectional design

or short longitudinal follow-up. In addition, a number of recent gra-

dient recalled-echo (GRE) imaging studies have identified a unique

subpopulation of chronic MS lesions with a hypointense rim on the

phase image or a hyperintense rim on QSM. These studies have used

histopathologic validation7,15-17 and, more recently, PET imaging18

to validate that these lesions have persistent inflammation repre-

sented by iron-laden microglia and macrophages. Initial detection

and the expected life span of lesions with a hyperintense rim appear-

ance on QSM (rim�) as well as the time-dependent susceptibility

changes among these lesions compared with those without a rim

(rim�) have yet to be explored, to our knowledge.

The aim of this study was to assess longitudinal tissue-suscep-

tibility changes in new Gd-enhancing lesions for up to 6 years

after the first identification and to determine whether lesion tra-

jectories depend on the development of a hyperintense rim on

QSM.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patient Selection
This was a retrospective study of a cohort of 19 patients with

relapsing-remitting MS selected from an ongoing, prospective

MS MR imaging and clinical data base for which annual MR im-

aging scans (including QSM) were collected during 6 years. Pa-

tients were selected for this study if they met the following inclu-

sion criteria: 1) They had at least 1 new Gd-enhancing (Gd�) MS

lesion on routine annual MR imaging, 2) had at least 3 longitudi-

nal QSM scans (including at the time of Gd� lesion detection), 3)

had at least 1 MR imaging performed �1 year after Gd� lesion

detection, and 4) had prior MR imaging to ensure that Gd� le-

sions were newly formed lesions and not re-enhancement of older

lesions. MR images were acquired on 2 different imaging plat-

forms during the 6 years (GE Healthcare and Siemens, details

below). Clinical data collected for patients included the following:

age, sex, Expanded Disability Status Scale scores, disease duration,

and treatment duration. This study was approved by Weill Cor-

nell Medicine institutional review board, and written informed

consent was obtained from each subject.

MR Imaging Protocol and Image Processing
Brain MRIs (from 2011 to 2018) were performed on 3T MR im-

aging scanners (Signa HDxt, GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, Wiscon-

sin, with a product 8-channel head coil; Magnetom Skyra, Sie-

mens, Erlangen, Germany with a product 20-channel head/neck

coil). The scanning protocol consisted of standard 3D-T1WI,

2D-T2WI, and 3D-T2-weighted FLAIR sequences for ana-

tomic structure, multiecho 3D-GRE imaging for QSM, and

gadolinium-enhanced 3D-T1WI to detect blood-brain barrier

disruption. The acquisition parameters for multiecho GRE

were the following: FOV � 24 cm, TR � 49 –58 ms, TE1/

�TE � 4.5– 6.7/4.1– 4.8 ms, last TE � 47.7 ms, acquisition

matrix � 320 – 416 � 205–320, readout bandwidth � 244 –260

Hz/pixel, axial slice thickness � 3 mm, flip angle � 15°–20°,

acceleration factor � 2, number of averages � 1. The scan time

was around 4 minutes and 30 seconds (48 slices), varying

slightly with brain superior-inferior dimensions.

This QSM imaging protocol was harmonized for both scanner

manufacturers and was demonstrated to be reproducible across

manufacturers.19,20 QSM was reconstructed from complex GRE

images using a fully automated morphology-enabled dipole in-

version (MEDI�0) method zero-referenced to the ventricular

CSF.21 All the conventional images (T1WI, T1WI�Gd, T2WI,

T2-weighted FLAIR) and the follow-up QSM images were coreg-

istered to the baseline GRE magnitude images using the FMRIB

Linear Image Registration Tool (FLIRT; http://www.fmrib.ox.

ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/FLIRT).22

Lesion Susceptibility and Volume Measurements
New Gd� MS lesions were identified on T1WI�Gd images and

visually classified on QSM as rim� or rim�8 by 2 independent

reviewers (S.Z., a neuroradiologist with 7 years of experience;

S.A.G., an MS neurologist with 16 years of experience).8 A lesion

was designated as rim� if QSM was hyperintense at the edge of

the lesion at any of the longitudinal time points. In addition, at

each time point, newly identified Gd� lesions were dated as zero

years. Lesions were also classified as either “nodular” or “shell”

enhancing to estimate the stage of lesion enhancement (ie, early or

late stage, respectively).12,23 In case of a rare (4 lesions) disagree-

ment, a third neuroradiologist (I.K., with 22 years of experience)

determined the lesion type. ROI analysis was performed using

ITK-SNAP software (Version 3.6.0; http://www.itksnap.org/) to

obtain regional volume and QSM measurements within the iden-

tified lesions. To assess a change in lesion volume, we drew lesion

ROIs on raw T2-weighted FLAIR images, which had isotropic

1-mm high-resolution images, at all time points. To assess longi-

tudinal susceptibility change, we first created ROIs on coregis-

tered T2-weighted FLAIR images and then overlaid them on the

QSM images at initial lesion detection. When necessary, these

ROIs were manually edited to better match lesion geometry on

QSM and removal of the central veins (vessel-like structures with

hyperintense QSM appearance). The edited ROIs were overlaid

onto QSM images from all other subsequent time points. The

susceptibility value of the adjacent normal-appearing white mat-

ter was subtracted from the lesion susceptibility to offset the in-

fluence of local fiber orientation.

Statistical Analysis
A regression model with orthogonal time polynomials was used to

analyze the longitudinal evolution of lesion volumes for rim�

and rim� lesions at the lesion level while adjusting for multiple

lesions per patient. The final model included a third-order or-

thogonal polynomial, the fixed conditional effect was lesion

group, and patient was the random effect.

A multilevel growth curve model with orthogonal time poly-

nomials was used to analyze the longitudinal evolution of QSM

values for rim� and rim� lesions while adjusting for patient-

level covariates (fixed effects: individual lesion volume, patient

age, Expanded Disability Status Scale score, disease duration, and
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treatment duration) and multiple lesions per patient (random

effects). An eighth-order orthogonal polynomial model was nec-

essary to capture the upward and downward evolution of QSM

values within lesion groups. Orthogonal polynomials are trans-

formations that make the original time terms independent. They

allow a precise and robust evaluation of QSM longitudinal differ-

ences. Our orthogonal polynomial was defined on the basis of the

lesion-age octiles (8 quantiles). This approach accounts for the

sample lesion age distribution. The statistical analysis was per-

formed using R statistical and computing software (2017;

http://www.r-project.org/).

RESULTS
Patient and Lesion Characteristics
Nineteen patients with relapsing-remitting MS (15 women and 4

men, 36.3 	 6.4 years of age) met the inclusion criteria with a total

of 32 new T1WI�Gd lesions: 9 nodular-enhancing (28%, suscep-

tibility, 6.87 	 5.80 parts per billion [ppb]) and 23 shell-enhanc-

ing (72%, 12.10 	 8.95 ppb) lesions. Central veins were found in

10 (31%) lesions. Patients had a mean disease duration of 4.8 	

3.2 years and an Expanded Disability Status Scale score of 1.4 	

1.7. The average time from initial MR imaging to the last MR

imaging was 3.6 	 1.4 years (range, 1.1– 6.1 years). Patients were

treated with various disease-modifying therapies, and at the time

of lesion identification, the cohort was on therapy for a mean

duration of 3.5 	 3.0 years.

Lesions with a Hyperintense Rim on QSM
Among the 32 new Gd� lesions, 16 lesions (50%) were identified

as QSM rim�, and evidence of the rim was seen at the time of

enhancement for most (81%) of these lesions. Qualitatively,

rim� lesions were visualized on QSM scans longer than rim�

lesions (Figs 1–3), and once identified, the hyperintense rim was

consistently found on all subsequent scans in 14 (88%) of the

rim� lesions (Figs 2 and 3). Although susceptibility values were

lowest at the time of Gd-enhancement, subtle evidence of a rim

could be seen in 13 (81%) lesions at that time. The longitudinal

evolution of lesion volume, adjusting for multiple lesions per pa-

tient and conditioning on lesion group, is presented in Fig 4.

Fitted volumes derived from the regression model demonstrated

that rim� lesions (1042.45 mm3) were significantly larger than

rim� lesions (322.34 mm3) at the time of Gd-enhancement (P �

.001). Following the start of a decline in volume after Gd-en-

hancement, rim� lesions remained larger than rim� lesions and

maintained a significant difference at lesion ages 0.5, 2, and 4 years

(all P � .001) (Fig 4).

Time-Dependent Susceptibility Change in QSM Rim� and
Rim� Lesions
The final model for the longitudinal lesion evolution of QSM

values included T2-weighted FLAIR lesion volume and Expanded

Disability Status Scale scores at baseline as patient-level fixed ef-

fects (all P values � .05). All lesions demonstrated a continued

increase in susceptibility until a peak between 1 and 2 years, which

was followed by a reduction during the subsequent years. There

was a significant effect of lesion group (rim� versus rim�) on the

intercept term, indicating lower overall QSM values for the rim�

lesions relative to the rim� (estimate � �4.27, SE � 1.62, P �

.01) (Fig. 5). There was also a significant effect of lesion group on

the slope and cubic terms, indicating a faster linear growth rate for

rim� lesions relative to rim� lesions (estimate � 8.42, SE � 3.66,

P � .023) as well as significantly faster cubic decay for rim�

lesions relative to rim� lesions (estimate � �10.64, SE � 3.75,

P � .005). All other effects of lesion group conditioning on time

decay were not significantly different between the 2 groups. When

considering lesion-volume change, as opposed to baseline lesion

volume, as a covariate in the model, a significant association was

found between QSM change and volume change (P � .002) (for

every 1-mm3 decrease in volume, there was 0.014-ppb reduction

in QSM). The relationship between susceptibility and volume

change was similar among rim� and rim� lesions (P � .27).

The Table summarizes the model-fitted mean susceptibilities

along with their 95% confidence intervals. The estimated suscep-

FIG 1. Longitudinal QSM and T2-weighted FLAIR images of a new
Gd-enhancing MS lesion without a QSM rim appearance (rim�). At
baseline, the enhancing lesion was isointense on QSM (mean lesion
susceptibility � �3.31 ppb), became most hyperintense at 1 year
(22.50 ppb), and gradually disappeared in subsequent years (�1.18 ppb
at year 5).
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tibility means for rim� lesions demonstrated a decay after 1.5

years with 95% confidence, while the estimated means for rim�

lesions remained persistently elevated from lesions 0.5– 4 years of

age. A decline in susceptibility is found in rim� lesions only after

the fourth year.

DISCUSSION
The current study is the longest longitudinal lesion-based sus-

ceptibility study examining the time-dependent susceptibility

changes quantified on QSM. Our study indicates that QSM rim�

lesions have a unique time-dependent trajectory. Compared with

QSM rim� lesions, rim� lesions start with a higher susceptibility

and larger volume and, most important, retain a high-susceptibil-

ity value for a number of years after initial detection. This study

provides further insight into a distinct subgroup of MS lesions,

those that retain a rim of iron-laden inflammatory cells and have

the potential for continued tissue damage.7,8,17

QSM provides a noninvasive way to quantify the susceptibility

change in MS lesions. The susceptibility increase observed in our

study is consistent with previous studies in which a jump in lesion

susceptibility occurs as an enhancing lesion evolves to the

chronic, nonenhancing state.11-14 The initial rise in susceptibility,

occurring within weeks, in active lesions may be related to myelin

digestion,24 and the subsequent increase, which occurs for

months, is more likely related to removal of the myelin debris

within macrophages25 and the release of iron.12 A subset of

chronic MS lesions, identified as chronic active or slowly expand-

ing lesions, has been described as having a hypocellular lesion

center and a rim of activated proinflammatory microglia and

macrophages.17,26,27 These lesions demonstrate evidence of active

demyelination and axonal destruction at their rim and are

thought to contribute to long-term, ongoing tissue damage in

MS.8,17,26-28 A number of studies have demonstrated that most

microglia and macrophages found at the rim of chronic active MS

lesions contain iron.7,15,17,29-32 The source of the released iron is

presumed to be derived from damaged myelin and dying oligo-

dendrocytes in acute lesions31 and functions to promote polariza-

tion of microglia and macrophage cells to a proinflammatory

state.30 Our data suggest that the development of rim� lesions

FIG 2. Longitudinal QSM and T2-weighted FLAIR images of a new Gd-
enhancing MS lesion with a QSM rim appearance (rim�). This lesion was
slightly hyperintense on QSM at the time of Gd-enhancement (mean
lesion susceptibility � 12.74 ppb), became most hyperintense at 3 years
(34.28 ppb), and remained hyperintense at 6 years (25.15 ppb).

FIG 3. Longitudinal QSM and T2-weighted FLAIR images of a new Gd-
enhancing MS lesion with a QSM rim appearance (rim�). This lesion was
isointense on QSM at baseline and demonstrated an increase in suscep-
tibility and rim appearance on subsequent QSM scans. The lesion suscep-
tibility increased continually from �0.34 ppb at baseline to 26.35 ppb at
28 months. Gd-enhancement remained in this lesion until month 2.
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may be related to a higher level of iron release, given the higher

susceptibility peak among these lesions, and that the extent of iron

release potentially contributes to the development of chronic in-

flammation. In addition, we found that rim� lesions were much

larger at the time of Gd-enhancement, a finding that supports the

concept of a larger inflammatory event leading to more demyeli-

nation and iron release. Studying the physiologic mechanisms

driving iron release within the acute lesion could identify thera-

peutic targets aimed at decreasing the occurrence of chronic ac-

tive MS lesions.

The reduction of susceptibility in both rim� and rim� lesions

was related to volume loss; however, the relationship was similar

and suggests that pathologic differences may explain our observed

differences in the decay rate. The relatively abrupt reduction in

susceptibility found among the QSM rim� lesions would be con-

sistent with either loss of iron from the lesion or, more likely, a

higher potential for remyelination among these lesions.5 Remy-

elination occurring in rim� lesions would be consistent with his-

tologic observations indicating that iron-enriched microglia and

macrophages are not found at the rim of remyelinated or shadow

plaques17 and in vivo MR imaging studies demonstrating less tis-

sue damage in lesions without a QSM rim.7,8

The slow decay of susceptibility in rim� lesions and retention

of the hyperintense rim suggest that these lesions retain iron for a

number of years; thus, they have the potential for ongoing damage

across a more extended period.17 Although iron is retained, there

is an eventual reduction in susceptibility, which suggests that

most of these lesions have a life span of only a few years before iron

loss and probable transition to a chronic inactive state or glia

scar.25 Histologically, chronic active lesions have been found to be

associated with longer disease duration and to predominantly oc-

cur in progressive disease, in which new Gd� lesions are infre-

quently found.27 However, given the aforementioned MR imag-

ing GRE studies, these lesions can occur frequently within the

relapsing phase of the disease, and consistent with others,7 we

found that lesions that become chronic active lesions can show

subtle evidence of a rim at the Gd� stage. These combined obser-

vations suggest that QSM rim� lesions could serve as an early-

stage imaging biomarker for disease prognosis, and this possibil-

ity warrants further exploration.

QSM has been shown to provide a high level of diagnostic

accuracy in predicting Gd� lesions.13 In this study, most lesions

were shell-enhancing, which are thought to be slightly older en-

hancing lesions and tend to demonstrate a slightly higher suscep-

tibility.12 Most important, the average susceptibility at the time of

enhancement of all lesions (nodular and shell enhancing) was

comparable with that of the previous work12 and below the cutoff

value of 13.5 ppb for predicting Gd� MS lesions.13 Furthermore,

GRE imaging is being explored to improve the diagnostic accu-

racy of MS based on the identification of a central vein or central

vein sign. Most interesting, we found that only one-third of le-

sions had a central vein on QSM, which is lower than previously

suggested, using a combined T2-weighted FLAIR and T2* se-

quence,33 and this finding suggests that more research is required

to assess the frequency of the central vein sign in MS lesions.

There are limitations in this study. Our lesion sample size is

relatively small, and more important, not all lesions were mea-

sured at each time point or followed through to all 6 years. We will

continue to identify Gd� lesions from our ongoing data base to

expand on our observations and provide more data to each lesion-

FIG 4. Longitudinal lesion-volume evolution changes among QSM
rim� and rim� lesions. Rim� lesions were statistically larger at Gd-
enhancement (time � 0), 0.5, 2, and 4 years (all P � .0001).

FIG 5. Longitudinal lesion age-dependent susceptibility time course
of QSM rim� and rim� MS lesions. Rim� lesions demonstrate a
higher peak QSM value and significantly slower decay rate compared
with rim� (see text).

The mean susceptibility of rim� and rim� lesions derived from
the regression model

Time
(yr)

Rim+ Rim−

No. of
Lesions

Mean
(ppb) 95% CI

No. of
Lesions

Mean
(ppb) 95% CI

0 16 13.51 11.09–15.93 16 7.77 6.27–9.26
0.5 10 23.40 19.47–27.33 9 24.39 23.11–25.67
1 7 25.69 20.78–30.60 11 24.22 22.79–25.64
1.5 5 28.99 26.00–31.98 5 26.25 23.86–28.63
2 6 27.33 23.22–31.44 7 16.66 13.57–19.76
2.5 8 26.17 22.10–30.25 10 18.29 15.27–21.31
3 7 21.45 18.31–24.59 9 12.50 10.19–14.81
4 8 22.02 16.92–27.12 10 12.00 9.40–14.61
6 5 13.42 9.64–17.21 6 5.90 4.36–7.45
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age year. This expansion will allow further exploration into the

effect of individual lesion size as well as patient-specific covariates

such as disease duration, disability status, and treatment effect. As

mentioned above, very early changes in susceptibility are likely

due to a number of pathophysiologic mechanisms at play: Imag-

ing the early-stage lesions with frequent and short-interval QSM

with the addition of myelin imaging34 would allow a more de-

tailed analysis of the early rise in susceptibility. Similarly, a serial

MR imaging study with both QSM and myelin imaging during the

decay stage can evaluate the loss of iron versus remyelination in

rim� lesions. Last, our study focused on white matter MS lesions

and excluded cortical gray matter lesions, which are known to

occur quite frequently in MS and require ultra-high-field imaging

for depiction.35 Most interesting, a high-field 7T study using

QSM identified cortical lesions as having a much lower suscepti-

bility compared with white matter lesions, suggesting less iron in

cortical lesions compared with white matter lesions.36 Thus, as we

move forward with 7T QSM MR imaging, we intend to explore

and compare the time-dependent susceptibility changes among

smaller regions within the lesion (ie, regions of tissue enhance-

ment) as well as lesions located within the cortex.

CONCLUSIONS
We identified unique trajectories of lesion time-dependent

change in susceptibility among different subtypes of MS lesions.

These observations are consistent with the iron-laden inflamma-

tory cells present within the rim of a select subset of chronic le-

sions retaining iron for a number of years and slowly transitioning

to an inactive state. This study supports the use of serial QSM to

provide information regarding the current state of inflammation

within chronic MS lesions.
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ORIGINAL RESEARCH
ADULT BRAIN

Susceptibility-Weighted MR Imaging Hypointense Rim in
Progressive Multifocal Leukoencephalopathy: The End Point of

Neuroinflammation and a Potential Outcome Predictor
X M.M Thurnher, X J. Boban, X A. Rieger, and X E. Gelpi

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Progressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy (PML) represents a life-threatening demyelinating disorder
of the brain caused by reactivation of a rare opportunistic infection with JC Polyomavirus. The aims of this study were to describe the
incidence of a susceptibility-weighted imaging hypointense rim in patients with multifocal leukoencephalopathy and to explore the
histologic correlates and prognostic value of the rim with regard to the clinical outcome.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: This retrospective study included 18 patients with a definite diagnosis of progressive multifocal leukoencepha-
lopathy. Ten patients were HIV-positive, 3 patients had natalizumab-associated progressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy, 1 patient had
multiple myeloma, 3 patients had a history of lymphoma, and 1 was diagnosed with acute myeloid leukemia. Patients were divided into short- (up
to 12 months) and long-term (�12 months) survivors. A total of 93 initial and follow-up MR imaging examinations were reviewed. On SWI, the
presence and development of a hypointense rim at the periphery of the progressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy lesions were noted. A
postmortem histologic examination was performed in 2 patients: A rim formed in one, and in one, there was no rim.

RESULTS: A total of 73 progressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy lesions were observed. In 13 (72.2%) patients, a well-defined thin,
linear, hypointense rim at the periphery of the lesion toward the cortical side was present, while in 5 (27.8%) patients, it was completely
absent. All 11 long-term survivors and 2 short-term survivors presented with a prominent SWI-hypointense rim, while 5/7 short-term
survivors did not have this rim.

CONCLUSIONS: The thin, uniformly linear, gyriform SWI-hypointense rim in the paralesional U-fibers in patients with definite progressive
multifocal leukoencephalopathy might represent an end-point stage of the neuroinflammatory process in long-term survivors.

ABBREVIATIONS: JCV � JC Polyomavirus; PML � progressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy

Progressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy (PML) is an infec-

tious demyelinating disease of the central nervous system,

caused by reactivation and replication of the JC Polyomavirus

(JCV).1 Although PML was traditionally associated with HIV/

AIDS, a shift toward patients on immunomodulation therapy has

been observed in the past decade.2 Furthermore, PML has also

been reported in patients with immune deficits associated with

hematologic disorders.3,4 The MR imaging features of PML in-

clude single or multiple T2-weighted and FLAIR-hyperintense

white matter lesions.5,6 Lesion borders are usually sharply demar-

cated toward the gray matter and blurred toward the deep white

matter or ventricles, with absent or only faint contrast enhance-

ment.7 On diffusion-weighted imaging, a high-signal-intensity

rim of restricted diffusion that represents active demyelination

has been described.8 To date, no specific features on conventional

MR images have been identified as predictive of patient survival.9

Recently, the presence of a dark rim adjacent to the cortex or in

the deep cortical layers on susceptibility-weighted imaging was

reported in 2 patients with PML.10 Data based on quantitative

susceptibility mapping of the lesions suggested a paramagnetic

(blood product or nonheme iron deposits) effect.11 However, the

mechanism that led to the susceptibility change remains unclear,

because no histologic correlation was performed. SWI is a re-

cently introduced MR imaging technique that has been used to
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evaluate hemorrhage, quantify brain iron content, and identify

brain calcifications.12

The aims of this retrospective study were to describe the inci-

dence of an SWI-hypointense rim in patients with PML, to eluci-

date the histologic correlate of this rim, and to explore the prog-

nostic value of the observed SWI features with regard to the

clinical outcome.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study Population
A total of 18 consecutive patients with a definite diagnosis of PML

(13 male and 5 female patients), with an average age of 50.56 years

(range, 26 –75 years) who underwent MR imaging of the brain at

our institution from September 2009 to December 2018 were in-

cluded in this institutional review board (Ethics Committee of the

Medical University Vienna)–approved, retrospective study. Pa-

tients with no SWI in any of the MR imaging examinations were

excluded. Ten (55.6%) patients were HIV-positive, 3 (16.7%) had

natalizumab-associated PML, 1 patient (5.6%) had multiple my-

eloma, 3 patients (16.7%) had lymphoma, and 1 patient (5.6%)

had acute myeloid leukemia and bone marrow transplantation.

Of the 3 patients with lymphoma, 1 patient had large-cell lym-

phoma, 1 patient had small-cell B-cell lymphoma in remission, 1

patient was being treated with rituximab, and 1 patient had non-

Hodgkin lymphoma. In 1 patient, herpes simplex virus type 2

encephalitis was also diagnosed, and 5 patients had a chronic

coinfection with the hepatitis C virus. The diagnosis of definite

PML in all patients was established on the basis of clinical data,

imaging findings, and detection of DNA copies of the JCV in the

CSF using the polymerase chain reaction, according to the Amer-

ican Academy of Neurology criteria (American Academy of Neu-

rology guidelines).13

For HIV-positive patients, we included the following clinical

data: current and nadir CD4 count, plasma viral load, duration of

the HIV infection; neurologic signs and symptoms at the PML

onset; and duration of antiretroviral therapy. In 2 HIV-negative

patients, the neurologic signs and symptoms and the time range

between the onset of PML and the underlying disease were noted.

For natalizumab-associated PML, we included the following clin-

ical data: the year of the diagnosis of multiple sclerosis and the

duration of natalizumab therapy.

Patients were classified as long- or short-term survivors, with a

survival time of up to 12 months for short-term survivors and

longer than 12 months for long-term survivors.

MR Imaging Protocol
Ninety-one MR imaging examinations were performed in 18 pa-

tients on different clinical MR imaging scanners (Avanto, Sie-

mens, Erlangen, Germany, 1.5T; Tim Trio, Siemens, 3T; Ingenia,

Philips Healthcare, Best, the Netherlands, 1.5T; Achieva, Philips

Healthcare, 3T). The MR imaging protocol included the follow-

ing sequences: axial FLAIR, coronal T2-weighted, axial T1-

weighted, and axial diffusion-weighted MR imaging in all pa-

tients. Postcontrast T1WI was performed in all patients (82/91

examinations). SWI was performed in all patients (74/91 exami-

nations). Susceptibility-weighted imaging was performed with

the following parameters: FOV � 230 � 190 � 130 mm (ante-

rior-posterior � right-left � height-feet), voxel size � 0.6 �

0.6 � 1 mm, reconstruction matrix � 960, TE/TR � 7.12/31 ms,

flip angle � 17° with no water or fat suppression used (3T MR

imaging unit, Tim Trio). Parameters for the SWI sequence on

the 1.5T MR imaging unit (Avanto) were the following: FOV �

230 � 186 � 150 mm, voxel size � 0.85 � 1 � 2 mm, recon-

struction matrix � 576, TE/TR � 12/35 ms, flip angle � 20°

with no water or fat suppression.

Image Analysis
Overall, 91 MR imaging examinations were analyzed, with a

mean of 4.17 follow-up imaging studies per patient (range,

0 –11 studies).

All imaging studies were analyzed independently on a digital

workstation by 2 readers and in a final consensus read (M.M.T.,

J.B.). The morphologic findings of lesions were described, includ-

ing the lesion location, the size and number, and lesion features

on pre- (T2WI, FLAIR, T1WI, DWI) and postcontrast T1WI. On

SWI, the presence or absence of a hypointense rim at the periph-

ery of the PML lesions was noted. The development of this rim

with time was estimated, compared with prior images, and ex-

pressed in weeks. In addition, the correlation of the onset of an

SWI-hypointense rim, DWI abnormalities, and the presence of

contrast enhancement was explored.

Neuropathology
A postmortem neuropathologic examination was performed in 2

patients (patients 2 and 16 in the On-line Table). Formalin-fixed

and paraffin-embedded tissue blocks from multiple brain areas,

including a whole, representative hemispheric section, were pro-

cessed for conventional histologic and immunohistochemical

stains. Five-�m-thick sections were stained with hematoxylin-

eosin, as well as Klüver-Barrera (Luxol fast blue and Nuclear fast

red) for the labeling of myelin sheaths, and, in selected areas, with

Prussian blue for the detection of iron. Immunohistochemistry

was applied for the detection of the JCV and for the evaluation of

astroglia (glial fibrillary acidic protein, GFAP; Dako, Glostrup,

Denmark) and microglia (HLA-DR; Dako).

Statistical Analysis
Descriptive statistics were used for various findings on MR imag-

ing. For categoric data, we used frequencies and percentages,

while for continuous data, range and median values were used.

Survival was estimated using Kaplan-Meier estimates. The results

are presented in a pictorial-review format.

RESULTS
Clinical Data
All patients fulfilled the American Academy of Neurology criteria

for definite PML. Among HIV-positive subjects, the median du-

ration of HIV infection before the onset of PML was 5.88 years

(range, 0 –23 years), the mean nadir CD4� was 89 cells/mL

(range, 15–199 cells/mL), the mean current CD4� T-cell count

(at the onset of PML) was 120.4 cells/mL (range, 15–292 cells/mL),

and the mean viral load at the time of PML diagnosis and before

combination antiretroviral therapy (cART) initiation was 3.83

IU/mL (range, 2.59–6.04 IU/mL) and it was 1.29 IU/mL (below the
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detection level) after cART initiation. In 4 (40%) patients, PML was

the initial manifestation of the HIV infection/AIDS.

Neurologic symptoms at presentation are listed in the On-line

Table.

Three patients (18.75%) were receiving HAART before the

PML diagnosis (median duration of cART was 5.33 years; range,

3–9 years). In all patients, DNA copies of the JCV were detected in

the CSF. One patient presented with B-cell chronic lymphocytic

leukemia. In 1 patient with acute myeloid leukemia and bone

marrow transplantation, the diagnosis of PML was made 3

months after the bone marrow transplantation. One patient was

under immunomodulatory therapy for multiple myeloma. Of the

3 patients with natalizumab PML, all had relapsing-remitting MS

diagnosed 5–12 years (mean, 8.3 years) before the onset of PML.

The duration of natalizumab therapy was 3.6 years (4 years, 3

years, 3 years, respectively).

Seven patients were classified as short-term survivors, with a

mean survival time of 2.93 months (range, 1– 6 months). The

cause of death was PML in 5 patients, and 1 patient died due to a

non-PML cause (lung embolism). One short-term survivor (with

a defined SWI-hypointense rim) has survived 5 months and is

alive and stable at the moment. In 11 patients classified as long-

term survivors, the mean survival time was 81.82 months (range,

20 –198 months).

The results of the survival analysis clearly demonstrate differ-

ences in survival and outcome between patients with (in purple)

and without (in orange) an SWI-hypointense rim (Fig 1).

MR Imaging Findings
A total of 73 PML lesions were observed in 18 patients, involving

the frontal (31/42.4%), parietal (9/12.3%), temporal (5/6.8%),

and occipital (6/8.2%) lobes, and the in-

sular region (4/5.5%), the external cap-

sule (1/1.4%), the internal capsule (2/

2.8%), the thalamus (1/1.4%), the

corpus callosum (1/1.4%), the pons (1/

1.4%), and the cerebellum (9/12.3%).

All lesions had typical MR imaging

features—that is, high signal on T2WI/

FLAIR and marked low signal on T1WI.

Only 2 of 18 patients (11.1%) showed a

peripheral rim of restricted diffusion

on DWI with corresponding low ADC

values.

Contrast enhancement was present

in 10/18 (55.6%) patients. According to

the enhancement pattern, patients were

divided into 4 groups: 1) “No enhance-

ment” was seen in 8/18 (44.4%) patients

(2 patients with lymphoma, 2 with MS,

1 patient with multiple myeloma, and

3 HIV-positive patients); 2) “faint

enhancement” was detected in 5/18

(27.8%) patients (3 HIV-positive pa-

tients, 1 patient with MS, and 1 patient

with lymphoma); 3) an “inflammatory

pattern” was seen in 2/18 (11.2%) pa-

tients (1 HIV-positive patient, 1 patient with acute myeloid leu-

kemia and bone marrow transplantation); and 4) an “immune

reconstitution inflammatory syndrome pattern” was present in 1

of 18 (5.6%) patients (an HIV-positive patient).

SWI Findings
SWI findings were available for all 18 patients. On SWI, a well-

defined thin, linear, hypointense rim at the periphery of the le-

sion, located toward the cortical side (Fig 2), was present in 13/18

patients (72.2%), while in 5 patients (27.8%), the rim was com-

pletely absent (Fig 3). Of 16 patients in whom SWI was performed

within the first 2 months after the PML diagnosis, the presence of

an SWI-hypointense rim was detected in 11 patients, with the

mean time to formation of 2.8 weeks (range, 1– 8 weeks). In 1

patient, the first signs of an SWI-hypointense rim were observed

13 weeks after the initial MR imaging examination, but the fol-

low-up examination was not performed within the first 2 months.

In addition, in 1 patient, the first SWI data were available 6 years

after the diagnosis, with a positive SWI-hypointense rim (burn-

out lesion). The SWI-hypointense rim gradually increased in

thickness with time, spreading continuously along the juxtacorti-

cal white matter following the gyral architecture.

Correlation of SWI and Contrast Enhancement and DWI
Findings
At the time of the first appearance of the SWI dark rim, only 4

patients had contrast enhancement. However, this contrast en-

hancement was not located at the SWI-hypointense rim, but ei-

ther on the peripheral rim of the PML lesion toward the ventricle

or closer to the center of the PML lesion (faint or dotty enhance-

ment). Contrast enhancement was not observed in the region of

FIG 1. Kaplan-Meier survival analysis, with differences in survival and outcome between patients
with (in purple) and without (in orange) an SWI-hypointense rim.
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the SWI-hypointense rim in any of the examinations in which

postcontrast T1WI was available for analysis.

In 2 patients (patients 8 and 12) in whom a DWI-hyperintense

rim was present, SWI did not show a dark rim. In 1 patient (patient

12) in whom follow-up was available, 3 weeks after the initial exam-

ination, the DWI rim disappeared and the SWI rim was detected

(Fig 4).

Neuropathologic Findings
A neuropathologic examination was performed in 2 patients, (pa-

tients 2 and 16 in the On-line Table); in 1 patient, an SWI rim was

present (patient 2), but no SWI rim was detected in the second
patient (patient 16). Patient 2, with a survival time of 6 months,
died of multiorgan dysfunction syndrome, and in patient 16, the

cause of death was PML.
In patient 2 (On-line Figure A1), gross examination showed

multiple white matter lesions in both hemispheres, some of which
were softened and yellowish and were most pronounced at the
frontal regions with an already necrotic aspect. Histology showed

features of an extensive inflammatory demyelinating pathology

with prominent loosening of white matter, loss of myelin sheaths

with relatively preserved axons, abundant macrophages, and

perivascular lymphocytic infiltrates. No

parenchymal bleeding was observed.

In patient 16 (On-line Figure B1),

gross examination showed multiple and

partly confluent and softened white

matter lesions mainly in the left-brain

hemisphere, extending from the frontal

to the parietotemporal regions, with rel-

ative preservation of the overlying cor-

tex. Histology confirmed the inflamma-

tory and demyelinating nature of the

lesion (On-line Figure B5). No paren-

chymal bleeding was detected.

In patient 2 with the faint SWI rim,

the number of PML-infected cells was

much lower than in the patient without

an SWI rim (On-line Figure A5 and B5).

In addition, there was much more

prominent astrogliosis and microglial

activation in the deep cortical layers and

at the cortical-subcortical junction, in-

cluding the U-fibers (On-line Figure A6

and A7). This feature was observed not

only in areas overlying PML lesions but

also in areas without focal lesions, but

with diffuse white matter pallor and

moderate gliosis. In both cases, a Prus-

sian blue stain was performed for the de-

tection of iron deposits. In patient 2,

FIG 2. On axial FLAIR images (A–C), multifocal PML lesions are observed in both frontal lobes, the
capsula interna and externa, and the right parietal lobe. A linear, relatively thin hypointense rim is
observed on the cortical side of the lesions on axial SWI (D–F) in a long-term survivor (9 years, still
alive).

FIG 3. A typical T2-weighted (A) and FLAIR (B) hyperintense PML lesion is observed in the frontoparietal corona radiata on the right side. On the
postcontrast T1-weighted axial image (C), only a faint enhancement pattern is observed. On the axial SWI (D), there are no signs of a gyriform
hypointense rim. The patient was classified as a short-term survivor (11 weeks).
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abundant blue pigment was observed within actively demyelinat-

ing lesions (On-line Figure A3, triple asterisks). In the surround-

ing areas, diffuse homogeneous cytoplasmic staining of pericap-

illary cells was also observed (On-line Figure A3, double

asterisks). In contrast, around vessels with moderate chronic gli-

osis, there was glial pigment and non-Prussian blue pigment al-

ternating with Prussian blue pigment (On-line Figure A3, as-

terisk). In patient 16, fewer perivascular Prussian blue–

positive areas were detected.

DISCUSSION
PML represents a life-threatening demyelinating disease of the

brain as a result of infection with the JCV.14 Since the AIDS epi-

demic, PML was reported exclusively in association with HIV, but

more recently, there has been a shift toward other immunosup-

pressive conditions, including patients on immune-suppression

therapy and patients with long-standing autoimmune inflamma-

tory or hematologic malignancies.15,16 In addition, several case

reports on immunocompetent patients developing PML have also

been published.17,18

A relatively thin, uniformly linear SWI-hypointense rim was

observed in 13 of 18 patients with PML in our study. The rim

exclusively affected the U-fibers, following the cortical architec-

ture, and did not correlate with other MR imaging findings. No

signs of susceptibility changes were detected in the center of the

PML lesions or on the side toward the deep white matter and the

ventricle. In addition, infratentorial PML lesions showed no SWI-

hypointense rim formation. Eleven of 13 patients in whom the

SWI-hypointense rim was present were long-term survivors,

whereas in 5 of 7 short-term survivors, there was no SWI-hypoin-

tense rim detected. One of our short-term survivors died due to a

non-PML cause, and the SWI-hypointense rim in this particular

patient could not be seen in correlation with the short survival

(patient 2 in the On-line Table). One short-term survivor is still

alive (patient 17 in the On-line Table), and because the cutoff

point of 12 months has not yet been reached, this patient was

classified as a short-term survivor, though a positive clinical out-

come is highly likely at the moment.

The detection of the linear hypointense rim in the region of the

U-fibers on SWI sequences has only recently been described and

was postulated to be a specific finding in PML lesions.10 Later, the

same group reported the presence of such a rim in patients with

chronic cerebral infarction and after encephalitis.19 The etiology

of this rim was unresolved and was not fully explained. Carra-

Dalliere et al11 suggested that an SWI-hypointense rim in patients

with PML could be a consequence of paramagnetic material de-

posits, based on quantitative susceptibility mapping. In both

studies, no histologic correlation of SWI findings was available.

Several morphologic phenomena occur at the edges of a PML

lesion and beneath juxtacortical areas, mainly primary oligoden-

droglial dysfunction by JCV infection and consequent myelin de-

generation, microglial activation, astroglial proliferation, and

axonal impairment. Axonal damage can produce retrograde neu-

ronal degeneration and lead to progressive cortical atrophy. It is

known that PML also involves the U-fibers. Chronically activated

glial cells and microglia/macrophages may contain high levels of

iron and pigment within their cytoplasm. In addition, blood-

FIG 4. On an axial FLAIR image (A), bilateral high-signal-intensity lesions are detected. DWI clearly demonstrates a high-signal-intensity rim at the
periphery of the lesion in the right frontal lobe on trace DWI (B), with low ADC values (C) indicating restricted diffusion. On SWI (D), no
abnormalities are seen. On follow-up MR imaging (3 months later), atrophic changes with dilation of the ventricles are observed in both
hemispheres (more prominent in the right) (E). On DWI/ADC (F and G), no hyperintense rim is present. On SWI (H), a dark rim is clearly visible.
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brain barrier disruption caused by PML may lead to leakage of

heme products into the perivascular space. Although diffuse ho-

mogeneous cytoplasmic staining of cells reflects the presence of

ferritin, hemosiderin shows the typical granular particles in lyso-

somes. We found severe reactive changes at the corticosubcortical

boundary surrounding the PML lesions, which were more prom-

inent in the patient with a longer survival. We also observed a

higher, but not exclusive, ferritin and hemosiderin content within

the lesions in the patient with a longer survival than in the patient

with a shorter survival, which was more abundant around small

vessels and capillaries in the deep cortical layers and at the juxta-

cortical border.

A similar but less prominent SWI-hypointense rim was ob-

served in the deep cortical layers of the precentral gyrus in patients

with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis. On histopathologic studies,

intracellular deposits of iron (in the form of ferritin) were con-

firmed in reactive microglial cells, located in the middle and deep

layers of the motor cortex, in areas that were affected by neuronal

loss and axonal degeneration.20 Kim et al21 recently reported fer-

ritin accumulation in proliferated microglial cells in severely de-

myelinated U-fibers in patients with adult-onset leukoencepha-

lopathy, with axonal spheroids and pigmented glia, as well as

treelike SWI hypointensities in the subcortical white matter. In

recently published studies by van Duijn et al22and Bulk et al,23 a

bandlike T2*-hypointense cortical rim was observed on 7T in a

subset of patients with Alzheimer disease, which was believed to

be derived from increased myelin-associated, nonheme iron in

the middle layers of the cortex and Baillarger lines and was also

found in disintegrated axons and microglial cells.

One possible explanation for the specific location of iron de-

position in our patients with PML and in the above-mentioned

disorders is the fact that subcortical U-fibers have a greater iron

content than both cerebral gray and white matter, due to the high

density of iron-rich oligodendrocytes, and are considered slow

metabolic fibers with a slow myelin turnover. In addition, the

region of U-fibers has long medullary arterioles and venules in a

gyriform distribution.24

The other important question to address is the cause of iron

deposition in PML. In 1981, Konijn et al25 had already suggested

that ferritin accumulation could be a nonspecific, acute-phase

reactant in response to inflammation. It seems that accumulating

iron in proliferated microglial cells is not a specific finding in any

of the above-mentioned neurodegenerative diseases, but rather a

pattern in progressive and long-standing neuroinflammation.

The fact that siderin- and ferritin-laden macrophages were seen

in the perivascular region, especially around the small capillaries

at the gray-white matter interface, indicates the possibility of in-

flammation-induced blood-brain barrier disturbance, with ex-

travasation of blood cells and subsequent perivascular deposition

of iron and iron end products. If an SWI dark rim does, indeed,

represent an effective chronic neuroinflammatory response to a

brain injury, it should then be present in PML long-term survi-

vors and could be considered a sign of end-stage inflammation.

The absence of an SWI dark rim in our short-term survivors fa-

vors this hypothesis.

In a recently published study, a T1WI-hyperintense cortical

signal on MR imaging has been reported in 61.2% of patients with

PML.26 A hyperintense cortical signal was detected adjacent to

subcortical PML lesions on precontrast T1-weighted MR images

and resembled the SWI-hypointense rim seen in our patients. In

addition, atrophy of the cortical area affected was reported in

96.7% of cases with hyperintense cortical signal. SWI was avail-

able in 15 of 49 patients in that particular study, and none of them

had any SWI abnormality. On histology, hyperintense cortical

signal areas were associated with striking JCV-associated demy-

elination of the cortical and subcortical U-fibers, heavy macro-

phage infiltration, and a pronounced reactive gliosis in the deep

cortical layers.26 There were neither microhemorrhages nor iron

deposits in the postmortem histologic sections of our 2 patients

with PML in whom histologic analysis was obtained.

The characteristic MR imaging finding suggestive of inflam-

mation is the presence of contrast enhancement in a given lesion.

In general, in HIV-related PML, enhancement is observed in only

up to 15%. This is different for natalizumab-associated PML, in

which enhancement will be present in 43% of cases.27 In a recently

described form of PML, called “inflammatory PML,” prominent

enhancement along the perivascular spaces was observed.28 These

lesions show perivascular cuffing and inflammatory plasma cell

infiltrates.29 It was suggested that this PML form represents the

fulminant, active, lytic infection of white matter cells caused di-

rectly by the JCV.

In our study, we could not establish a relationship between the

presence of contrast enhancement and SWI-hypointense rim for-

mation. In 2 of our short-term survivors, MR imaging findings

were consistent with an inflammatory PML pattern, and neither

of them developed an SWI-hypointense rim. Therefore, it seems

likely that the SWI rim indicates a transitory BBB disturbance,

rather than fulminant infection of oligodendrocytes, as seen in

inflammatory PML.

The fact that, in 2 patients (patients 8 and 12 in the On-line

Table), the presence of the peripheral rim of restricted diffusion

was only present initially (as long as the SWI rim was not de-

tected) and disappeared later with the formation of the SWI rim

further confirms the hypothesis that the SWI rim represents the

end-stage of neuroinflammation. Further prospective studies

with a clearly defined time period for the follow-up MR imaging

examination may deliver data that will indicate the time range

needed for an SWI rim to develop in long-term survivors.

One limitation of our study is the relatively small number of

patients, which does not allow an estimation of the real incidence

of an SWI dark rim in patients with PML. Ideally, prospective data

should be collected from several institutions. Another limitation

is the rather limited histopathologic data of only 2 patients. How-

ever, the patient with a dark SWI rim died soon after the PML

diagnosis from a non-PML-related disease; thus, the changes ob-

served on histology most probably reflect findings in long-term

survivors.

CONCLUSIONS
The formation of a thin, uniformly linear, gyriform SWI-hypoin-

tense rim in the region of the paralesional U-fibers in patients with

PML seems to represent an end-point stage of the neuroinflam-

matory process in long-term survivors. Its morphologic correlate

could be related to the chronic glio-inflammatory reaction, with
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increased iron content in microglia, oligodendroglia, and astro-

glia, and is attributable to BBB leakage along the perivascular

spaces.
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Thrombectomy with Conscious Sedation Compared with
General Anesthesia: A DEFUSE 3 Analysis

X C.J. Powers, X D. Dornbos III, X M. Mlynash, X D. Gulati, X M. Torbey, X S.M. Nimjee, X M.G. Lansberg, X G.W. Albers, and
X M.P. Marks

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: The optimal patient sedation during mechanical thrombectomy for ischemic stroke in the extended time
window is unknown. The purpose of this study was to assess the impact of patient sedation on outcome in patients undergoing
thrombectomy 6 –16 hours from stroke onset.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Endovascular Therapy Following Imaging Evaluation for Ischemic Stroke 3 (DEFUSE 3) was a multicenter,
randomized, open-label trial of thrombectomy for ICA and M1 occlusions in patients 6 –16 hours from stroke onset. Subjects underwent
thrombectomy with either general anesthesia or conscious sedation at the discretion of the treating institution.

RESULTS: Of the 92 patients who were randomized to intervention, 26 (28%) underwent thrombectomy with general anesthesia and 66
(72%) underwent thrombectomy with conscious sedation. Baseline clinical and imaging characteristics were similar among all groups.
Functional independence at 90 days was 23% for general anesthesia, 53% for conscious sedation, and 17% for medical management (P �

.009 for general anesthesia versus conscious sedation). Conscious sedation was associated with a shorter time from arrival in the angiosuite
to femoral puncture (median, 14 versus 18 minutes; P � 0.05) and a shorter time from femoral puncture to reperfusion (median, 36 versus
48 minutes; P � .004). Sixty-six patients were treated at sites that exclusively used general anesthesia (n � 14) or conscious sedation (n �

52). For these patients, functional independence at 90 days was significantly higher in the conscious sedation subgroup (58%) compared
with the general anesthesia subgroup (21%) (P � .03).

CONCLUSIONS: Patients who underwent thrombectomy with conscious sedation in the extended time window experienced a higher
likelihood of functional independence at 90 days, a lower NIHSS score at 24 hours, and a shorter time from femoral puncture to
reperfusion compared with those who had general anesthesia. This effect remained robust in institutions that only treated patients with
a single anesthesia technique.

ABBREVIATIONS: CS � conscious sedation; GA � general anesthesia; IQR � interquartile range

There is controversy regarding optimal anesthesia manage-

ment during thrombectomy. Currently studied options in-

clude general anesthesia (GA), conscious sedation (CS), or local

anesthetic only. In their meta-analysis of 22 studies (3 random-

ized controlled trials and 19 observational studies) including 4716

patients, Brinjikji et al1 reported higher odds of death and respi-

ratory complications and lower odds of good functional out-

comes after thrombectomy for patients who had GA. In contrast,

3 small randomized studies have not shown a difference in out-

comes between GA and conscious sedation, though all these stud-

ies were performed using thrombectomy within the early time

window (�6 hours).2-4 The 2018 American Heart Association

Guidelines for the early management of ischemic stroke recom-

mend the selection of GA or conscious sedation based on in-

dividual patient risk factors, technical aspects of the proce-

dure, and other clinical characteristics.5 These guidelines are

also based solely on studies of endovascular therapy in the early

time window.

The Endovascular Therapy Following Imaging Evaluation for
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Ischemic Stroke 3 (DEFUSE 3) study showed that mechanical

thrombectomy for ischemic stroke, between 6 and 16 hours

from last known well, plus standard medical therapy resulted in

better functional outcome than medical therapy alone for patients

with internal carotid artery or proximal middle cerebral artery

(M1) occlusion and a target mismatch profile on perfusion imag-

ing.6 The use of general anesthesia as opposed to conscious seda-

tion during mechanical thrombectomy was at the discretion of

the treating interventionalist.

In this substudy of the DEFUSE 3 trial, we explored the impact

of anesthesia management on patient outcome after mechanical

thrombectomy in the extended time window.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
DEFUSE 3 was a multicenter, randomized, open-label, blinded

end point trial of thrombectomy for ICA and M1 occlusions in

patients who could be treated during an extended time window,

6 –16 hours after they were last known well, and who had a favor-

able ratio between penumbra and core infarct. The local institu-

tional review boards at each site approved the study, and in-

formed consent was obtained from each patient’s legal next of kin.

Patients were eligible if they had an infarct volume of �70 mL, a

ratio of volume of ischemic tissue to initial infarct volume of

�1.8, and an absolute volume of potentially reversible ischemia of

�15 mL. Furthermore, patients had an occlusion of the cervical

or intracranial internal carotid artery or the proximal middle ce-

rebral artery on noninvasive vascular imaging. Patients with basi-

lar artery occlusions were not included in this study. Ninety-two

patients were randomized to the endovascular therapy group, and

90, to the medical therapy group.

The use of GA as opposed to CS during thrombectomy was at

the discretion of the treating providers. The treating center re-

corded whether GA or CS was used and the reasons for choosing

the method of sedation on the primary case report forms. The

reasons for choosing GA over CS included routine preference for

GA during thrombectomy, interventionalist preference, inability

of patients to protect their airways, and excessive patient motion.

Assignment of anesthesia choice was based on what was actually

performed, not intention-to-treat.

The primary outcome in this analysis of the DEFUSE 3 study

was functional independence (mRS score of 0 –2) at 90 days, com-

paring GA with CS. Other outcomes included the odds ratio of

functional independence at 90 days, median mRS scores at 90

days, NIHSS score at 24 hours and discharge, revascularization

efficacy (TICI score), and procedural measures, including me-

dian times from symptom onset to imaging, imaging to arrival

in the angiosuite, arrival to femoral puncture, and puncture to

reperfusion.

Statistical Analysis
Continuous variables were compared using the Mann-Whitney U

test for 2 groups or the Kruskal-Wallis test for 3 groups. We com-

pared frequencies using the �2 test. Exact statistics were used

when expected cell frequencies in a 2 � 2 table were �5. We used

logistic regression or ordinal logistic regression for the multivari-

able analysis with binary or ordinal outcome measures. Results of

the ordinal logistic regression analyses were accepted only if the

proportionality test result was not significant. Significance was

defined at � � .05, and all tests were 2-sided. The multivariable

regression analysis was adjusted for age, NIHSS score, serum glu-

cose level, and time from last known well to randomization. Sta-

tistical analysis was performed with the SAS 9.4 (SAS Institute,

Cary, North Carolina).

RESULTS
Ninety-two patients were randomized to intervention, with 26

(28%) undergoing thrombectomy using GA and 66 (72%) under-

going thrombectomy with CS. There were only 4 patients with CS

before GA (15% of 26 GA cases). Their rate of mRS 0 –2 was not

different from that in other patients with GA: 1/4 (25%) versus

5/22 (23%) (P � 1.0). If we had assigned them to the CS group,

then the rates of mRS 0 –2 for CS versus pure GA would be 36/70

(51%) versus 5/22 (23%) (P � .02). This is not meaningfully

different compared with the rates of good outcome based on what

was actually performed (53% versus 23%).

There were no significant differences among the GA, CS, and

medical management (90 patients) groups in age, sex, median

NIHSS score, affected hemisphere, or treatment with intravenous

tPA (On-line Table). There were also no significant differences

among the 3 groups in the imaging characteristics, including vol-

ume of ischemic core, volume of hypoperfusion lesion, occlusion

site, or ASPECTS score on baseline CT (On-line Table). There

were no differences in rates of good collaterals using the Modified

Tan scale for the 131 patients who underwent CTA. There were no

differences in the first blood pressures on arrival.

Additionally, there were no differences between the GA and

CS groups in the history of atrial fibrillation, diabetes mellitus,

hypercholesterolemia, myocardial infarction, or prior stroke

(On-line Table). There was no difference in the baseline mRS 0 –2

among these groups either (On-line Table).

The primary outcome of functional independence, defined as

mRS 0 –2 at 90 days, was 23% for GA, 53% for CS, and 17% for

medical management (Table). The adjusted common odds ratio

of functional independence based on multivariable regression

analysis comparing GA versus CS was 0.27 (95% Confidence

Interval � 0.09 – 0.75) (P � .01). The median mRS score at 90

days was 3.5 (interquartile range [IQR] � 3–5) for thrombec-

tomy with GA, 2 (IQR � 1– 4) for thrombectomy with CS, and

4 (IQR � 3– 6) with medical management (P � .001 compar-

ing all 3 groups; P � .05 for GA versus CS; and P � .22 for GA

versus medical management) (Table and Figure). Additionally,

the NIHSS score at 24 hours (median, 15.5 versus 8; P � .03)

and at discharge (median, 8 versus 4; P � .13) was lower with

CS than with GA, though the latter difference was not signifi-

cant. In addition, the length of stay for patients treated with CS

was shorter than for those treated with GA (mean, 5.93 versus

8.02 days; P � .03), though there were no differences in dis-

charge destination.

Sixty-six patients were enrolled by sites that performed �1

thrombectomy and exclusively used GA (n � 14) or CS (n � 52).

While there was no difference in the ordinal mRS scores at 90 days

for these patients, functional independence was significantly

higher in the CS subgroup (58%) than in the GA subgroup (21%)

(P � .033).
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FIGURE. Ninety-day modified Rankin Scale scores for patients in DEFUSE 3 stratified by endovascular therapy (EVT) with conscious sedation,
EVT with general anesthesia, and medical therapy alone.

Table: Outcome measures for patients in DEFUSE 3

Outcome Measures
Thrombectomy
with GA (n = 26)

Thrombectomy
with CS (n = 66)

Med Therapy
(n = 90)

P GA
vs CS

P GA
vs Med

P CS
vs Med

Primary outcome: functional independence
at 90 days (No.) (%)

6 (23) 35 (53) 15 (17) .01 .56 �.001

Median score on modified Rankin Scale at
90 days (IQR)

3.5 (3–5) 2 (1–4) 4 (3–6) .047 .22 �.001

NIHSS score at 24 hr (IQR) 15.5 (6–20) 8 (4–13) 16 (11–21) .03 .31 �.001
NIHSS score at discharge or at days 5–7 (IQR) 8 (4–12) 4 (2–11) 15 (7–21) .13 .01 �.001
Safety outcomes (No.) (%)

Death at 90 days 5 (19) 8 (12) 23 (26) .51 .51 .04
Symptomatic intracranial hemorrhage 1 (4) 5 (8) 4 (4) .67 1.0 .5
Early neurologic deterioration 2 (8) 6 (9) 12 (13) 1.0 .52 .41
Parenchymal hematoma type 2 3 (12) 5 (8) 3 (3) .68 .13 .28

Imaging outcomes
Median infarct volume at 24 hr (IQR) (mL) 39.6 (21.1–132.3) 33.6 (13.8–71.3) 41.0 (25.4–106.2) .37 .83 .12
Median infarct growth at 24 hr (IQR) (mL) 26.9 (12.9–104.8) 22.3 (7.5–55.6) 32.8 (18.3–74.8) .35 .75 .04
Reperfusion �90% at 24 hr (No.)/(total

No.) (%)
16/21 (76) 43/54 (80) 12/68 (18) .76 �.001 �.001

Complete recanalization at 24 hr (No.)/
(total No.) (%)

17/23 (74) 48/60 (80) 14/77 (18) .56 �.001 �.001

Reperfusion �90% and/or complete
recanalization at 24 hr (No.)/(total No.) (%)

17/24 (71) 48/61 (79) 14/80 (18) .44 �.001 �.001

TICI score of 2b or 3 (No.)/(total No.) (%) 18/26 (69) 52/66 (79) NA .33 NA NA
Length of stay at enrolling hospital (days) 8.02 (5.35–12.18) 5.93 (3.31–8.85) 8.94 (6.17–14.03) .03 .33 �.001

Discharge destination .36 .83 .48
Home 3 (12) 13 (20) 14 (16) .39 .76 .53
Acute care facility 2 (8) 6 (9) 4 (4)
Skilled nursing facility 7 (27) 11 (17) 18 (20)
Acute rehab unit 10 (38) 26 (39) 35 (39)
Death 3 (12) 2 (3) 9 (10)
Other 1 (4) 8 (12) 10 (11)

Note:—Med indicates medical management; rehab, rehabilitation.
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There were no significant differences in the time from onset of

symptoms to qualifying imaging among the 3 groups (On-line

Table). For the patients who underwent thrombectomy, there

were no significant differences between GA and CS for time to

arrival in the angiosuite or from femoral puncture to the first clot

removal attempt. However, CS was associated with a shorter time

from arrival in the angiosuite to femoral puncture (median, 14

versus 18 minutes; P � .05) and a shorter time from femoral

puncture to reperfusion (TICI 2b or 3 as assessed by the core lab)

(median, 35 versus 42 minutes; P � .03).

There were no significant differences in symptomatic intracra-

nial hemorrhage, early neurologic deterioration, or type 2 paren-

chymal hematoma among the 3 groups (Table). While there was

no difference in the death rates at 90 days between GA and CS,

there was a significantly lower mortality in CS versus medical

management, with an odds ratio of 0.40 (95% CI, 0.17– 0.97; P �

.04), but not when comparing GA with medical management

(OR � 0.69; 95% CI, 0.23–2.1; P � .54). There were no differences

in infarct volume or infarct growth at 24 hours among the 3

groups. Both GA and CS were associated with higher reperfusion

rates compared with medical therapy, without significant differ-

ences between the 2 thrombectomy groups.

Regarding relevant serious adverse events, patients under-

going GA had 1 episode of aspiration pneumonia, 1 episode of

respiratory arrest, and 1 episode of respiratory failure. Patients

undergoing CS had 1 episode of pneumonia and 1 episode of

respiratory failure.

DISCUSSION
In this analysis of the DEFUSE 3 study, the benefit of mechanical

thrombectomy performed during the extended time window, be-

tween 6 and 16 hours from last known well, for patients with ICA

or M1 occlusions and a target mismatch profile on perfusion im-

aging was apparent in patients who underwent CS but not in those

who underwent GA. Specifically, functional independence at 90

days was observed in 53% of patients treated with CS, but in only

23% of those treated with GA and 17% treated by medical man-

agement. CS was associated with a slightly shorter time from ar-

rival in the angiosuite to femoral puncture and from femoral

puncture to reperfusion. Patients undergoing CS were also noted

to have an improved NIHSS score at 24 hours and to some extent

on discharge, which could have contributed to the shorter length

of stay. Of note, while the median initial NIHSS score was 3 points

higher in the GA group, this was not statistically significant.

Because GA versus CS was not randomized, it is possible that

patients who underwent thrombectomy with GA were more clin-

ically unstable than those with CS and thus more likely to have a

poor outcome. To address this potential bias, we performed an

adjusted analysis to account for differences in baseline predictors

of clinical outcome. In addition, we noted that many sites typi-

cally chose to use either GA or CS as a matter of institutional

preference. For sites that routinely used GA, presumably there

would be no tendency for less stable patients to receive GA. There-

fore, we also analyzed the patients treated at sites that appeared to

exclusively use GA or CS. For these 66 patients, the functional

outcome was significantly higher in the CS subgroup (58%) than

the GA subgroup (21%), indicating that this difference is not sin-

gularly attributable to a selection bias in which patients with more

comorbidities, higher stroke burden, and worsened overall med-

ical status received GA rather than CS.

These results are consistent with post hoc analyses of other

thrombectomy trials. Analysis of the Interventional Management

of Stroke III (IMS III) trial showed worsened neurologic out-

comes and increased mortality after thrombectomy for patients

who underwent GA.7 Post hoc analysis of the Multicenter Ran-

domized Clinical Trial of Endovascular Treatment for Acute Isch-

emic Stroke in the Netherlands (MR CLEAN) study showed im-

proved neurologic outcome at 3 months after thrombectomy for

patients who did not undergo GA.8 Because these were both post

hoc analyses, it remains unclear whether these results were due to

a patient selection bias.

The DEFUSE 3 results contrast with results from randomized,

single-center trials. The Sedation Versus General Anesthesia for

Endovascular Therapy in Acute Stroke–Impact on Neurological

Outcome (AnStroke) study randomized 90 patients to CS or GA

and found no difference in neurologic outcome after 3 months or

any differences in blood pressure decline, blood glucose level,

PaCO2, time intervals, degree of recanalization, NIHSS score at 24

hours, infarct volume, or hospital mortality.2 In The Sedation vs

Intubation for Endovascular Stroke TreAtment Trial (SIESTA),

150 patients were randomized to CS or GA, and more patients

were functionally independent after 3 months if they had under-

gone GA, but there was no change in mortality.3 The General Or

Local Anaestesia in Intra Arterial THerapy (GOLIATH) study

randomized 128 patients to CS or GA and showed no difference in

infarct growth, with a trend toward better clinical outcome in the

GA arm, though this could have been due to the significant dif-

ference in successful reperfusion in the GA arm compared with

the CS arm (76.9% versus 60.3%, P � .04).4 All 3 of these pro-

spective randomized studies were limited by a small number of

patients.

There are a number of potential mechanisms through which

GA may contribute to worse outcomes following mechanical

thrombectomy. GA requires orotracheal intubation, and this ad-

ditional step may result in a delay in the therapeutic intervention

of mechanical thrombectomy. Hypotension and hyperventilation

during GA may result in the loss of pial collaterals maintaining the

ischemic penumbra. In addition, orotracheal intubation may

place the patient at risk for aspiration. Proponents of GA during

mechanical thrombectomy cite the decreased patient motion that

allows better imaging quality and a lower risk of device-related

complications such as vessel perforation, dissection, or subarach-

noid hemorrhage. However, it is unclear that better imaging is

important for ICA or M1 occlusion, where the anatomy is more

consistent compared with other vessels such as the distal middle

cerebral artery. Complications such as perforation and subarach-

noid hemorrhage have not been significantly different between

patients undergoing GA and CS in prior studies2,3 or in this study.

As a post hoc analysis, the results of this study are limited by the

potential for unrecognized selection bias. Specifically, the inter-

ventionalist may have chosen GA over CS for patients who

seemed more clinically unstable and therefore were more likely to

have a worse outcome. We attempted to address this limitation by

performing adjusted analyses and analyzing patients who were
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treated at sites that used only GA or CS for their thrombectomy

cases, and the observed difference remained robust in this patient

cohort as well. There remains a need for further research on the

topic of GA versus CS in the extended time window for mechan-

ical thrombectomy. It will be important that future studies con-

trol for the duration of the procedure because this may be longer

with GA and confound the results.

CONCLUSIONS
Patients who underwent thrombectomy with conscious sedation

in the extended time window experienced a higher likelihood of

functional independence at 90 days, a lower NIHSS score at 24

hours, and a shorter time from femoral puncture to reperfusion

compared with those who had general anesthesia. This effect re-

mains robust in institutions that only treated patients with a single

anesthesia technique.
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First-Line Sofia Aspiration Thrombectomy Approach within the
Endovascular Treatment of Ischemic Stroke Multicentric

Registry: Efficacy, Safety, and Predictive Factors of Success
X G. Marnat, X X. Barreau, X L. Detraz, X R. Bourcier, X B. Gory, X A. Sgreccia, X F. Gariel, X J. Berge, X P. Menegon, X M. Kyheng,

X J. Labreuche, X A. Consoli, X R. Blanc, and X B. Lapergue, on behalf of the ETIS Investigators

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: After publications on the effectiveness of mechanical thrombectomy by stent retrievers in acute
ischemic stroke with large-vessel occlusion, alternative endovascular approaches have been proposed using first-line aspiration catheters.
Several devices are currently available to perform A Direct Aspiration First Pass Technique. The Sofia catheter aspiration has been widely
used by interventionalists, but data are scarce about its efficacy and safety. Our aim was to report our multicenter thrombectomy
experience with first-line Sofia catheter aspiration and to identify independent prognostic factors of clinical and procedural outcomes.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: We performed a retrospective analysis of the prospectively maintained Endovascular Treatment of Ischemic
Stroke multicentric registry. Data from consecutive patients who benefited from thrombectomy with a first-line Sofia approach between January
2013 and April 2018 were studied. We excluded other first-line approaches (stent retriever or combined aspiration and stent retriever) and
extracranial occlusions. Baseline characteristics, procedural data, and angiographic and clinical outcomes were analyzed.

RESULTS: During the study period, 296 patients were treated. Mean age and initial NIHSS score were, respectively, 69.5 years and 16. Successful
reperfusion, defined by the modified TICI 2b/3, was obtained in 86.1% (n � 255; 95% CI, 81.7%–89.9%). Complete reperfusion (modified TICI 3) was
obtained in 41.2% (n � 122; 95% CI, 35.5%–47.1%). A first-pass effect was achieved in 24.2% (n � 71; 95% CI, 19.4%–29.6%). A rescue stent retriever
approach was required in 29.7% (n � 88; 95% CI, 24.6%–35.3%). The complication rate was 9.5% (n � 28; 95% CI, 6.4%–13.5%). Forty-three percent
(n � 122; 95% CI, 37.1%–48.9%) of patients presented with a favorable 3-month outcome (mRS � 2). Older age, M1-occlusion topography, and
intravenous thrombolysis use prior to thrombectomy were independent predictors of the first-pass effect.

CONCLUSIONS: The first-line contact aspiration approach appeared safe and efficient with Sofia catheters. These devices achieved very
high reperfusion rates with a low requirement for stent retriever rescue therapy, especially for M1 occlusions.

ABBREVIATIONS: ADAPT � A Direct Aspiration First Pass Technique; DAC � distal aspiration catheter; ETIS � Endovascular Treatment of Ischemic Stroke; FPE �
first-pass effect; IQR � interquartile range; IVT � intravenous thrombolysis; mTICI � modified TICI; PH � parenchymal hematoma

After publication of the major trials reporting the efficacy of

mechanical thrombectomy for large-vessel occlusion strokes,1

the principal concern is now to optimize recanalization rates. Re-

cent advances in thrombectomy devices progressively enabled

major improvement. In addition to stent retrievers, contact aspi-

ration has greatly modified the endovascular approach and is now

considered a routine technique. Since the A Direct Aspiration

First Pass Technique (ADAPT) was described,2,3 various distal

aspiration catheter (DAC) technologies have been developed.

ADAPT consists of contact thrombus suction through a large-

diameter catheter. This is a seductive first-line approach because

it appears effective, safe, fast, and cost-effective.4 With recent

publications of the Contact Aspiration Versus Stent Retriever forReceived January 9, 2019; accepted after revision April 18.
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Successful Revascularization (ASTER) and Aspiration thrombec-

tomy versus stent retriever thrombectomy as first-line approach

for large vessel occlusion (COMPASS) trials, ADAPT can now be

considered a first-line option in the thrombectomy strategy.5,6 In

case of aspiration failure, the endovascular technique can then be

converted to a combined aspiration � stent retriever approach.7

These DACs must have specific characteristics such as navigabil-

ity, torqueability, visibility, kink resistance, and aspiration capac-

ity to obtain higher performance levels.

Sofia (soft torqueable catheter optimized for intracranial ac-

cess; MicroVention, Tustin, California) is a DAC with a specific

hybrid design. Its braid and coil construction combines different

softness segments with a distal inner lumen of 0.055– 0.070

inches, respectively, in 5F and 6F Plus versions. Despite previous

publications,8-11 the safety and efficacy of this DAC in a large

population with first-line Sofia use are yet to be reported.

Recanalization is a strong predictor of favorable outcome. Es-

pecially, the recently described first-pass effect (FPE), defined as a

complete recanalization after 1 pass of mechanical thrombec-

tomy, has been related to substantial improvement in clinical out-

come compared with final good recanalization results after

numerous passes.12 However, in the North American Solitaire

Stent-Retriever Acute Stroke registry study,12 most patients were

treated with a first-line stent retriever strategy. Data regarding the

FPE under the ADAPT strategy are still undereported to date.

We present here the largest multicentric experience to date of

the first-line ADAPT strategy using Sofia 6F Plus or 5F catheters.

We aimed to study the clinical and angiographic effectiveness

with specific attention to predictive factors of the first-pass effect.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study Design and Population
We performed a retrospective analysis of our prospectively main-

tained, multicentric Endovascular Treatment of Ischemic Stroke

(ETIS) data base. ETIS is a prospective registry collecting data

from patients benefiting from mechanical thrombectomy in 4

major French comprehensive stroke centers. Local ethics com-

mittees approved this study.

Consecutive patients from January 2013 to April 2018, pre-

senting with acute ischemic stroke due to large-vessel occlusion

strokes of the anterior or posterior circulation treated by mechan-

ical thrombectomy using first-line ADAPT with a Sofia catheter

were analyzed. We excluded patients treated first-line by another

DAC, stent retrievers combined with distal aspiration, or stent

retrievers alone. Extracranial occlusions were also excluded.

Treatment Protocol
The indication for treatment was left to the discretion of each

operator according to local protocol. Intravenous thrombolysis

treatment (IVT) was administered in association with mechanical

thrombectomy in patients treated within 4.5 hours of stroke onset

in the absence of contraindications. Endovascular treatment was

performed with the patient under local anesthesia alone, con-

scious sedation, or general anesthesia depending on the patient’s

condition and each contributing center’s anesthesia protocol.

For all selected cases, the operator’s decision was to perform

distal aspiration through a Sofia catheter as the first intention.

Sofia catheter choice was made according to operator’s discretion,

local protocols, catheter availability, and occlusion topography to

fit with the ADAPT strategy as a first-line treatment option. First,

an 8F or 9F guide catheter was placed into the cervical internal

carotid artery. Then, a Sofia 6F Plus or 5F was advanced over a

microwire to the occlusion site with or without microcatheter

support, depending on cervical and intracranial ICA tortuosity.

The use of a balloon-guide catheter was left to the intervention-

ist’s discretion. A 3-minute aspiration period, using either a ded-

icated pump or manual depression through a vacuum syringe,

was applied before DAC removal. In the case of failure or partial

efficacy, this maneuver could be repeated. In case of ADAPT fail-

ure or insufficient recanalization, the choice to convert to another

endovascular technique (distal aspiration combined with stent

retrievers or stent retrievers alone) was left to the operator’s

discretion. Complementary endovascular treatments, such as cer-

vical or intracranial angioplasty and/or stent placement, were per-

formed depending on stroke etiology and severity and angio-

graphically detected underlying lesions.

Data Collection and Outcome Evaluation
Age, sex, medical history, previous medication, stroke severity

using the NIHSS score, stroke etiology, imaging technique,

ASPECTS, IVT, and angiographic (arterial occlusion topography,

degree of revascularization assessed by the modified TICI [mTICI]

score) data were recorded.

Clinical outcome was assessed by the mRS 3 months after stroke.

Favorable outcome was defined by an mRS �2. Angiographic reper-

fusion was rated using the mTICI score. Successful revascularization

was defined by mTICI �2b. Near-complete and excellent reperfu-

sion was defined, respectively, by mTICI of 2c/3 and 3. The FPE was

defined as an mTICI 3 after a single aspiration maneuver.

Safety criteria were also recorded, including procedural com-

plications (dissection, embolism in a new territory, and intracra-

nial arterial perforation), intracranial hemorrhage, and mortality.

Procedural times were analyzed.

Statistical Analysis
Categoric variables were expressed as frequencies and percent-

ages. Quantitative variables were expressed as means or medians

(interquartile range, [IQR]) for non-normal distribution. The

normality of distributions was assessed graphically and using the

Shapiro-Wilk test.

Associations of baseline characteristics (patient and treatment

characteristics) with outcomes (favorable outcome, successful

and excellent reperfusion, FPE) were first investigated in center-

adjusted analyses using generalized linear mixed models by in-

cluding center as a random effect. To assess the independent pre-

dictors of each outcome, we entered all patient and treatment

characteristics with a P � .20 in center-adjusted analyses into a

backward-stepwise multivariable generalized linear mixed model

using a removal criterion of P � .05. Before developing the mul-

tivariable prognostic models, we examined the log-linearity as-

sumption for continuous characteristics using restricted cubic

spline functions as well as the absence of collinearity between

candidate predictors by calculating the variance inflation factors.

To avoid case deletion in analyses due to missing data on baseline
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characteristics and outcomes, we imputed missing data by multiple

imputations using a regression-switching approach (chained equa-

tions with m � 10). The imputation procedure was performed under

the missing at random assumption using all baseline characteristics

and study outcomes with a predictive mean matching method for

continuous variables and a multinomial or binary logistic regression

model for categoric variables. Estimates obtained in the different im-

puted datasets were combined using the Rubin rules. Finally, we ex-

amined the performance of the final prognostic models in terms of

discrimination by calculating the C-statistics in each imputed dataset

and by reporting the median and range values.

Statistical testing was performed at the 2-tailed � level of .05.

Data were analyzed using the SAS software package, Release 9.4

(SAS Institute, Cary, North Carolina).

RESULTS
Population and Participating Centers
From October 2013 to April 2018, we treated 2750 patients with

an arterial large-vessel occlusion by mechanical thrombectomy at

4 comprehensive stroke centers. Of

these, 296 (10.8%) who had undergone

endovascular treatment with the Sofia

aspiration catheter as a first-line approach

were included in the present study (center

A: 73 patients; B: 103 patients, C: 92 pa-

tients, D: 28 patients) (Figure).
The main patient and treatment

characteristics are reported in Table 1.
Overall, the mean age was 69.5 � 13.8
years; 50.7% (n � 150) were men, and

the median admission NIHSS score was

16 (IQR, 11–21). Intravenous tPA be-

fore endovascular treatment was admin-

istered in 48.3% (n � 142) of patients.

The median time from symptom onset

to arterial puncture was 242 minutes

(IQR, 186 –324 minutes). Most patients

were treated with a 6F Sofia catheter

(n � 226, 76.3%), and the remaining 70

(23.7%) were treated with a 5F catheter.

Effectiveness and Safety Outcomes
The main safety and effectiveness

outcomes are summarized in Table 2.

Thrombectomy was effective in 86.1%

(n � 255; 95% CI, 81.7%– 89.9%) of pa-

tients (successful reperfusion, mTICI

2b–3) with a median number of passes

of 2 (IQR, 1–3) and a median time of 40

minutes (IQR, 24 – 65 minutes) from

groin puncture. Excellent reperfusion

(mTICI 3) was achieved in 41.2% of pa-

tients (n � 122; 95% CI, 35.5%– 47.1%).
The first-pass effect was achieved in

24.2% (n � 71, 95% CI, 19.4 –29.6%).

Rescue therapy was required in 29.7%

(n � 88; 95% CI, 24.6%–35.3%).

Procedural complications occurred

in 9.5% (n � 28; 95% CI, 6.4%–13.5%) of patients. These in-

cluded 14 (4.7%) new-territory embolisms, 4 (1.4%) vessel per-

forations, 4 (1.4%) extracranial carotid dissections, and 6 (2.0%)

vasospasms. Intracranial hemorrhage within 24 hours oc-

curred in 44.6% (n � 115; 95% CI, 38.4%–50.9%). Among

these, there were 31 (12.0%) parenchymal hematomas (PH-1

and PH-2) and 16 (6.2%) symptomatic intracranial hemor-

rhages. At 90 days, 43% of patients (n � 122; 95% CI, 37.1%–

48.9%) were functionally independent (mRS 0 –2) and 22.9%

had died (n � 65; 95% CI, 18.1%–28.2%) (See the On-line

Figure for the overall distribution of 90-day mRS). Results

according to anterior or posterior occlusion topography are

presented in On-line Tables 1 and 2.

Among patients treated with the ADAPT approach alone without

the need for rescue therapy, successful reperfusion was obtained in

91.8% (n � 191; 95% CI, 87.2%–95.2%); 50.5% (n � 100; 95% CI,

43.3%–57.7%) had a 90-day favorable outcome. In this subgroup of

patients, the mortality rate was 20.2% (n � 40; 95% CI, 14.8%–

FIGURE. Flowchart of the Sofia-Contact Aspiration, First-Line Technique Registry. AIS indicates
acute ischemic stroke; LVO, large vessel occlusion; EVT, endovascular treatment; CA, contact
aspiration.
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26.5%) and the procedural complication rate was 9.1% (n � 19; 95%

CI, 5.6%–13.9%). These results are presented in Table 2.

Predictors of 90-Day Favorable Outcome
Center-adjusted analyses of predictors of favorable outcome are de-

tailed in On-line Table 3. In backward stepwise multivariable regres-

sion analysis, age, admission NIHSS score, hypertension, time inter-

vals between onset to imaging and imaging to groin puncture,

prestroke mRS�1, general anesthesia, and non-M1 MCA occlusion

were associated with a decrease in the favorable outcome rate,

whereas intravenous thrombolysis was associated with an increase

(Table 3). This prognosis model had good discrimination (median

C-statistic, 0.827; range, 0.816–0.838 across imputed datasets).

Predictors of Successful and Complete Reperfusion
Center-adjusted analyses of predictors of successful and excellent

reperfusion outcome are detailed in On-line Tables 4 and 5. A

higher ASPECTS (OR per 1-point increase, 1.25; 95% CI, 1.08 –

1.45) and no current smoking (OR, 0.36; 95% CI, 0.18 – 0.72)

were independently associated with successful reperfusion in

backward stepwise multivariate regression analysis (Table 3). This

prognosis model had good discrimination (median C-statistic,

0.681; range, 0.672– 0.688 across imputed datasets).

For excellent reperfusion, we identified 5 independent predic-

tors: older age, previous antiplatelet medications, lower blood

glucose, site of occlusion (with a greater rate of excellent reperfu-

sion for MCA M1 and vertebrobasilar occlusions), and Sofia 6F

catheters (Table 3). This prognosis model also had good discrim-

ination (median C-statistic, 0.735; range, 0.725– 0.741 across im-

puted datasets).

Predictors of First-Pass Effect (mTICI 3 after 1 Pass)
Center-adjusted analyses of predictors of FPE are detailed in On-

line Table 6. We identified 3 independent predictors: older age,

site of occlusion (with a greater rate of excellent reperfusion after

1 pass for MCA M1 and verterbobasilar occlusions), and intrave-

nous thrombolysis (Table 3). This prognosis model also showed

good discrimination (median C-statistic, 0.795; range, 0.793–

0.795 across imputed datasets).

DISCUSSION
Our study demonstrated a very high efficacy of first-line contact

aspiration using the Sofia catheter with 86.1% successful reperfu-

sion (mTICI 2b, 2c/3) and 43% favorable clinical outcome (mRS

�3). The FPE rate was high (24.2%). Factors associated with

higher recanalization rates were, notably, M1 and vertebrobasilar

occlusions and the use of a 6F catheter.

Clinical Outcomes
As previously described,1,13 outcome was significantly negatively

influenced by age, stroke severity assessed by admission NIHSS

score, prestroke mRS �1, general anesthesia, ICA terminus and

tandem occlusions, and late treatment timeframe. Most interest-

ing, IVT in combination with mechanical thrombectomy is asso-

ciated with favorable outcome. These predictive factors have al-

ready been previously demonstrated with the use of either stent

retrievers or the ADAPT technique.

The influence of general anesthesia on clinical outcomes is

currently under debate.14 In our study, general anesthesia was not

the first-line option for thrombectomy procedures among most

participating centers. This anesthesia regimen was proposed for

selected severe cases, thus likely explaining the association be-

tween general anesthesia and poorer outcomes in our work.

Despite several studies demonstrating the association between

IVT and favorable outcome in cases of stroke treated with throm-

bectomy,15 IVT influence is still discussed. Future randomized

trials will probably bring answers.

Table 1: Baseline characteristics (n � 296)a

Characteristics No. Values
Baseline demographics and medical history

Age (mean) (yr) 296 69.5 � 13.8
Men 296 150 (50.7)
Hypertension 288 158 (54.9)
Diabetes 285 50 (17.4)
Dyslipidemia 284 93 (32.7)
Current smoking 272 70 (25.7)
Previous stroke or TIA 286 43 (15.0)
Previous CAD 285 50 (17.5)
Antithrombotic medications 291 120 (41.2)

Antiplatelet 291 69 (23.7)
Anticoagulant 291 34 (11.7)

Current stroke event
Systolic BP (mean) (mm Hg) 245 148 � 28
Diastolic BP (mean) (mm Hg) 245 82 � 19
Blood glucose (median) (IQR) (mmol/L) 229 6.4 (5.7–8.0)
Admission NIHSS score (median) (IQR) 290 16 (11–21)
ASPECTS (median) (IQR) 278 7 (6–9)
Prestroke mRS �1 291 64 (22.0)

Site of occlusion
M1 MCA 296 124 (41.9)
M2 MCA 40 (13.5)
T-car 54 (18.2)
Tandem 39 (13.2)
Vertebrobasilar 39 (13.2)

Stroke etiology
Large-artery atherosclerosis 295 44 (14.9)
Cardioembolic 127 (43.1)
Dissection 11 (3.7)
Others 113 (38.3)

Intravenous rtPA 294 142 (48.3)
General anesthesia 291 71 (24.4)
Procedural times (median) (IQR) (min)

Onset to imaging 279 113 (84–180)
Admission to imaging 248 25 (16–41.5)
Imaging to groin puncture 262 107 (69–151)
Imaging to recanalization 279 157 (118–205)
Onset to puncture 276 242 (186–324)
Puncture to recanalization 287 40 (25–65.5)

Balloon-guide catheter 296 23 (7.8)
Mode of admission

Mothership 295 121 (41.0)
Drip and ship 174 (59.0)
Sofia catheter

5F 296 70 (23.7)
6F 226 (76.3)

Note:—BP indicates blood pressure; CAD, coronary artery disease; T-car, occlusion
of carotid terminus; Mothership, comprehensive stroke centers with on-site inter-
ventional neuroradiologic services; Drip and ship, medical treatment (including intra-
venous thrombolysis) in a hospital before being transferred to a comprehensive
stroke centers for thrombectomy.
a Values are expressed as No. (percentage) unless otherwise indicated.
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Angiographic Outcome
We present here the largest population treated with first-line

ADAPT using Sofia catheters. Our final rate of favorable mTICI

(�2b) appears similar to those previously published because au-

thors noted favorable recanalization rates between 86.9% and

94.1% with the Sofia catheter.8-11 Gory et al16 reported 89% of

mTICI 2b/3 in a meta-analysis of the overall literature dealing

with ADAPT using various kinds of DACs. In comparison, reper-

fusion rates among ADAPT major trails were 92% and 85.4%,

respectively, in the COMPASS and ASTER trials. Our results are

consistent with these values.

Considering all types of mechanical thrombectomy approaches,

these rates are among the best reported. For example, considering

stent retrievers for most cases, the Highly Effective Reperfusion Eval-

uated in Multiple Endovascular Stroke (HERMES) trial meta-analy-

sis revealed 71% successful reperfusion (mTICI 2b/3).1 Among the

stent retriever subgroups of both the COMPASS and ASTER

trials, final successful recanalization rates were, respectively,

89% and 83.1%. Of course, the maximalist strategy combining

contact aspiration and stent retriever is currently presented as

a promising technique. Previous studies reported a rate of

72.4% with the Aspiration-Retriever Technique for Stroke

(ARTS) approach.17 New approaches such as Proximal Balloon

Occlusion Together with Direct Thrombus Aspiration during

Stent Retriever Thrombectomy (PROTECTPlus)18 and Stent

Retriever Assisted Vacuum-Locked Extraction (SAVE) tech-

niques19 seem to achieve very high revascularization levels.

However, these findings can be balanced with the advantages

of ADAPT as a first-line approach: ease of use, high effective-

ness, and cost-effectiveness.

High-quality revascularization (mTICI 2c/3) is now consid-

ered a strong prognostic factor.20 We found that Sofia distal aspi-

ration alone could achieve mTICI 2c/3 and mTICI 3 results in

53% and 41.2%. These rates are—as other indicators previously

reported here— close to recently published data.5,21

In our study, rescue therapy using a stent retriever was re-

quired in 29.7%. This was a low rate, enhancing the high-efficacy

level of aspiration first-pass alone in our experience. In the com-

parable current literature, rescue therapy after the ADAPT tech-

nique was needed in 31%– 40%.6,16,22-24 Lower rescue therapy

rates have been published with stent retrievers.25 However, this

has to be questioned because the stent retriever approaches are

often already associated with an intermediate catheter able to per-

form combined aspiration and thus can be seen as a maximalist

strategy. Nevertheless, the probable need of a complementary res-

cue technique seems low.

Most interesting, we also emphasized a higher excellent reper-

fusion rate (mTICI 3) with a Sofia 6F than Sofia 5F. This strongly

suggested a need for the largest diameter DAC possible to reach

higher rates of reperfusion. This confirms previously published

data.24,26,27

Our complication rate is low and in accordance with earlier

reports. Moreover, the complication rate included benign events

such as vasospasm. In the ASTER trial,6 the first-line contact as-

piration group had a 16.2% complication rate, and the first-line

stent retriever ASTER group had a 15.9% complication rate (non-

significant difference). Blanc et al22 also reported a 13.3% rate.

First-Pass Effect
The FPE has recently been described as a strong prognostic factor

of favorable outcome. Zaidat et al12 reported an FPE rate of 25.1%

using stent retrievers exclusively. We report here an FPE rate of

24.2%. M1 and vertebrobasilar occlusions were significant pre-

dictors of FPE. These topographies appear to particularly fit with

the first-line ADAPT strategy using the Sofia catheter. Predictors

of FPE were also older age and intravenous thrombolysis. Zaidat

et al found that older age was also associated with the FPE but only

in univariate analysis. Most interesting, we found that IVT was 1

remarkable factor associated with a higher prevalence of FPE. This

has not been described to date, to our knowledge. In our study, the

Table 2: Efficacy and safety outcomes in the overall population and population without rescue therapy (n � 296)a

Outcomes

Overall Patients without Rescue Therapy

Values 95% CI Values 95% CI
Efficacy outcomes

Successful reperfusion (mTICI 2b/3) 255/296 (86.1) 81.7–89.9 191/208 (91.8) 87.2–95.2
Near-complete reperfusion (mTICI 2c/3) 157/296 (53.0) 47.4–58.7 128/208 (61.5) 54.6–68.2
Excellent reperfusion (mTICI 3) 122/296 (41.2) 35.5–47.1 104/208 (50.0) 43.0–57.0
FPE (mTICI 3 after first pass) 71/293 (24.2) 19.4–29.6 71/208 (34.1) 27.7–41.0
Early neurologic improvementb 133/258 (51.6) 45.4–57.7 109/184 (59.2) 51.8–66.4
Favorable outcome 122/284 (43.0) 37.1–48.9 100/198 (50.5) 43.3–57.7
Groin puncture-to-recanalization time (median) (IQR) 40 (24–65)c 30.0 (21.0–50.0)d

No. of passes �2 117/293 (39.9) 34.3–45.8 46/208 (22.1) 16.7–28.4
Rescue therapy 88/296 (29.7) 24.6–35.3

Safety outcomes
Procedural complications 28/294 (9.5) 6.4–13.5 19/208 (9.1) 5.6–13.9
Any ICH 115/258 (44.6) 38.4–50.9 79/177 (44.6) 37.2–52.3
PH 31/258 (12.0) 8.3–16.6 22/177 (12.4) 8.0–18.2
sICH 16/258 (6.2) 3.5–9.8 10/177 (5.6) 2.7–10.1

All-cause death (90-day) 65/284 (22.9) 18.1–28.2 40/198 (20.2) 14.8–26.5

Note:—ICH indicates intracranial hemorrhage; sICH, symptomatic intracranial hemorrhage.
a Values expressed as No./total No. (%) unless otherwise indicated.
b Early neurologic improvement is defined as NIHSS score 0 –1 at 24 hours or a decrease of �4 points in the NIHSS score at 24 hours. Favorable outcome is defined as
a 90-day mRS � 2.
c Twenty-six missing data.
d Fourteen missing data.
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use of a balloon-guide catheter was not significantly associated

with FPE, but this could be explained by the rare use of balloon-

guide catheters in our population.

Recent publications reported very high rates of FPE.18,19 Once

again, considering our results and literature data, the ADAPT

approach, especially with large-bore catheters, has to be consid-

ered a reliable front-line technique. In particular, M1 and basilar

occlusions are very favorable targets, as demonstrated here.

Limitations
One limitation of this study is its retrospective nature, which also

limits the possibility of harmonizing endovascular procedures

among different operators. This can constitute a bias in perioper-

ative data analysis. Nevertheless, this point makes our results very

likely to be representative of daily practice in different thrombec-

tomy centers. The absence of core lab analysis might also consti-

tute a limitation. Other potential limitations include differences

in study-entry criteria and patient characteristics among the cen-

ters that may be a source of bias.

CONCLUSIONS
The Sofia catheter is an efficient thrombectomy tool, with a good

efficacy and safety profile. We demonstrated very high reperfu-

sion rates (mTICI 2b/3 and FPE) with a first-line thrombectomy

strategy using Sofia catheters. Further trials comparing different

catheters may be useful to appreciate the efficacy and safety dif-

ferences between these devices.
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ORIGINAL RESEARCH
INTERVENTIONAL

Current Hospital Demographics of Subarachnoid Hemorrhage
Based on CT Angiography and 3D Rotational Angiography in a

Neurosurgical Center
X S.B.T. van Rooij, X R.S. Bechan, X W.J. van Rooij, and X M.E. Sprengers

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Aneurysmal subarachnoid hemorrhage is an important cause of mortality and morbidity. Modern hos-
pital demographics are scarce. We evaluated the diagnosis and treatment of patients with SAH in a neurosurgical referral center.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Between March 2013 and April 2015, two hundred eighty-four patients with SAH diagnosed on CT or lumbar
puncture were admitted. All patients underwent 64 – to 128 – detector row CT angiography. Additional imaging was with 3D rotational
angiography of all vessels. In patients with aneurysms, characteristics and mode of treatment were recorded.

RESULTS: In 197 of 220 patients with an aneurysmal bleeding pattern, we found a cause of the bleeding: One hundred ninety-five patients
had a ruptured aneurysm (98%); 1 patient, a micro-AVM; and 1 patient, reversible vasoconstriction syndrome. Of 195 ruptured aneurysms,
6 were dissecting aneurysms and 3 were AVM-associated flow aneurysms. In 23 of 204 patients (11%) with an aneurysmal bleeding pattern
and 3D rotational angiography performed, no cause was found. In 8 of 9 patients (89%) with lumbar puncture positive for SAH but
CT negative for it, no cause was found. Of 180 patients with a ruptured aneurysm eligible for treatment, 147 (82%) were treated
endovascularly and 30 aneurysms (17%) were clipped. Of 204 patients with an aneurysmal bleeding pattern and 3D rotational
angiography, 72 (35%) had multiple aneurysms. These 72 patients had, altogether, 117 additional aneurysms, of which 24 (21%) were
treated by either coiling or clipping.

CONCLUSIONS: This study provides robust data on hospital demographics of SAH in a neurosurgical referral center, based on CTA and
3D rotational angiography of all vessels.

ABBREVIATION: 3DRA � 3D rotational angiography

Aneurysmal subarachnoid hemorrhage is an important cause

of mortality and continuing morbidity in the population

worldwide. The annual incidence of SAH in Western Europe and

North America is 6 – 8 per 100,000 person-years.1 More than 30%

of patients with aneurysmal SAH will die within the first 24 hours,

and another 25%–30% will die in the following 4 weeks without

some form of intervention.1 Hospital demographics of SAH have

dramatically changed in the past 2 decades. With endovascular

techniques, more aneurysms in more patients can be treated than

in the era when surgical clipping was the only treatment tech-

nique. Aneurysm diagnosis has immensely improved with acute

CTA screening and the implementation of 3D angiographic tech-

niques.2-4 This results in detection of more and smaller ruptured

and (additional) unruptured aneurysms. In this study, we pro-

spectively collected demographic, diagnostic, and treatment data

of patients admitted with SAH in a 2-year period in the St Elisa-

beth Hospital in Tilburg, the Netherlands, a large neurosurgical

referral center.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patient Population
This observational study with prospectively collected data was

compliant with institutional privacy policy and approved by the

institutional review board. Between March 2013 and April 2015,

patients with SAH on native CT scans or with lumbar puncture

positive for SAH and who underwent CTA were entered into a

data base, as previously described.3,4 The St. Elisabeth Hospital in

Tilburg, the Netherlands, is a large neurosurgical referral center

with a recruitment population of 2.5 million and is a Level I

trauma center.
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Patients were categorized according to medical history and

blood distribution on CT as having aneurysmal SAH, perimesen-

cephalic SAH, trauma and SAH, no blood on CT, and a lumbar

puncture positive for SAH (xanthochromia). A perimesen-

cephalic bleeding pattern was defined as blood confined to the

cisterns around the midbrain in the prepontine, interpeduncular,

and ambient cisterns. Patient and aneurysm characteristics and

modes of treatment were recorded.

CT Angiography
CTA was performed on 1 of 3 CT scanners: Brilliance iCT 256 –

detector row, Ingenuity 128 – detector row (Philips Healthcare,

Best, the Netherlands) and Somatom Definition AS 64 – detector

row (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany). Volume CT was routinely

performed at 130 mA and 100 –120 kV(peak). Collimation, rota-

tion time, and pitch were optimized for the individual CT scanner

according to recommendations of the manufacturer. A 90-mL

dose of iodinated contrast medium (iodixanol, 270 mg of iodine/

mL, Visipaque 270; GE Healthcare, Piscataway, New Jersey) was

injected at a rate of 4.0 mL/s into an antecubital vein via a 20-ga

catheter, followed by 40 mL of saline solution. CT scanning was

triggered using a bolus-tracking technique, with the ROI placed in

the aortic arch. Image acquisition started 8 seconds after the at-

tenuation reached the predefined threshold of 130 –150 HU. The

scanning time was approximately 5.0 –7.0 seconds. Images

were reconstructed with a 0.9- to 1.0-mm section thickness and

a 0.45- to 0.5-mm increment. Volume CT dose index and dose-

length product were 25.3–26.7 mGy and 475–576 mGy � cm,

respectively.

3D Rotational Angiography
Patients with aneurysms diagnosed on CTA or with CTA negative

for SAH but an aneurysmal bleeding pattern underwent 3D rota-

tional angiography (3DRA) of all cerebral vessels. Angiography

was performed on a biplane angiographic system (Allura Xper FD

20/10; Philips Healthcare). In uncooperative or intubated pa-

tients, 3DRA was performed with the patient under general anes-

thesia. A single 3D rotational angiographic run was acquired of

both internal carotid arteries and 1 vertebral artery with a hand

injection of 12–20 mL of contrast material. When the contralat-

eral distal vertebral artery was not visualized, an additional 2D

biplane run was performed of this vertebral artery. The tube ro-

tation arc was 240° (1 rotation used), with a rotation time of 4.1

seconds. The images were reconstructed in a 256 � 256 matrix.

The rotational angiographic data were transferred to an indepen-

dent workstation (Integris 3DRA Workstation; Philips Health-

care) for instant generation of 3D reformatted images.

Analysis of CT Angiography and 3D Rotational
Angiography
CTA data were reformatted on an independent 3D workstation

(IntelliSpace Portal; Philips Healthcare). Three neuroradiologists

evaluated maximum-intensity-projection, volume-rendered, and

multiplanar reformatted images. Source images, postprocessed

images, and 3D reconstructions with bone removal were trans-

ferred to a PACS.

3DRA reformatted images were reviewed on the workstation

by the first and senior authors in consensus. The presence, loca-

tion, and size of aneurysms were recorded in a data base. Other

vascular disorders that might be responsible for the subarachnoid

hemorrhage such as arterial dissections, arteriovenous malforma-

tions, Moyamoya phenomenon, or reversible vasospasm syn-

drome were separately recorded. In patients without an obvious

vascular disorder that might be responsible for the SAH, 3DRA

was repeated after 1 week.4

Treatment
When logistically possible, 3DRA was followed immediately by

endovascular treatment, with the patient under general anesthe-

sia. Patients with aneurysms not suitable for coiling (wide-neck

anterior circulation, fusiform, vessels arising from the sac) were

scheduled for surgery. When logistically possible, good-grade

(noncomatose) patients were clipped within 24 hours. In poor-

grade patients, the operation was delayed.

Statistical Analysis
Results were expressed with descriptive statistics, and categoric

variables, as frequencies or percentages with 95% CIs.

RESULTS
Of 284 patients with SAH, 220 (77%) had an aneurysmal bleeding

pattern, 39 (14%) had a perimesencephalic bleeding pattern, 9

(3%) had CT for SAH and a lumbar puncture positive for SAH,

and 16 (6%) had a trauma and a subarachnoid hemorrhage.

Of 284 patients, 280 underwent CTA as the first diagnostic

technique to detect the cause of the SAH. Four patients with SAH

directly proceeded to angiography without CTA. The Figure illus-

trates the diagnosis and treatment of the study population in a

flow chart.

Aneurysmal Bleeding Pattern
Of 220 patients with an aneurysmal bleeding pattern, 16 patients

with confirmed aneurysms on CTA (7%) were in moribund clin-

ical condition and died before angiography could be performed.

The remaining 204 patients had 3DRA after CTA. In 29 of 204

patients (14%), the initial 3DRA was negative for SAH and was

repeated after 1 week. Repeat 3DRA showed an aneurysm in 6 of

these 29 patients: one 8-mm supraclinoid dissecting aneurysm, 2

superior cerebellar artery aneurysms (1 and 2 mm), one 2-mm

posterior communicating aneurysm, one 1-mm A1 aneurysm,

and 1 vertebral dissection.

In 195 of 220 patients with an aneurysmal bleeding pattern

(87%; 95% CI, 84%–92%), at least 1 aneurysm was detected. Sev-

enty-two of 204 patients with 3DRA (35%; 95% CI, 29%– 42%)

had multiple aneurysms. Forty-three patients had 2 aneurysms,

18 patients had 3 aneurysms, 10 patients had 4 aneurysms, and 1

patient had 5 aneurysms.

Of 220 patients with an aneurysmal bleeding pattern, 184 had

saccular aneurysms, 6 had a dissecting aneurysm (1 PICA, 3 ver-

tebral artery, and 2 internal carotid artery aneurysms), and 3 pa-

tients had an AVM-related ruptured flow aneurysm.

Of the 25 patients with aneurysmal SAH and no aneurysm, 1

patient (0.5%) had a cervical spinal micro-AVM and 1 patient

(0.5%) had a reversible vasoconstriction syndrome. In 23 of 220
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patients with aneurysmal SAH (10%; 95% CI, 7%–15%), no an-

eurysm or other vascular disorder was found.

Perimesencephalic Bleeding Pattern
Of 284 patients, 39 (14%; 95% CI, 10%–18%) had a perimesen-

cephalic bleeding pattern on native CT. Fifteen of 39 underwent

3DRA in addition to CTA. CTA and 3DRA were negative for

aneurysms in all 39.

Positive Lumbar Puncture Findings
Of 284 patients, 9 (3%) had no blood on CT but had a lumbar

puncture positive for xanthochromia. All 9 underwent CTA, and

2 patients also had 3DRA. In 1 patient, a 7-mm dysplastic fusi-

form middle cerebral artery aneurysm was found that was not

considered the cause of the SAH.

Trauma and SAH
Of 284 patients, 16 (6%) had trauma and SAH and an unknown

cause and effect. CTA findings were normal in all 16 patients.

Treatment

Ruptured Aneurysm Treatment. Of 180 patients eligible for

treatment with a ruptured aneurysm (including 6 dissecting an-

eurysms), in 147 (82%), this aneurysm was treated endovascu-

larly. Of 141 saccular aneurysms, 115 (82%) were treated with

simple coiling; 24 (17%), with balloon- or stent-assisted coiling;

and 2 (1%), with an intrasaccular flow disrupter (WEB aneurysm

embolization system; Sequent Medical, Aliso Viejo, California).

Of 6 dissecting aneurysms, 3 vertebral dissections and 1 PICA

dissection were treated with parent vessel coil occlusion. Of 2

internal carotid artery dissecting aneurysms, 1 was treated with

stent-assisted coiling and the other with a flow diverter. Of 3 pa-

tients with a ruptured AVM-related flow aneurysm, 2 were treated

with parent vessel coil occlusion; and 1, with selective coiling. Of

180 patients with a ruptured aneurysm, 30 aneurysms (17%) were

clipped.

Characteristics of Patients with Endovascularly Treated-
versus-Clipped Aneurysms
Patient and aneurysm characteristics of those with endovascularly

treated and clipped aneurysms are shown in the Table. Reasons to

proceed with an operation instead of endovascular treatment in

30 patients were wide-neck aneurysms in 27, failed coiling proce-

dure in 2, and no endovascular access in 1.

Patients Who Were Not Treated
Nineteen of 196 patients with a saccular aneurysm (10%) were not

treated: Sixteen patients were in a clinically moribund condition,

and 3 patients were older than 90 years of age. It was decided not

to treat the cervical micro-AVM.

Timing of Treatment
The mean time between the ictus and endovascular treatment was

1 day (median, 1 day; range, 0 –20 days). The mean time between

diagnosis and endovascular treatment was 1 day (median, 0 days;

range, 0 –11 days). Reasons for a delay between ictus and endo-

FIGURE. Diagnosis and treatment in 284 consecutive patients with SAH. RVS indicates reversible vasospasm syndrome; LP, lumbar puncture.
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vascular treatment were admission or referral from other hospi-

tals several days after the ictus, clinical condition that did not

allow angiography directly after admission, or initial negative

findings on angiography. Most patients (111 of 146, 76%) were

treated within 24 hours after the ictus. The mean time between the

ictus and clipping was 10 days (median, 9 days; range, 0 –31 days).

The mean time between diagnosis of the ruptured aneurysm and

clipping was 8 days (median, 8 days; range, 0 –30 days).

Treatment of Additional Aneurysms
Of the 204 patients with an aneurysmal bleeding pattern and

3DRA, 72 (35%) had multiple aneurysms. These 72 patients had,

altogether, 117 additional aneurysms, indicating a mean of 1.6

bystander aneurysms next to the index aneurysm. Of these 117

additional aneurysms, 24 (21%) were treated by either coiling or

clipping.

DISCUSSION
In this prospective observational study, we found that in 69% of

patients with SAH (195 of 284), a ruptured aneurysm was the

cause. This is much lower than in the literature of the early mil-

lennium with a ruptured aneurysm as cause of SAH in 85%.5,6

Our incidence is lower because of zero yield of aneurysms in pa-

tients with a perimesencephalic bleeding pattern, with trauma

and SAH, and with CT negative/lumbar puncture positive for

SAH. Of 220 patients with an aneurysmal bleeding pattern on CT,

an aneurysm was found in 195 (89%) and no cause was found in

23 (10%), not even after repeat 3D angiography.

In our study, 39 of 284 patients (14%) had a perimesen-

cephalic bleeding pattern on native CT. CTA was negative for

aneurysms in all 39. Fifteen of 39 underwent 3DRA in addition to

CTA, all negative for aneurysms. The cause of perimesencephalic

hemorrhage is likely not aneurysmal but may be venous, and the

patients have no risk of rebleed.7-9 Cerebral angiography is not

needed in patients with perimesencephalic hemorrhage who had

negative CTA findings.10

Multiple aneurysms were found in 72 of the 204 patients

(35.3%) with an aneurysmal bleeding pattern and 3DRA per-

formed. These 72 patients had, altogether, 117 additional aneu-

rysms, indicating a mean of 1.6 bystander aneurysms. These fig-

ures are in the same range as in a recent large Swiss study11 in

which multiplicity was found in 474 of 1787 patients (26.5%).

Patients with multiple aneurysms had a mean of 1.4 bystander

aneurysms in addition to the index aneurysm. In older postmor-

tem and angiographic studies, a prevalence of multiplicity of

about 12% was found, substantially less than in the current

study.12 The excellent sensitivity for detecting aneurysms with 3D

angiography indicates that multiplicity of intracranial aneurysms

is on the order of 1 in 3 instead of 1 in 8 patients as previously

believed.

Ruptured aneurysms were treated endovascular in 82%; this

proportion is relatively high compared with other reports.13 Al-

though there have been several studies on changes and trends in

the management of SAH since the publication of the International

Subarachnoid Aneurysm Trial (ISAT), scarce data exist on the

characteristics of patients undergoing surgical treatment.13-16

Most aneurysms in our population that were referred to surgery

were anterior circulation wide-neck aneurysms with vessels com-

ing from the sac. We found that most clipped aneurysms were

anterior communicating artery aneurysms; this is in concordance

with another study.14

AVM-associated flow aneurysms are a rare cause of SAH.15 In

our study, 3 of 195 patients (1.5%) with a ruptured aneurysm had

an AVM-associated ruptured flow aneurysm. One AVM was su-

pratentorial, and 2 AVMs were located in the posterior fossa. Pos-

terior fossa AVMs are infrequent, comprising 7%–15% of intra-

cranial AVMs.15 An infratentorial AVM location is independently

associated with hemorrhagic AVM presentation.16 Dissecting an-

eurysms are also a rare cause of SAH.17,18 In our study, they were

the cause of SAH in 6 of 195 patients (3%).

In our study, 9 of 284 patients (3%) had CT negative and

lumbar puncture positive for SAH. In 1 of 9 patients, an aneurysm

was found that was not considered the cause of hemorrhage. An-

other prospective study found, in 40 of 94 patients (43%), an

intracranial aneurysm or dissection.19 The small patient groups

make the comparison invalid.

In our study, 16 of 284 patients (6%) had trauma and SAH and

an unknown cause and effect. CTA findings were normal in all 16

patients. In a recent retrospective study, 186 of 617 patients with

traumatic SAH underwent CTA. The authors found 8 ruptured

aneurysms; these patients all had blood in the subarachnoid cis-

terns and Sylvian fissures. They found 5 unruptured aneurysms;

these patients had only peripheral subarachnoid blood. Their data

suggest a more selective approach to screening CTAs in patients

with trauma and SAH.14

Of note, our results are based on SAH demographics in a neu-

rosurgical referral center and thus cannot be generalized to demo-

graphics of SAH in general.

CONCLUSIONS
Our study provides robust hospital demographic data on SAH

based on CTA for screening and 3DRA of all cerebral vessels. The

excellent depiction of aneurysms with 3DRA shows a shift of some

Clinical variables at admission of patients with ruptured
aneurysms eligible for treatment

Endovascular
(n = 147) (82%)

Surgery
(n = 30) (17%)

Age (yr) Mean, 58;
median, 58;
range, 27–86

Mean, 58;
median, 59;
range, 28–84

Sex 106 Female (72%) 23 Female (77%)
HH at admission

1 54 11
2 22 8
3 33 4
4 21 6
5 17 1

Aneurysm size
�3 mm 25 13
4–6 mm 63 9
7–10 mm 39 6
�10 mm 20 2

Aneurysm location (No.)
Anterior cerebral artery 61 17
Middle cerebral artery 21 8
Internal carotid artery 43 3
Posterior circulation 22 2

Note:—HH indicates Hunt and Hess scale.
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data: Aneurysm multiplicity was on the order of 1 in 3 (instead of

1 in 8), and 11% of patients with an aneurysmal bleeding pattern

on CT had no aneurysm, not even after repeat 3DRA.

Disclosures: Sanne B.T. van Rooij—UNRELATED: Grant: MicroVention, Comments:
support of salary and travel expenses directly related to the study.
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BRIEF/TECHNICAL REPORT
INTERVENTIONAL

Histologic and Biomolecular Similarities in Healing between
Aneurysms and Cutaneous Skin Wounds

X J.R. Ayers-Ringler, X Z. Khashim, X Y.-H. Ding, X D.F. Kallmes, and X R. Kadirvel

ABSTRACT
SUMMARY: The poorly understood mechanisms of aneurysm healing contribute substantially to the pressing medical problem of coiled
aneurysm recanalization. Using an established saccular aneurysm model, we developed an animal model system in rabbits to study
aneurysm and skin wound healing concurrently in the same animal. We found treated aneurysm healing to be similar to skin wound healing
both histologically and in biomarker gene and protein expression, but in a delayed fashion.

ABBREVIATIONS: GAPDH � glyceraldehyde phosphate dehydrogenase; H&E � hematoxylin-eosin; SMA1 � � smooth muscle actin; TGF�1 � transforming
growth factor � 1; PDGF � platelet derived growth factor; VEGF � vascular endothelial growth factor

Despite wide use and considerable safety of endovascular

coiling of intracranial aneurysms, the recurrence rate is

high even with second-generation coils,1 partially due to a

dearth of knowledge about healing mechanisms involved.2

Conversely, cutaneous wound healing is well-established. The

4 distinct-yet-overlapping stages of cutaneous wound healing

(hemostasis, inflammation, proliferation, and remodeling)

have been thoroughly described.3 Here we demonstrate that

concurrent study, in the same research subjects, of endovascu-

lar-versus-cutaneous healing provides insight into deficiencies

in the cellular, molecular, and humoral features in aneurysm

healing, enabling elucidation of potential targets for improved

outcomes.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Aneurysm Creation and Coil Embolization
All procedures were approved by the Institutional Animal Care

and Use Committee before study initiation. Elastase-induced sac-

cular aneurysms were created at the origin of the right common

carotid artery in 12 female New Zealand white rabbits.4 At least 3

weeks later, aneurysms were treated with platinum coils. DSA was

performed after embolization.

Cutaneous Ear Wound Creation
Immediately after aneurysm treatment, an ear skin defect

was created on the ventral side of 1 ear using a 1-cm stainless

steel punch,5 with removal of skin down to the cartilage. He-

mostasis was achieved with pressure, followed by occlusive

dressing (TegaDerm; 3M, St. Paul, Minnesota). Ear wounds

were assessed visually daily for healing and wound closure

rate.

Follow-Up Imaging and Tissue Harvest
At days 1, 5, 14, and 30 (groups 1– 4) following treatment, DSA

was performed from a left femoral approach, and the animals

were euthanized. The aneurysm, ear wound, and contralateral

control tissues were harvested for histology or cut in 2 for biomo-

lecular studies.

Angiographic Analysis
Aneurysm occlusions at follow-up were rated either stable or pro-

gressive, or recanalizated compared with posttreatment angio-

grams using the modified Raymond scale.6

Histologic Analysis
Formalin-fixed aneurysms were evaluated for the degree of

neck tissue coverage.7 Following a modified histologic tech-

nique, aneurysms and ear wounds were sectioned and stained

with hematoxylin-eosin (H&E) or Masson Trichrome for col-

lagen. A semiquantitative scoring for thrombus organization,

neoepithelialization, inflammation, cellularity, and collagen
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deposition was performed by a blinded reviewer. In addition,

an ordinal grading system was used to evaluate histologic heal-

ing of aneurysms between groups.

RNA Extraction and Expression Analysis by Real-Time
Polymerase Chain Reaction
Total RNA was isolated and converted to complementary

DNA followed by real-time polymerase chain reaction with

SYBR greenER (www.thermofisher.com). Target gene expression

(Table) was normalized to glyceraldehyde phosphate dehydroge-

nase (GAPDH) and reported as a fold change relative to control

tissues (contralateral tissues) using the 2-��Ct method.

Protein Extraction and Analysis by Sodium Dodecyl
Sulfate Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis and
Western Blot
Soluble proteins were extracted from tissue samples with RIPA

buffer (https://www.thermofisher.com/order/catalog/product/

89900). Protein separation and western analysis were performed

using a Wes system (ProteinSimple, San Jose, California). Protein

expression data were normalized to control proteins (GAPDH

or �-actin) using Compass Software (http://www.compass-

software.de/en-us) and reported as fold change relative to control

tissues.

Statistical Analysis
Continuous variables were compared using a Student t test,

and categoric variables were compared using the Fisher exact

test.

RESULTS
Aneurysm Angiography
Among the first 3 groups, mean aneurysm neck, width, and height

were 3.3 � 1.8 mm, 4.0 � 1.8 mm, and 9.8 � 1.6 mm, respectively.

The aneurysms were completely occluded immediately after coil

embolization in 11 of 12 cases (92%), the other being incom-

pletely occluded (8%). Two of the 3 aneurysms in the 24-hour

FIG 1. Angiograms with H&E-stained tissue sections. Elastase-induced aneurysm (A) on the day of platinum coil embolization and ear wound
creation. Angiogram of coiled aneurysm at 14 days (B) with a corresponding ear wound (C, H&E, magnification �100), macro image of the ear
wound on day of sacrifice (D, ruler markings are in centimeters, the smallest ticks in millimeters). Angiogram of 30-day coiled aneurysm (E) with
corresponding aneurysm (F, H&E, magnification �200). Note diffuse, dense myofibroblast (long, spindle-shaped) proliferation in both H&E
photomicrographs.

Genes important in cutaneous wound healing
Wound-Healing Phase Time Cell Types Key Molecules
Inflammation 0 min to 6 days Platelets, monocytes, neutrophils, macrophages,

and T-lymphocytes
PDGF, TGF�1, VEGF, CD86, CD206

Proliferation 24 hr to weeks Fibroblasts, endothelial cells, keratinocytes TGF�1, VEGF, PDGF, MMP9, CD86,
CD206

Remodeling 4 days to months Fibroblasts PDGF, TGF�1, SMA1, CD206
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group, and 1 in the 14-day group showed recanalization at sacri-

fice. All the other aneurysms (9 of 12) remained completely oc-

cluded (75%) (Fig 1).

Histology
Histologic analysis revealed necrosis and inflammatory cell in-

filtration in both epidermal and dermal layers of ear wounds at

both 24 hours and 5 days, whereas scab formation in the epi-

dermis and diffuse, dense cellular proliferation of myofibro-

blasts within the dermal layer with minimal inflammatory cells

was found by 14 days. Aneurysm features were consistent with

previous findings,8 with sparse myofibroblasts at the periphery

of the aneurysm dome by 14 days, increasing dramatically by

30 days (Fig 1D, -F).

Biomolecules
Inflammatory marker gene expression was elevated at 5 days in

ear wounds but reduced/delayed until 30 days in aneurysms (Fig

2A, -B). Protein expression, however, was only 2-fold for trans-

forming growth factor �1 (TGF�1) at 24 hours and 30 days in ear

wounds (data not shown). Proliferation marker expressions in

aneurysms were higher compared with

ear wounds (Fig 2C, -D) and with in-

flammatory markers, overall. � smooth-

muscle actin (SMA1) remodeling marker

expressions were relatively unremark-

able, with a small increase at 14 days in

ear wounds (Fig 2E). Macrophage anal-

ysis showed an overall M1 polarization,

with peak CD86 levels at 24 hours in an-

eurysms and 5 days in ear wounds (data

not shown).

DISCUSSION
Our results reveal similarities and differ-

ences in wound-healing mechanisms for

these 2 disparate environments. Histo-

logically, skin wounds at 2 weeks resem-

ble aneurysms at 1 month following

platinum coil treatment,8 suggesting a

roughly 2-week healing delay in coiled

aneurysms relative to skin wounds.

Previous studies8 showed similar find-

ings, supporting this issue of deficient

immune cell infiltration and immune-

driven healing mechanisms in plati-

num-coiled aneurysms.2 The biomolec-

ular profiles reflect this healing delay

and confirm an M1 polarization in the

macrophage profile, indicating a defi-

cient prohealing phenotype.9

CONCLUSIONS
This novel animal model enabling lon-

gitudinal study of platinum-coiled an-

eurysm healing in parallel with cuta-

neous wound healing provides an

exceptional level of control and will

help determine key signaling events necessary for proper arte-

rial wound healing, promising development of improved

treatments.
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ORIGINAL RESEARCH
EXTRACRANIAL VASCULAR

An Ultrasonographic Multiparametric Carotid Plaque Risk
Index Associated with Cerebrovascular Symptomatology:

A Study Comparing Color Doppler Imaging and
Contrast-Enhanced Ultrasonography

X V. Rafailidis, X I. Chryssogonidis, X C. Xerras, X E. Grisan, X G.-A. Cheimariotis, X T. Tegos, X D. Rafailidis, X P.S. Sidhu, and
X A. Charitanti-Kouridou

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Various ultrasonographic features of carortid plaques have been associated with the occurence of stroke,
highlighting the need for multi-parametric assessment of plaque’s vulnerability. Our aim was to compare ultrasonographic multiparametric
indices using color Doppler imaging and contrast-enhanced sonography between symptomatic and asymptomatic carotid plaques.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: This was a cross-sectional observational study recruiting 54 patients (72.2% male; median age, 61 years)
undergoing sonography and contrast-enhanced sonography. Patients were included if a moderately or severely stenotic internal carotid
artery plaque was detected, with the plaque being considered symptomatic if it was ipsilateral to a stroke occuring within the last 6
months. A vulnerability index, previously described by Kanber et al, combined the degree of stenosis, gray-scale median, and a quantitative
measure of surface irregularities (surface irregularity index) derived from color Doppler imaging and contrast-enhanced ultrasonography,
resulting in 2 vulnerability indices, depending on the surface irregularity index used. Mann-Whitney U and t tests were used to compare
variables between groups, and receiver operating characteristic curves were used to compare diagnostic accuracy.

RESULTS: Sixty-two plaques were analyzed (50% symptomatic), with a mean degree of stenosis of 68.9%. Symptomatic plaques had a
significantly higher degree of stenosis (mean, 74.7% versus 63.1%; P � .001), a lower gray-scale median (13 versus 38; P � .001), and a higher
Kanber vulnerability index based both on color Doppler imaging (median, 61.4 versus 16.5; P � .001) and contrast-enhanced ultrasonography
(median, 88.6 versus 25.2; P � .001). The area under the curve for the detection of symptomatic plaques was 0.772 for the degree of stenosis
alone, 0.783 for the vulnerability index– color Doppler imaging, and 0.802 for the vulnerability index– contrast-enhanced ultrasonography,
though no statistical significance was achieved.

CONCLUSIONS: Symptomatic plaques had a higher degree of stenosis, lower gray-scale median values, and higher values of the Kanber
vulnerability index using both color Doppler imaging and contrast-enhanced ultrasonography for plaque surface delineation.

ABBREVIATIONS: AUC � area under the curve; CEUS � contrast-enhanced ultrasonography; CDI � color Doppler imaging; DOS � degree of stenosis; GSM �
gray-scale median; IQR � interquartile range; ROC � receiver operating characteristic; SII � surface irregularity index; US � ultrasonography; VI � vulnerability index

Carotid atherosclerosis accounts for approximately 10%–15%

of all strokes, with thromboembolism from a moderate or

severe stenosis representing the underlying mechanism. The de-

gree of internal carotid artery stenosis has long been used as the

primary parameter considered for guiding treatment of patients

with carotid disease. Nevertheless, it is now well-established that

additional plaque features contribute to the vulnerability of the

plaque, a term corresponding to the potential of the plaque for

stroke or transient ischemic attack. Such features include the

composition and surface morphology of the plaque and can be

investigated using any imaging technique, from conventional

ultrasonography (US) to noninvasive cross-sectional imaging

modalities such as multidetector CT angiography.1-5 Ultrasonog-

raphy is valuable for the diagnosis of carotid disease and is the
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first-line technique with inherent advantages including low cost,

repeatability, and high accuracy.6 Plaque composition can be ul-

trasonographically evaluated both subjectively and quantitatively

using the gray-scale median (GSM) technique, already proved to

correlate with neurovascular symptoms and representing a risk

factor for stroke.7-13

Plaque surface morphology, either in the form of mere irreg-

ularities or true ulceration, has also been associated with the oc-

currence of neurovascular symptoms. Consequently, surface

characterization should be an essential part of any imaging exam-

ination. Plaque surface can be subjectively classified as smooth,

irregular, or ulcerated, but quantitative measures would be more

beneficial because they are less operator-dependent and more ob-

jective.2,3,14 There has been an effort to introduce a quantitative

measure of surface irregularities, providing some initial promis-

ing results.15,16 In light of these results, it is evident that the intro-

duction and use of a mathematic index combining features of

plaque vulnerability are now feasible. Initial reports have already

been published by Kanber et al,17 with encouraging results, indi-

cating that multiparametric indices outperform the degree of ste-

nosis (DOS) alone for the detection of symptomatic plaques. The

use of intravenously administered microbubbles acting as ultra-

sonographic contrast agents has been introduced, and the tech-

nique of contrast-enhanced ultrasonography (CEUS) has been

investigated in the assessment of carotid disease. CEUS has been

shown to improve carotid plaque delineation compared with the

color Doppler imaging (CDI) technique, being independent of

artifacts such as overwriting, aliasing, and Doppler angle depen-

dency, and could be a valuable alternative to CDI for quantifica-

tion of surface irregularities.14,18-20

The purpose of this study was to investigate the value of a

multiparametric ultrasonographic carotid plaque risk index, pre-

viously described by Kanber et al,17 in detecting symptomatic

plaques by comparing values between symptomatic and asymp-

tomatic plaques and comparing its diagnostic accuracy with the

well-established parameter of DOS. The index investigated is the

carotid plaque risk index introduced by Kanber et al, incorporat-

ing stenosis, GSM, and a quantitative measure of surface irregu-

larities estimated on the basis of both CDI and CEUS images,

known to provide optimal carotid plaque surface delineation. The

index will be referred to as the Kanber vulnerability index (VI).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients and Inclusion/Exclusion Criteria
The institutional ethics review board (Committee of Bioethics

and Deontology, School of Medicine, Aristotle University of

Thessaloniki) approved this study, and every patient recruited

provided written informed consent. Recruitment of patients was

performed in a prospective and consecutive pattern from the Ra-

diology and Neurology Department from April 2016 to April

2018 (2 years). Both symptomatic and asymptomatic patients

were recruited after being referred for ultrasonography either due

to the occurrence of stroke or for unrelated or screening purposes.

A patient was considered symptomatic if a stroke had occurred

within the past 6-month period, based on the patient’s history,

clinical examination, or review of radiologic studies. Moreover,

an internal carotid artery plaque with moderate (50%– 69%) or

severe (70%–99%) stenosis should have been documented on the

US examination based on previously reported velocity criteria.21

A �50% plaque was only included in the study if it was located

contralateral to a �50% plaque. Both carotid systems were ana-

lyzed separately in every patient studied. Plaques situated ipsilat-

eral to the stroke were considered symptomatic, while those situ-

ated contralateral to the stroke were considered asymptomatic.

Exclusion criteria included a history of allergy or other contra-

indication to the US contrast agents used, the presence of neuro-

logic diseases mimicking stroke, and a clinical presentation and

history of comorbidities that could cause stroke (such as arrhyth-

mias, cardiac anatomic abnormalities, thrombophilia, and im-

munologic diseases such as antiphospholipid syndrome). In de-

tail, cardiac anatomic conditions that were excluded as potential

sources of embolism included the following: left ventricular an-

eurysm, intracardiac thrombus or myxoma, left ventricular dys-

function or hypokinesis, a patent foramen ovale, a mechanical

prosthetic cardiac valve, and valvular dysfunction such as mitral

stenosis. Extensively calcified plaques with acoustic shadowing

were also excluded from analysis if considered unsuitable for quan-

tification. Namely, the decision to exclude a plaque was made by the

2 observers analyzing the images on the basis of consensus. A plaque

was regarded as extensively calcified and was excluded when situated

on the near wall (proximal to the probe), thus causing acoustic shad-

owing hiding the plaque surface even for a small part, if this shadow-

ing was not possible to overcome by changing the probe position and

direction of sonography beam. Conversely, when the plaque was lo-

cated on the distal wall (distal to the probe) and its surface was visible,

it was not excluded. The decision to exclude a plaque was made be-

fore quantification analysis.

Imaging Technique
All patients included in the study underwent US and CEUS in

both carotid systems. US examinations were performed by an

experienced radiologist (9 years of experience) with a Logiq S8

(GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, Wisconsin) with an XDclear tech-

nology device and a linear probe (type 9L) with a 3- to 10-MHz

bandwidth. B-mode and CDI were used for the routine part of US,

including grading of stenosis using the Society of Radiologists

in Sonography Consensus velocity criteria21 and diametric

measurements on axial CDI and evaluation of plaque character-

istics. For accurate grading of stenosis, the diametric measure-

ments on axial CDI, the peak systolic velocities, and the peak

systolic velocity ratios were taken into consideration. If a suit-

able plaque was detected and the patient met the inclusion

criteria, a CEUS examination was performed within 1 week

following the conventional US. CEUS was performed with the

intravenous administration of 2.4 mL of sulphur hexafluoride

microbubbles (SonoVue, Bracco, Milan, Italy) followed by 10

mL of saline and using the contrast-specific mode of the device.

The mechanical index was kept to �0.1, and the gain was suit-

ably adjusted to achieve optimal microbubble visualization.

Image Analysis
Video clips of the affected internal carotid artery in the long axis

plane were recorded by the radiologist performing the examina-

tion, both on CDI and CEUS. The clips were then reviewed by 2

AJNR Am J Neuroradiol 40:1022–28 Jun 2019 www.ajnr.org 1023



different radiologists, observers (A and B) who had 11 years of

experience and were specifically trained for this study on the use

of the software, blinded to the patient’s history. The 2 observers

chose a single frame of CDI and the CEUS video clip optimally

visualizing the carotid plaque surface. Subsequently, 1 observer

used the surface irregularities software developed for this study to

quantify surface irregularities, while both observers analyzed the

images in the first 30 cases for interobserver agreement analysis,

being blinded to each other’s results.

For the evaluation of the GSM, previously described techniques

were used9,22 based on Adobe Photoshop CS6 (Adobe Systems, San

Jose, California). In brief, B-mode images in JPEG format were used,

with CDI helping delineate hypoechoic plaques. The same preset-

tings were initially used for the acquisition of B-mode images in all

patients. The images were normalized before analysis using linear

scaling, by setting the value of zero to the echogenicity of blood and

the value of 190 to the adventitia. Once the normalization was com-

plete, a closed ROI was drawn over the plaque, and the echogenicity

histogram and GSM value were calculated.

The application used for quantification of surface irregulari-

ties in this study was developed on the basis of Matlab, Version

R2017b (MathWorks, Natick, Massachusetts) and is able to quan-

tify the surface irregularities of the plaque. The physician using

this software manually places successive points on the plaque sur-

face and the outer blood vessel wall, for both the upper and lower

vessel wall, depending on the distribution of the plaque. As previ-

ously described by Kanber et al,16,17 a plaque surface irregularity in-

dex (SII) is calculated by the computational summation of the angu-

lar deviations of the luminal plaque surface from the straight line,

divided by the physical length of the plaque surface. The equation

used was the following: (�1 � �2 � �3 � ��)/l, where � represents

the angle of deviation from the straight line, and l, the plaque surface

length.16,17 The cosine rule was used for calculating the surface irreg-

ularity index as explained in detail in On-line Fig 1. The surface of the

plaque is delineated by color Doppler blood flow signals on the CDI

and the border of the microbubble column on CEUS.

Given that the US images used by the software were in an appro-

priately calibrated JPEG format, pixel spacing and length informa-

tion were available for the software. In detail, the JPEG images were

calibrated on the basis of a scale available in all US images and using

a calibration tool developed for this software. As a result, the software

can measure the required angles by using the cosine rule for the tri-

angles formed by the consecutive points placed by the physician. The

SII of the carotid wall with the greater plaque surface irregularities

was recorded for analysis because this was considered more clinically

relevant for the detection of symptoms. Only 1 measurement of the

SII was performed in each plaque and using the single static image

chosen in each case. The Kanber vulnerability index was defined as

(DOS � SII)/(GSM � 1) in concordance with a previous study that

introduced this index,17 and 2 such indices were calculated on the

basis of the SII value derived from the CDI or CEUS images (SII-CDI,

SII-CEUS, VI-CDI, and VI-CEUS, respectively).

Statistical Analysis
SPSS, Version 23.0 (IBM, Armonk, New York) was used for sta-

tistical analysis. Descriptive statistics included mean and SD for

normally distributed variables and median and interquartile

range (IQR) for non-normally distributed variables. The Kolm-

ogorov-Smirnov test was used to test the normal distribution of

variables. The intraclass correlation coefficient was used to assess

interobserver agreement of the SII. Both observers quantified the

SII only for the interobserver agreement analysis in a part of the

sample, while the more experienced radiologist quantified the SII

in all patients for diagnostic accuracy measures. Mann-Whitney

U and t tests were used to compare means between groups, de-

pending on the normality of distribution. Receiver operating

characteristic (ROC) analysis was used for diagnostic accuracy

analysis. Statistical significance level was set at .05. For compari-

sons between areas under the ROC curves, P � .017 was consid-

ered statistically significant (Bonferroni correction for 3 pair-wise

comparisons). Comparisons between areas under the ROC curve

were performed with MedCalc for Windows (MedCalc Software,

Mariakerke, Belgium).

RESULTS
Patients
Fifty-four patients (39 males) were recruited prospectively, with

14 patients showing bilateral plaques. The median age was 61

years, and the IQR was 17. In total, 62 plaques (31 symptomatic

and 31 asymptomatic) met the inclusion criteria and were stud-

ied, while 6 plaques were excluded due to extensive calcification

with acoustic shadowing hindering quantitative analysis. The re-

maining carotid systems had no atherosclerotic lesions detected.

The mean DOS was 68.9% � 12.8%. The median GSM was 22.5

(IQR � 31.5). The median SII-CDI was 10.9 (IQR � 8.6), while

the median SII-CEUS was 11.4 (IQR � 10.5). No adverse reaction

to the US contrast agent was observed. Median VI-CDI and VI-

CEUS were 37.3 and 65.2 (IQR � 34.4 and 91.5), respectively.

SII Interobserver Agreement
An initial analysis was performed in the first 30 cases to determine

the reproducibility and interobserver agreement of the SII by es-

timating the intraclass correlation coefficient and limits of agree-

ment. The intraclass correlation coefficient for SII-CDI was 0.954

(95% confidence interval, 0.904 – 0.978), while for SII-CEUS, it

was 0.963 (95% CI, 0.923– 0.983), both measures indicating very

good agreement for the SII parameter, with CEUS providing

slightly better agreement. The mean, SD, and lower and upper

limits of agreement for SII-CDI and SII-CEUS were �1.1 and 3.3;

�7.6 and 5.3; �0.4 and 4.3; and �9 and 8, respectively.

Comparison of Parameters between Symptomatic and
Asymptomatic Plaques
The DOS was found to statistically significantly differ between

symptomatic and asymptomatic plaques, based on the t test (P �

.001). The Mann-Whitney U test confirmed statistical signifi-

cance in the difference of values between asymptomatic and

symptomatic plaques for the GSM (P � .001), VI-CDI (P � .001),

VI-CEUS (P � .001), but not for SII-CDI alone (P � .17) and

SII-CEUS, for which a trend toward significance was detected

(P � .055). The mean and SD values of the previous variables can

be found in Table 1. The corresponding boxplots can be found in

Fig 1.
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ROC Analysis for the Detection of Symptomatic Plaque
ROC analysis was performed to compare the diagnostic accuracy

of the DOS and the Kanber VI, including the SII deriving from

both CDI and CEUS for the detection of symptomatic plaque. The

areas under the curve (AUCs) with the respective 95% CI are

presented in Table 2, while the ROC curves are shown in Fig 2.

Screening and optimal and diagnostic cutoff values were defined

for the DOS, VI-CDI, and VI-CEUS to achieve superior sensitiv-

ity, balanced sensitivity and specificity, and superior specificity,

respectively. Screening and optimal and diagnostic cutoff values

were defined for VI (CDI) as 8.6, 17.3, and 104.3, respectively. The

respective resulting sensitivity and specificity for the detection of

symptomatic plaques were 96.8% and 19.4%, 87.1% and 54.8%,

and 35.5% and 96.8%. For VI (CEUS), the cutoff values defined

were 7.7 (screening), 29 (optimal), and 134.8 (diagnostic), yield-

ing sensitivity and specificity values of 96.8% and 16.1%, 87.1%

and 71%, and 35.5% and 96.8%, respectively. In ROC curve anal-

ysis, the areas under the curve of the DOS (area under the curve �

0.77 � 0.06), VI (CDI) (area under the curve � 0.78 � 0.06), and

VI (CEUS) (area under the curve � 0.80 � 0.06) were not statis-

tically significantly different (P � .017). On the basis of these

results, both vulnerability indices achieved a higher area under the

curve than the DOS alone for the detection of symptomatic

plaques, though no statistical significance was achieved. The

greatest area under the curve was achieved when the SII-CEUS

was used. Examples of quantitative analysis of an asymptomatic

and symptomatic plaque can be found in On-line Figs 2 and 3,

respectively.

DISCUSSION
The present study investigated the value of a previously described

multiparametric ultrasonographic risk index (the Kanber carotid

FIG 1. Boxplots comparing the degree of stenosis (A), GSM (B), VI-CDI (C), and VI-CEUS (D) between asymptomatic and symptomatic plaques (62
plaques from 54 patients were included).

Table 1: Descriptive statistics and significance of comparisons
between ultrasonography parameters of symptomatic and
asymptomatic plaques

Asymptomatic Symptomatic

P ValueMedian IQR Median IQR
DOSa 63.1 11.8 74.7 11.1 �.001b

GSM 38 27 13 19 .001b

SII-CDI 9.5 7.5 12 9.1 .17
SII-CEUS 9.8 6.9 12.9 11 .055
VI-CDI 16.5 29.2 61.4 109.7 �.001b

VI-CEUS 25.2 33.3 88.6 122.1 �.001b

a Mean and SD are presented for DOS only (normally distributed variable).
b Significant difference.
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plaque risk index or VI) for the detection of symptomatic carotid

plaques. The VI combined the DOS with the GSM and a quanti-

tative measure of surface irregularities, derived both from CDI

and CEUS, because the latter is considered to provide optimal

plaque delineation. The study results show that the DOS, GSM,

and both VIs significantly differed between asymptomatic and

symptomatic plaques. On ROC analysis, both multiparametric

VIs had higher areas under the curve than the DOS, with the VI

using the SII measured on CEUS achieving the greatest area under

the curve for the detection of symptomatic plaques. No statistical

significance was reached when comparing ROC curves for poten-

tial reasons that will be discussed later.

The concept of carotid vulnerable plaque is currently well-

established, with certain imaging features being regarded as risk

factors for the occurrence of neurovascular symptoms. Such fea-

tures include plaque composition and surface morphology, both

adequately studied with US.2,3,14 Consequently, the idea of a mul-

tiparametric mathematic index incorporating features of vulner-

ability with the reference variable of the DOS was introduced, and

initial effort was made to conceive and evaluate such indices. Prati

el al23 proposed a VI combining stenosis with subjective measures

of surface morphology and plaque composition in the form of

echogenicity and texture, achieving an AUC of 0.9, outperform-

ing the accuracy of the Framingham Risk Score alone (0.88) for

the prediction of stroke. A later study combined the DOS with an

objective arithmetic variable describing the echogenicity of

plaque, concluding that the resulting index was significantly

higher in symptomatic patients and had greater prognostic value

compared with stenosis or echogenicity alone. This study also

determined a cutoff value of 0.36 for optimal discrimination of

symptomatic and asymptomatic patients.24

In another type of index, termed the “activity index,” the DOS

has been combined with the GSM and subjective measures of

echogenicity heterogeneity, juxtaluminal echolucent area, and

plaque surface interruption. This index was significantly higher in

symptomatic plaques, with a cutoff point of 52 being determined

for optimal discrimination.25 The computation of such an index

using ultrasonographic images was also made possible with the

development of a stand-alone computer-assisted diagnosis soft-

ware, allowing the physician to readily assess plaque vulnerability

in everyday clinical practice.26 Nicolaides et al27 have investigated

the value of 3 risk-stratification models in a prospective multi-

center study of patients with moderate or severe stenosis, con-

cluding that the DOS alone has an AUC of 0.59, while if combined

with clinical features or clinical and ultrasonographic features of

vulnerability, the AUC is increased to 0.66 and 0.82, respectively.

Both the GSM and discrete white areas proved to be independent

predictors of ipsilateral cerebral or retinal ischemia.27

Despite these promising initial results, a disadvantage of these

studies lies in the use of subjective variables, which are limited by

lower interobserver agreement and reproducibility and increased

operator dependency. The study by Kanber et al17 suggested a

mathematic index exclusively using quantitative variables for

DOS, GSM, and surface irregularity. This index was used in the

current study, but using different software and manual delinea-

tion of the plaque surface and applying both CDI and CEUS tech-

niques for improved plaque surface delineation. This study con-

cluded that the risk index is significantly

higher in symptomatic plaques, also be-

ing superior in terms of diagnostic accu-

racy for the detection of symptomatic

plaques compared with stenosis alone.

The GSM and SII combined with steno-

sis achieved an AUC of 0.849, outper-

forming stenosis alone (AUC � 0.771).

In keeping with these results, the present

study calculated an AUC of 0.772 for ste-

nosis alone, 0.783 for VI-CDI, and 0.802

for VI-CEUS.17 In our study, the median

values of the index in symptomatic

(asymptomatic) plaques were 16.5

(61.47) for the CDI technique and 25.2

(88.66) for CEUS, highlighting a greater

difference in value in the latter case.

These findings confirm the well-estab-

lished superiority of CEUS to CDI for

the delineation of carotid plaque surface

free of artifacts and indicate that the

CEUS technique provides more clini-

cally significant information regarding

surface irregularities.18-20,28-30 Multipa-

rametric analysis of carotid plaques canFIG 2. ROC curves for the detection of symptomatic plaques by the compared variables.

Table 2: ROC analysis for the detection of symptomatic plaques

Test Examined AUC

95% CI

Lower Upper
DOS 0.772 0.653 0.89
VI (CDI) 0.783 0.666 0.899
VI (CEUS) 0.802 0.689 0.916
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also be performed through integrated classification systems like

the PLAC-RISK score, combining clinical data, the DOS, echoge-

nicity, surface characteristics, and intraplaque neovasculariza-

tion, to calculate a score with the purpose of suggesting optimal

patient management.31

The current study has some limitations, including a relatively

small number of patients, a potential spectrum bias because only

patients with at least 1 plaque with moderate or severe stenosis

were recruited, and the 2D nature of the US technique used in this

study. It is evident that 3D US could better and more thoroughly

characterize plaque echogenicity and irregularities, though this

technique is not widely available. The retrospective nature of this

study is another limitation because the more vulnerable parts of

the plaques may have already been dislodged causing a stroke.

Even in this case, the underlying and remaining part of the symp-

tomatic plaque might be expected to have a more irregular sur-

face, and this feature was recorded in the present study. Other

limitations of this study include the use of manual delineation of

the plaque surface over still frames of carotid plaques, as opposed

to the study by Kanber et al16,17 in which video clips and an auto-

mated method of plaque delineation were used. It has been pre-

viously found that variables such as the GSM may exhibit dy-

namic variations throughout the cardiac cycle,32 thus rendering

their quantification more challenging. These along with the

smaller number of patients recruited than in the study by Kanber

et al may explain no statistical significance being achieved regard-

ing the comparison of areas under the curve. Nevertheless and

despite those shortcomings, this study yielded significant differ-

ences in the variables examined between symptomatic and

asymptomatic plaques and confirmed the pattern of diagnostic

accuracy previously reported. Future prospective studies

should thus examine some form of multiparametric VI in pro-

spective patient cohorts, validating these initial results in dif-

ferent vascular laboratories and investigating implications for

patient management. It would also be very useful to compare

symptomatic and asymptomatic patient populations with ca-

rotid disease.

On the basis of the currently available literature, factors not

included in the present study also contribute to the vulnerability

of the plaque. Namely, intraplaque neovascularization and the

enhancement of the plaque on delayed-phase CEUS are 2 such

factors, with vulnerable plaques having a greater degree of neo-

vascularization.3 Similarly, late-phase enhancement on CEUS 6

minutes after the administration of microbubbles has been found

to be greater in symptomatic plaques, due to the higher degree of

inflammation found within these plaques.33 Studies have shown

that symptomatic carotid plaques exhibit diffuse microbubble

uptake at their base, something not happening in asymptomatic

plaques. The areas showing enhancement on CEUS corresponded

to areas with increased numbers of microvessels as demonstrated

on immunohistologic staining of endarterectomy specimens.34

In a study enrolling 104 patients, 80% of symptomatic patients

had a plaque showing enhancement on CEUS, while only 30% of

asymptomatic patients had such a plaque, with this difference

being significant. On quantitative analysis, the enhanced plaque

intensity was significantly higher in symptomatic plaques.35 Even

when subjectively quantifying plaque enhancement in 2 or 4 levels

of classification, this classification significantly correlated with

histologically detected neovascularization, intraplaque hemor-

rhage, and macrophage-rich areas.36 The presence of neovascu-

larization in patients with symptomatic carotid plaques as de-

tected with CEUS was also significantly associated with the

occurrence of microembolic signals in the middle cerebral artery

detected by transcranial US. The latter is considered a predictor of

future risk of stroke in patients with carotid stenosis.37 Regarding

plaque ulceration, the literature shows that it is an essential fea-

ture of plaque vulnerability, being associated with the occurrence

of stroke.14 This entity can be studied ultrasonographically with

both the conventional color Doppler technique and CEUS,

though improved sensitivity has been found for the latter tech-

nique.14,38 Further investigation of these factors, especially in the

setting of a multiparametric index, is important and could have

implications for patient management on the grounds of treating

plaques deemed more vulnerable with higher priority. Conse-

quently, future studies should also evaluate multiparametric in-

dexes incorporating even more features of vulnerability.

CONCLUSIONS
This study concluded that symptomatic plaques exhibit a signifi-

cantly higher degree of stenosis, lower values of the GSM, and

higher values of the Kanber vulnerability index, thus confirming

previous findings and also further investigating the potential use

of CEUS for plaque surface delineation. It is thus evident that the

use of multiparametric vulnerability indices is advantageous and

should be encouraged and further studied for the detection of

symptomatic plaques, even with the use of conventional flow-

visualization techniques such as color or power Doppler and not

necessarily CEUS. Nevertheless, the examination of the SII with

CEUS could be readily incorporated in a CEUS examination pro-

tocol performed for intraplaque neovascularization, another

well-established feature of vulnerability, to maximize the infor-

mation provided regarding the vulnerability of plaque.
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ORIGINAL RESEARCH
HEAD & NECK

Dynamic Contrast-Enhanced MRI to Differentiate Parotid
Neoplasms Using Golden-Angle Radial Sparse Parallel Imaging

X J.L. Mogen, X K.T. Block, X N.K. Bansal, X J.T. Patrie, X S. Mukherjee, X E. Zan, X M. Hagiwara, X G.M. Fatterpekar, and X S.H. Patel

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Conventional imaging frequently shows overlapping features between benign and malignant parotid
neoplasms. We investigated dynamic contrast-enhanced MR imaging using golden-angle radial sparse parallel imaging in differentiating
parotid neoplasms.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: For this retrospective study, 41 consecutive parotid neoplasms were imaged with dynamic contrast-
enhanced MR imaging with golden-angle radial sparse parallel imaging using 1-mm in-plane resolution. The temporal resolution was 3.4
seconds for 78.2 seconds and 8.8 seconds for the remaining acquisition. Three readers retrospectively and independently created and
classified time-intensity curves as follows: 1) continuous wash-in; 2) rapid wash-in, subsequent plateau; and 3) rapid wash-in with washout.
Additionally, time-intensity curve– derived semiquantitative metrics normalized to the ipsilateral common carotid artery were recorded.
Diagnostic performance for the prediction of neoplasm type and malignancy was assessed. Subset multivariate analysis (n � 32) combined
semiquantitative time-intensity curve metrics with ADC values.

RESULTS: Independent time-intensity curve classification of the 41 neoplasms produced moderate-to-substantial interreader agreement
(� � 0.50 – 0.79). The time-intensity curve classification threshold of �2 predicted malignancy with a positive predictive value of 56.0%–
66.7%, and a negative predictive value of 92.0%–100%. The time-intensity curve classification threshold of �2 predicted pleomorphic
adenoma with a positive predictive value of 87.0%–95.0% and a negative predictive value of 76.0%–95.0%. For all readers, type 2 and 3
curves were associated with malignant neoplasms (P � .001), and type 1 curves, with pleomorphic adenomas (P � .001). Semiquantitative
analysis for malignancy prediction yielded an area under the receiver operating characteristic curve of 0.85 (95% CI, 0.73– 0.99). Combining
time-to-maximum and ADC predicts pleomorphic adenoma better than either metric alone (P � .001).

CONCLUSIONS: Golden-angle radial sparse parallel MR imaging allows high spatial and temporal resolution permeability characterization
of parotid neoplasms, with a high negative predictive value for malignancy prediction. Combining time-to-maximum and ADC improves
pleomorphic adenoma prediction compared with either metric alone.

ABBREVIATIONS: AUC � area under the curve; DCE � dynamic contrast-enhanced; GRASP � golden-angle radial sparse parallel; NPV � negative predictive value;
PPV � positive predictive value; ROC � receiver operating characteristic; SImax � maximum signal intensity; TIC � time-intensity curve; Tmax � time-to-maximum

Parotid neoplasms include a variety of benign and malignant

lesions.1 While most parotid neoplasms are benign pleomor-

phic adenomas and are often treated with superficial parotidec-

tomy (or in some instances, conservative monitoring), differenti-

ating such lesions from those considered at high risk for

malignancy can be useful for management because malignant pa-

rotid neoplasms are more typically scheduled for total parotidec-

tomy with possible facial nerve sacrifice.2-4 Clinical examination

and conventional MR imaging sequences demonstrate consider-

able overlap among various pathologic entities. Almost all parotid

neoplasms demonstrate contrast enhancement and intrinsically

low signal on T1WI.5 While features including irregular/infiltra-

tive margins, heterogeneous signal intensity, and low signal on

T2WI correlate with malignant pathology,2,5 the performance of
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conventional imaging reported in the literature has been variable.

One study evaluating 98 parotid neoplasms found that conven-

tional imaging was only 50% sensitive for the presence of malig-

nancy.6 Another study provided more encouraging results with a

specificity of 95% for pleomorphic adenoma based on a combi-

nation of conventional features, though only 21 of the 41 pleo-

morphic adenomas included in this study met the proposed cri-

teria and the overall diagnostic accuracy was 74.8%.7 Preoperative

biopsy represents a useful diagnostic tool for parotid masses.

However, potential limitations include seeding of adjacent tissues

after capsular violation, small tissue volumes for pathologic anal-

ysis, and procedural risks that include facial nerve injury, sialocele

formation, or fistula formation.2,8,9

Golden-angle radial sparse parallel (GRASP) MR imaging is a

3D gradient recalled-echo dynamic contrast-enhanced (DCE)

MR imaging technique using both compressed sensing and par-

allel imaging to accelerate data acquisition. GRASP MR imaging

uses a radial “spoke-wheel” method of k-space sampling in the xy

plane according to the golden-angle scheme and Cartesian sam-

pling in the z axis.10 Acquiring radial data according to the gold-

en-angle ordering scheme allows dynamic imaging data acquisi-

tion as a single continuous scan. Dynamic image reconstruction is

achieved by grouping the data into sequential timeframes at a

desired temporal resolution (as fast as 2.5 seconds per frame).

Iterative image reconstruction with temporal total-variation

constraint permits both high temporal and spatial resolution.

Thus, GRASP imaging provides both high-spatial-resolution

anatomic imaging of a desired imaging volume and also high-

temporal-resolution DCE-MR imaging data from the same im-

age acquisition. Prior work in abdominal, breast, and other

head and neck applications confirms the excellent image qual-

ity, improved fat suppression, and reduced motion and pulsa-

tion artifacts of GRASP-derived images compared with

conventional anatomic MR imaging techniques, with the ad-

ditional benefit of concurrently acquired DCE-MR imaging

data.11-17

The purpose of this study was to in-

vestigate the accuracy of qualitative

and semiquantitative metrics derived

from DCE-MR imaging using GRASP

imaging to differentiate parotid neo-

plasms. Unlike most prior studies, we

evaluated semiquantitative metrics

normalized for an internal normal ref-

erence standard, and we additionally

performed comprehensive assessment

of interreader reliability of qualitative

GRASP-derived DCE analysis, which

can be easily integrated into day-to-

day workflow. The novel ability of

GRASP to provide high-resolution an-

atomic imaging concurrently with

DCE-MR imaging gives a further ra-

tionale for investigating GRASP imag-

ing in this context. Finally, the added

value of DWI was assessed in a subset

cohort.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patient Selection
This retrospective study of patient data received New York Uni-

versity Langone Medical Center institutional review board ap-

proval, and the requirement for informed consent was waived.

Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act– compliant

techniques for data management and analysis were used.

From July 2015 through August 2016, DCE-MR imaging using

the GRASP technique was performed on 52 consecutive parotid

lesions in 48 patients. The patient mean age was 59.8 years with a

range of 29 – 85 years. There were 16 men and 21 women. Eleven

patients with 11 parotid lesions were excluded due to the follow-

ing: a lack of a pathologic diagnosis (n � 9), nondiagnostic exam-

ination due to poor contrast bolus quality (n � 1), and a purely

cystic lesion (n � 1). A total of 41 parotid lesions in 37 patients

were ultimately included. In all cases, the final diagnosis was de-

termined on the basis of histopathologic analysis following surgi-

cal resection.

GRASP DCE-MR Imaging Technique
A detailed description of DCE-MR imaging based on the GRASP

technique has been published previously.10 In brief, the sequence

entails a continuous radial k-space acquisition according to the

golden-angle (111.25°) scheme to obtain a dynamic acquisition of

a desired length, during which a contrast agent is injected (Fig 1).

After data acquisition is complete, consecutive spokes are

grouped into discrete temporal frames. The number of spokes

combined into each frame can be chosen arbitrarily. For a low

number of spokes/frame (as needed to achieve high imaging

speed), the data are highly undersampled. Therefore, both parallel

imaging and compressed sensing are applied in the reconstruc-

tion process to obtain artifact-free dynamic images with both high

spatial and high temporal resolution (the compressed-sensing

implementation uses a temporal total variation constraint). The

reconstructed images were then analyzed as described below.

FIG 1. GRASP uses a continuous radial stack-of-stars acquisition of k-space during which the
contrast agent is injected (20-second injection delay). Due to use of the golden-angle ordering
scheme, an arbitrary number of consecutive frames can be combined into a single image frame
and a desired temporal resolution can be thus assigned. Because the k-space data for each frame
are highly undersampled, GRASP uses a compressed-sensing reconstruction with temporal total-
variation constraint. Additionally, by combining all acquired frames into a single image frame, one
can acquire high-resolution fat-suppressed T1-weighted anatomic images of the entire neck with
an excellent signal-to-noise ratio (Figs 2 and 5 for examples).
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Patients in this study were scanned on both 1.5T and 3T MR

imaging units. Dynamic imaging had 144 axial sections at a 2-mm

slice thickness. The FOV was 256 � 256 mm at a matrix size of 256 �

256, resulting in a 1-mm in-plane resolution. Anatomic coverage

comprised the whole neck from the superior orbit to sternal notch.

TR and TE were 4.3 and 2.1 ms, respectively, with a 12° flip angle.

Temporal resolution was 3.4 s/frame for the first 78.2 seconds and 8.8

s/frame through the remainder of the examination for a total dy-

namic acquisition of 240 seconds. A single dose of gadobutrol (0.1

mL/kg, Gadavist; Bayer Schering Pharma, Berlin, Germany) was ad-

ministered intravenously at a rate of 3 mL/s with an injection delay of

20 seconds relative to the start of the sequence.

Qualitative Time-Intensity Curve Classification
Three readers independently postprocessed and analyzed the

DCE-MR imaging data for all 41 parotid neoplasms using the soft-

ware Olea Sphere 3.0 (Olea Medical, La Ciotat, France). Reader A had

5 years of neuroradiology experience, reader B had 1 year of neuro-

radiology experience, and reader C was a radiology resident. The

readers were blind to the clinical history, pathologic diagnosis, and all

prior and subsequent imaging studies. Each reader was instructed to

manually create a single ROI that circumscribed the enhancing com-

ponent of the neoplasm on the axial image judged to contain the

largest enhancing area. Vessels and nonenhancing portions of the

lesions (eg, cystic components, centrally necrotic components) were

excluded from the ROI. Time-intensity curves (TICs) were created

from the assigned ROI, and each reader assigned to each TIC 1 of 3

curve classifications: 1) continuously rising, 2) initial rapid wash-in

with subsequent plateau, and 3) initial rapid wash-in with subse-

quent washout (Fig 2).

Semiquantitative TIC Analyses
Semiquantitative analysis was undertaken subsequent to the qual-

itative analysis by 2 of the readers (A and B) in consensus. At the

time of semiquantitative analysis, the 2 readers remained

blinded to the clinical history, pathologic diagnosis, and all

prior and subsequent imaging studies. An ROI was chosen

within the parotid neoplasm to create a TIC, as described

above. An additional ROI was chosen within the ipsilateral

common carotid artery to serve as an internal reference stan-

dard. The common carotid artery was chosen over the external

carotid artery or more distal branches due to improved inter-

and intraobserver reproducibility of the resulting TICs. TIC

metrics including time-to-maximum (Tmax), maximum sig-

nal intensity (SImax ), wash-in slope, washout slope, and area

under the curve were calculated for the parotid neoplasm and

normalized to (ie, divided by) values obtained from the ipsi-

lateral common carotid artery.

Diffusion-Weighted Imaging Data Collection
A DWI sequence was available in a 32-lesion (28 patient) subset of

those enrolled. DWI was performed using EPI with a TR and TE of

7500 and 87 ms, respectively. Matrix size was 128 � 128, slice

thickness/gap was 4.0/4.8 mm, and b-values of 0 and 1000 s/mm2

were obtained. Three gradient directions were used. An ROI was

assigned to match the ROI used in the semiquantitative TIC anal-

ysis. Mean ADC values were derived from the assigned ROI.

Statistical Methods
Categoric data were summarized by frequencies and percentages,

and continuous scaled data were summarized by the mean and SD

and the range of the empiric distribution.

Qualitative TIC Analysis. Interreader agreement with respect to

the TIC classification was evaluated via the unweighted � statistic.

Conventional receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analyses

were conducted per reader to determine the ROC associated with

malignant parotid neoplasm prediction and pleomorphic ade-

noma prediction as a function of TIC classification threshold.

These categories were chosen on the basis of the frequency of

pleomorphic adenoma relative to other parotid neoplasms and

the importance of determining the malignant status of a lesion

before any intervention. Bivariate associations between each read-

er’s qualitative TIC classifications and the lesion malignant pa-

rotid neoplasm status (yes, no) and the lesion pleomorphic ade-

noma status (yes, no) were evaluated via exact logistic regression.

The mid-P value method of Clopper and Pearson18 was used to

derive the P value of the exact test.

Semiquantitative TIC Analyses. Univariate and multivariate re-

lationships between the TIC-derived semiquantitative metrics

and the malignant parotid neoplasm status (yes, no) and the

pleomorphic adenoma status (yes, no) were evaluated via uni-

variate and multivariate logistic regression, respectively. Con-

ventional ROC analyses were conducted to determine the

operator characteristics associated with malignant parotid

neoplasms and pleomorphic adenoma prediction as a function

of the predicted probabilities derived from the TIC-derived

semiquantitative predictor-based logistic regression model.

Subset Analyses of ADC Values and Semiquantitative TIC-De-
rived Metrics. Using the subset data of the 32 parotid neoplasms

that underwent a DWI sequence, univariate and multivariate lo-

gistic regression analyses were performed to determine whether

the ADC values derived from DWI provide additional diagnostic

information that is not provided by the TIC-derived semiquanti-

tative metrics. Type III �2 tests were used to test whether the

addition of prediction information provided by ADC about ma-

lignant parotid neoplasm and pleomorphic adenoma is beyond

what would be expected by chance.

Statistical Software. The statistical software package SAS, Ver-

sion 9.4 (SAS Institute, Cary, North Carolina) was used to con-

duct the qualitative TIC analyses. The statistical software package

R, Version 3.4.2 (http://www.r-project.org) was used to conduct

the semiquantitative TIC analyses and the subset analysis.

RESULTS
The mean patient age was 59.8 � 14.2 years with a range of 29 – 85

years. There were 16 men (43.2%) and 21 women (56.8%). There

were 27 (65.9%) benign neoplasms (21 pleomorphic adenomas, 4

Warthin tumors, 2 oncocytomas) and 14 (34.1%) malignant neo-

plasms (2 acinic cell carcinomas, 4 squamous cell carcinomas, 2 ad-

enoid cystic carcinomas, 1 carcinoma ex pleomorphic adenoma, 2

mucoepidermoid carcinomas, 2 salivary duct carcinomas, and 1

spindle cell carcinoma). There was no statistically significant associ-

ation between patient age or sex and the pathologic diagnosis.
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Qualitative TIC Analysis
Interreader agreement for the TIC classifications of readers A and

B was substantial (� � 0.79; 95% CI, 0.63– 0.96) and moderate for

readers A and C (� � 0.54; 95% CI, 0.34 – 0.73) and readers B and

C (� � 0.50; 95% CI, 0.30 – 0.71).

After we combined TIC types 2 and 3, there was a significant

association between TIC types 2 and 3 and parotid malignancy for all

readers (P � .001 for all). At a TIC classification threshold of �1 (ie,

TIC types 2 and 3), the positive predictive value (PPV) for predicting

malignancy ranged from 56.0% to 66.7% among readers and the

negative predictive value (NPV) for predicting malignancy ranged

from 91.7% to 100%. Among malignant lesions, 92.9% of all reader

TIC assignments were type 2 or 3.
After we combined TIC types 2 and 3, there was a significant

association between TIC type 1 and pleomorphic adenoma for all
readers (P � .001 for all). At a TIC assignment threshold of �2 (ie,
TIC type 1), the PPV for predicting pleomorphic adenoma ranged
from 87.0% to 95.0% among readers, and the NPV for predicting

pleomorphic adenoma ranged from 76.0% to 95.0% among the

readers.

The associations between the TIC classification and parotid

malignancy and the TIC classification and pleomorphic adenoma

FIG 2. Examples of time-intensity curve morphology for each qualitatively applied category with representative axial contrast-enhanced
GRASP and axial T2WI demonstrating the lesions and ROIs used for TIC creation. A, Continuous rise in a patient with pleomorphic adenoma. B,
Rapid rise with a plateau in a patient with squamous cell carcinoma. C, Wash-in and washout in a patient with myoepithelial carcinoma of the
accessory parotid gland. Notice that the GRASP sequence permits high-temporal-resolution dynamic permeability characterization concurrent
with high-spatial-resolution fat-suppressed T1-weighted anatomic imaging in a single acquisition.
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are summarized in On-line Table 1. Complete summaries of the

ROC analyses are provided in On-line Table 2. Figure 2 shows

examples of 3 cases.

Among all reader TICs created for Warthin tumors and onco-

cytomas, 88.9% (n � 16) were assigned as type 2 or 3, and 11.1%

(n � 2), as type 1.

Semiquantitative TIC Analyses
Univariate logistic regression analyses that examined the bivariate

associations between parotid malignancy and the TIC semiquantita-

tive metrics (normalized to the ipsilateral common carotid artery)

revealed that Tmax (OR, 7.14; 95% CI, 1.73–29.30; P � .007) and

wash-in slope (OR, 2.63; 95% CI, 1.07–6.46; P � .034) were signifi-

cantly associated with parotid malignancy. On the basis of type III �2

tests, a multivariate logistic regression analysis identified Tmax (P �

.018), area under the curve (AUC) (P � .030), washout slope (P �

.031), and SImax (P � .048) as unique predictors of parotid malig-

nancy. ROC curves and diagnostic characteristics for discrimination

between nonmalignant and malignant parotid neoplasms based on

Tmax, AUC, washout slope, and SImax are shown in Fig 3 (and

On-line Table 3). The area under the curve for empiric and paramet-

ric ROC curves was 0.85 (95% CI, 0.73–0.99) and 0.84 (95% CI,

0.67–0.94), respectively.

Univariate logistic regression analysis that examined the

bivariate associations between pleomorphic adenoma and TIC

semiquantitative metrics (normalized to the ipsilateral com-

mon carotid artery) revealed that Tmax (OR, 27.38; 95% CI,

4.48 –167.18; P � .001) and wash-in slope (OR, 3.03; 95% CI,

1.13– 8.16; P � .028) were significantly associated with pre-

dicting pleomorphic adenoma. On the basis of type III �2 tests,

a multivariate logistic regression analysis identified Tmax (P �

.024) as the only unique predictor of pleomorphic adenoma.

ROC curves and diagnostic characteristics for discrimination

of nonpleomorphic adenoma and pleomorphic adenoma

based on Tmax are shown in Fig 4 (and On-line Table 4). The

area under the curve for empiric and parametric ROC curves

was 0.87 (95% CI, 0.73– 0.95) and 0.86 (95% CI, 0.73– 0.95),

respectively.

Subset Analyses of ADC Values and Semiquantitative
TIC-Derived Metrics
A subset of 32 parotid neoplasms underwent a DWI sequence.

The odds ratio for the association between ADC and malignancy

was 102.39 (95% CI, 2.38 – 4402.38; P � .016). The odds ratio for

the association between ADC and pleomorphic adenoma was

71.95 (95% CI, 4.74 –1091.38; P � .002).

For the determination of parotid malignancy, a logistic regres-

sion model combining Tmax, AUC, washout slope, and SImax

with ADC could not be created because the covariance matrix of

this model is singular. For the determination of parotid malig-

nancy, a logistic regression model that includes both Tmax and

ADC is superior to a model based on Tmax alone (�2 statistic,

11.39; P � .001), but not superior to a model containing ADC

alone (�2 statistic, 0.04; P � .846).

For the determination of pleomorphic adenoma, a logistic

regression model that includes both Tmax and ADC is superior

FIG 3. Empiric and binormal parametric ROC curves for discrimination of malignant and nonmalignant parotid neoplasms based on Tmax, AUC,
washout slope, and SImax.
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to both a model containing Tmax alone (�2 statistic, 13.94; P �

.001) and a model containing ADC alone (�2statistic, 12.53;

P � .001).

Figure 5 shows sample cases incorporating GRASP-derived

DCE data and ADC data. All raw data from qualitative and semi-

quantitative analyses are provided in On-line Table 5.

DISCUSSION
Our results highlight the technical advantages of GRASP, a se-

quence that concurrently obtains high spatial resolution and fat-

suppressed anatomic imaging of the entire neck as well as perme-

ability information for noninvasive functional characterization of

parotid neoplasia. We were able to document the independent

processing and interpretation of DCE-MR imaging data in pa-

rotid neoplasms by multiple readers, which is a helpful step in

attempting to generalize the application of DCE-MR imaging be-

yond the research setting. To our knowledge, only 1 prior study

has evaluated interreader reliability (with 2 readers) for DCE-MR

imaging analysis in parotid neoplasms.1

The results of our semiquantitative analysis are consistent with

previous studies, specifically the findings that pleomorphic ade-

nomas are associated with a relatively long Tmax, while malignant

lesions are associated with a shorter Tmax.1,2,6,8 Multiple Tmax

threshold values are reported in the literature for the prediction of

pleomorphic adenoma or malignancy, possibly due to differences

in the DCE technique, which limits direct comparison of values

across studies. Similar to prior analyses, we found that relying on

this 1 parameter for the prediction of specific histologic diagnoses

was limited, primarily due to the overlapping TIC features of

Warthin tumors and oncocytomas with those of malignant le-

sions. The most useful way to apply permeability data in clinical

practice appears to relate to its high negative predictive value for

malignancy. Namely, parotid neoplasms with a long Tmax are

unlikely to represent malignant neoplasms. Moreover, our mul-

tivariate analysis showed that AUC, washout slope, and SImax

were also unique predictors of parotid malignancy. Finally, all of

our semiquantitative metrics were normalized to an anatomic

reference (common carotid artery). Most prior studies did not

normalize their data in this fashion. Reference tissue normaliza-

tion is important because it provides a method to correct for the

numerous sources of variability across different patients and

scanners.1,2,6,8,19,20,22-24

Most interesting, our subset analysis incorporating ADC val-

ues showed that a multivariate model combining ADC values

with Tmax showed a significantly improved performance for the

prediction of pleomorphic adenoma compared with either pa-

rameter alone. With respect to malignancy characterization, pre-

vious studies have shown that the combined information of neo-

vascularization (shorter Tmax) and higher cellularity (lower

ADC) may help to identify parotid malignancies as distinct from

benign neoplasms.20,21 While our results did show that ADC

combined with Tmax outperformed Tmax alone when predicting

malignancy, our analysis here was limited because we were not

able to combine ADC with the full logistic regression model that

included Tmax, AUC, washout slope, and SImax.

FIG 4. Empiric and binormal parametric ROC curves for discrimination between pleomorphic adenomas and nonpleomorphic adenomas based
on Tmax.
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While several of our results support the results of prior

literature, the GRASP technique has several key features that

represent an improvement over techniques used in prior stud-

ies of DCE-MR imaging in parotid neoplasia. Uniquely,

GRASP simultaneously provides high-spatial-resolution ana-

tomic T1-weighted images of large anatomic coverage (eg, entire

neck) with dynamic high-temporal-resolution permeability im-

aging of the entire imaging volume. GRASP uses a continuous

radial stack-of-stars acquisition of k-space, and an arbitrary num-

ber of consecutive radial spokes can be combined into a single

image frame to create DCE imaging of a desired temporal resolu-

tion. Additionally, by combining all spokes into a single image

frame, one can create high-resolution fat-suppressed anatomic

images of the entire neck with an excellent signal-to-noise ratio.

Thus, GRASP can be routinely integrated into a parotid gland

imaging protocol as a diagnostic anatomic sequence without us-

ing examination time solely to obtain permeability information.

Although some authors have performed DCE-MR imaging at a

similar temporal resolution, the techniques used in those studies

were often limited to either a single slice or a smaller portion of the

volume of interest at a lower spatial resolution.6,22,23 Because

GRASP acquires high-temporal-resolution permeability imaging

for entire neck coverage, it has an added benefit of ensuring that a

useful reference standard (such as the common carotid artery) is

included in the imaging volume for normalizing imaging metrics.

It also removes the possibility of inadvertently excluding portions

of parotid neoplasms when selecting the imaging subvolume for

DCE acquisition. Finally, a distinct advantage to radial k-space

sampling is its substantially reduced sensitivity to motion arti-

facts. In fact, none of the cases in our study required exclusion due

to motion artifacts.10-12

One limitation of our study is our cohort size (n � 41), and we

specifically note here the important 2016 study by Yuan et al,25

which included DCE imaging in a large cohort of parotid neo-

plasms. However, despite our smaller patient cohort, we believe

our study remains of interest, predominantly due to the applica-

tion of the GRASP imaging technique as discussed above. Specif-

ically, our GRASP technique enabled entire neck coverage with

2-mm slice thickness (compared with 5 mm in the Yuan study)

despite a similar reported temporal resolution. Moreover, Yuan et

al did not normalize their DCE metrics using an anatomic refer-

ence as we did. Aside from such technical differences, we per-

formed a comprehensive assessment of interreader reliability for

independently processing and categorizing the parotid lesion TIC

using DCE-MR imaging, whereas Yuan et al used a consensus

reading.

Additional limitations of our study include its retrospective

design. We undertook qualitative and semiquantitative methods

of analysis rather than “quantitative” analysis using baseline T1-

mapping that allows determination of parameters such as the vol-

ume transfer constant between the extravascular extracellular

space and plasma or extravascular extracellular space volume per

tissue volume.26 However, such quantitative techniques are

themselves limited by the application of various physiologic as-

sumptions across different patients. We included MR imaging

examinations from both 1.5T and 3T scanners and acknowledge

that different scanners might yield differing DCE data. Finally, the

FIG 5. Representative examples of TICs, ADC maps, contrast-enhanced GRASP, and T2WI. A, Acinic cell carcinoma, displaying a type 2/3 curve
TIC and a relatively low ADC of 926, which both favor a malignant neoplasm. B, Warthin tumor, displaying a characteristic type 3 TIC in
combination with a relatively elevated ADC of 1616. The oncocytomas in our cohort had a similar combination of TIC and ADC features, whereas
nearly all pleomorphic adenomas had type 1 TICs in combination with relatively elevated ADC values.
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GRASP sequence is currently limited to a single vendor and thus

not yet available to all MR imaging sites for routine clinical use.

CONCLUSIONS
GRASP-derived DCE-MR imaging for parotid neoplasms intro-

duces several technical advantages, including the ability to create

high-temporal-resolution dynamic data for permeability assess-

ment concurrent with high-spatial-resolution, large-anatomic-

coverage, diagnostic imaging of the whole neck. GRASP-derived

DCE-MR imaging achieves a high NPV when determining the

presence of parotid malignancy and excellent diagnostic perfor-

mance in predicting pleomorphic adenomas.
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New York University GRASP patent, Comments: New York University owns the
patent on the GRASP technique of which I am a coinventor. No royalties have been
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North America Research Scholar Grant.* Elcin Zan—UNRELATED: Grants/Grants
Pending: Novartis/Advanced Accelerator Applications, Comments: Clinical trial
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Localization of Parotid Gland Tumors in Relation to the
Intraparotid Facial Nerve on 3D Double-Echo Steady-State with

Water Excitation Sequence
X H. Fujii, X A. Fujita, X H. Kanazawa, X E. Sung, X O. Sakai, and X H. Sugimoto

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Reliable preoperative facial nerve mapping may help avoid or minimize facial nerve injury during parotid
tumor resection. The purpose of this study was to investigate the diagnostic performance of the 3D double-echo steady-state with water
excitation sequence in localizing parotid gland tumors through direct visualization of the intraparotid facial nerve in comparison with
indirect methods of estimating the facial nerve location.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: We retrospectively reviewed 91 parotid gland tumors in 90 patients who underwent surgical resection and
preoperative MR imaging, including the 3D double-echo steady-state with water excitation sequence. The tumor locations were catego-
rized as deep or superficial on the basis of direct and 3 indirect methods: the facial nerve line, retromandibular vein, and Utrecht line.
Surgical localization was considered the criterion standard. The diagnostic performance for localizing deep lobe lesions using direct and
indirect methods was calculated and compared using the McNemar test.

RESULTS: Surgical localization confirmed 75 superficial lesions and 16 deep lesions. The interobserver variability of the 3D double-echo
steady-state with water excitation sequence was excellent (� � 0.870). The diagnostic accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive
value, and negative predictive value for localizing deep lobe lesions using the 3D double-echo steady-state with water excitation method
were 97.8%, 87.5%, 100%, 100%, and 97.4%, respectively. These findings were significantly higher than the facial nerve line in sensitivity, the
retromandibular vein in sensitivity, and the Utrecht line in accuracy and specificity (P � .05). Overall, the direct method was the most
accurate, sensitive, and specific in localizing parotid gland tumors.

CONCLUSIONS: We can achieve higher diagnostic performance in localizing parotid gland tumors by directly visualizing the intraparotid
facial nerve using the 3D double-echo steady-state with water excitation sequence compared with indirect methods.

ABBREVIATIONS: 3D-DESS-WE � 3D double-echo steady-state with water excitation; FNL � facial nerve line; RMV � retromandibular vein; UL � Utrecht line

The facial nerve exits the skull base via the stylomastoid fora-

men and enters the parotid gland. Within the parotid gland,

the intraparotid facial nerve trunk divides into its 2 main

branches, the temporofacial and cervicofacial branches, and fur-

ther divides into the temporal, zygomatic, buccal, mandibular,

and cervical branches. The intraparotid facial nerve and its

branches course predominantly in a single sagittal plane, which

separates the superficial and deep lobes of the parotid gland.1 It is

important to know the spatial relationship of the intraparotid

facial nerve to a parotid tumor because this information may im-

pact the duration and difficulty of the operation.2 Several indirect

methods to estimate the location of the intraparotid facial nerve

have been reported.3-6 However, the accuracy of indirect methods

is variable and can be affected by tumor size, location, and the

specific method used. Therefore, direct visualization of the in-

traparotid facial nerve is desirable.7 With increasing spatial and

contrast resolution of cross-sectional imaging, better visualiza-

tion of the cranial nerves has become possible.2,8,9 However, im-

aging the course of the intraparotid facial nerve still remains a

diagnostic challenge due to the fine structure and complex anat-

omy of the nerve. The 3D double-echo steady-state with water
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excitation (3D-DESS-WE) sequence is a recently introduced MR

imaging technique that can delineate the peripheral cranial nerves

as high-signal-intensity structures.10,11 At Jichi Medical Univer-

sity Hospital, this sequence has been added to our standard MR

imaging protocol of the salivary glands and has been used rou-

tinely to demonstrate the intraparotid facial nerve and salivary

ducts within the salivary glands since 2012. The purpose of this

study was to investigate the accuracy of the 3D-DESS-WE MR

imaging sequence in localizing parotid gland tumors through di-

rect visualization of the intraparotid facial nerve and to compare it

with indirect methods of localization.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patient Population
This retrospective study was approved by our institutional review

board, and informed consent was waived. We retrospectively re-

viewed 107 consecutive patients (53 men and 54 women with a

median age of 58 years; range, 19 – 87 years) with parotid gland

lesions who underwent surgical resection and preoperative MR

imaging, including the 3D-DESS-WE sequence from October

2012 to March 2018. Two patients with severe motion artifacts,

and 15 patients who could not have accurate surgical confirma-

tion of parotid tumor localization (enucleation, n � 10, and total

parotidectomy, n � 5) were excluded. Ultimately, 91 parotid

gland tumors in 90 patients were included in this study (1 patient

had ipsilateral multiple parotid gland tumors).

MR Imaging and Interpretation
All patients underwent MR imaging with a 3T unit (Magnetom

Skyra; Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) using a commercially

available 20-channel head and neck coil with our routine neck

protocol that included the 3D-DESS-WE sequence. The parameters

of the 3D-DESS-WE sequence are as follows: TR/TE � 11/4.21 ms,

flip angle � 30°, FOV � 200 � 200 mm, matrix � 384 � 244,

effective section thickness � 0.82 mm, number of acquisitions � 1,

scan time�4 minutes 12 seconds. The slab thickness (11.2 cm) of the

3D-DESS-WE sequence is from the skull base to the mandible.

All acquired images were transferred to our clinically used

server and evaluated with a PACS system with a 2-megapixel

high-resolution liquid crystal display. Two board-certified ra-

diologists (with 21 and 7 years of post training experience in

head and neck radiology, respectively) independently evalu-

ated the location of the parotid gland lesions in preoperative

MR imaging. The locations of the parotid gland lesions were

categorized into the superficial or deep lobe based on direct

and 3 indirect methods.

Direct Method with Visualization of the Intraparotid
Facial Nerve on 3D-DESS-WE
The intraparotid facial nerve was identified on the 3D-DESS-WE

sequence (Fig 1) using axial source images and multiplanar recon-

structions, which were created by radiology technologists. Parotid

tumors lateral to the intraparotid facial nerve were defined as

being in the superficial lobe (Fig 2), and parotid tumors medial to

the intraparotid facial nerve were defined as being in the deep lobe

(Fig 3). When peripheral facial nerve branches could not be de-

lineated to determine the tumor location, a plane parallel to the

visualized main trunk of the intraparotid facial nerve was used to

localize the parotid gland tumor, on the basis of the assumption

that the deviation of the facial nerve trunk could determine the

tumor location. Tumors totally or with �50% of tumor volume

located lateral to the plane were defined as being in the superficial

lobe, and tumors totally or with �50% of tumor volume located

medial to the plane were defined as being in the deep lobe.

Indirect Approximation of the Intraparotid Facial Nerve
Using the Facial Nerve Line, Retromandibular Vein, and
Utrecht Line
The 3 indirect methods were evaluated on axial T2-weighted

images (TR/TE, 5000/83 ms) and 3D-T1 volumetric interpo-

lated brain examinations with 2-point Dixon technique images

(TR/TE, 6/2.46 ms) after intravenous administration of 0.1

mmol/kg body weight of a gadolinium contrast agent (Fig 4). The

facial nerve line (FNL) connects the lateral surface of the posterior

belly of the digastric muscle to the lateral surface of the ascend-

ing ramus of the mandible. The Utrecht line (UL) connects the

most dorsal point observed on the ipsilateral half of a vertebra

to the most dorsal point of the retromandibular vein (RMV).

Tumors totally or with �50% of tumor volume located lateral

to the FNL, UL, or RMV were defined as being in the superficial

lobe, and tumors totally or with �50% of tumor volume lo-

cated medial to the FNL, UL, or RMV were defined as being in

the deep lobe.

Tumor Location Based on Surgical Findings
The spatial relationship of the intraparotid facial nerve to a pa-

rotid tumor was confirmed by reviewing the surgical report,

which was considered the criterion standard and was used to de-

termine the diagnostic performance of using the direct and indi-

rect methods described above.

FIG 1. Visualization of the intraparotid facial nerve on the 3D-
DESS-WE sequence. Reformatted sagittal image of the 3D-DESS-WE
sequence clearly shows the intraparotid facial nerve (arrows).
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Statistical Analysis
Two readers independently evaluated the tumor locations using

the direct and indirect methods. Inconsistencies were resolved by

collaborative review and consensus agreement. The interobserver

variability was calculated using � analysis: poor, � � 0.2; fair,

0.2 � � � 0.4; moderate, 0.4 � � � 0.6; good, 0.6 � � � 0.8;

excellent, 0.8 � � � 1. The diagnostic accuracy, sensitivity, spec-

ificity, positive predictive value, and negative predictive value for

localizing parotid lesions using direct and indirect methods were

calculated and compared using the McNemar test. Given the bi-

variate (superficial-versus-deep) nature of our data, the sensitiv-

ity and specificity and the positive and negative predictive values

for superficial and deep lobe analyses were the inverse of each

other. Therefore, we chose to focus on the analysis for localizing

deep lobe lesions. Statistical analyses were performed using Ver-

sion 3.3.3 of the R statistical and computing software (http://

www.r-project.org/).

RESULTS
Surgical findings confirmed 75 lesions

localized to the superficial lobe, and 16

lesions localized to the deep lobe. The

histologic types and frequencies of pa-

rotid lesions are shown in Table 1.

The interobserver variabilities in de-

termining the location of the parotid le-

sions using direct and indirect methods

are shown in Table 2. The interobserver

variability of the direct method was excel-

lent (0.870), that of RMV was good

(0.706), and those of FNL and UL were

moderate (0.587 and 0.471, respectively).

Of the total 91 parotid lesions, 85 le-

sions could be localized in relation to

the intraparotid facial nerve on the 3D-

DESS-WE sequence. The remaining 6

lesions were located in the far distal (an-

terior) part of parotid gland paren-

chyma, rendering visualization of the in-

traparotid facial nerve limited on the

3D-DESS-WE sequence. In these cases,

we categorized the lesion location using

a plane parallel to the visualized main

trunk of the intraparotid facial nerve

(described in the Materials and Methods

section).

The diagnostic accuracy, sensitivity,

specificity, positive predictive value, and

negative predictive value for surgically

confirmed deep lobe lesions using direct

and indirect methods are shown in

Table 3. Of the 4 methods, the direct

method showed the highest accuracy,

sensitivity, and negative predictive value

for localization of deep lobe parotid

gland tumors (97.8%, 87.5%, and

97.4%, respectively). The direct method

also showed high specificity and positive

predictive value, which were identical to

those of the RMV (100% and 100%, respectively). The accuracy

and specificity of the direct method were statistically higher than

those of the UL (P � .002 and P � .008, respectively). The sensi-

tivity of the direct method was statistically higher than that of the

FNL and RMV (P � .008 and P � .031, respectively). Overall, the

direct method was the most accurate, sensitive, and specific in

localizing parotid gland tumors. Among the indirect methods, the

RMV showed the highest accuracy, specificity, positive predictive

value, and negative predictive value (91.2%, 100%, 100%, 90.4%,

respectively). The FNL showed relatively high specificity but low

sensitivity (93.3% and 37.5%, respectively). The UL showed the

lowest diagnostic performance among the 4 methods.

DISCUSSION
Surgery for parotid gland tumors has a relatively high rate of com-

plications, including facial nerve paralysis, salivary fistula, infec-

FIG 2. A 71-year-old woman with pleomorphic adenoma of the right parotid gland. A, Axial source
image of the 3D-DESS-WE sequence. B, Coronal reformatted image of the 3D-DESS-WE se-
quence. Axial and reformatted coronal images of the 3D-DESS-WE sequence show the intrapa-
rotid facial nerve trunk (A and B, arrows) and temporofacial trunk (A and B, arrowheads) coursing
medially to the parotid mass (A and B, asterisk), suggesting localization to the superficial lobe.

FIG 3. A 65-year-old woman with basal cell adenoma of the left parotid gland. A, Axial source
image of the 3D-DESS-WE sequence. B, Coronal reformatted image of the 3D-DESS-WE se-
quence. Axial and reformatted coronal 3D-DESS-WE images show the intraparotid facial nerve
trunk (arrows) coursing lateral to the parotid mass (asterisk), suggesting localization to the deep
lobe.
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tion, hematoma, sialocele, and Frey syndrome. Among these,

temporary facial nerve paralysis is most frequent.12 Facial nerve

injury mechanisms during parotidectomy include nerve dissec-

tion, stretching, compression, ligature entrapment, thermal and

electrical injuries, and ischemia.13 Facial nerve paralysis can cause

cosmetic and functional morbidity, ocular complications, dimin-

ished quality of life, and medical malpractice litigation.14,15 Re-

liable preoperative facial nerve mapping may assist safe and

effective tumor resection and provide better information for

patients regarding potential risks and morbidity after surgical

intervention.

Because it is difficult to visualize the intraprarotid facial nerve

by routine MR imaging, various indirect methods (such as FNL,

RMV, and UL) for approximating the course of the intraparotid

facial nerve to aid in localizing parotid gland tumors have been

proposed. Several studies have shown high accuracy of the FNL

(71.4%– 87.5%), though there was low sensitivity for deep lobe

lesions (12.5%–50.0%) despite high specificity (98.1%).3,4,6,16

The RMV has been reported to show relatively high accuracy

(63.5%�86.4%) along with high specificity (85.7%–96.2%) and

variable sensitivity (29.6%–71%).5,16,17 Kim et al16 reported that

the UL showed relatively low accuracy (74.8%), low sensitivity

(18.5%), and high specificity (89.4%). In this study, the FNL

showed low sensitivity and high specificity, and the RMV showed

high accuracy and specificity, findings consistent with previous

reports. The ULs showed relatively high accuracy and specificity,

but they were still the lowest in our study. Among indirect meth-

ods, the RMV showed the best diagnostic performance in this

study. Our study also showed that the interobserver variability of

indirect methods was lower than that of the direct method. In

particular, the dorsal points of the FNL (posterior belly of the

digastric muscle) and UL (most dorsal point observed on the ip-

silateral half of a vertebra) can vary depending on the imaging

slice. In some cases, the branch of the external carotid artery was

misinterpreted as the RMV. These factors may have led to the

lower interobserver variability. Overall, the broad variability of

the diagnostic performance for the indirect methods from previ-

ous studies as well as our own study suggests that indirect meth-

ods are not reliable for accurate surgical planning, with a higher

risk of surgical complications related to facial nerve injury.

The 3D-DESS-WE sequence is commonly used in musculosk-

eletal imaging, but it was recently used for visualization of the

intraparotid facial nerve and has been quite successful.11 The 3D-

DESS-WE sequence includes both FISP and reversed fast imaging

with steady-state free precession components. The FISP signal

intensity provides more anatomic details with tissue contrast

dominated by the T1/T2 ratio.11 The reversed fast imaging with

steady-state free precession signal intensity accentuates the signal

intensity of the components with a long T2 signal.18 With 3D-

DESS-WE, the facial nerve and its branches can be easily identi-

fied because they demonstrate high signal intensity.11 Another

study showed that the 3D-DESS-WE sequence demonstrated ex-

cellent visualization of the entire course of the mandibular divi-

sion of the trigeminal nerve in most patients.10 Therefore, we

routinely use the 3D-DESS-WE sequence to visualize the intrapa-

rotid facial nerve for preoperative evaluation. To our knowledge,

FIG 4. Indirect methods to approximate the intraparotid facial nerve:
facial nerve line (solid line), retromandibular vein (dotted circle), and
Utrecht line (dotted line).

Table 1: Histologic types and frequencies of parotid lesions

Histologic Types

Surgical Findings

Superficial
Lobe

Deep
Lobe

Benign tumors
Pleomorphic adenoma 57 44 13
Warthin tumor 15 13 2
Basal cell adenoma 3 2 1
Myoepithelioma 1 1 0
Lymphoepithelial cyst 3 3 0
Reactive lymphadenopathy 1 1 0
Inflammation 1 1 0

Malignant tumors
Malignant lymphoma 1 1 0
Metastatic tumor 2 2 0
Oncocytic carcinoma 1 1 0
Acinic cell carcinoma 2 2 0
Carcinoma ex pleomorphic adenoma 1 1 0
Basal cell adenocarcinoma 1 1 0
Salivary duct carcinoma 2 2 0
Total 91 75 16

Table 2: Interobserver variabilities in determining the location of
the parotid lesion with direct and indirect methods

Interobserver
Variability No. Concordance �

Direct method 91 88 0.870
FNL 81 0.587
RMV 86 0.706
UL 75 0.471
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there have been no previous studies evaluating the 3D-DESS-WE

sequence for localizing parotid gland tumors.

In this study, the direct method using the 3D-DESS-WE se-

quence showed higher accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, positive

predictive value, and negative predictive value than indirect

methods. Therefore, we found that the 3D-DESS-WE sequence

could reliably and accurately depict the intraparotid facial nerve

in the presence of parotid gland tumors. However, 2 cases were

incorrectly categorized. One lesion was incorrectly categorized to

the superficial lobe because a linear high-intensity structure was

seen to course medial to the parotid gland tumor, but surgical

findings confirmed the presence of a thin branch of the intrapa-

rotid facial nerve lying on the surface of the parotid gland tumor,

therefore categorizing this as a deep lobe lesion. In another case,

the tumor was located in the far distal (anterior) part of parotid

gland parenchyma, rendering visualization of the intraparotid fa-

cial nerve limited on the 3D-DESS-WE sequence and therefore

limiting our ability to localize this lesion. In this case, we catego-

rized the lesion to the superficial lobe based on a plane parallel to

the visualized facial nerve trunk. However, surgical findings con-

firmed the parotid gland tumor localized to the deep lobe.

As mentioned in the Results section, 6 of 91 lesions had to be

localized using this method, and this was the only case found to be

incorrect. Moreover, this highlights the difficulty in visualizing

the intraparotid facial nerve in the far anterior part of the parotid

gland because the distal branches of the facial nerve become in-

creasingly thin. However, an isolated injury to a thin, peripheral

branch of the facial nerve is less likely to have significant conse-

quences. Nonetheless, our study demonstrated that we could

achieve high diagnostic performance in parotid tumor localiza-

tion using the 3D-DESS-WE sequence with a standard, commer-

cially available head and neck coil. This study showed excellent

interobserver variability of 3D-DESS-WE, which was higher than

that of the indirect methods. Similarly, a previous study showed

that the 3D-DESS-WE sequence enabled uniform detectability of

the peripheral branches of the cranial nerve by readers at various

training levels.10

There are several limitations in this study. First, our study

consists of a relatively small number of deep lobe tumors (17.6%)

compared with superficial lobe tumors. However, it is well-

known that the occurrence of parotid tumors in the deep lobe is

approximately 10%, which was concordant with this study.19 Fur-

thermore, the number of deep lobe tumors was sufficient to show

statistical significance in this study. A second limitation was the

disuse of a surface coil, which could achieve better visualization of

the intraparotid facial nerve.20,21 However, we found that using

the surface coil was not feasible in routine clinical practice due to

its time-consuming and cumbersome application. Despite the

lack of a surface coil, this study still demonstrated good diagnostic

performance using a standard, commercially available head and

neck coil, and the acquisition time of the 3D-DESS-WE sequence

was relatively short, maintaining its feasibility for routine clinical

practice. A third limitation was a small number of nonfatty pa-

rotid glands, which could negatively influence the diagnostic per-

formance. In a patient with a nonfatty parotid gland, it is difficult

to trace the course of the intraparotid facial nerve because of low

contrast between the nerve and parotid parenchyma. Generally,

older patients have more fatty infiltration of the parotid gland. A

relatively high median age of the patients was thought to explain

the small number of nonfatty parotid glands in this study.

CONCLUSIONS
Direct visualization of the intraparotid facial nerve using the 3D-

DESS-WE sequence demonstrated better diagnostic performance

in localizing parotid gland tumors compared with various indi-

rect methods. This technique can be performed without a surface

coil and with a relatively short acquisition time and has high in-

terobserver variability. These features make the 3D-DESS-WE se-

quence feasible for routine clinical practice and could be an inte-

gral part of preoperative assessment of parotid gland tumors.

Disclosures: Osamu Sakai—UNRELATED: Consultancy: Boston Imaging Core Lab;
Royalties: Gakken Medical Shujunsha Co Ltd, Medical Sciences International Ltd.
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Evaluating the Utility of a Postprocessing Algorithm for MRI
Evaluation of Optic Neuritis

X L. Stunkel, X A. Sharma, X M.S. Parsons, X A. Salter, and X G.P. Van Stavern

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: MR imaging is useful for the detection and/or confirmation of optic neuritis. The objective of this study
was to determine whether a postprocessing algorithm selectively increases the contrast-to-noise ratio of abnormal optic nerves in optic
neuritis, facilitating this diagnosis on MR imaging.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: In this retrospective case-control study, coronal FLAIR images and coronal contrast-enhanced T1WI from 44
patients (31 eyes with clinically confirmed optic neuritis and 28 control eyes) underwent processing using a proprietary postprocessing
algorithm designed to detect and visually highlight regions of contiguous increases in signal intensity by increasing the signal intensities of
regions that exceed a predetermined threshold. For quantitative evaluation of the effect on image processing, the contrast-to-noise ratio
of equivalent ROIs and the contrast-to-noise ratio between optic nerves and normal-appearing white matter were measured on baseline
and processed images. The effect of image-processing on diagnostic performance was evaluated by masked reviews of baseline and
processed images by 6 readers with varying experience levels.

RESULTS: In abnormal nerves, processing resulted in an increase in the median contrast-to-noise ratio from 17.8 to 85.0 (P � .001) on FLAIR
and from 19.4 to 93.7 (P � .001) on contrast-enhanced images. The contrast-to-noise ratio for control optic nerves was not affected by
processing (P � 0.13). Image processing had a beneficial effect on radiologists’ diagnostic performance, with an improvement in sensitivities
for 5/6 readers and relatively unchanged specificities. Interobserver agreement improved following processing.

CONCLUSIONS: Processing resulted in a selective increase in the contrast-to-noise ratio for diseased nerves and corresponding improve-
ment in the detection of optic neuritis on MR imaging by radiologists.

ABBREVIATIONS: CIE � correlative image enhancement; CNR � contrast-to-noise ratio

Optic neuritis is an acute-to-subacute, demyelinating optic

neuropathy, typically occurring in young women1,2 in asso-

ciation with multiple sclerosis.1,3-5 It presents with changes in

visual acuity, eye pain, a relative afferent pupillary defect, and

sometimes optic disc swelling.1,2,5-10 While the diagnosis can of-

ten be made clinically, misdiagnosis is common, reported in al-

most 60% of referrals in 1 study.11 MR imaging can help solidify

the clinical diagnosis, especially in atypical cases.7 In addition,

with increasing recognition of subclinical optic neuropathy in

patients with multiple sclerosis,12 the use of MR imaging to detect

optic neuritis–related nerve abnormalities might become even

more important.

Challenges of MR imaging of the optic nerve include its small

size, heterogeneity of the surrounding orbital tissue, and artifacts

related to eye movements or the presence of surrounding orbital

fat.13-19 The optic nerve signal is best compared with normal

white matter in the brain.20 However, the lack of proximity of the

optic nerve to the white matter and different intensities of sur-

rounding structures make this comparison difficult. Despite these

challenges, some previous studies have reported sensitivities in

the detection of optic neuritis by neuroradiologists ranging from

75.7% on noncontrast MR imaging21 to 94% on contrast-en-

hanced MR imaging.22 Improving the conspicuity of optic nerve

abnormalities on MR imaging may help improve the detection of

optic neuritis, particularly to minimize the need for intravenous

contrast, detect subclinical disease, or improve the sensitivity in

communities where scans are interpreted by general radiologists.
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Correlative image enhancement (CIE) is a proprietary im-

age postprocessing algorithm based on the correlative proper-

ties of contiguous pixels designed to increase the conspicuity of

details of interest on existing CT and MR imaging scans.23 It

has been previously shown to improve the contrast-to-noise

ratio (CNR) between diseased and normal brain tissue in brain

infarction and mesial temporal sclerosis.24,25 The objective of

this study was to test whether image processing of existing MR

imaging scans with CIE can be used to improve detection of

optic neuritis by selectively improving the CNR of diseased

optic nerves.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Institutional review board approval was obtained.

Cases and Controls
This was a retrospective study of 44 patients (31 women, 13 men;

mean age, 43.0 � 14.2 years) who had undergone orbital MR

imaging including coronal fat-saturated FLAIR and coronal fat-

saturated contrast-enhanced T1-weighted imaging (Table 1) for

clinical suspicion of optic neuritis on 1.5T MR imaging scanners

at our institution between January 2014 and October 2016. Of

these, 31 eyes diagnosed with optic neuritis based on clinical eval-

uation were included as cases and 28 eyes found not to have any

clinical evidence for optic neuritis or optic neuropathy served as

controls. Twenty-nine asymptomatic eyes in patients with unilat-

eral optic neuritis were excluded because they could be affected by

subclinical disease. Coronal FLAIR images were available for 28

cases and 28 control eyes. Coronal contrast-enhanced images

were available for 28 cases and 18 control eyes.

Image Processing
For each patient, the entire set of coronal FLAIR and contrast-

enhanced MR images in a DICOM format was de-identified and

transferred to an OsiriX Lite workstation (https://www.macup

date.com/app/mac/14362/osirix-lite). A masked investigator

processed these images using the CIE algorithm with a custom-

built plug-in. The algorithm required manual placement of an

ROI within normal-appearing white matter. If the signal intensity

of a contiguous set of pixels exceeded the intensity of the normal

appearing white matter by a predetermined threshold, the algo-

rithm markedly increased the signal intensity of those pixels. The

processed images were saved as a new DICOM file.

Contrast-to-Noise Ratio Calculations
Using an ROI tool inbuilt in OsiriX Lite, we measured the signal

intensities of each optic nerve (SIon), and the ipsilateral normal-

appearing white matter (SIwm) for both baseline and processed

images at equivalent locations (Fig 1). For optic nerves with ob-

vious signal abnormality, the ROI was placed in the region of

abnormal signal. Otherwise, the optic nerve was sampled in its

retrobulbar portion on an image that allowed its best visualization

free from partial volume averaging effects. The SD of the signal

intensity of air in the image was similarly recorded as a measure of

noise. These measurements were then used to calculate the CNR

for both FLAIR and contrast-enhanced images using the follow-

ing formula: CNR � (SIon � SIwm)/Noise.

Masked Image Review
Six masked readers, including 2 radiology residents, 2 neuroradi-

ology fellows, and 2 attending neuroradiologists, reviewed base-

line and processed images separately in OsiriX Lite. Readers rated

optic nerve signal intensity (on FLAIR images) and the presence

of contrast enhancement (on contrast-enhanced images) within

the optic nerve on a 5-point Likert scale, ranging from 1 (defi-

nitely normal) to 5 (definitely abnormal). For subsequent analysis

to calculate the diagnostic performance of each reader, ratings of

4 (probably abnormal) or 5 were taken as an abnormal test result,

while ratings of �3 (possibly normal) were taken as a normal test

result. The baseline-versus-processed status of the images was not

revealed to the readers. However, readers were asked to comment

on whether they saw markedly high signal in the optic nerves and

whether this influenced their interpretation of the image.

Statistical Analysis
Descriptive statistics were used to summarize the imaging met-

rics. Continuous variables were summarized using means and

SDs and median (25th percentile, 75th percentile). A paired t test

Table 1: Technical parameters for the coronal FLAIR and coronal
contrast-enhanced T1WI used in the study

Parameter FLAIR
Contrast-Enhanced

T1WI
Slice thickness (mm) 3–4 3–4
TR (ms) 9000–10,000 400–800
TE (ms) 74–102 10–20
TI (ms) 2500 NA
FOV (mm) 200–220 � 166–186 180–220 � 170–200
Matrix 256–512 � 192–384 226–512 � 288–512
Fat saturation Yes Yes
Contrast material used NA Omniscan,a

MultiHance,b

Dotaremc

Note:—NA indicates not applicable.
a Gadodiamide; GE Healthcare, Piscataway, New Jersey.
b Gadobenate dimeglumine; Bracco Diagnostics, Princeton, New Jersey.
c Gadoterate meglumine, Guerbet, Aulnay-sous-Bois, France.

FIG 1. Measurement of the CNR between the optic nerve and ipsilat-
eral white matter. Baseline (A) and processed (B) coronal FLAIR images
show equivalent placement of ROIs to measure signal intensities of
the optic nerve (a) and the ipsilateral white matter (b). The SD of the
intensity in air around the head (c, not shown) was used as a measure
of noise. CNR was defined as (a � b) / c. In this patient with left optic
neuritis, processing resulted in an increase of the left optic nerve
signal intensity from 355 at baseline to 754 after processing. Other
measurements were unaffected by processing.
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or a signed rank test was used to evaluate differences between

baseline and processed images in the optic nerve and control

groups. The median of the ratings across all readers was identified

for both baseline and processed images, and the difference in the

median (processed-baseline image) was computed and compared

using a paired t test or signed rank test, to assess improvement in

the confidence of categorizing the optic nerve using signal inten-

sity and enhancement. Sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive

value, negative predictive value, and diagnostic accuracy were cal-

culated for each reader and were also averaged for all readers.

Improvements in diagnostic performances in cases versus con-

trols were compared between the baseline and processed image

within a group using a McNemar test.

Interobserver reliability was computed using a model-based

measure of agreement, which is robust to the underlying disease

prevalence,26 and 95% confidence intervals were obtained from

1000 bootstrapped samples. The pair-wise � for each pair or read-

ers with similar experience levels (the pair of radiology residents,

the pair of neuroradiology fellows, etc.) was also compared using

the Cohen and weighted �. A P value of .05 was considered statis-

tically significant. Statistical analyses were conducted in SAS, Ver-

sion 9.4 (SAS Institute, Cary, North Carolina) and R statistical

and computing software (Version 1.0.136; http://www.r-project.

org/).

RESULTS
Effect of Processing on the CNR
For FLAIR images of eyes with optic neuritis, processing re-

sulted in a statistically significant increase in the median (25th

to 75th) CNR from 17.8 (8.9 –32.3) to 85.0 (64.8 –127.2) (P �

.001), with an increased CNR seen in 27/28 eyes (Figs 2A and

3). CNRs for control eyes were not significantly affected (P �

.625), with a CNR increase noted only in 1/28 control eyes (Fig

2B). For contrast-enhanced images of eyes with optic neuritis,

processing resulted in an increase in the median (25th to 75th)

CNR from 19.35 (4.0 –32.8) to 93.7 (47.2–150.6) (P � .001),

with an increased CNR seen in 24/28 eyes (Figs 2C and 3). The

CNR for control eyes was not significantly affected (P � 0.13),

with the CNR increase noted in only 1/18 control eyes

(Fig 2D).

Effect of Processing on Confidence Ratings
For FLAIR images, there was a statistically significant increase in

the median confidence rating for processed images of eyes with

optic neuritis (P � .001). For control eyes, processing did not

result in any significant change in the median confidence rating

on FLAIR images (P � 0.08). Processing did not result in any

significant change (P � .54) in average confidence ratings for eyes

with optic neuritis for contrast-enhanced images.

FIG 2. The effect of image processing on the CNR for optic nerves with and without optic neuritis. Scatterplots show the contrast-to-noise
ratio of the optic nerve for the baseline images and the postprocessed images in both eyes with optic neuritis and control eyes.
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Effect of Processing on Diagnostic Performance of Readers
For FLAIR images, the average sensitivity for the detection of

optic neuritis for all readers increased from 71.4% � 13.6% on

baseline images to 94.6% � 2.0% on processed images. Sensitivity

improved for 5 readers and remained unaffected for the sixth

(Table 2). Accordingly, the McNemar test revealed a significant

increase in the number of additional detections of optic neuritis

by 5/6 readers (P ranging from .01 to �.01 for individual readers).

The average specificity did not change with image processing (Ta-

ble 2), with individual specificities unaffected for 3 readers, de-

creased for 2 readers, and improved for 1 reader after processing

(Table 2). The positive predictive value was relatively unaffected

(92.3% at baseline and 92.0% after processing), but the negative

predictive value improved from 77.8% � 9% to 94.5% � 1.9%

following processing. The average accuracy for the detection of

optic neuritis increased from 0.83 � 0.03 for baseline images to

0.93 � 0.02 for processed images.

For contrast-enhanced images, the sensitivity for the detection

of enhancement in eyes with optic neuritis increased from

72.0% � 10.5% to 78.6% � 5.1% after processing, with improved

sensitivities in 4/6 readers (Table 2). The McNemar test indicated

a significant increase in the detection of enhancement for 2 read-

ers (P � .025). The average specificity did not significantly change

with image processing (Table 2). The positive predictive value

changed from 96.4 � 6.7 to 98.6 � 2.1, and the negative predictive

value, from 69.5 � 7.3 to 74.9 � 4.1. The average accuracy for the

detection of optic neuritis increased from 0.81 � 0.04 to 0.86 �

0.02 with processing.

Effect of Processing on Interobserver Agreement
Interobserver agreement in the categorization of optic nerves into

abnormal or normal categories on FLAIR images improved fol-

lowing processing (Fleiss � � 0.59 for baseline images and 0.91 for

processed images). The pair-wise � for readers with similar expe-

FIG 3. Examples highlighting the effect of processing on FLAIR and contrast-enhanced T1WI in patients with optic neuritis. A, Baseline FLAIR
image of a patient with left-sided optic neuritis. B, Processed version of the same FLAIR image (from A) of a patient with left-sided optic neuritis.
C, Baseline FLAIR image of a patient with right-sided optic neuritis. D, Processed version of the same FLAIR image (from C) of a patient with
right-sided optic neuritis. E, Baseline contrast-enhanced image of a patient with right-sided optic neuritis. F, Processed version of the same
contrast-enhanced image (from E) of a patient with right-sided optic neuritis. G, Baseline contrast-enhanced image of a patient with left-sided
optic neuritis. H, Processed version of the same contrast-enhanced image (from G) of a patient with left-sided optic neuritis.

Table 2: Effect of image processing on sensitivity and specificity for detection of optic neuritis on FLAIR and contrast-enhanced T1WI
by 6 masked readers including 2 radiology residents (readers 1, 2), 2 neuroradiology fellows (readers 3, 4), and 2 attending
neuroradiologists (readers 5, 6)

Reader 1 2 3 4 5 6 Average
Sensitivity for baseline FLAIR image 18/28 16/28 19/28 27/28 19/28 21/28 71.4 � 13.6

64% 57% 68% 96% 68% 75%
Sensitivity for processed FLAIR image 26/28 26/28 26/28 27/28 27/28 27/28 94.6 � 2.0

93% 93% 93% 96% 96% 96%
Specificity for baseline FLAIR image 28/28 28/28 26/28 20/28 26/28 27/28 92.3 � 10.7

100% 100% 93% 71% 93% 96%
Specificity for processed FLAIR image 26/28 25/28 26/28 24/28 26/28 27/28 91.7 � 3.7

93% 89% 93% 86% 93% 96%
P valuea �.001 �.001 .02 .02 .01 .01
Sensitivity for baseline contrast-enhanced image 17/28 18/28 20/28 25/28 19/28 22/28 72.0 � 10.5

61% 64% 71% 89% 68% 79%
Sensitivity for processed contrast-enhanced image 22/28 20/28 21/28 23/28 24/28 22/28 78.6 � 5.1

79% 71% 75% 82% 86% 79%
Specificity for baseline contrast-enhanced image 18/18 18/18 18/18 13/18 17/18 18/18 94.4 � 11.1

100% 100% 100% 72% 94% 100%
Specificity for processed contrast-enhanced image 18/18 18/18 18/18 17/18 17/18 18/18 98.1 � 2.9

100% 100% 100% 94% 94% 100%
P valuea �.001 �.001 .002 .12 .01 .003

a P value for improvement of diagnostic performance in the optic neuritis eyes compared with the control eyes.
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rience improved from 0.48 for the radiology residents, 0.46 for the

neuroradiology fellows, and 0.55 for the neuroradiology attend-

ings, and for baseline images to 0.76, 0.71, and 0.82, respectively,

for processed images.

Interobserver agreement in the categorization of optic nerves

into enhancing or nonenhancing categories improved following

processing (Fleiss � improving from 0.63 for baseline images to

0.83 for processed images). The pair-wise � for readers with sim-

ilar experience improved from 0.85 for the radiology residents,

0.62 for the neuroradiology fellows, and 0.78 for the neuroradiol-

ogy attendings, and for baseline images to 0.90, 0.69, and 0.88,

respectively, for processed images.

DISCUSSION
Our results indicate that this algorithm can improve the sensitiv-

ity for the detection of optic neuritis on MR imaging by readers

with varied training and experience levels, without a detrimental

effect on specificity. Our quantitative assessment validated this ben-

efit by demonstrating a selectively increased CNR of diseased optic

nerves while affecting only a small proportion of controls. Eyes af-

fected by optic neuritis can be expected to have higher average signal

intensity on T2-weighted images such as FLAIR.27,28 By exaggerating

the signal differences between the diseased optic nerve and the nor-

mal white matter, this algorithm makes these underlying differences

more easily recognizable.

McKinney et al21 reported 75.7%–77.3% sensitivity and

90.5%–93.5% specificity in the detection of optic neuritis on

FLAIR images. While the average sensitivity (71.4%) and specific-

ity (94.6%) of readers for baseline FLAIR images in our study was

comparable, sensitivity achieved after processing (94.6%) was

substantially higher. This improved sensitivity on noncontrast

MR imaging may help obviate a contrast-enhanced study in the

detection of optic neuritis, thereby minimizing cost and scanning

time.

Previous studies have suggested that contrast-enhanced T1-

weighted images may be more sensitive than noncontrast se-

quences, with reported sensitivities of 89.5%21 and 94%.22 In our

study, the average baseline sensitivity for the detection of acute

optic neuritis on contrast-enhanced sequences was lower (72%),

even for expert neuroradiologists (75%, readers 5 and 6; Table 2).

The reason for this difference is unclear. While it may result from

underlying technical differences, it is possible that it simply re-

flects a different patient population. Additionally, image process-

ing was also helpful in improving the sensitivity for contrast-en-

hanced images.

Many previous studies have assessed different pulse sequences,

including fat-suppression techniques (STIR and spectral presatu-

ration with inversion recovery), fluid-suppression techniques

(FLAIR), artifact-minimizing techniques (fast spin-echo with fat

suppression), combined fat- and fluid-suppression techniques

(spectral presaturation with inversion recovery–FLAIR and

XETA [Cube; GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, Wisconsin] FLAIR),

and diffusion-weighted imaging in the detection of optic neuri-

tis.13-15,29 It is not feasible for us to test the effect of postprocessing

on images acquired by all these different techniques.

In prior studies, interobserver reliability in identifying optic

nerve abnormalities has varied depending on the type of se-

quences being studied, with the � reported from 0.60 to 0.96.18,27

For readers with similar experience, the baseline � in our study

ranged from 0.60 to 0.85. Postprocessing improved the interob-

server reliability, with � for postprocessed FLAIR images ranging

from 0.69 to 0.90. This result may prove beneficial in settings

where the images are interpreted by less experienced readers. An

improvement in the Fleiss � also indicated improved agreement

among readers of varying experience. Interobserver agreement

for the detection of contrast enhancement remained low for con-

trols, even after processing. This outcome is possibly due to the

exaggeration of high signal in vasculature in close proximity to the

optic nerves that could be misinterpreted as optic nerve enhance-

ment by some readers.

While our study was restricted to acute optic neuritis, it is

possible that improved detection of underlying signal alterations

in optic nerve signal intensity may make this processing beneficial

for the detection of other causes of optic neuropathy, including

patients with remote optic neuritis. In patients being assessed for

multiple sclerosis, such image processing may help uncover un-

derlying optic nerve abnormalities that are otherwise not cap-

tured on routine clinical assessment or routine MR imaging.30,31

By using patients who underwent imaging due to concern for

optic neuritis but were found to have no clinical evidence of optic

neuritis and by incorporating a large number of masked reviewers

with a range of training experience, our study tries to overcome

some of the limitations of prior studies, which include restriction

of controls to the contralateral eye in symptomatic patients and

only 1 or 2 subspecialist reviewers.13-15,18,21,22,27,32

Some limitations of our study are worth mentioning. Optic

neuritis is a clinical diagnosis, and MR imaging is not always re-

quired for the diagnosis. Thus, there may be a selection bias to-

ward atypical presentations in the patients who underwent MR

imaging. Patients with other types of optic neuropathy were ex-

cluded, preventing evaluation of whether the algorithm can dis-

tinguish optic neuritis from other forms of optic neuropathy; this

exclusion may affect the generalizability of the specificity results.

The control patients were those who presented with visual or oc-

ular symptoms but were found not to have optic neuropathies;

there were no asymptomatic controls. Finally, this study was lim-

ited to coronal FLAIR sequences obtained at a single institution. It

remains to be seen whether the incremental benefit seen in our

study would hold for scans performed on higher field strength

scanners with potentially higher baseline sensitivity.

CONCLUSIONS
The described postprocessing algorithm increased the CNR be-

tween diseased optic nerves and normal white matter for eyes with

optic neuritis on both FLAIR and contrast-enhanced images. This

result translated into an improved sensitivity, negative predictive

value, diagnostic accuracy, and interobserver reliability for the

detection of optic neuritis by readers with varied training and

experience levels.
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ORIGINAL RESEARCH
HEAD & NECK

A Scoring System for Prediction of Cervical Lymph Node
Metastasis in Patients with Head and Neck Squamous

Cell Carcinoma
X M.S. Chung, X Y.J. Choi, X S.O. Kim, X Y.S. Lee, X J.Y. Hong, X J.H. Lee, and X J.H. Baek

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: An accurate and comprehensive assessment of lymph node metastasis in patients with head and neck
squamous cell cancer is crucial in daily practice. This study constructed a predictive model with a risk scoring system based on CT
characteristics of lymph nodes and tumors for patients with head and neck squamous cell carcinoma to stratify the risk of lymph node
metastasis.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Data included 476 cervical lymph nodes from 191 patients with head and neck squamous cell carcinoma from
a historical cohort. We analyzed preoperative CT images of lymph nodes, including diameter, ratio of long-to-short axis diameter, necrosis,
conglomeration, infiltration to adjacent soft tissue, laterality and T-stage of the primary tumor. The reference standard comprised
pathologic results. Multivariable logistic regression analysis was performed to develop the risk scoring system. Internal validation was
performed with 1000-iteration bootstrapping.

RESULTS: Shortest axial diameter, ratio of long-to-short axis diameter, necrosis, and T-stage were used to develop a 9-point risk scoring
system. The risk of malignancy ranged from 7.3% to 99.8%, which was positively associated with increased scores. Areas under the curve
of the risk scoring systems were 0.886 (95% CI, 0.881– 0.920) and 0.879 (95% CI, 0.845– 0.914) in internal validation. The Hosmer–Lemeshow
goodness-of-fit test indicated that the risk scoring system was well-calibrated (P � .160).

CONCLUSIONS: We developed a comprehensive and simple risk scoring system using CT characteristics in patients with head and neck
squamous cell carcinoma to stratify the risk of lymph node metastasis. It could facilitate decision-making in daily practice.

ABBREVIATIONS: AUC � area under the curve; HNSCC � head and neck squamous cell carcinoma; L/S � long-to-short axis

The presence of lymph node metastasis has a great impact on

the treatment and prognosis in patients with head and neck

squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC).1 Solitary lymph node metas-

tasis from HNSCC has a 5-year survival rate of 50%; additional

contralateral lymph node metastasis reduces survival to 33%. De-

tection of lymph node metastasis by imaging is more accurate

than by clinical examination; thus, performing preoperative CT

or MR imaging in the initial work-up for HNSCC has become

routine.1

Imaging assessment of lymph node metastasis in the head and

neck can be challenging for the radiologist because there are mul-

tiple cervical levels to review and variable suggested criteria for

metastatic lymph nodes. Furthermore, multiple image features of

lymph nodes (including diameters, shapes, and presence of ne-

crosis), combinations of those features, and characteristics of pri-

mary tumor (such as T-stage or location) should be considered to

determine the possibility of metastasis in daily practice.1-5 In par-

ticular, there is greater difficulty in cases that show both benign

and probable abnormal features. Therefore, a comprehensive and

systematic approach, based on a combination of previously pro-

posed criteria, is needed to maximize the benefits of preoperative

CT.

Furthermore, additional image evaluation and pathologic

confirmations are not possible in all cases (eg, deep locations,

including retropharyngeal or upper mediastinal lymph nodes);
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these increase medical costs and procedure-related complica-

tions.6,7 MR imaging also may provide an option for the diag-

nosis of lymph node metastasis due to its higher spatial reso-

lution and advanced techniques, such as diffusion-weighted

imaging, whereas the real added value of MR imaging com-

bined with other imaging modalities remains controversial de-

spite high costs.8,9 PET/CT is known to have potential diagnos-

tic and prognostic roles in patients with HNSCC,10-14 and

PET/CT has achieved approximately 21% sensitivity improve-

ment in the diagnosis of nodal metastasis per-neck-level com-

pared with conventional images.15 However, considering false-

positive results caused by inflammatory conditions and false-

negative results due to small size, necrosis, or cystic change of

metastatic lymph nodes using PET/CT, a proper diagnostic

approach based on the conventional image findings should be

essential.10,16

Accordingly, a practical and comprehensive prediction model

that uses variable CT findings could be useful for assessing the

presence of lymph node metastasis in patients with HNSCC in

daily practice and might maximize the efficiency of CT by enhanc-

ing the understanding of variable CT features. A risk scoring sys-

tem estimates the probability of the presence/occurrence of a par-

ticular event, based on multiple predictors, to facilitate individual

diagnostic and therapeutic decision-making.17 Therefore, this

study aimed to develop a simple prediction model using a risk

scoring system in patients with HNSCC, based on CT findings, to

stratify the risk of lymph node metastasis.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
This retrospective study was approved by our institutional review

board at Asan Medical Center, and informed consent was waived

for data evaluation. The methods and reporting of results are in

accordance with the Transparent Reporting of a Multivariable

Prediction Model for Individual Prognosis or Diagnosis state-

ment,18 the Strengthening the Reporting of Observational Studies

in Epidemiology statement,19 and the statistical methods for pre-

diction models.17

Study Population
The study population was obtained from a historical cohort of

consecutive patients who were newly diagnosed with HNSCC and

underwent pretreatment contrast-enhanced neck CT at our large

(2700 beds) academic tertiary referral hospital between July 2010

and December 2013. The eligibility criteria were as follows: 1)

Patients had newly diagnosed HNSCC; 2) patients underwent a

neck CT examination before the treatment of HNSCC; 3) patients

underwent lymph node dissection, and the presence of lymph

node metastasis was pathologically confirmed at each cervical

level; 4) the shortest axial diameter of the lymph node on CT

was �5 mm; and 5) patients were older than 20 years of age.

Exclusion criteria included the following: 1) Patients underwent

definite radiation or concurrent chemoradiation therapy; 2) pa-

tients underwent radiation therapy and/or chemotherapy before

lymph node neck dissection; 3) CT scan slice thickness was �3

mm; 4) CT scans were without coronal reconstruction; and 5) CT

scans had severe metal- or motion-related artifacts, making tu-

mor boundary delineation difficult. We also retrospectively col-

lected patients’ demographic and clinical data by review of elec-

tronic medical records; these data included age, sex, location of

the mass, and surgical and chemoradiotherapy history.

Image Acquisition
All patients underwent CT examinations on one of several com-

mercially available CT systems, with the multidetector capability

ranging from 64 to 128 channels. The techniques and parameters

varied depending on the system used. However, most examina-

tions were performed with a 128-channel CT scanner (Somatom

Definition Flash; Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Ger-

many), and typical imaging parameters were as follows: 120 kV,

200 effective mAs, axial scan mode, 22-cm display FOV, 50-cm

large-body scan FOV, pitch of 1, gantry rotation time of 0.5 sec-

onds, detector collimation of 128 � 0.6 mm, and 3-mm axial and

coronal reconstructed slice thickness with a soft-tissue algorithm

reconstruction. Real-time automatic tube current modulation

software (CARE Dose4D; Siemens) was applied to regulate the

tube current in accordance with the patient’s anatomic structures.

Scan coverage was from the upper margin of the frontal sinus to

the top of the aortic arch. Acquisition of CT images began 70

seconds after the injection of 140 mL of intravenous iopamidol

(Isovue-370; Bracco, Princeton, New Jersey) at a rate of 2.5 mL/s.

A PACS system was used for the review and analysis of all radio-

logic images.

Image Analysis
All CT images were independently reviewed by 2 neuroradiolo-

gists, with 5 and 12 years of head and neck oncology imaging

experience, respectively. Before evaluation, the 2 neuroradiolo-

gists completed a training session with 10 patients to help them

reach a consensus regarding the measurement of the diameter and

imaging findings of the lymph nodes.

We analyzed possible predictors of lymph node metastasis on

preoperative CT images as follows: lymph node diameter (short-

est and longest axial diameter and longest coronal diameter)3; the

long-to-short axis (L/S) ratio2,5,20; presence of necrosis3,21; con-

glomeration of lymph nodes, infiltration to adjacent soft tissue,

laterality to the primary tumor (ipsilateral versus contralateral);

and T-stage of primary tumor, following the AJCC Cancer Staging

Manual, eighth edition. The largest diameters of each node in the

axial and coronal planes were measured and defined as the longest

diameter.5 The largest diameter perpendicular to the longest

axial diameter was measured and defined as the shortest axial

diameter.5 Slices for the measurement of the diameter of the

lymph nodes were independently selected by each observer,

and electronic calipers on the PACS system were used for such

measurements. The L/S ratio was calculated by using the lon-

gest axial diameter/shortest axial diameter.5 The presence of

necrosis was defined as central low density with irregular or

rim-like enhancement of residual lymphatic tissue.21,22 The

degree of necrosis was classified as none, present, or cystic

(demonstrating a rim-like thin enhancing or imperceptible

wall with �90% of central low density) by visual analysis.1

Infiltration to adjacent soft tissue was defined as poorly de-

fined nodal margins or soft-tissue infiltration or stranding of

the muscles or fat in the neck.22
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Statistical Analysis
For the development of a risk scoring system for the discrimina-

tion of lymph node metastasis, pathologic results after lymph

node dissection were used as a reference standard for the presence

or absence of metastasis of lymph nodes. Univariable and multi-

variable logistic regression analysis was performed to estimate the

risk of metastasis associated with CT findings and pathologic re-

sults. Variable selection for the multivariable model was achieved

by iterative backward elimination in 1000-iteration bootstrap re-

sampling. A 50% relative frequency of selection was the criterion

for inclusion in the final model.

A simple scoring system was developed using the penalized

maximum likelihood estimates of the covariates in models that

followed the method of Sullivan et al.23 After selecting a base value

of each variable, we used regression coefficients as weights and

distance from the base value to generate each point value (On-line

Table). Score 1 was defined as the effect of a 5-mm increase in the

minimal axial diameter of the lymph node. To prove the power of

discrimination of the risk scoring system, we calculated the area

under the curve (AUC) of the receiver operating characteristic

curve. The Hosmer–Lemeshow goodness-of-fit statistic was used

to evaluate the agreement between the observed and expected

number of metastatic lymph nodes across all strata, based on the

probabilities of malignancy estimated from the prediction model.

Internal validation was performed using the bootstrap validation

algorithm.24,25 Bootstrap resampling began by fitting the logistic

model in a bootstrap sample of the same number of nodules as the

original sample (n � 476), which was drawn with replacement

from the original sample. The optimism-corrected performance

for internal validation was calculated as the AUC of the receiver

operating characteristic curve with 1000 repetitions. The appar-

ent performance represented the performance in the original

sample. The performance in each bootstrap sample represents the

apparent performance of the bootstrap model, and the test per-

formance represents the performance of the bootstrap model in

the original sample. The difference between these performances is

an estimate of the optimism. The optimism performance is sub-

tracted from the apparent performance to estimate the internally

validated performance: Optimism-Corrected Performance �

Apparent Performance � Average (Bootstrap Performance �

Test Performance).24-26 All statistical analyses were performed

using SPSS, Version 22.0 (IBM, Armonk, New York) and R, Ver-

sion 3.0.2 (www.r-project.org), with rms and pROC packages. A

2-sided P value � .05 was considered statistically significant.

RESULTS
This study included 476 lymph nodes from 191 patients (142

men, 49 women; mean age, 61.8 � 13.0 years; range, 28 –91 years).

Metastatic lymph nodes were present in 38% (181/476) of lymph

nodes. Location of the primary tumor was the oral cavity in 48.2%

(92/191), oropharynx in 23.0% (44/191), and larynx in 28.8%

(55/191). The T-stage of the primary tumor was stage 1 in 25.7%

(49/191), stage 2 in 33.5% (64/191), stage 3 in 29.3% (56/191),

and stage 4 in 11.5% (22/191).

By multivariate logistic regression analysis, the shortest axial

diameter of the lymph node and necrosis of the lymph node dem-

onstrated significant differences between benign and metastatic

lymph nodes. Necrosis of the lymph node showed the highest

odds ratio of �15 (Table 1).

A 9-point risk scoring system was developed using the results of

multivariable analysis (Table 2, On-line Table, and Fig 1). The T-

stage of the primary tumor, shortest axial diameter, L/S ratio, and

necrosis of the lymph node were assigned to one or more points,

according to their � (regression coefficient) values in the develop-

ment of the risk scoring system. The presence of necrosis in the

lymph nodes, regardless of the extent of necrosis (ie, present versus

cystic), and the shortest axial diameter of �2 cm showed relatively

high scores in this system: 3 points and 4 points, respectively. Table 2

also shows the risk of metastasis according to the risk scoring system.

If a lymph node had a score of zero, the risk of metastasis was �7.0%.

Furthermore, the risk of metastasis continuously increased when the

risk score increased, with 9 points achieving the highest value of

100% of the estimated probability of metastasis.

The AUC of the risk scoring system was 0.886, with a 95% CI,

0.881–0.920 (Fig 2). The sensitivity and specificity of the risk scoring

system were 74.0% (95% CI, 67.2%–79.9%) and 95.3% (95% CI,

92.2%–97.2%) using the cutoff value of 3 points. The optimism-

corrected performance was good (AUC � 0.879; 94% CI, 0.845–

Table 1: Univariable and multivariable regression models of lymph node metastasis

Variable

Univariable Analysis Multivariable Analysis

OR 95% CI P Value OR 95% CI P Value
T-stage

1 Reference Reference
2 1.13 0.68–1.89 .64 0.97 0.46–2.06 .93
3 or 4 1.59 0.98–2.59 .06 1.86 0.95–3.77 .07

Shortest axial diameter (cm) 41.29 18.09–94.27 �.001 6.69 2.95–17.31 �.001
Longest axial diameter (cm) 6.59 4.12–10.56 �.001
L/S ratio 0.07 0.03–0.14 �.001 0.50 0.22–1.10 .09
Longest longitudinal diameter (cm) 4.87 3.36–7.08 �.001
Conglomerationa 9.73 3.66–25.84 �.001
Necrosis

No Reference Reference
Present 38.99 17.81–85.37 �.001 15.21 6.97–36.60 �.001
Cystic 82.25 24.88–271.89 �.001 21.76 7.51–84.63 �.001

Infiltrationa 75.54 10.26–556.09 �.001
Laterality to primary tumor (ipsilateral

vs contralateral)a
2.27 1.37–3.75 �.001

a The reference standard in this study comprised no conglomeration, no infiltration, and no contralateral location to the primary tumor.
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0.914). The Hosmer–Lemeshow goodness-of-fit test indicated that

the prediction model and scoring system were well-calibrated (P �

.160). The calibration plot showed good agreement between the pre-

dicted and actual risks of lymph node metastasis (Fig 3).

DISCUSSION
In the present study, we developed a simple 9-point risk scoring sys-

tem using CT characteristics of lymph nodes and tumors for HNSCC

to stratify the risk of cervical lymph node metastasis. This scoring

system demonstrated an excellent predictive accuracy, with an AUC

of 0.89 in interval validation by 1000-repetition bootstrapping. The

presence of necrosis, regardless of the extent of necrosis, and shortest

axial diameter of lymph nodes of �2 cm demonstrated relatively

higher scores in this risk scoring system, which could be useful for

estimating the risk of malignancy of lymph nodes in routine practice.

Risk scoring systems have been used to stratify the risk of

lymph node metastasis in various organs, such as esophageal can-

cer, gastric cancer, melanoma, endometrial cancers, and thyroid

cancer.27-33 Similar to these tumors, the existence and extent of

lymph node metastasis change the extent of lymph node dissec-

tion and therapeutic plans in patients with HNSCC; conse-

quently, accurate decisions for lymph node metastasis are crucial.

However, almost all pre-existing modalities have variable diag-

nostic accuracy (sensitivities range from 14% to 80% for CT and

from 29% to 85% for MR imaging; specificities range from 80% to

100% for both CT and MR imaging) for detecting node metasta-

ses in HNSCC.2,3,6,8,34 Our prediction model, which provides risk

scores for the evaluation of lymph nodes, may provide objective

evidence for diagnosis and might contribute to reduced interob-

server variability.

PET/CT is known to have an advantage in staging the nodal

status of HNSCC.10-15 A recent meta-analysis reported that the

sensitivity, specificity, and AUC of PET/CT were 84% (95% CI,

71%– 87%), 96% (95% CI, 94%–97%), and 0.97 (95% CI, 0.95–

0.98) with per-neck-level data.15 PET/CT showed the improve-

ment of per-neck-level sensitivity by 21% over conventional im-

aging.15 The sensitivity, specificity, and AUC of our scoring

system are slightly lower than those of PET/CT and similar to

those of conventional CT.

However, our risk scoring system may apply to several clini-

cally complex circumstances for radiologists. First, there are

several cases in which it is technically impossible to perform ul-

trasonography and biopsy. Although ultrasonography and ultra-

sonography-guided biopsy are very powerful techniques for the

assessment of indeterminate lymph nodes in patients with cancer,

technical limitations exist in deep lymph nodes, such as retropha-

ryngeal, mediastinal, and lower level 6 lymph nodes, as well as in

situations that involve poor patient conditions or low patient

compliance.6,7 Second, a risk scoring system could provide a more

targeted review for radiologists in an additional imaging study.

Rather than focusing on high-score (definite malignant) or low-

score (definite benign) lymph nodes, the additional evaluation

should focus on lymph nodes with intermediate risk scores. Fur-

thermore, our risk scoring system inte-
grates variable pre-existing CT criteria
for lymph node metastasis and primary
tumors in HNSCC. Given these advan-
tages, our risk scoring system could en-
hance the efficiency of preoperative CT
by supporting reasonable decision-mak-

ing based on estimated malignancy.
Our present study had several limita-

tions of note. First, some selection bias
could have been introduced because our
study was performed at a single center

with a small number of patients. Further

validation studies with larger popula-
tions are warranted. Second, we did not
evaluate the potential for interobserver
variability in interpretations of CT im-

ages between radiologists. However, the

radiologists who participated in the

study had �5 years of clinical experience

FIG 1. Example of lymph node scoring. CT images show a 71-year-old man with right hypopha-
ryngeal cancer (asterisk, A) in the lymph node at left cervical level 1 (arrow) and right cervical level
2 (arrowhead). Zero points for left cervical level 1 suggest benign lymph nodes (B), whereas 5
points for right cervical level 2 lymph node are calculated following the scoring system (0 points
for stage 2 [T-stage], 1 point for 1.5 cm of shortest axial diameter, 1 point for 1.25 of long-to-short
ratio, and 3 points for the cystic necrosis, C). The left cervical level 1 lymph node was classified as
a benign lymph node, and the surgical specimen confirmed it as a benign lymph node. The lymph
node in the right cervical level 2 was classified as high risk for the metastasis, and the surgical
specimen proved it as a metastatic lymph node.

Table 2: Risk scoring system for lymph node metastasis in
patients with newly diagnosed HNSCC

Image Findings Score
T-stage

1 or 2 0
3 or 4 1

Shortest axial diameter (cm)
�1 0
1–2 1
�2 4

L/S ratio
�1.5 1
�1.5 0

Necrosis
No 0
Yes 3

Total score 9

Risk classification by total risk scorea

0–1: low risk (�17% of metastasis)
2–4: intermediate risk (17%�78% of metastasis)
5–9: high risk (�78 % of metastasis)

a Estimated metastases for the each score in the risk groups were as follows: low-risk
group (score zero, 7% and score one, 17 %), intermediate-risk group (score two, 35%;
score three, 58%; and score four, 78%), and high-risk group (score five, 90%; score six,
96%; score seven, 98%; score eight, 99%; and score nine, 100%).
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in head and neck oncology imaging, and both had completed an

image training session to perform more reproducible and accu-

rate image analysis within the parameters of the study protocol.

Third, we focused on the development of the prediction model

and did not perform external validation. However, as we previ-

ously described, our risk scoring system might be helpful, at least

in several clinically complicated circumstances. The clinical im-

plications of our study should be validated in further analyses.

Fourth, we enrolled the patients who underwent a curative oper-

ation because we used pathologic specimens after neck dissection

as a reference standard to match image findings in each lymph

node. Therefore, some degree of selection bias was also included be-

cause we did not include patients who were treated with definite

radiation therapy or concurrent chemoradiotherapy. Finally, we fo-

cused on the image findings of enhanced neck CT, without correla-

tion of the results of other modalities. As we previously described,

many studies suggest the potential diagnostic and prognostic roles of

PET/CT in patients with HNSCC,10,11,13,14 and some countries and

referral centers routinely perform PET/CT for the initial work-up.

Further studies may reveal whether adding this scoring system to the

results of PET/CT could improve the sensitivity and specificity of

determining neck nodal disease.

CONCLUSIONS
A simple 9-point risk scoring system using CT characteristics of

lymph nodes and tumors for HNSCC could be feasible to stratify

the risk of cervical lymph node metastasis with high diagnostic

accuracy. This comprehensive and practical risk scoring system,

based on various CT features, could be helpful for decision-mak-

ing regarding the possibility of lymph node metastasis in patients

with HNSCC in daily practice.

Disclosures: Jung Hwan Baek—UNRELATED: Consultancy: RF Medical and StarMed
since 2017.
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ORIGINAL RESEARCH
HEAD & NECK

Readout-Segmented Echo-Planar DWI for the Detection of
Cholesteatomas: Correlation with Surgical Validation

X N. Fischer, X V.H. Schartinger, X D. Dejaco, X J. Schmutzhard, X H. Riechelmann, X M. Plaikner, and X B. Henninger

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: MR imaging has become an important tool for the detection of cholesteatomas of the middle ear.
Various diffusion-weighted imaging sequences are available and have shown promising results. This study aimed to evaluate readout-
segmented echo-planar DWI for the detection of cholesteatoma and compare the results with surgical validation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Fifty patients with chronic otitis media (24 females and 26 males; range, 12–76 years of age; mean age, 41
years) who underwent MR imaging before an operation of the middle ear (1–169 days) were included. The MR imaging protocol consisted
of axial and coronal readout-segmented echo-planar DWI with b-values of 0 and 1000 s/mm2 and 3-mm slice thickness. The readout-
segmented echo-planar diffusion-weighted images were fused with standard T2-weighted sequences for better anatomic assignment. The
results of the MR imaging evaluation were correlated with the results from the operation.

RESULTS: Readout-segmented echo-planar DWI detected 22 of the 25 cases of surgically proved cholesteatoma. It has an accuracy of 92%
(95% confidence interval, 80.8%–97.8%), a sensitivity of 88%, a specificity of 96%, a positive predictive value of 96%, and a negative
predictive value of 89%. In 1 case, a positive finding for cholesteatoma with readout-segmented echo-planar DWI could not be proved by
histology, and in 3 cases, histology yielded a cholesteatoma that was not detected with MR imaging.

CONCLUSIONS: Readout-segmented echo-planar DWI is a promising and reliable MR imaging sequence for the detection and exclusion
of cholesteatoma.

ABBREVIATION: RESOLVE � readout-segmented echo-planar

Cholesteatoma is defined as a mass of keratinizing squamous ep-

ithelium in the tympanic cavity, mastoid cells, and the subepi-

thelial connective tissue that can lead to an inflammatory reaction by

the progressive accumulation of keratin debris and bone resorp-

tion.1-3 Cholesteatoma can only be cured by surgical removal of the

entire mass.4 Depending on the surgical technique, the prevalence of

residual or recurrent cholesteatoma is as high as 25%.4-7

The detection of cholesteatoma in patients who have undergone a

middle ear operation is often difficult due to the grafts used, and

regrowing squamous epithelium in the back of the middle ear or

mastoid can remain symptomless for a long time. A high-resolution

CT scan, which is the basic method for imaging the nonoperated

middle ear, cannot reliably distinguish residual or recurrent disease

from postoperative changes such as fluid, fibrous tissue, or granula-

tions.8,9 Temporal bone CT scans have low specificity (48%) and

sensitivity (43%) for residual or recurrent cholesteatoma.9 Thus, sec-

ond-look surgery is a standard for the diagnosis of recurrent and

residual cholesteatoma. However, it is associated with anesthesia and

surgical risks. In approximately one-third of planned second-look

procedures, a residual cholesteatoma can be found.10 In well-recon-

structed middle ears with normal postoperative clinical findings and

good postoperative auditory results, a second-look procedure could

be avoided in two-thirds of cases.

As an alternative to second-look surgery, MR imaging has be-

come an important tool for the detection of cholesteatoma of the

middle ear. Various DWI sequences are available and have shown

considerable improvement in the diagnosis of cholesteatoma,

providing a variation of the conventional MR imaging sequences

that use the principles of molecular diffusion or Brownian motion

to generate contrast. In certain pathologic conditions, the molec-

ular diffusion, which refers to the random movement of water

molecules, is restricted. The keratin debris in cholesteatomas re-

stricts water diffusion and produces a high signal intensity. Mu-
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cosal edema, fibrosis, and scar or granulation tissue produce a

hypointense signal. DWI techniques can be divided basically into

EPI-based and non-EPI-based techniques.11 Whereas EPI-DWI

consists of single-shot spin-echo pulse sequences, the non-EPI-

DWI consists of either single-shot turbo-spin or multishot turbo-

spin sequences. Due to different artifacts that can be generated

during the acquisition of DWI, such as ghosting, motion, or

susceptibility artifacts, non-EPI-DWI is recommended to

avoid false-positive results.11,12

Readout-segmented echo-planar (RESOLVE)-DWI is a relatively

new alternative technique for obtaining diffusion-weighted images

with high quality, delivering sharp images at high spatial resolution

and reduced slice thickness. RESOLVE-DWI uses the same diffusion

preparation as single-shot EPI. The k-space trajectory is divided into

multiple segments in the readout direction, so that the echo spacing is

reduced compared with single-shot EPI-DWI; this feature reduces

image blurring due to long echo-trains and susceptibility artifacts.

Further distortion artifacts are minimized. Usually 2 spin-echoes are

acquired to reduce potential phase artifacts, and the second echo is

used to generate 2D navigator data for phase correction.11,13

Our purpose was to evaluate RESOLVE-DWI for the detection

of cholesteatomas compared with the criterion standard intraop-

erative and histopathologic findings.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study Overview
In a retrospective study at a single aca-

demic center, we analyzed patients with

chronic otitis media who had undergone

an operation at the Department of Oto-

rhinolaryngology of the Medical Uni-

versity of Innsbruck and underwent MR

imaging before the operation from No-

vember 2015 to March 2018.

A data base search was initially per-

formed to identify all patients who had

undergone a middle ear operation be-

cause of chronic otitis media. Only data

of patients who underwent MR imaging

before the operation were included in

the study. Operative reports and histo-

pathologic results were available for all

patients. The institutional review board

of the Medical University of Innsbruck

approved the study (approval number:

1215/2018). Informed consent was not

obtained because the data were collected

retrospectively and all imaging data

were pseudonymized.

Imaging Technique
MR imaging was performed with a
1.5T scanner (Magnetom Avanto-fit;
Siemens Healthineers, Erlangen, Ger-
many). The MR imaging protocol con-
sisted of axial and coronal RESOLVE-
DWI with b-values of 0 and 1000 s/mm2

and a 3-mm slice thickness (19 acquired

slices with each sequence). The acquisi-

tion time for each sequence was 3 minutes 1 second. In addition,

T2-weighted images in coronal and axial orientations and T1-

weighted images with fat saturation in an axial orientation were

acquired. RESOLVE– diffusion-weighted images were fused with

standard T2-weighted sequences for better anatomic assignment

using the software provided by the vendor. DWI was further

translated into a color-coded image for better visualization.

MR images were evaluated by 2 experienced radiologists (B.H.

with 12 years and M.P. with 8 years of experience in reading head

and neck MR images) on the basis of standard diagnostic criteria

for cholesteatoma11 with DWI. Examiners were blinded to the

results of the operation and histopathology; a final decision on the

presence of a cholesteatoma was made in consensus. The main

diagnostic criterion for cholesteatoma on DWI is lesion hyperin-

tensity, compared with the signal intensity of brain, on b�0

s/mm2 images that persists or increases on high b-value (800 –

1000 s/mm2) images.14,15 The so-called “T2 shine through” effect

is also observed in cholesteatomas; therefore, ADC values were

not integrated into our evaluation.11 Further analysis included

reviewing T1-weighted images with fat saturation and T2-

weighted images considering known pitfalls (Fig 1).16 The color-

encoded images were not included in the evaluation procedure.

FIG 1. A 13-year-old female patient with chronic otitis media on the right side. RESOLVE-DWI
shows a large hyperintense lesion on the right side. A and B, Colored fused images of RESOLVE-
DWI (b�1000) and T2-weighted images. C and D, RESOLVE-DWI in coronal and axial orientations
(b�1000). T2-weighted image (E) shows a well-delineated T2 hyperintense lesion. T1-weighted
image (F) shows no sign of hyperintensity. The cholesteatoma was proved intraoperatively.
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Surgical Validation
The diagnosis of cholesteatoma was made on the basis of the in-

traoperative presence of keratinizing squamous epithelium and

debris in the middle ear and/or mastoid and pathohistologic ex-

amination of the removed tissue. Microsurgical techniques with

the patient under general anesthesia were used in all patients.

Data Analysis
Numeric data were reported as mean � SD or mean and 95%

confidence interval, and categoric data were reported as frequen-

cies and percentages. True-positives, false-positives, true-nega-

tives, and false-negatives were calculated from the findings on

RESOLVE-DWI and surgical findings. On the basis of these data,

standard diagnostic parameters were calculated. Interobserver

agreement of the 2 radiologists’ measurements was assessed using

the Cohen �. Statistical analysis was per-

formed using SPSS software, Version 24

(IBM, Armonk, New York).

RESULTS
In this study, 50 MR images (cases) of 47

patients were analyzed. Three patients un-

derwent 2 operations. The patients were

12–76 years of age at the operation (mean

age, 41 years). Twenty-four (48%) cases

were female, and 26 (52%) cases were

male. In 24 (48%) cases, it was the first ear

operation, and in 26 (52%) cases, revision

surgery was performed. The interval be-

tween imaging and the operation was

0–169 days, with a mean interval of 54

days.

The overall rate of interobserver agree-

ment was 92% with a Cohen � value of

0.84 � 0.075. In 25/50 cases (50%), a cho-

lesteatoma was detected intraoperatively,

and in 22/25, there was a positive finding

of surgically validated cholesteatoma on

RESOLVE-DWI. In 3/25, there was no hy-

perintense signal on RESOLVE-DWI de-

spite the surgical and pathohistologic proof of cholesteatoma (Fig

2). In 1/23 cases, a positive finding for cholesteatoma with RE-

SOLVE-DWI could not be proved intraoperatively. RESOLVE-

DWI was therefore true-positive in 22/50, true-negative in 24/50,

false-positive in 1 case, and false-negative in 3/50 cases. In 46/50

cases (92%), the radiologic and intraoperative evaluations con-

curred. The sensitivity for detecting cholesteatoma with RE-

SOLVE-DWI was 88% (95% CI, 68.8%–97.5%), the specificity

was 96% (95% CI, 79.7%–99.9%), the positive predictive value

was 0.96 (95% CI, 0.76 – 0.99), and the negative predictive

value was 0.89 (95% CI, 0.73– 0.96). The diagnostic accuracy

was 92% (95% CI, 80.8%–97.8%).

In 12/24 (50%) patients who had undergone an intervention

on the affected ear for the first time, a cholesteatoma was detected

intraoperatively. In 10/12 (83%) cases, there was a positive find-

ing of surgically validated cholesteatoma on RESOLVE-DWI. In

the 12 surgically negative cases, the RESOLVE-DWI also showed a

negative result. The sensitivity for detecting cholesteatoma with

RESOLVE-DWI in unoperated ears was 83% (95% CI, 55.2%–

95.3%), the specificity was 100% (95% CI, 75.8%–100%), the

positive predictive value was 1.00, and the negative predictive

value was 0.86 (95% CI, 0.63– 0.96).

In 12/26 (46.2%) cases with revision surgery, a cholesteatoma was

diagnosed histologically, and in 11/12 (92%) cases, there was a posi-

tive finding of surgically validated cholesteatoma on RESOLVE-

DWI. In 13/14 (93%) cases in whom no cholesteatoma was found,

the MR imaging also showed a negative result. The sensitivity for

detecting residual cholesteatoma with RESOLVE-DWI was 92%

(95% CI, 64.6%–98.5%), the specificity was 93% (95% CI, 68.5%–

98.7%), the positive predictive value was 0.92 (95% CI, 0.63–0.99),

and the negative predictive value was 0.93 (95% CI, 0.66–0.99). A

summary of the results is shown in the Table.

FIG 2. A 52-year-old male patient with suspected cholesteatoma on the right side. MR imaging
with RESOLVE-DWI shows no sign of hyperintense signal on the right side (axial and coronal
RESOLVE-DWI, A and C, and colored fused images with T2-weighted images, B and D). There were
no findings on T1-weighted and T2-weighted images. Intraoperatively, a 4-mm cholesteatoma
directly adherent to the malleus was detected. The small size of the lesion probably explained the
false-negative results with RESOLVE-DWI.

Accuracy data for the detection of cholesteatomas using MRI
with RESOLVE-DWI

Parameter Value (%) (95% CI)
All operations

Sensitivity 88% (68.8%–97.5%)
Specificity 96% (79.7%–99.9%)
PPV 0.96 (0.76–0.99)
NPV 0.89 (0.73–0.96)
Accuracy 92% (80.8%–97.8%)

Primary operation
Sensitivity 83% (55.2%–95.3%)
Specificity 100% (75.8%–100%)
PPV 1.00
NPV 0.86 (0.63–0.96)

Revision operation
Sensitivity 92% (64.6%–98.5%)
Specificity 93% (68.5%–98.7%)
PPV 0.92 (0.63–0.99)
NPV 0.93 (0.66–0.99)

Note:—NPV indicates negative predictive value; PPV, positive predictive value.
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DISCUSSION
RESOLVE-DWI is a new technique for the diagnosis of choleste-

atoma.11 So far, only a few studies have evaluated this new ap-

proach and found promising results.17-19 This study evaluated

RESOLVE-DWI for the detection of cholesteatoma and com-

pared the results with surgical validation.

Pooled sensitivity of non-EPI DWI for the detection of resid-

ual and recurrent cholesteatomas in a recent meta-analysis was

91% with a specificity of 92%.20 In our study, RESOLVE-DWI

reached a sensitivity of 88% and a specificity of 96%. Therefore, in

general, both sequences provide comparable results concerning

the detection of cholesteatoma. In 1 patient, a positive finding for

cholesteatoma with RESOLVE-DWI could not be proved intra-

operatively. The reason for the high signal intensity was a wax

accumulation in the open mastoid cavity (Fig 3). Lingam et al.

also mentioned wax as a reason for false-positive cases: It can

produce high signal changes on the b�1000 images and low signal

and values on the ADC map.21 Thus, it is important that the open

mastoid cavity be cleaned before imaging and the surgeon be

aware that wax can lead to a false-positive result.

The study by Yamashita et al22 evaluated a multishot EPI se-

quence for the diagnosis of cholesteatoma and compared the re-

sults with a single-shot EPI sequence. They found that multishot

EPI improved the accuracy of diagnosis but had no correlation

with intraoperative findings or histology. Our RESOLVE se-

quence differs from the sequence of the Yamashita study group

because it is based on a different approach using the same diffu-

sion preparation as single-shot EPI and dividing the k-space tra-

jectory into multiple segments. Potential phase artifacts are re-

duced by acquiring 2 spin-echoes, with

the second echo used to generate 2D

navigator data for phase correction.

Algin et al17 used a similar approach

with a readout-segmented echo-planar

imaging– based technique and com-

pared this sequence with single-shot

EPI. Compared with our study, the spec-

ificity was lower, at only 78% (96% in

our study); the sensitivity was slightly

higher at 100%. In their study, no corre-

lation with intraoperative findings or

histology was available in patients with

negative findings on MR imaging. Fur-

thermore, they used 3T, which is, in our

opinion, the worst choice for cholestea-

tomas due to the greater susceptibility at

higher field strengths.

In 3 of 25 patients, the surgically val-

idated cholesteatoma could not be de-

tected with RESOLVE-DWI. The images

were re-analyzed postoperatively. In 1

case, blood components (due to methe-

moglobin) in the middle ear, detected

with T1-weighted images, caused arti-

facts, which led to a false-negative result

because this was not considered a cho-

lesteatoma. In the other 2 cases, the rea-

son for the false-negative results re-

mained unclear. We assume that these cholesteatomas could not

be detected with 3-mm slice thickness RESOLVE-DWI due to

their small size.

We did not encounter any relevant artifacts with RESOLVE-

DWI that had an influence on radiologic diagnoses in any of our

cases. All recognized artifacts could be anatomically clearly as-

signed to the adjacent brain, which, in turn, was facilitated by the

image fusion. Non-EPI-DWI is known to provide less image dis-

tortion and artifacts than other DWI techniques.23 Nevertheless,

the acquisition time for non-EPI-DWI and EPI-DWI can be quite

different. We found acquisition times between 3 and 6 minutes

for 1 b-value with non-EPI-DWI in the literature,21 and some

studies did not indicate the acquisition time.12,24-26 Therefore,

comparison between different sequences is always difficult. As

with sequences used in other studies, many parameters such as

slice thickness, number of slices, and FOV must be taken into

account. Our RESOLVE-DWI takes 3:01 minutes for 1 orienta-

tion with 19 slices, 2 b-values, and a slice thickness of 3 mm. In

total, our protocol with 2 orientations for RESOLVE-DWI takes

�20 minutes, including T1- and T2-weighted sequences, and de-

livers images with a sufficient SNR ratio. The non-EPI HASTE

sequence that is provided by the manufacturer on our scanner

takes much longer, with �5 minutes and the same slice thickness

and number of images as in our RESOLVE-DWI. The acquisition

would also be possible with a smaller number of slices, especially

coronal slices. This could further reduce the scanning time.

The limitations of this study include a slice thickness of 3 mm

instead of 2 mm, which is already used in some studies. Two-

FIG 3. A 31-year-old male patient with suspected recurrent cholesteatoma on both sides. MR
imaging with RESOLVE-DWI showed a hyperintense lesion on both sides highly suspicious for
cholesteatoma (A and B). The patient underwent an operation of the left ear after the MR
imaging. Intraoperatively, there was no sign of recurrent cholesteatoma. The reason for the
false-positive MR imaging findings was probably detected wax accumulation in the open mastoid
cavity. Axial (C) and coronal (D) CT scans show the radical cavity.
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millimeter slices are possible with the RESOLVE-DWI, but keep-

ing the SNR at such a high level would result in a much longer

scanning time. Furthermore, we performed no direct comparison

with other DWI techniques such as non-EPI-DWI, but this

should definitely be considered for future studies with emphasis

on a correlation with histopathology. Because of the retrospective

character of our study, the size of the intraoperatively found cho-

lesteatomas was not documented and could not be further evalu-

ated. This feature could have explained the false-negative results.

The results of this study support RESOLVE-DWI having high

sensitivity and specificity for detecting cholesteatomas. Sinus

tympani disease and incus erosion are associated with higher rates

of cholesteatoma recurrence; thus, in these cases, a second-look

operation should be considered.27 In asymptomatic patients with

normal postoperative clinical findings and good hearing results, a

postoperative follow-up with RESOLVE-DWI can be recom-

mended to reduce the number of avoidable second-look proce-

dures.28 RESOLVE-DWI remains a promising alternative to

non-EPI-DWI.

CONCLUSIONS
RESOLVE-DWI is highly sensitive and specific in identifying re-

sidual and recurrent cholesteatomas.

Disclosures: All authors declare that there are no conflict of interest related to the
subject matter or material discussed in this article.
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Radiologic and Pathologic Features of the Transmantle Sign in
Focal Cortical Dysplasia: The T1 Signal Is Useful for

Differentiating Subtypes
X Yukio Kimura, X A. Shioya, X Y. Saito, X Y. Oitani, X Y. Shigemoto, X E. Morimoto, X F. Suzuki, X N. Ikegaya, X Yuiko Kimura,

X K. Iijima, X Y. Takayama, X M. Iwasaki, X M. Sasaki, and X N. Sato

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: The transmantle sign is a characteristic MR imaging finding often seen in focal cortical dysplasia type IIb.
The transmantle sign is typically hyperintense on T2WI and FLAIR and hypointense on T1WI. However, in some cases, it shows T1 high signal.
We evaluated the imaging and pathologic findings to identify the causes of the T1 high signal in the transmantle sign.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: We retrospectively reviewed the preoperative imaging data of 141 consecutive patients with histologically
proved focal cortical dysplasia. We selected 25 patients with focal cortical dysplasia with the transmantle sign and divided them into
groups based on the pathologic focal cortical dysplasia subtype and T1 signal of the transmantle sign. We evaluated the clinical, radiologic,
and pathologic findings, including the number of balloon cells and dysmorphic neurons and the severity of gliosis or calcifications and
compared them among the groups.

RESULTS: Nine of the 25 patients had a T1-high-signal transmantle sign; the other 16 patients did not. All 9 patients with a
T1-high-signal transmantle sign were diagnosed as type IIb (group A). Of the 16 patients with no T1-high-signal transmantle sign, 13
were diagnosed as having type IIb (group B), and the other 3 patients, as type IIa (group C). The number of balloon cells was
significantly higher in group A than in the other groups, but there were no differences regarding dysmorphic neurons, the severity
of gliosis, or calcifications.

CONCLUSIONS: Approximately 6% (9/141) of this patient series had a T1-high-signal transmantle sign, and all were type IIb. The signal may
reflect a rich density of balloon cells. This finding could support the differentiation of subtypes, especially type IIb.

ABBREVIATIONS: FCD � focal cortical dysplasia; ILAE � International League Against Epilepsy; KB � Klüver-Barrera; TMS � transmantle sign

Focal cortical dysplasia (FCD) is a localized cerebral cortical

malformation frequently associated with drug-resistant focal

epilepsy.1 It is critical to identify the epileptogenic focus when

planning surgery. The pathologic features of FCD range from

mild cortical dyslamination to more severe forms.2 The typical

MR imaging features of FCD include gray-white matter blurring,

cortical thickening, white matter hypointensities on T1WI and

increased signal intensity on T2WI and FLAIR images, and local-

ized brain atrophy.1,3,4 However, it is sometimes difficult to detect

such FCD features when the signal intensity is mild or the abnor-

mality is slight.

We recently treated several patients with FCD who showed

the transmantle sign (TMS), which exhibits high signal inten-

sity not only on T2WI and FLAIR but also on T1WI. These

T1-high-signal areas matched the areas of the TMS, TMS is

characterized by abnormal signal intensity expanding from the

deep white matter to the surface and is a distinctive MR imag-

ing finding of type IIb FCD.1,5-7 To the best of our knowledge,

only 1 study has reported such atypical signal intensity,8 and

no study has examined the etiology of these signal abnormali-

ties. We performed the present study to evaluate the signal

intensity of the TMS and its correlation with pathologic find-

ings in patients with FCD.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients
We retrospectively reviewed the preoperative MR imaging data of

141 consecutive patients with histologically proved FCD who under-

went an operation for refractory epilepsy

between March 2008 and January 2018 at

the National Center of Neurology and

Psychiatry, Tokyo, Japan. All enrolled pa-

tients were diagnosed on the basis of the

histologic classification system proposed

by the International League Against Epi-

lepsy (ILAE).9 There were 25 cases of FCD

with TMS; 22 cases were type IIb and the

other 3 cases were type IIa. The TMS was

identified by the following definition: “a

markedly hyperintense funnel shaped

subcortical zone tapering toward the lat-

eral ventricle was the characteristic finding

on FLAIR MR imaging.”10 The present

retrospective study was approved by the

institutional review board at the National

Center of Neurology and Psychiatry Hos-

pital, and the need for patient informed

consent was waived.

We investigated clinical data includ-

ing sex, age at operation, age at the onset

of seizure, seizure frequency, surgery

site, and postoperative seizure outcome

in the 25 patients with FCD with TMS.

Postoperative seizure outcome was de-

termined at the patient’s last follow-up

(�12 months) using the ILAE criteria.11

For statistical analysis, ILAE outcomes 1

and 2 (seizure freedom or only auras

since surgery) were regarded as a good

outcome, and ILAE outcomes 3– 6, as a

poor outcome.

Imaging Analysis
All patients underwent MR imaging in a
1.5T (Magnetom Symphony; Siemens,
Erlangen, Germany) or 3T (Achieva,
Philips Healthcare, Best, the Nether-
lands, or Magnetom Verio, Siemens)
system with a standard head coil. Se-
quences included routine structural im-

ages: axial T1WI, axial T2WI, and FLAIR

images. Spin-echo T1WI was acquired

with the following parameters: TR/TE/

NEX � 600–613 ms/9.4–15 ms/1, ma-

trix � 201–230 � 183–256, FOV � 25 cm,

section thickness � 3–5 mm. Turbo spin-

echo T2WI was performed with the fol-

lowing parameters: TR/TE/NEX � 3800–

5000 ms/80–95 ms/1–2, matrix � 291–

365 � 368–512, FOV � 25 cm, section

thickness � 3–5 mm. FLAIR images were

acquired with the following parame-

ters: TR/TE/NEX � 9000 –12,000 ms/

101–120 ms/2500 –2700 ms/1, matrix � 179 –202 � 256 –320,

FOV� 25 cm, section thickness � 3–5 mm. Axial and coronal

FLAIR images were obtained using the same parameters.

FIG 1. Case 1, in group A. Axial T2WI (A), coronal FLAIR (B), axial T1WI (C), and CT (D). T2WI and
FLAIR images obtained at 23 months of age demonstrate a focal hyperintensity area from the
bottom of the sulcus to the lateral ventricle, which represents the transmantle sign of FCD in the
left parietal lobe (arrows, A and B). The T1WI also shows hyperintensity in the same area (arrow,
C). The CT image shows high density (arrow, D). E, Photomicrograph shows many balloon cells
(arrowheads), stained with vimentin (magnification �200). Scale bars: 50 �m.
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Two neuroradiologists (Yukio Kimura and Yoko Shigemoto

with 14 and 10 years of experience in neuroradiology, respec-

tively) independently evaluated all images to assess the signal in-

tensity of the TMS on T1WI, T2WI, and

FLAIR images and the density on CT.

The differences in evaluations were re-

solved by consensus.

Pathologic Methods
All specimens were diagnosed by experi-

enced neuropathologists. For all pa-

tients, 4% paraformaldehyde-fixed par-

affin-embedded tissues of the resection

specimens were available. All the exam-

ined resected tissues were treated identi-

cally, grossly inspected, and measured.

After representative small sections were

fixed in glutaraldehyde or frozen, the re-

maining sections were fixed in 4% para-

formaldehyde. The specimens were cut

to obtain representative tissue slices per-

pendicular to the cortical surface. The

specimens were cut into evaluable sec-

tions; 6-�m-thick serial sections were

stained with antibodies to vimentin or

anti-neurofilament H nonphosphory-

lated antibody (SMI-32), as well as rou-

tine hematoxylin-eosin and Klüver-

Barrera (KB) stains. One neuropatholo-

gist (A.S.) counted the number of bal-

loon cells and dysmorphic neurons of

each case in the FOV with the greatest

number at �200 magnification in the

TMS areas using vimentin and SMI-32

stains, respectively, in addition to the KB

stain. The severity of gliosis was classi-

fied into normal, mild, moderate, and

severe. The degree of calcification in the

same areas was classified into absence,

slight presence, and presence.

Statistical Analysis
We divided the patients into groups based

on their pathologic FCD subtype and the

T1 signal of the TMS. We compared the

groups’ ages at the onset of seizure, sever-

ity of gliosis, and number of balloon cells

and dysmorphic neurons using nonpara-

metric tests, ie, the Kruskal-Wallis or

Mann-Whitney U test. Regarding the

postoperative seizure outcomes, we ana-

lyzed the categoric variables using the �2

test. A P value � .05 was considered signif-

icant. All statistical analyses were per-

formed with SPSS, Version 25.0 software

(IBM, Armonk, New York).

RESULTS
The details of the clinical demographics and radiologic and
pathologic findings of the 25 patients with FCD with the TMS are

FIG 2. Case 2, in group A. Axial T2WI (A), coronal FLAIR (B), axial T1WI (C), and CT (D). T2WI and
FLAIR images obtained at 13 months of age demonstrate focal hyperintensity in the white matter
of the right frontal lobe, representing the TMS (arrows, A and B). The T1WI also shows hyperin-
tensity in the same area (arrow, C). The CT scan shows high density (arrow, D). E, Photomicrograph
shows many balloon cells observed (arrowheads), and they are stained with vimentin (magnifi-
cation �200). Scale bars: 50 �m.
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summarized in the On-line Table. We divided the patients into

3 groups based on their pathologic FCD subtype and the T1

signal of the TMS. Nine of the 25 patients had T1-high-signal

TMS, and the other 16 patients had no

T1-high-signal TMS. All 9 patients

with T1-high-signal TMS had been di-

agnosed with FCD type IIb (group A: 3

boys and 6 girls; median age, 7 years;

mean age, 6.6 � 5.9 years) (Figs 1 and

2). Among the 16 patients with no T1-

high-signal TMS, 13 patients had been

diagnosed with FCD type IIb (group B:

8 males and 5 females; median age, 21

years; mean age, 21.7 � 14.1 years)

(Fig 3) and the other 3 patients had

been diagnosed with FCD type IIa

(group C: 3 girls; median age, 15 years;

mean age, 13.3 � 8.6 years). There

were no patients with FCD type IIa

with T1-high-signal TMS.

Among the 3 groups, there were no

significant differences in the age at sei-

zure onset (P � .24) or the seizure out-

comes (P � .54). In group A, 8 patients

had good postoperative seizure out-

comes (ILAE class 1: seven patients,

and class 2: one patient), and the re-

maining (ninth) patient had a poor

outcome (ILAE class 5). In group B, 10

patients had good outcomes (ILAE

class 1: nine patients, and class 2: one

patient) and the other 3 patients had

poor outcomes (ILAE class 5). All 3

patients in group C had good out-

comes (ILAE class 1).
On the T2WI and FLAIR imaging, all

patients showed hyperintensity in the
TMS. On CT, high density was observed
in the TMS in all 9 patients of group
A. The hyperintense areas on T1WI

matched the areas of high density on CT

scans. Among the patients in groups B

and C, though areas of slightly high den-

sity in the TMS were observed on CT in 5

patients, their densities were lower than

those in the group A.
Our pathologic analysis revealed

significantly more balloon cells in
group A compared with group B with
both KB (P � .007) and vimentin (P �
.011) stains (Fig 4), but there was no
significant difference concerning dys-

morphic neurons among the 3 groups

in KB (P � .69) and SMI-32 (P � .52)

stains (Fig 5). There was no significant

difference in the severity of gliosis

among the 3 groups (P � .93). Micro-

calcification was observed in 4 patients
in group A, but in 3 of the 4 patients, the microcalcification was

imperceptible. Microcalcifications were absent in groups B

and C.

FIG 3. Case 17, in group B. Axial T2WI (A), axial FLAIR (B), axial T1WI (C), and CT (D). T2WI and FLAIR
images obtained at 23 years of age demonstrate focal hyperintensity in the subcortical area
extending to the ventricle of the right abnormal parietal gyrus, indicating the TMS (arrows, A and
B). T1WI shows low intensity in the same area (arrow, C). CT shows low density (arrow, D). E,
Photomicrograph shows a few balloon cells (arrowheads), stained with vimentin (magnification
�200). Scale bars: 50 �m.
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DISCUSSION
We reviewed the clinical, radiologic, and pathologic findings in a

series of patients with T1 high signal in the TMS. To the best of our

knowledge, this is the first attempt to identify the etiology of the T1

high signal of the TMS by investigating the imaging and pathologic

findings. The results of our analysis demonstrated that there were

significantly more balloon cells in the T1-high-signal group than the

non-T1-high-signal group, but no evidence of differences regarding

dysmorphic neurons, the severity of gliosis, or calcifications. We

therefore speculate the following: 1) The density of the balloon cells

may be associated with the T1 high signal, and 2) our findings could

help diagnose the FCD subtype, more specifically FCD type IIb.

According to the current ILAE classification system,9 the pa-

thology of FCD is classified into 3 types: Type I has isolated cor-

tical dyslamination, type II has dysmorphic neurons with or with-

out balloon cells in addition to cortical dyslamination, and type

III occurs alongside another lesion (eg, hippocampal sclerosis,

tumors, or vascular malformations).5,9 The histopathologic hall-

mark of type IIb FCD is the presence of balloon cells, which have

an enlarged cell body with eosinophilic cytoplasm and are present

in all layers but tend to concentrate in the upper layers and white

matter.12,13 Several studies indicate that balloon cells are not ep-

ileptogenic.14,15 Although the exact role of balloon cells remains

obscure, several studies have found evidence of an increase in the

mechanisms leading to glutamate clearance in areas containing

balloon cells, thus reducing the spread of epileptogenic activ-

ity.16,17 Balloon cells could play a protective and/or antiepileptic

role.12

FIG 4. The greatest number of cells counted in the FOV at �200 magnification. Group differences in the number of balloon cells with KB (A) and
vimentin (B) stains. The boxplot shows the minimum, first quartile, median, third quartile, and maximum. Outliers are shown as small circles. The
number of balloon cells is significantly higher in group A versus group B in both stains. There were no balloon cells in group C (data not shown).

FIG 5. The greatest number of cells counted in the FOV at �200 magnification. Group differences in the number of dysmorphic neurons in KB
(A) and SMI-32 (B) stains. The boxplot shows the minimum, first quartile, median, third quartile, and maximum. Outliers are shown as small circles.
No significant difference in the cell numbers is shown by both stains.
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The TMS is the main radiologic landmark of FCD type II, but

it is more frequently detected in patients with type IIb than type

IIa and is the only MR imaging feature that can be used to accu-

rately identify type IIb.1,5-7 The etiology of the signal changes in

the TMS is thought to be some combination of gliosis, hypomy-

elination or dysmyelination, neuronal heterotopia, and balloon

cells,6,11 though an exact correlation has yet to be verified. The

TMS is typically hyperintense on T2WI and FLAIR and hypoin-

tense on T1WI.18 However, some patients have shown T1 high

signal. Our present pathologic study reveals that there are more

balloon cells in the T1-high-signal group, but there are no signif-

icant between-group differences in the number of dysmorphic

neurons or the severity of gliosis. Our results suggest that the

density of the balloon cells may be associated with the T1 high

signal. In addition, there was no T1 high signal in the other types

of FCD. The T1 high signal in the TMS may thus be regarded as

evidence of type IIb.

Eltze et al19 reported patients with FCD who had shown T1

hyperintensity during the first year of their lives, but it was diffi-

cult to identify them by the process of myelination. The degree of

myelination may be an additional factor to evaluate the MR im-

aging signal intensity of FCD in infants. In our study, only 1 pa-

tient was younger than 1 year of age (case 9 in group 1). However,

she had undergone an operation at 5 months, and we could not

observe the signal changing appearances.

Compared with other FCDs without the TMS, the presence of the

TMS indicated a high likelihood of a seizure-free outcome.20,21 De-

tecting these lesions during a preoperative examination is important

for surgical decision-making and improving postoperative out-

comes.1,22,23 If the preoperative MR imaging indicates type IIb, a

favorable prognosis can be expected after surgery.

Several research groups have reported the hyperintensity of

FCD and cortical tubers of tuberous sclerosis on T1-weighted

images with magnetization transfer contrast.8,24-26 Although Ka-

dom et al8 did not describe the type of FCD, these T1 hyperinten-

sities with magnetization transfer contrast may reflect the pres-

ence of balloon cells. The cortical tubers also show MR imaging

findings, known as the radially oriented white matter band, that

are similar to the TMS of FCD type IIb.27-29 Magnetization trans-

fer contrast is a technique for improving image contrast in MR

imaging, based on the difference in magnetic field–induced fre-

quencies between mobile free water protons and macromolecular

bound protons.26,30 Pinto Gama et al25 noted that the density of

cells and calcium deposition may also play a role by causing short-

ening of the water T1, leading to a decrease in the effectiveness of

signal suppression by magnetization transfer contrast. However,

in the present study, there were few cases with sparse calcifications

in the pathologic findings, and the association between high den-

sity on CT and calcifications was weak. We therefore suspect that

the high density on CT was due not to calcification but rather to a

high cell concentration, especially of the balloon cells themselves.

In addition, even in cases without calcifications in pathologic

findings, T1 high signal was observed, and we consider that calci-

fications were not necessarily associated with T1 high signal in our

patients.

This study has some limitations. First, the sample size of T1-

high-signal FCD cases was small (9 patients). However, we were

able to detect significant relationships with the balloon cell con-

centration. Many cases should be examined to test this result.

Second, the internal structure of the balloon cell has not been

clarified. Further pathologic studies are needed to validate this

information.

CONCLUSIONS
Some cases of FCD type IIb have T1 high signal in the TMS. The

density of balloon cells may be associated with this phenomenon,

and this information would be useful for differentiating FCD sub-

types and contributing to the diagnosis of FCD and its subtypes,

especially type IIb.
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Radiation Dose and Image Quality in Pediatric Neck CT
X S.V. Tipnis, X W.J. Rieter, X D. Patel, X S.T. Stalcup, X M.G. Matheus, and X M.V. Spampinato

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Optimization of pediatric neck CT protocols is of critical importance in order to maintain good diag-
nostic image quality while reducing the radiation burden. Our aim was to evaluate the image quality of pediatric neck CT studies before
and after the implementation of a low radiation dose protocol.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: We retrospectively reviewed 179 pediatric neck CT studies, 75 before and 104 after the implementation of
low-dose protocols, performed in children 0 –16 years of age. The 2 cohorts were divided into 3 age groups, 0 – 4, 5–9, and 10–16 years. The
signal-to-noise ratio was calculated using the axial image through the true vocal folds. Three neuroradiologists assessed the image quality
of the same CT scan using a 5-point scoring system. We compared the CT dose index volume, dose-length product, image-quality ratings,
and SNR of studies conducted at baseline and with low-dose protocols.

RESULTS: Image-quality ratings were lower in the low-dose than in the baseline cohort in children 10 –16 years of age, but not in children
0 – 4 and 5–9 years of age. The SNR was lower in the low-dose cohort than in the baseline cohort in children 0 – 4 and 10 –16 years of age,
but not in children 5–9 years of age. Despite the decrease in image-quality scores in older children, 97% of the studies (73/75) in the baseline
cohort and 96% of studies (100/104) in the low-dose cohort were considered of sufficient image quality.

CONCLUSIONS: Images acquired with the low-dose CT protocols were deemed to be of sufficient quality for making a clinical diagnosis.
Our initial results suggest that there may be an opportunity for further radiation dose reduction without compromising diagnostic image
quality using iterative reconstruction algorithms.

ABBREVIATIONS: CTDIvol � CT dose index volume; DLP � dose-length product

Pediatric CT volume has rapidly increased in the United States

since the introduction of helical and multidetector CT, which

allow fast image acquisition and a decreased need for moderate

sedation.1-5 Because of the smaller size of the patients and higher

radiation sensitivity, pediatric CT poses some unique challenges

in terms of achieving diagnostic-quality images with the least pos-

sible radiation burden to the patients.4,6-12 Optimization of a pe-

diatric neck CT protocol is of utmost importance because in this

study, the thyroid gland, one of the most radiosensitive organs, is

directly exposed to the x-ray beam.13-15 Thus, it is critical that the

examination be clinically indicated, with a high benefit-to-risk

ratio. All CT examinations should be optimized to yield diagnos-

tic images at the lowest possible radiation dose, following the

principle of as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA).

We conducted a departmental quality-improvement project

to optimize pediatric neck CT protocols. The goal of this study

was to minimize the radiation exposure to patients while main-

taining the required diagnostic image quality. This was done by

reviewing and scoring baseline scans acquired with unoptimized

CT protocols; applying appropriate dose-reduction criteria in-

cluding age-stratification to optimize the image acquisition; and

finally reviewing and scoring the images in the follow-up cohort

to confirm their diagnostic value.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
This study was approved by the institutional review board with a

waiver of informed consent. The patient population included a

baseline cohort and a follow-up cohort that underwent neck
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CT examinations before and after the implementation of opti-

mized, age-specific, pediatric neck CT protocols at our

institution.

Patient Population
Both the baseline and the follow-up cohorts in the study were

identified by searching the PACS. Because of the differences in the

body habitus of the patient population between 0 and 16 years of

age, we thought it necessary to divide each cohort into 3 age

groups to make a proper comparison. Accordingly, the study

compared the examinations between the 2 cohorts in 3 distinct

subgroups of 0 – 4, 5–9, and 10 –16 years of age. We used the

age-classification scheme for pediatric CT protocols proposed

by Paolicchi et al.16 We changed the age range for the older age

group from 10 –14 years to 10 –16 years because at our institu-

tion, we use pediatric neck CT protocols in patients 16 years of

age or younger.

For the baseline cohort, we retrospectively reviewed all neck

CT examinations acquired at our institution in patients 16 years

of age or younger between May 2013 and April 2014. Scans ac-

quired as part of radiation planning, studies for which the radia-

tion dose summary sheet was not available on the PACS, those

conducted without the use of automatic tube current modulation,

and those with significant artifacts due to motion or hardware

were excluded from the study. Thus, a total of 75 pediatric neck

CT examinations were included in the baseline cohort. For the

follow-up cohort, we retrospectively reviewed all neck CT exam-

inations acquired at our institution in patients 16 years of age or

younger between February 2016 and January 2017 using the mod-

ified, reduced-dose, and age-specific acquisition protocols. With

the same exclusion criteria used for the baseline cohort, we se-

lected a total of 104 pediatric neck CT examinations for the fol-

low-up cohort. Table 1 shows the distribution of patients in the 2

cohorts and the 3 age groups.

Image Acquisition
All neck CT examinations were helical acquisitions from the fore-

head to the thoracic inlet and were acquired with tube current

modulation on multidetector CT scanners (Somatom Sensation

64, Somatom Definition 64, or Somatom Definition Flash; Sie-

mens, Erlangen, Germany). The scans were obtained using the

manufacturer-provided automatic tube current modulation al-

gorithms (CARE Dose4D; Siemens), with a pitch of 0.8 –1.2 de-

pending on the scanner, and using a display FOV ranging from 13

to 25 cm. Scans were obtained following administration of a non-

ionic iodinated contrast agent (2 mL/kg of body weight) and fol-

lowing a 90-second delay from the start of the contrast injection.

Demographic data (age and sex) were obtained for each patient.

Acquisition parameters, including the kilovolt, milliampere-sec-

onds, and CT dose index volume (CTDIvol) (corresponding to a

32-cm acrylic dosimetry phantom) were obtained from dose-re-

port sheets imported into the PACS. Note that the vendor soft-

ware uses the 32-cm phantom for all head and neck scans by

default while using the 16-cm phantom for the head scans. We

believe that the inclusion of the shoulder region in the scans is the

primary reason for using the 32-cm phantom for the head and

neck scans, as opposed to the 16-cm phantom (which is used in

the head scans alone).

Subjective and quantitative image-quality assessment (de-

scribed in detail the following 2 sections) was conducted by 3

board-certified neuroradiologists for the baseline cohort. Most

studies (97%) in the baseline cohort were deemed of diagnostic

quality by the reviewers. On the basis of these data, we adjusted

FIG 1. Representative CT image of a 6-year-old boy at the level of the
vocal cords for assessment of the signal-to-noise ratio. Background
noise was estimated as the average SD in Hounsfield units of 2 ROIs
drawn over the air anterior to the patient (large circles). Signal was
estimated as the average attenuation in Hounsfield units of 2 ROIs
drawn over the paraspinal musculature (small circles).

Table 1: Total number of patients and distribution of patient age
and sex in the 3 age groups of the study

Group 0–4 yr 5–9 yr 10–16 yr 0–16 yr
Baseline cohort

� 10 11 20 41
� 7 7 20 34
Total (No.) 17 18 40 75

Follow-up cohort
� 17 17 21 55
� 8 9 32 49
Total (No.) 25 26 53 104

Table 2: Interpretation of the subjective image-quality scores for
the individual, prelabeled CT image slices at the level of the
vocal cords

Score Comment
1 Image quality very poor (significant noise and/or

artifacts, study uninterpretable)
2 Image quality poor (noise and/or artifacts, can only

answer broad clinical questions)
3 Image quality adequate (some noise and/or artifacts,

but study interpretable)
4 Above-average image quality (minimal noise and/or

artifacts)
5 Excellent image quality (imperceptible noise and free

of artifacts)
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the target CTDIvol to lower values for the follow-up cohort. Ac-

cordingly, the target CTDIvol values for the follow-up cohort were

set at 6, 8, and 15 mGy for the 0 – 4, 5–9, and 10 –16 age groups,

respectively, by adjusting the reference

milliampere-seconds for the examination

protocols. These values corresponded to

the first-quartile CTDIvol for each age

group from the baseline cohort. Our ratio-

nale for this choice was that the first quar-

tile (25th percentile) of the CTDIvol repre-

sents a reasonable compromise between

radiation dose and diagnostic quality.

Subjective Assessment of Image
Quality
From each neck CT examination, 1 im-

age at the level of the true vocal cords

was selected for evaluation (Fig 1).

Three board-certified neuroradiology

attending physicians subjectively as-

sessed the image quality of each selected

image. For the follow-up cohort, the

same 3 board-certified neuroradiolo-

gists assessed the image quality of each

selected image. Readers were shown the

complete image set on a standard read-

ing room workstation in a randomized

manner and were blinded to patient de-

mographics, study indications, and pro-

tocol parameters during the rating pro-

cess. Readers were allowed to change

window and level settings as in routine

image interpretation and were in-

structed to assign an integer score rang-

ing from 1 to 5 using the rating system

depicted in Table 2. Scores were based

on diagnostic-quality parameters such

as image noise, intrinsic artifacts, and

contrast among tissues. Scores of �3

were considered of sufficient quality for

clinical diagnosis. Subjective image-

quality interrater agreement among the

3 readers was assessed with the intraclass

correlation coefficient using the Statisti-

cal Package for the Social Sciences soft-

ware (Version 22; IBM, Armonk, New

York). The intraclass correlation coeffi-

cient was interpreted as follows: 0 – 0.2, poor agreement; 0.3– 0.4,
fair agreement; 0.5– 0.6, moderate agreement; 0.7– 0.8, strong

agreement; and �0.8, almost perfect agreement.

FIG 2. Comparison of the median values of tube current (milliampere-seconds) (A), radiation
output of scanner (CTDIvol) (B), and scan length between the 2 cohorts (C). Also shown are P values
from an unpaired t test.

Table 3: Median values of the scan parameters, signal-to-noise ratio, image-quality scores, estimated effective dose, and the
percentage difference for the 2 cohorts

Parameter

0–4 yr 5–9 yr 10–16 yr

I II % Diff I II % Diff I II % Diff
Tube current (mAs) 150 128 �15 182 162 �11 266 165 �38
CTDIvol (mGy) 7.4 4.4 �41 8.6 5.5 �36 20 7 �67
Scan length (cm) 17.6 17.8 1 20.3 21 5 26 27 1
DLP (mGy-cm) 125 77 �38 175 132 �24 522 240 �54
ED (mSv) 2.1 1.2 �40 2.2 1.7 �21 9.7 4.4 �55
SNR 16.4 13.4 �18 13.4 16.3 22 20.2 16.2 �20
IQ 3.67 4.00 9 4.00 4.00 0 4.33 4.00 �8

Note:—IQ indicates image quality; ED, effective dose; Diff, difference; I, baseline; II, follow-up.
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Quantitative Assessment of Image Quality
For each patient in the study group, a quantitative assessment

of image quality was performed by measuring the image back-

ground noise (BN) and calculating the signal-to-noise ratio.

The BN was defined as the average SD in Hounsfield units of 2

ROIs measuring �1.0 cm2 drawn over the air anterior to the

patient (Fig 1) on the neck CT image obtained at the level of the

true vocal cord.17,18 Image signal (MHU) was defined as the

average attenuation of 2 ROIs measuring �0.5 cm2 drawn over

the paraspinal musculature. The SNR was then calculated as

SNR � MHU / BN.

We believe that the SNR is a more reproducible metric than

the contrast-to-noise ratio in pediatric neck CT due to a lack of

consistency across subjects with respect to pathology, fat con-

tent, and the degree of contrast opacification in the internal

jugular vein.

Effective Dose
Finally, to estimate the effective dose for the patient cohort, we

used the data published by Deak et al19 in the following man-

ner: This publication lists the age-specific “k” conversion fac-

tors for neck CT examinations for neonates; 1, 5, 10 years of

age; and adults. The authors used mathematically defined

phantoms with the most recent International Commission on

Radiological Protection Publication 103 tissue-weighting fac-

tors and Monte Carlo simulations to estimate organ and effec-

tive doses from multislice CT examinations. We used a poly-

nomial fit and interpolated these data to estimate the

appropriate k value for the median age for each of our groups

because the article has conversion factors specified only for

neonates; children 1, 5, and 10 years of age; and adults. Note

that we did not use the factors to estimate doses for individual

patients, but only for a “median” patient of each age group/

cohort in the study.

RESULTS
Subjective image-quality interrater agree-

ment was assessed for the baseline co-

hort as well as for the follow-up co-

hort. There was strong agreement

among the 3 neuroradiology attending

physicians for the baseline cohort (in-

traclass correlation coefficient �

0.769; 95% confidence interval, 0.676 –

0.839; P � .001) and for the follow-up

cohort (intraclass correlation coeffi-

cient � 0.695; 95% confidence interval,

0.567– 0.790; P � .001). Scores of all the

readers were averaged for each CT image

in the baseline cohort and the follow-up

cohort.

Table 3 shows the median values

of milliampere-seconds, CTDIvol, scan

length, dose-length product (DLP), ef-

fective dose, SNR, and image quality by

age groups for the baseline and fol-

low-up patient cohorts. Also shown is

the percentage difference among the val-

ues of these parameters between the 2 cohorts. For convenience,

these values are also depicted graphically in Figs 2–4, with P values

from an unpaired t test to examine the significance of the differ-

ence between the 2 cohorts. Error bars in the figures represent 1

SD. Ninety-seven percent of the studies (73/75) in the baseline

cohort and 96% (100/104) in the follow-up cohort were consid-

ered of sufficient image quality.

Tube current, CTDIvol, and DLP were significantly lower in

the follow-up cohort than in the baseline cohort in children

0 – 4 and 10 –16 years of age, but not in children 5–9 years of age

(Figs 2 and 3). Scan length did not differ between the baseline

and follow-up cohorts in any age group (Fig 2). The SNR was

lower in the low-dose than in the baseline cohort in children

0 – 4 and 10 –16 years of age, but not in children 5–9 years of age

(Fig 4). Image-quality ratings for all 3 age groups did not show

major differences; they were lower in the follow-up cohort

than in the baseline cohort in children 10 –16 years of age,

slightly higher in children 0 – 4 years of age, and with no sig-

nificant difference for those 5–9 years of age (Fig 4). Despite

the decrease in image-quality scores in older children, in the

follow-up patient cohort, 96% of the studies were considered

of sufficient image quality (average image quality, �3). Com-

parison of the effective doses before and after the implemen-

tation of low-dose protocols demonstrates 40%, 21%, and 55%

reduction respectively in children 0 – 4, 5–9, and 10 –16 years of

age (Fig 3).

DISCUSSION
In this study, we used the information obtained from the baseline

cohort to implement age-specific pediatric neck CT protocols

standardized across all scanners and facilities at our institution.

Because most studies in the baseline sample were deemed of di-

agnostic quality by the reviewers, we decided to implement lower

dose protocols using the first quartile CTDIvol for each age group

FIG 2. Continued.
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as a reference. Our rationale for this choice was that the first quar-

tile (25th percentile) of the CTDIvol for each age group represents

a reasonable compromise between the radiation dose and diag-

nostic quality for pediatric neck CT.

Data in Table 3 indicate that the median values of the tube

current and CTDIvol increased from the youngest to the oldest

age groups. This increase is to be expected and is a reflection of

the use of automatic tube current modulation, which increases

the radiation output to compensate for the increased patient

size.13,20 For the baseline cohort, the median tube current var-

ied by a factor of �1.8 (150 –266 mAs), while the CTDIvol

increased by a factor of �3 (7–20 mGy) from the youngest to

the oldest age group. For the follow-up cohort, these parame-

ters varied by a factor of �1.3 (128 –165 mAs) and 1.6 (4.4 –7

mGy), respectively.

Figure 2A, -B shows a comparison of

median values of the tube current and CT-

DIvol between the 2 cohorts. While the

DLP dropped only moderately for the 2

youngest cohorts, there was a significant

drop in the DLP for the oldest age group.

The reduction in the median CTDIvol for

the follow-up cohort was far more dra-

matic, �40%–65%. Figure 2C shows the

median scan length for the 3 age groups.

Note that there was no significant differ-

ence in the scan length between the base-

line and follow-up cohorts for any of the

age groups. This is important because

these data reflect no attempt being made

to “shorten” the length of the CT scan and

risk missing clinically significant findings

to simply reduce the dose.

Table 3 shows that the median scan

length increased monotonically from

�17 to 27 cm across the 3 age groups for

both cohorts. For the baseline cohort,

the DLP changed from 125 to 175

mGy-cm (a factor of �1.4) between the

0 – 4 and the 5–9 age groups. However,

there is a sharp rise in the DLP from 175

to 522 mGy-cm (a factor of �3) between

the 5–9 and the 10 –16 age groups. One

reason could be that the patients in the

0 – 4 and the 5–9 age groups were

scanned at 80 or 100 kV, while the 10- to

16-year groups were scanned at 120

kV.21

For the follow-up cohort, the DLP
changed from 77 to 132 mGy-cm (a fac-
tor of �1.7) between the 0 – 4 and 5–9
age groups. However, the DLP rose from
132 to 240 mGy-cm (a factor of �1.8)

between the 5–9 and the 10 –16 age
groups. This finding is in contrast to the
increase in DLP by a factor of 3 in the
baseline cohort. We believe this differ-
ence to be the result of better coaching

and re-education of the technologists, resulting in many of the

scans (�35%) in this cohort being obtained at 100 kV.

Figure 4 shows that the median SNR and the image-quality

scores were approximately the same (within 1 SD) across all age

groups. The SNR not changing much is to be expected because

larger patients were automatically scanned with higher kilovolt

and/or tube currents to compensate for their size. Despite slight

differences in the image-quality scores between the baseline and

the follow-up cohorts for all 3 age groups, the median scores were

well above 3 (making the scans diagnostically acceptable).

The estimated effective dose was reduced by 40%, 21%, and 55%

for the follow-up protocol compared with the baseline (Table 3). The

estimated effective doses did not change much between the 2 young-

est age groups (2.1–2.2 mSv for baseline and 1.2–1.7 mSv for the

FIG 3. Comparison of the median values of the dose-length product (A) and estimated effective
dose (B) between the 2 cohorts. Also shown are the P values from an unpaired t test.
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follow-up). However, the effective dose increased quite substantially

when one looks at the oldest age groups. For the baseline cohort, the

effective dose increased by a factor of �5 (2.1–9.7 mSv) from the

youngest to the oldest group. For the follow-up cohort, there was a

similar increase by a factor of �4 (1.2–4.4 mSv). We did not use the

k conversion factors to estimate the effective dose for individual pa-

tients.22 Rather, as explained before, we used only the median value

of the DLP and age for each subgroup for the estimation of the effec-

tive dose. While this makes the estimate somewhat broad, we believe

it is still a good way of comparing the radiation risks between the 2

cohorts.

This study has certain limitations. First, all examinations were

conducted on 64- and 128-slice Siemens scanners. Thus, the re-

sults may not necessarily be readily transferable to examinations

conducted on scanners by other manufacturers. Second, all image

reconstruction was performed using fil-

tered back-projection algorithms. At the

time of the study (2013–2016), we had

not switched to iterative reconstruction,

which is now routinely used on all our

scanners. However, iterative reconstruc-

tion has its own challenges: Depending

on what “level” of mixing one uses, the

texture of the image can be vastly differ-

ent between even identical scanners.

With the use of newer, iterative recon-

struction algorithms, it may be possible

to reduce the radiation dose even fur-

ther. Last, the effective doses listed in

this study are fairly broad estimates, and

individual patient doses could easily

vary by up to a factor of �2 depending

on the body habitus. Thus, caution must

be used in interpreting these results.

However, we believe that this is a fair

way of estimating effective doses from

clinical scans for a “standard” patient, to

design appropriate CT protocols.

CONCLUSIONS
The main inference to be drawn from

this study is that even in a large clinical

practice, with a well-reasoned choice of

target CTDIvol and using techniques

such as automatic tube current modula-

tion, it is possible to optimize the

amount of radiation used for perform-

ing CT examinations without compro-

mising on the diagnostic image quality.

While this is important for patients of all

age groups, it is of particular importance

for pediatric patients due to their in-

creased radiation risk.

Disclosures: M. Vittoria Spampinato—UNRELATED:
Grants/Grants: Bracco.* *Money paid to the
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Deep Learning–Based Automatic Segmentation of Lumbosacral
Nerves on CT for Spinal Intervention: A Translational Study

X G. Fan, X H. Liu, X Z. Wu, X Y. Li, X C. Feng, X D. Wang, X J. Luo, X W.M. Wells III, and X S. He

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: 3D reconstruction of a targeted area (“safe” triangle and Kambin triangle) may benefit the viability
assessment of transforaminal epidural steroid injection, especially at the L5/S1 level. However, manual segmentation of lumbosacral nerves
for 3D reconstruction is time-consuming. The aim of this study was to investigate the feasibility of deep learning– based segmentation of
lumbosacral nerves on CT and the reconstruction of the safe triangle and Kambin triangle.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: A total of 50 cases of spinal CT were manually labeled for lumbosacral nerves and bones using Slicer 4.8.
The ratio of training/validation/testing was 32:8:10. A 3D U-Net was adopted to build the model SPINECT for automatic segmen-
tations of lumbosacral structures. The Dice score, pixel accuracy, and Intersection over Union were computed to assess the
segmentation performance of SPINECT. The areas of Kambin and safe triangles were measured to validate the 3D reconstruction.

RESULTS: The results revealed successful segmentation of lumbosacral bone and nerve on CT. The average pixel accuracy for bone was
0.940, and for nerve, 0.918. The average Intersection over Union for bone was 0.897 and for nerve, 0.827. The Dice score for bone was 0.945,
and for nerve, it was 0.905. There were no significant differences in the quantified Kambin triangle or safe triangle between manually
segmented images and automatically segmented images (P � .05).

CONCLUSIONS: Deep learning– based automatic segmentation of lumbosacral structures (nerves and bone) on routine CT is feasible, and
SPINECT-based 3D reconstruction of safe and Kambin triangles is also validated.

ABBREVIATIONS: ESI � epidural steroid injection; IoU � Intersection over Union; tESI � transforaminal epidural steroid injection

Low back pain with a radicular component is a common ail-

ment in many clinics and is a leading cause of disability and

adds a great burden to health care costs globally.1,2 It is difficult to

detect the specific etiology, but the pain is usually caused by in-

flammation of nerves due to mechanical compression or chemical

irritation.3 Lumbar degenerative disease, including spinal stenosis

and lumbar disc herniation, is a main culprit of low back pain and

radicular symptoms. Before spinal surgery, epidural steroid injec-

tion (ESI) is an interventional option for the management of low

back and radicular pain.4,5 Transforaminal epidural steroid injec-

tion (tESI) is a well-validated technique with merits of large dis-

tributions of injectate and superior short-term pain relief com-

pared with an interlaminar or caudal approach.6,7 Typically, tESI

is conducted via a “safe” triangle, while others prefer via a Kambin

triangle because the safe triangle has been found to sometimes not

be safe.8 The Kambin triangle is defined as an anatomic triangle

with the nerve root (hypotenuse), traversing nerve root and/or

facet joint (height), and superior border of a lower vertebra (base)

as its components.9 The safe triangle is defined as the lower mar-

gin of the pedicle (base), the lateral border of the vertebral body

(height), and the outer border of the exiting nerve (hypote-

nuse).10 Because the 2 triangles are 3D, the targeted area of tESI is

variable from different views or even totally concealed by bony
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structures such as a high iliac crest, enlarged transverse process,

and facet joint, especially at the L5/S1 level.10-12 An increased area

of the safe triangle and Kambin triangle should lead to more fre-

quent successful outcomes of tESI.10 Complications of tESI such

as intravascular injection and nerve root injury cause serious

problems.13,14

X-ray fluoroscopy is the criterion standard to guide tESI.15

The bony landmark “Scotty dog” is identified to estimate the

targeted area to present larger areas of the safe triangle or

Kambin triangle. The C-arm machine is usually tilted to a cer-

tain angle to conduct an oblique fluoroscopy to identify the

Scotty dog.16 However, x-ray fluoroscopy is incapable of pro-

viding information about soft tissues and localizing the needle

tip in a real-time manner. Thus, CT fluoroscopy is introduced

to guide the tESI because it can quickly and safely localize

needles and minimize the risk of nerve injury.17 Usually, an

initial CT scan with good image quality is obtained for viability

assessment of the tESI, during which an ideal needle trajectory

is planned on a single axial CT slice.18 Then, a CT fluoroscopy

technique is used to guide the needle advancement on a single

CT slice during which soft tissue is poorly presented on im-

ages.18 Therefore, a larger targeted area of needle advancement

should reduce the risk of injuring the neurovascular structure.

However, the CT plane is incapable of directly and quickly

identifying an accessible trajectory targeting the largest safe or

Kambin triangle, and sometimes the CT plane presents no ac-

cessible pathway on all axial slices. Instead, 3D construction of

the safe or Kambin triangle may benefit the viability assess-

ment of the tESI. Free manipulation of the 3D model will

quickly identify an oblique needle pathway targeting the large

safe triangle or Kambin triangle. However, manual segmenta-

tion of lumbosacral nerves for 3D reconstruction is

time-consuming.

Recently, deep learning has gained substantial attention in

the field of radiology.19-22 Deep learning algorithms can learn

from large amounts of data using neural networks, frequently

convolutional neural networks.23 Al-

though convolutional neural networks
were proposed decades ago, it is only
in the past 7 years that deep learning
has achieved great success due to mas-
sive available data, increased process-

ing power, and rapid development of
algorithms.23 The U-Net (https://

lmb.informatik.uni-freiburg.de/peo

ple/ronneber/u-net/) is a kind of
convolutional neural network that was
developed for biomedical image
segmentation by Ronneberger et al24

in 2015, and it has many applications

in the segmentation of 2D images. In

2016, the same group developed a 3D

U-Net (https://www.researchgate.net/

publication/304226155_3D_U-Net_

Learning_Dense_Volumetric_Segmenta

tion_from_Sparse_Annotation) for vol-

umetric segmentation as an extension

architecture of the U-Net.25 Many

studies have validated the segmentation performance of the 3D

U-Net for volumetric medical images.26-28 To the best of our

knowledge, no studies are available on achieving automatic

segmentation of lumbosacral nerves on CT. The aim of this

study was to investigate the feasibility of automatically seg-

menting lumbosacral structures (nerves and bone) on CT with

the 3D U-Net and the reconstruction of the safe and Kambin

triangles.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
This retrospective study was Health Insurance Portability and Ac-

countability Act–compliant and approved by the institutional ethical

committee of Shanghai Tenth People’s Hospital before data extrac-

tion. A total of 50 patients with thin-layer CT covering the lumbosa-

cral level from Shanghai Tenth People’s Hospital were included in

this study. All algorithms were developed and tested using Keras

(Version 2.1.1 with tensorflow_backend.py; http://pydoc.net/Keras/

2.1.2/keras.preprocessing.image/) in a personal computer (graphics

processing unit: a Nvidia GeForce 1080Ti, https://www.nvidia.com/

en-us/geforce/products/10series/geforce-gtx-1080-ti/, with 4 GB of

memory and a 3.5-GHz Intel Core i7–4790 CPU with 8 GB of

memory).

Manual Annotations
All data were manually segmented with Slicer 4.8 (http://www.

slicer.org).29 Lumbosacral nerves and bones were meticulously

segmented and labeled (Fig 1A, -B). A spine surgeon who is an

expert in reading lumbar CT and had systematic training in Slicer

manually segmented the nerves and bones. Then the segmented

images were reviewed by an interventional radiologist and pain

physician, both of whom are experts in CT-guided epidural ste-

roid injection. Any disagreements of segmentation were solved by

the 3 doctors voting. These manual annotations were regarded as

the ground truth.

FIG 1. Manual segmentation and 3D reconstruction on Slicer. A, manual labels. B, 3D reconstruc-
tion with a coronal image. C, Illustrations of the Dice score, Intersection-over-Union, and pixel
accuracy.
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Data Preprocessing and Segmentation Assessment
All thin-layer CT scans were preprocessed using the following

steps: resampling, cropping, and intensity normalization (On-

line Appendix). Pixel accuracy, Intersection over Union (IoU),

and the Dice score were used to assess the segmentation perfor-

mance of lumbosacral structures (Fig 1C). The functions of these

3 indicators are as follows:

Dice Score � 2 � True Predicted Voxels/(Predicted Voxels �

True Voxels)

IoU � True Predicted Voxels/(Predicted Voxels � True

Voxels)

Pixel Accuracy � True Predicted Voxels/True Voxels.

Because the Dice score is the most common indicator in com-

puter vision,30 the current study adopted it as the primary index

to assess the segmentation performance.

Network Architecture
The 3D U-Net was adopted for multiclass segmentation of lum-

bosacral structures (Fig 2). The adopted network consists of 2

parts, the encoder and the decoder parts. The encoder part performs

data analysis and feature-representation learning from the input

data, and the decoder part generates segmentation results. There are

also 4 shortcut connections (concatenations) between layers of equal

resolution in the encoder and decoder paths. The last layer of the

model is a 1 � 1 � 1 convolutional layer followed by a softmax layer

(https://www.mathworks.com/help/deeplearning/ref/nnet.cnn.

layer.softmaxlayer.html), with 3 output channels. The input of the

model is 32 � 64 � 64 voxel patches of CT. The output is the corre-

sponding probability mask, and its shape is 32 � 64 � 64 � 3. The

whole architecture has 22,581,411 parameters. The developed model

is named SPINECT because it aims to automatically segment multi-

ple structures solely on the basis of spinal CT.

Training
During the training phase, a number of minibatch CT and manual

labeling masks are randomly selected from the training dataset,

and the image data are subjected to the standardization process-

ing and the augmentation operation. As a result, the training data

input to each training iteration is different, and this feature im-

proves the generalization ability of the model. The convolutional

layer parameters of 3D U-Net are initialized by the method of He

et al.31 The size of the patch (depth � height � width) input to the

3D U-Net during training is 32 � 64 � 64 (unit:voxel); the mini-

batch is 4, which is optimized by the Adam optimization algo-

rithm32; and the learning rate is 5e-4. We selected the Adam op-

timization algorithm instead of stochastic gradient descent for

training the deep learning network because it was straightforward

to implement and computationally efficient.

Five-Fold Validation
During model training, 1 validation was performed every 100

training iterations. Specifically, 6 cases were randomly selected

from the validation dataset for standard processing. The stan-

dard processing included several sequential steps: 1) Set the

voxel size to 1 mm by the nearest interpolation method, and 2)

standardization. Then, we added random noise plus random

horizontal and vertical flipping to augment the selected cases.

A sliding window of 32 � 64 � 64 was used to traverse the data

with stride � (20 � 40 � 40) to obtain the patch. The patch is

input to the current model; then the model generates the cor-

responding probability mask. Finally, the automatic seg-

mented mask is obtained with a combined algorithm (Table 1).

The Dice score of each voxel class is obtained with comparison

of the automatic segmented mask and the manually labeled

mask. If the average of the Dice score is greater than the prior

best Dice score by the current iteration, the current model

parameters will be saved. We use a combined algorithm in

which the patch-based CNN is applied at a sequence of patches

of the data, and the resulting label probabilities are summed

according to their voxel location. Subsequently, the labels are

established by the probabilities.

FIG 2. Schematic of the network architecture.

Table 1: Overview of the combined algorithm
Algorithm 1: Combined Algorithm

Require: X: CT volume, shape � D � H � W
Require: xi�X(Li), (i�1, .… ,k): CT voxel patch
Require: yi � M�xi�: yi is the output of the last layer (softmax

activation function) of the model M, yi has 1 more dimension
than xi, and this dimension has 3 channels. Each channel refers
to the probability of the corresponding voxel belonging to
background or bone or nerve, respectively.

1) Initialize: Y4 0
2) For xi � X,�i � 1, … ,k� do
3) Y�Li,:� � � yi
4) End for
5) S4 arg max(Y, axis � �1) (find the channel with the largest

value in the last dimension)
6) Return S (the automatic mask)

Note:—M indicates the model (network); L, location of the CT voxel patch x at the
CT volumn X; Y, summed probability; max, maximum.
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Testing
The ratio of training, validation, and testing of the 50 cases from

our local dataset is 32:8:10. A total of 10 cases randomly selected

from the local dataset were tested on SPINECT. To validate the

robustness of our trained model, we also conducted cross-dataset

testing on 10 cases from an on-line imaging dataset (SpineWeb;

http://spineweb.digitalimaginggroup.ca/).33 Pixel accuracy, IoU,

and the Dice score were used to assess the segmentation perfor-

mance of lumbosacral structures.

Radiographic Evaluation
To compare the difference between manually segmented masks

and automatically generated masks, we present a random slice

from each case. In addition, 3D render-

ing of manual masks before preprocess-

ing, post-preprocessing masks, auto-

matically generated masks, as well as

smoothed 3D rendering of automati-

cally generated masks (smoothing

method: median; Kernel size: 1.5 mm)

are also presented. To further investi-

gate the segmentation performance of

SPINECT, we measured both Kambin

and safe triangles at the L5/S1 level on

both sides on manually segmented and

automatically segmented images (Fig 3).

First, the Kambin triangle and safe tri-

angle were visualized on Slicer with 3D

rendering of manually and automati-

cally segmented labels. Then, the

Kambin triangle and safe triangle were

set with the same angles between man-

ually and automatically segmented im-

ages. Screenshots were obtained and im-

ported into Image J software (Version

1.8.0_112; National Institutes of Health,

Bethesda, Maryland) for area measure-

ments of the Kambin and safe triangles.

Two independent observers measured

the area of the 2 triangles from manually

and automatically segmented images.

One month later, one of the observers

measured the area of the 2 triangles

again. The intraclass correlation coeffi-

cient was calculated to assess test-retest

reliability and interobserver reliability of

multiple measurements.

Statistical Analysis
The generated labels from SPINECT

were used to generate the 3D rendering

of bones and nerves on Slicer. After testing the normal distribu-

tion (Shapiro-Wilk test), we used a paired Student t test to detect

statistically significant differences of the safe and Kambin trian-

gles between manually segmented images and automatically seg-

mented images. All continuous data are presented as mean 	 SD,

and a P value 
.05 is a statistically significant difference.

RESULTS
Testing results revealed that SPINECT could achieve successful

segmentation of multiple structures (bones and nerves) on CT

(Fig 4). Quantitative segmentation accuracy is shown in Table 2.

The average pixel accuracy for the bones was 0.940, and for the

nerves, 0.918. The average IoU for the bones was 0.897, and for the

nerves, it was 0.827. The Dice score for the bones was 0.945, and

for the nerves, it was 0.905. In each validation fold, it took about 4

hours 35 minutes to finish the training of the segmentation net.

After training, SPINECT requires a total RAM space of 305.384

MB, and it takes about 3.1 seconds (Nvidia GeForce 1080Ti) to

complete an automatic segmentation on a single case (On-line

FIG 3. Measurement of safe and Kambin triangles. A, Schematics of the Kambin triangle. B,
Schematics of the safe triangle. C, Measurement of the Kambin triangle on a manually segmented
image. D, Measurement of the safe triangle on automatically segmented images.

FIG 4. Automatic and manually labeled masks.

Table 2: Segmentation accuracy in 10 testing casesa

Structures Pixel Accuracy (%) IoU (%) Dice Score (%)
Bones 94.05 	 6.68 89.73 	 4.32 94.54 	 2.43

(82.0–99.9) (82.0–95.2) (90.1–97.5)
Nerves 91.43 	 3.48 82.71 	 3.25 90.51 	 1.94

(85.3–94.4) (76.3–87.4) (86.6–93.2)
a Data are means and percentages unless otherwise noted.
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Table). In total, it took about 13 seconds to process 1 set of CT

data (from data uploading and data preprocessing to semantic

segmentation) with a graphics processing unit (Nvidia GeForce

1080Ti), which is far less than the 30 minutes for manual segmen-

tation. Besides, the segmentation performance of 10 cases from

SpineWeb was similar to that of our testing dataset (Table 3).

More important, there were no significant differences in the

measured area of the safe or Kambin triangle between manual

images and automatic images (Table 4). The area of Kambin tri-

angle was 37.80 	 20.90 mm2 on manual images and 36.41 	

19.27 mm2 on automatic images (P � .302). The area of the safe

triangle was 8.69 	 2.24 mm2 on manual images and 8.56 	 3.25

mm2 on automatic images (P � .792). The reliability test revealed

strong test-retest reliability and interobserver reliability of multi-

ple measurements (Table 5). As in Fig 5, 3D rendering of auto-

matic masks was similar to that of post-preprocess masks, and 3D

rendering of manual masks was similar to that of smoothed auto-

matic masks. Moreover, dura compression was clearly present in

the four 3D rendered images.

DISCUSSION
Knowledge of bony and neurovascular anatomy of the spinal fo-

ramen is essential when performing tESI.34 However, the Kambin

or safe triangle has never been visualized before tESI. Thin-layer

CT has great potential for reconstructing the safe and Kambin

triangles, whereas manual segmentation of nerve roots is time-

consuming. The current study has validated the feasibility of au-

tomatically segmenting lumbosacral structures (nerves and bone)

on CT through deep learning and the 3D reconstruction of

Kambin and safe triangles. To the best of our knowledge, this is

the first study automatically segmenting lumbosacral nerves on

CT through deep learning.

Reconstruction of the safe or Kambin triangle may benefit the

viability assessment of tESI, especially at the L5/S1 level. Ideally,

the needle trajectory is planned on an axial plane of conventional

CT slices.10 However, trajectory planning could be difficult at the

L5/S1 level in some cases due to the bony obstacles such as the iliac

crest, facet joint, and transverse process (Fig 6). In that case, an

accessible pathway could be found in an oblique perspective.

However, operators may fail to quickly identify an oblique trajec-

tory targeting the largest safe or Kambin triangle, even if the CT

gantry can be tentatively angled caudally or cranially. Another

option is to change the targeted area (eg, from the safe to the

Kambin triangle) for trajectory planning.35 Nevertheless, axial CT

slices are still incapable of presenting a large safe or Kambin tri-

angle directly and quickly. Thus, 3D reconstruction of the safe or

Kambin triangle may facilitate the viability assessment of tESI

because it can quickly provide the specific perspective with a large

Table 3: Segmentation accuracy in 10 testing cases from the open
dataseta

Structures Pixel Accuracy (%) IoU (%) Dice Score (%)
Bones 99.62 	 0.35 81.40 	 11.33 89.34 	 7.28

(99.3–99.9) (60.5–93.3) (75.42–96.5)
Nerves 87.74 	 4.82 80.64 	 3.31 89.25 	 2.00

(79.4–93.1) (75.5–82.9) (88.1–93.4)
a Data are means and percentages unless otherwise noted.

Table 4: Measured area of the safe and Kambin trianglesa

Area
(mm2) Manual Images Automatic Images

P
Value

Kambin
triangle

37.80 	 20.90 (15.11–87.51) 36.41 	 19.27 (11.46–78.63) .302

Safe
triangle

8.69 	 2.24 (6.04–13.27) 8.56 	 3.25 (3.18–17.91) .792

a Data are means and percentages unless otherwise noted.

Table 5: Test-retest reliability and interobserver reliability of
multiple measurements

Intraclass Correlation
Coefficient

Test-Retest
Reliability

Interobserver
Reliability

3D rendering of manual segmentation
Kambin triangle 0.983 0.984
Safe triangle 0.881 0.922

3D rendering of automatic segmentation
Kambin triangle 0.988 0.982
Safe triangle 0.977 0.959

FIG 5. 3D rendering of automatic masks and manually labeled masks
of bones and nerves. A, 3D rendering of manual masks before prepro-
cessing. B, 3D rendering of post-preprocessed masks. C, 3D rendering
of automatically generated masks. D, Smoothed 3D rendering of au-
tomatically generated masks. E, 3D rendering of manual masks before
preprocessing (arrow indicates the compressed dura). F, 3D rendering
of post-preprocessed masks (arrow indicates the compressed dura).
G, 3D rendering of automatically generated masks (arrow indicates
the compressed dura). H, Smoothed 3D rendering of automatically
generated masks (arrow indicates the compressed dura).
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targeted area. Ra and Min10 tried to identify an optimal angle of a

nonaxial needle path with the largest area of the safe triangle for

x-ray fluoroscopic guidance, but others thought a specific needle

path is dictated by specific patient anatomy and cannot be consis-

tently predicted using a constant angle. With free manipulation of

3D-rendering models, an oblique needle path could be planned

when a large area of the safe triangle or Kambin triangle is pre-

sented (Fig 6C, -E). Our study also quantified the area of the safe

or Kambin triangle, which might also help assess the viability of

specific approaches. The area of the safe triangle ranged from 4 to

18 mm2 in our series, which is similar to that in the previous

study.10 The area of the Kambin triangle at the L5/S1 level ranged

from 10 to 84 mm2 in our series, which is smaller than the results

from other studies36,37 because others removed the facet joint

for measurement. More important, the measurements of tri-

angles in our study confirmed no significant differences be-

tween manually segmented images and automatically seg-

mented images, which validates the 3D reconstruction based

on SPINECT in medical indicators.

Nerve segmentation is essential for visualizing the safe and

Kambin triangles because the exiting nerve root is the hypotenuse

of the 2 triangles. Physicians usually recognize the Scotty dog to

estimate the location of the safe and Kambin triangles under the

guidance of x-ray fluoroscopy because

the exiting nerve root has not yet been

outlined. Moreover, only after multiple

attempted punctures will contrast be in-

jected to show the epidural and perineu-

ral flow, which may finally outline the

nerve root sheath and epidural flow.

Thus, x-ray fluoroscopy fails to demon-

strate the detailed location of the exiting

nerve root before punctures. The main

advantage of CT is that it is good at pre-

cisely locating the needle placement

using 3D imaging of soft tissues and

osseous anatomy.38 Moreover, CT flu-

oroscopy is also capable of demonstrat-

ing real-time contrast flow. Neverthe-
less, nerve segmentation is not yet
available on the current CT worksta-
tions for ESI. Diffusion tensor imaging
or the MR neurography technique may
be useful to enhance the spinal nerves

for diagnosis and surgical planning.37,39

However, DTI or MR neurography

scanning can be lengthy and costly and is

not practical for ESI. In this current

study, however, we have achieved auto-

matic and precise segmentation of lum-

bosacral nerves on routine CT and suc-

cessfully visualized the safe and Kambin

triangles with segmented bones and

nerves.
As more medical imaging datasets

are created by medical experts, the appli-
cation of deep learning in radiology is
growing because of its excellent perfor-

mance in recognition and segmentation. While bony structures

are easily identified in intraoperative practice, deep learning may

enable rapid recognition and precise segmentation of important

soft tissue. Moreover, all paraspinal structures (eg, nerves, vessels,

discs, muscles, ligaments) may also play an important role in pro-

cedure planning, spinal navigation, and even robotic surgery in

the near future. The current study has shown that thin-layer CT is

a good candidate for segmenting nerves, which discloses the sub-

stantial potential of CT in segmenting spinal soft tissue. More-

over, the performance of SPINECT further supports the findings

of other similar studies using U-Net and its variants for semantic

segmentation of biomedical images.40,41 We adopted the 3D U-

Net instead of the 2D U-Net because 3D U-Net can adopt the

information between slices of the CT volume. However, the U-

Net has limitations of class imbalance and decreased segmenta-

tion accuracy. Because the voxels of background, bone, and nerve

are quite different, small structure (nerve) tends to have a lower

Dice score compared with large structures (bone and back-

ground) in semantic segmentation. Thus, we adopted the

weighted softmax cross-entropy loss function, and the outcomes

seemed to be acceptable. Feng et al42 used the U-Net to segment

the spinal cord on thoracic CT with a Dice score of 0.89, which is

FIG 6. 3D model– based viability assessment of a transforaminal epidural steroid injection. A,
Inaccessible trajectory to the safe triangle on an axial CT slice. B, Minimal space of the safe triangle
on the posterior 3D model. C, Accessible oblique trajectory to the safe triangle on the 3D model.
D, Inaccessible trajectory to the Kambin triangle on axial CT slice. E, Accessible trajectory on the
3D model. F, Oblique trajectory-guided nonaxial CT plane.
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similar to our study with a Dice score of 0.905 for lumbosacral

nerves. Novikov et al43 segmented bones on CT on the basis of the

U-Net with a Dice score of 0.95, which is similar to our study with

a Dice score of 0.945 for lumbosacral bones. Furthermore,

SPINECT segments lumbosacral nerves and bones in about 13

seconds, which is much shorter than the 30 minutes needed for

manual segmentation. In summary, the developed model has the

potential to be adopted in the workflow of spinal interventions

and minimally invasive spine surgery.

The current study has limitations. First, this pilot study only

conducted segmentation on the L5/S1 level because it is one of the

most difficult levels for spinal intervention and even for mini-

mally invasive spine surgery. SPINECT will be developed and

tested on more levels (eg, L3/L4, L4/L5) and different spinal re-

gions (eg, thoracic, cervical) in the near future. Second, although

small vessels surrounding the foramen are critical for tESI, we did

not segment pertinent vessels because they were not clear on non-

contrast CT. However, semantic segmentation of multiple struc-

tures (eg, discs, large vessels, muscles, ligaments) will be inte-

grated into SPINECT. Third, while the subject number and

segmentation accuracy are acceptable, more cases may be needed

for the accuracy to be further improved. Last, the automatic loca-

tion of CT planes through deep learning may also help physicians

in planning ESIs, and a large observational study exploring its

feasibility is also on the way.

CONCLUSIONS
Deep learning with a 3D U-Net can effectively segment spinal

nerves and bones from routine CT. The results of this study sug-

gest that our proposed SPINECT can be used to segment spinal

nerves on CT seemingly within near-human expert performance,

which is reliable for reconstructing Kambin and safe triangles for

tESI.
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LETTERS

Vessel Wall Imaging of Unruptured Intracranial Aneurysms:
Ready for Prime Time? Not so Fast!

There are differing viewpoints on the utility of vessel wall im-

aging (VWI) assessment of unruptured aneurysms within the

neuroradiology community. Many authors, including us, have

interpreted their data to indicate it offers clinical value. This en-

thusiasm undoubtedly arises from a sincere viewpoint that the

current literature assessing it is compelling enough to positively

impact patient care. Vessel wall imaging of intracranial aneurysms

is already being used at dozens, if not hundreds, of institutions

across the world and may seem ready for prime time. However,

despite our initial optimism, we have now concluded that radiol-

ogists and clinicians should exercise some caution in their inter-

pretation of the utility of aneurysm wall enhancement (AWE) in

the evaluation of intracranial aneurysms as well as some judi-

ciousness when interpreting the existing data.

First, the evaluation of the sensitivity and specificity of AWE in

detecting unstable aneurysms is severely limited because to date,

there have been few longitudinal studies demonstrating the pres-

ence of AWE prior to an unruptured aneurysm growing or rup-

turing. None of these longitudinal studies have enough follow-up

data to reliably assess the natural history of unruptured intracranial

aneurysms. Demonstrating that aneurysms that have recently grown,

become symptomatic, or ruptured have wall enhancement and con-

cluding that AWE is thus a generalizable biomarker to predict aneu-

rysm instability is a logical fallacy. What came first? The enhance-

ment or the instability? The chicken or the egg? Furthermore, these

categories of unstable aneurysms can all be detected with other clin-

ical or radiologic methods, whereas unruptured aneurysms without

these features are the group in which VWI might have the greatest

potential to impact management. Thus, few meaningful conclusions

on the clinical utility of AWE in unruptured aneurysms can be made

until we have longitudinal studies comparing the natural history of

unruptured aneurysms with or without wall enhancement.

Our group has also purported that AWE is a reliable biomarker of

aneurysm instability. For example, we recently published a meta-

analysis finding that AWE is sensitive (95%), but not highly specific

(62.7%), for unstable aneurysms with a high negative predictive

value.1 The numbers are correct in context, but to analyze the avail-

able data, we had to group several definitions of wall enhancement

(circumferential, partial, thick, strong, and so forth) and several def-

initions of unstable (growing, changing, symptomatic, ruptured, and

so forth). Subsequent articles have continued to use similar methods,

and the associated limitations have become clear. Any thorough

reader of the AWE literature is likely frustrated by the variability of

the study designs of prior investigations (Table). Furthermore, the

inclusion of ruptured aneurysms and grouping of these aneurysms

with “other unstable” is not necessarily helpful. Specifically, the

mechanism of enhancement in ruptured aneurysms is likely different

and may reflect the ruptured status itself rather than that of any in-

flammatory precursor condition. Overall, standardization of defini-

tions and logical inclusion criteria would allow fair comparison be-

tween study findings.

In addition to all the variability in study design, definitions, and

outcomes, one should consider that there are so many confounding

variables in our analysis of AWE and aneurysm natural history. In 1

study by the group in Utrecht, there was a more-or-less linear corre-

lation between aneurysm size and the prevalence of wall enhance-

ment.2 While this association has been inconsistently demonstrated,

it seems to be a recurring theme in the AWE literature. If there is truly

a correlation of AWE to size, then the added value of VWI to size

alone may be diminished because aneurysm size is already a well-

established risk factor for future growth and rupture.

Furthermore, we do not even really know what AWE really

means. Although some data correlating AWE to inflammation on

histopathology are emerging from clinical data and a rabbit study,

mechanisms beyond wall inflammation, including slow flow near the

wall (particularly in larger aneurysms), vasa vasorum, thrombotic

lining, and increased permeability due to endothelial dysfunction,

remain possible alternate or additional etiologies.3,4 Additionally, the

histology of vulnerable aneurysm walls has been shown to be vari-

able, including some aneurysms with extremely thin hypocellular

walls and others with thickened walls. Additional correlation of VWI

findings to various histologic aneurysm wall patterns would be useful.

The existing studies are meritorious and lay solid groundwork for

initial assessment of this topic, but many questions remain. These

include the optimal methods of AWE assessment, long-term diag-

nostic accuracy in asymptomatic unchanging aneurysms, the added

value of VWI luminal size and morphologic data alone, and a more

complete understanding of the pathogenic mechanism. Given the

high morbidity and mortality of an aneurysm rupture, the proce-http://dx.doi.org/10.3174/ajnr.A6048
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dural risks with treatment, and the high prevalence of “stable” aneu-

rysms, a very high diagnostic accuracy is necessary for any novel im-

aging modalities to improve on existing clinical prognostic factors

that have been studied in longitudinal multicenter prospective clini-

cal trials. Additional methods to help stratify aneurysms into stable

and unstable categories are needed. Continued evaluation of VWI for

this purpose may be very useful to better define the potential value for

such risk stratification. Given the limitations of the existing literature on

VWI,determinationsregardingitsclinicalutilityanditsaddedvalueover

standard clinical and radiographic risk factor predictors are premature.
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LETTERS

Patients with High-Grade Gliomas and Café-au-Lait Macules:
Is Neurofibromatosis Type 1 the Only Diagnosis?

We read with great interest the publication “High-Grade Glio-

mas in Children with Neurofibromatosis Type 1: Literature

Review and Illustrative Cases” by Spyris et al.1 As discussed by the

authors, high-grade gliomas in children may be associated with neu-

rofibromatosis type 1 (NF-1). However, several other cancer predis-

position syndromes, including constitutional mismatch repair defi-

ciency (CMMRD), also increase the risk of childhood high-grade

glioma. Most important, not only does the spectrum of CMMRD-

associated malignancies overlap that reported for NF-1 but patients

with CMMRD frequently also show nonmalignant features of NF-1.2

This phenotypic overlap between NF-1 and CMMRD challenges

the clinical diagnosis of NF-1 in a patient with pediatric high-

grade glioma and, overall, our current knowledge on associa-

tions between NF-1 and rare childhood malignancies.3

Because patients with CMMRD-associated high-grade glio-

mas may benefit from immunotherapy with anti-programmed

cell death protein 1 drugs,4 it is key to explore extensively the

underlying genetic disease by molecular genetic diagnosis. Dis-

tinction between CMMRD and NF-1 in this setting also has im-

plications for further cancer surveillance of the patient, recur-

rence risk in siblings, and Lynch syndrome–associated cancer

risks in the extended family.

In this respect, the cases presented by Spyris et al1 are illustra-

tive of the diagnostic challenge that may occur in this setting. The

article reports 5 patients with a brain tumor who were “diagnosed

with NF-1 in accordance with the diagnostic criteria.” Consider-

ing that the message of the article is to raise awareness of the

occurrence of high-grade glioma in children with NF-1, we would

be very interested in a description of the phenotype and family

history of these children and what NF-1 criteria were used to state

the clinical diagnosis of NF-1. It would also be of interest to know

whether focal abnormal signal intensities (FASIs), a very common

finding in children with NF-1, were present. None of the reported

patients had visible FASIs on the MRIs presented in the figures.

Three patients (patients 1, 2, and 4) had malignant tumors mo-

lecularly consistent with diffuse midline H3K27M-mutated glio-

mas, which have not been described in children with NF-1.5,6

“Skin spots,” presumably café-au-lait macules, were explicitly re-

ported only for patient 4. Even the tumors most typically associ-

ated with NF-1 (ie, optic pathway glioma and pilocytic astrocy-

toma) as diagnosed in patients 3 and 5 have been described in

CMMRD.3 Taken together, the diagnosis of NF-1 is questionable

in at least some of the patients. Considering the impact of the

diagnosis of the underlying genetic disease on the treatment of

affected patients, it would be of major importance to genetically

confirm the diagnosis of NF-1 in these 5 patients.

To conclude, we strongly recommend that in all children with

high-grade gliomas and a phenotype reminiscent of NF-1, this

diagnosis should be confirmed as the underlying disease by iden-

tification of a clearly pathogenic germline NF1 mutation. In the

absence of this confirmation, CMMRD should be excluded by

mutation analysis of the MMR genes and/or by immunohisto-

chemistry showing the expression of all 4 MMR proteins in the

tumor or by appropriate molecular and functional assays.3 A cor-

rect diagnosis in these children will be important to adapt the

therapeutic strategy, surveillance, and genetic counseling as stated

in recent consensus papers. A definite genetic diagnosis of NF-1

and exclusion of CMMRD in future patients are necessary to sub-

stantiate the reported association of NF-1 with childhood high-

grade gliomas because this is currently largely based on patients

diagnosed only on clinical criteria (for review see Wimmer et al3)

and, therefore, challenged by our current knowledge of the phe-

notypic overlap between CMMRD and NF-1.
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REPLY:

We appreciate that Guerrini-Rousseau and colleagues are

raising awareness for constitutional mismatch repair

deficiency (CMMRD) syndrome and its phenotypical overlap

with neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF-1). All 5 patients described

in our article met clinical criteria for NF-1 (Table). None of the

patients reported had confirmatory genetic testing; for chil-

dren who meet the clinical criteria, genetic testing is not typi-

cally obtained.

CMMRD is rare (200 patients reported), and our patients

had none of the other diagnostic criteria of CMMRD.1 Café au

lait spots are common (up to 97%) in CMMRD, but the other

clinical manifestations of NF-1 are much less frequent.2 Fo-

cal abnormal signal intensities have also been reported in

CMMRD.
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For a diagnosis of NF-1, at least 2 of the diagnostic criteria should be present3

NF-1 Diagnostic Criteria Patient 1 Patient 2 Patient 3 Patient 4 Patient 5
Six or more café au lait macules �5 mm in greatest diameter in

prepubertal individuals and �15 mm in greatest diameter in
postpubertal individuals

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Two or more neurofibromas of any type or 1 plexiform neurofibroma Yes
Freckling in the axillary or inguinal regions Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Optic glioma Yes Yes
Two or more Lisch nodules (iris hamartomas) Yes Yes Yes
A distinctive osseous lesion such as sphenoid dysplasia or tibial

pseudarthrosis
A first-degree relative (parent, sibling, or offspring) with NF-1 as defined

by the above criteria
Yes Yes Unknown

(adopted)
MRI findings: focal abnormal signal intensities Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
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ERRATUM

The authors of “Disorder in Pixel-Level Edge Directions on T1WI Is Associated with the Degree of Radiation Necrosis in Primary and

Metastatic Brain Tumors: Preliminary Findings” (AJNR Am J Neuroradiol 2019;40:412–17; https://doi.org/10.3174/ajnr.A5958)

reported missing references 19 –21, which were cited in the text but do not appear in the “References” section. The references are

provided below in the same order. The Journal regrets this error.
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